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PREFACE

THIS BOOK starts from a sense of the inadequacy of critical
efforts to define that elusive yet indispensable category of
nineteenth-centuryfiction,“realism.”Whetherevaluatedpos-

itively (as it is by Harry Levin and George Levine, as well as by Georg
Lukács and Fredric Jameson) or pejoratively (as it is by Roland
Barthes and Stephen Heath), realism over the last half-century has
generally been taken as a synonym for representation, that is, as a join-
ing of—or for some critics, a split between—words and things, con-
ventions and reality, signifier and signified, or soul and form. Con-
sequently, arguments about realism have tended to trail off into the
sterilequestionofwhetherrealismgoesbeyondconventions,forms,or
signifiers to represent reality “adequately”; or whether realism is
merely the literary expression of a “naïve” philosophical assumption
that the words in a realistic novel are transparent to a reality they
represent; or whether realism on the contrary is an effort to achieve a
fresh, defamiliarized vision of reality by breaking down conventions
through parody, dialogization, or the mixing of styles.

To go beyond this impasse without altogether abandoning realism
as a category in literary history, we need to rethink the entire issue of
realism in terms other than those of a problematic of representation,
of the relation between words and things, signifiers and signifieds,
conventions and reality. The way to do this, I believe, is to take seri-
ously Bakhtin’s assertion that the novel is woven out of discourses
(rather than out of signifiers or conventions). If the novel is a texture
woven out of discourse, then one ought to be able to describe particu-
larnovelisticgenres(therealisticnovel, thenaturalistnovel, thesensa-
tion novel, the modernist novel, the detective story, and so on) not by
their implicit theories of representation—or of the impossibility of
achievingrepresentation,as isoftensaidofmodernistfiction—butby
thekindsofdiscourses, andtherelationsbetweendiscourses, thatpre-
dominate ineachgenre.Theresultof suchadescriptionwillbetogive
amore localprecision tothe“real”of therealisticnovel: a real that can
then be aligned to the “real” offered by the specific discourses that
novelists like Balzac, Flaubert, and Eliot adapt in distinctive ways.

Thisbookhasmuchincommonwithwhathascometobecalled the
“new historicism” in nineteenth-century studies. Like such critics as
D. A. Miller, Mark Seltzer, Jonathan Arac, and Catherine Gallagher, I
set out to show how fiction is linked to hitherto overlooked but none-
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thelesspowerfully institutionalizeddiscourses operating withina cul-
ture.But I think the new historicistenterprise will remain unachieved
so long as certain questions are left conveniently vague. The most im-
portant of these is the question of how the relationship between dis-
course and power should be understood. To both Seltzer and Miller,
for example, discourses in the novel seem to exist only as a pretext for
thepowerthatisexercisedthroughthem;bothcriticstendtosubsume
the intricacies of criminology or moral management or sociology
underthemorefundamentalphenomenonthatMillercallsa“general
economy of policing.”1 I argue that this view of power is, if not mis-
taken, at the very least oversimplified. The problem is not that power
actually has nothing to do with discourse (whether in a novel or in a
culture), but rather that power is immanent in the particular dis-
courses through which it functions. If a literary phenomenon such as
realism emerges from a given cultural situation, we need to interpret
it not by treating what goes on in a realistic novel as an allegory of the
“generaleconomy”ofpower,butby identifying thespecific discourses
that are woven into the novel and tracing them in the culture at large
back to their disciplinary precincts, the local sites where they exercise
their power. Only by proceeding in this way, I think, can one hope to
understand the cultural struggles in which these discourses engage
and the role the novel can play in such struggles.

I propose in Vital Signs to interpret works of fiction within a cultural
context that is first and foremost a discursive one. Such an approach
avoids oversimplification, but raises problems of its own. How does
one decide which discourses might be reasonable starting points in
the case of realistic fiction? In principle, a novel can accommodate
anything from scientific jargon and professional argot to street slang
andreligiouscant.Analyzingall,orevenasubstantialportion,of these
discursive threads would be a hopeless task. To trace even a single
thread through a series of novels and within the larger culture, on
the other hand, would no doubt yield some insight into the texture
of realism, even if that thread were only adventitiously woven into
the texture. The problem, then, is a pragmatic one: which discourse
offers the best Ansatzpunkt (to borrow Auerbach’s word), the most
fruitfulpointofdeparture?Mychoicehasbeendeliberately torestrict
this study to a single discourse whose network of relations I want to
explore: that of nineteenth-century clinical medicine. As I point out
in chapter one, clinical discourse seems attractive for several reasons.
First, thismedicine’scharacteristics—itsrhetoricalrules, itsobjectsof
knowledge, its aspirations, and its historical emergence, transforma-
tion, displacement, and decline—have been detailed by intellectual
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and social historians over the last ten years. Clinical medicine is also
the professional discipline most visibly striving for recognition as a
liberalprofessioninaperiodwhenprofessionalvaluesandaspirations
begin to dominate European culture. The result is that clinical dis-
course becomes saturatedwith a special kindofquasi-avant-garde cul-
tural (and even political) authority at the very moment when Balzac,
Flaubert, and Eliot invent their versions of realism.2 Finally, clinical
discourse is present prima facie in important although often unre-
marked ways in two novels that are often taken to be paradigms of
realism,Middlemarch andMadameBovary, andmedicine ingeneralhas
been associated with mimesis by literary theorists going back to Plato
(although this association has also largely gone unremarked).

To assert that a given discourse is relevant to a literary form, how-
ever, does not tell us anything about how that discourse’s status within
literaturemightbedescribed.This constitutesa secondmethodologi-
cal problem. In what ways can a discourse enter into and inhabit a
literary form? Can we conclude that a novel relies on clinical dis-
course, for instance, only if the novel explicitly invokes its terminol-
ogy? Or can a discourse help to shape such formal features as point of
view,characterization,description,diegesis,orclosure,evenintheab-
senceofterminology?Iarguethatonecandefinemedicaldiscourseas
asetof“archaeological”(rather thanpurelylogical)conditions—aset
of practical cognitive rules or presuppositions about the structure of
thelivingbody(and,byextension,oftheself), thenatureofsymptoms,
and the temporal development of disease. The chapter on Madame
Bovary illustrates, in turn, how completely the novel can appropriate
thosediagnosticpresuppositionswith theeffectof “medicalizing” the
real it represents.

Just as realism is more than the sum of its formal categories or tech-
niques, however, so clinical medicine is more than a set of diagnostic
assumptions or therapeutic methods. In both cases, the formal ele-
ments operate in history within an overall project to enforce a certain
kind of authority. For the clinician, this authority is illustrated by his
ability to convince others that a person is more truly defined as hyster-
ical rather than, say, evil or possessed; as an alcoholic rather than a
drunk; asobese rather than fat; as suffering from thepathology called
homosexuality rather than committing the sin called sodomy. Insofar
asnovelistsuseclinicalpresuppositions, theyalsoexploit this capacity
to define the relation of self to body as a medical one. But such episte-
mologically grounded authority cannot simply be assimilated to the
powerof the police,because it is itself theobject ofa continuing strug-
gle, a serious dialogue over what should count as true (or even poten-
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tially true) when one speaks about human subjects as embodied. I am
making no argument one way or another about whether medicine is a
science in the abstract, but I am suggesting instead that the history of
medicine’s status as a science needs to be elucidated. For within En-
glishandFrenchcultures,clinicalmedicinevies,sometimesanxiously,
withbothscientificallyaccreditedandnonscientificdiscourses forthe
authority to define the problems of life and mind (to borrow Lewes’s
terms), and this micropolitics of knowledge manifests itself in the
novel’s discontents as well. I try in my chapter on Middlemarch to show
what was at stake in such contests.

In the course of identifying precisely what clinical discourse is and
analyzing how it is situated within culture and the novel, this book
inevitably raises the question: why medicine? Why should this dis-
courseserve as a peculiarclue to theauthority of realismin literature?
Why did realists not choose legal or religious or moral or biological
discourse—utilitarianism, say, or zoology, or methodism? Beyond its
discursive techniques and its epistemic orientation, I suggest, clinical
medicinealsoofferedBalzac,Flaubert,Eliot,andJamesanideologyof
professional exactitude, an ideology that was extremely useful to nov-
elists when new conditions of the marketplace enabled writers to pic-
ture themselves as self-sufficient professionals. My chapter on Balzac
stresses this ideological element of the connection between medicine
and literature. More generally, I argue that the emergence, develop-
ment, and decline of realism as an authoritative literary praxis can be
tied to the vicissitudes of clinical medicine as an ideal profession.3 As
clinical medicine comes under epistemic attack from other sciences,
andasitbecomesinstitutionalized,itsattractivenessasaradicalmodel
fades. One effect is the development, in the latter part of the century,
of quasi-realistic genres such as detective fiction and naturalism. In
chapters six and seven, I show how exemplary writers in each of these
genres revise the medical perspective’s literary status in distinct ways,
andwithdistinctiveeffects:ZolabysubstitutingClaudeBernard’s“ex-
perimental medicine”—a thoroughly deterministic physiological
model—for that of clinical medicine; Conan Doyle by allocating the
realist discourse to the pompous but unimpressive professional voice
of Dr. Watson, while transferring all the prestige of truth to Holmes’s
deductive (and far from healing) methods.

Ultimately, I suggest, the decline of medicine’s epistemic and ideo-
logicalauthority—causedbytheriseof the“basic” lifesciencesandthe
consolidationofmedicineasasafeandunexcitingbourgeoiscareer—
is one of the conditions that make possible the rise of a new kind of
literary practice:modernism.Ratherthanseemodernismasan effort
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somehow to go “beyond representation,” my perspective offers a defi-
nitionofmodernism as responding antithetically to theclinical mode
of representation characteristic of realism. Modernist texts, I argue,
maybe understood as efforts to invert the technical, epistemic, or ide-
ological assumptions that writers such as Conrad, Joyce, and Kafka
inherit fromclinical realism.Thosewhocontinuetoproduce realistic
fiction register the compromised status of their own authority either
in formal incoherencies (as with Arnold Bennett in Riceyman Steps) or
by the restricted view of the pathologized world they represent (as
with Mann in The Magic Mountain). But they may also—as I suggest in
a discussion of James’s Wings of the Dove—redefine the real itself,
within which medical techniques continue to operate, as a real that is
no longer a matter of the body. James displaces the cognitive object of
realismwhile retainingrealism’s clinical aims. In sodoinghe createsa
fictionincomprehensibleforahistorythatunderstandsmodernismas
a reaction against realist representation, even as he abandons the par-
ticular signified, the body, at which realism’s clinical representation
had been directed.

I will be using the terms realism and medicine with reference to a
relatively limited set of British and French novels and medical prac-
tices. In principle, however, my argument should be applicable not
only to those particular novels and practices but to a much larger
number of novels, as well as other kinds of art associated with the
phenomenonof “critical realism” fromothernational traditionsboth
literary and medical. But I was not interested in writing an encyclope-
dicnarrativehistoryoftheenmeshingofmedicinewithEuropeancul-
ture. There already exist excellent cultural surveys of medical themes
(doctor-patient relationships through the ages, the cultural impact of
certain specific diseases such as cholera and plague, illness as meta-
phor), and in any casea narrative history didnot seem an appropriate
modeforexploring what interested me most about the topic: the poly-
morphic nexus of information, ideas, and interests that constitute
medicine as an art, a science, and a profession. There still remained,
however, theproblemoflimitinganenormousarchivetomanageable
proportions, and more important, creating some sort of intellectual
order within that set of materials.

My starting point has been to limit myself geographically and tem-
porally to the British and French cultural experience of clinical medi-
cine during the nineteenth century. Within this experience I have
sought todefinemedicineas a social as well asan intellectualpractice.
I have further limited my archival scope by focusing on the inter-
change between nineteenth-century medicine and the Anglo-French
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tradition of literary realism. This narrowing inevitably eliminates a
large part of the literary, not to mention the cultural, resonance of
medicine during this period. Most obvious, I have chosen not to dis-
cuss in any detail the rich Russian cultural appropriation of medicine
in the work of such writers as Chekhov, Turgenev, Tolstoy, and Dos-
toevsky, or the equally rich Germanic tradition involving Heine,
Goethe, and Mann—not because these literary traditions are unim-
portant,but because the medical traditions of Germany and Russia are
in many ways derivative of the British and French experience. In the
general process of professionalization that medicine so spectacularly
exemplifies, France and Britain unquestionably led the way. More-
over, the dynamics of this process in France and Britain can be seen in
“purer” forms than in Germany and Russia, where the uneven devel-
opment of civil society somewhat obscures the ideological and social
distinctiveness of professionalism. Then too, the sheer quality, consis-
tency,andmassofFrench andBritishmedical—andinparticularclin-
ical—work during the first half of the nineteenth century lifts it above
thatdonebyGermanandRussianphysicians.Theclinicalperspective
arises first in Paris, organized in large part by the paradigms of path-
ological anatomy (for the body) and “moral treatment” (for mental
illness)thatweredevelopedbyBichat,Cabanis,Dupuytren,Broussais,
Pinel, and Georget. It spreads rapidly to Britain (through such medi-
ums as phrenological societies and the avant-garde medical journal
The Lancet), eventually working eastward into Germany and Russia.
ThehistoryofAmericanmedicineduringthenineteenthcentury is so
different,bothinprofessionalandinintellectualconditions,astocon-
stitute an entirely separate field of inquiry.4

After narrowing down the field in this way, I still confronted a large
set of realistic novels, not to mention voluminous archives of medical
materials. It seemed prudent to begin by focusing on novelists who
had declared their own styles to be medical, and to look particularly
closely at important novels where medical issues are explicitly
broached to some extent. A purely thematic approach to the medical
content in these novels would be valuable in itself, opening onto im-
portantcultural issues relating to thedoctor’s social statusand profes-
sionalroleaswellasthepatient’srelativesubjugationorinterpellation
through stereotyping (anespecially vital concern for feminism, given
the preponderance of women who are labeled “sick” in nineteenth-
century fiction and culture). But my goal was to define realism as a
literary mode beyond any particular content. I was less interested in
demonstratinghownovelsreflectsocialrelationsthaninshowinghow
(and accounting for why) certain kinds of fiction and certain forma-
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tions of knowledge may enact similar strategies, construct similar
kinds of subjects, exert similar kinds of authority. The presence of
doctors and/or patients in Middlemarch or Wings of the Dove was thus
for my purposes a matter of convenience rather than of necessity,
helpful insofaras thedoctor-patient relationshipstandsasan emblem
for the less manifest and more fundamental relationship between
writerand text.Medicine givesa novelist not only a stock of characters
but a set of quasi-artistic techniques, including, for example, a spe-
cifically symptomatological semiology, and the novelist can use those
techniques to represent not only doctors and patients, but other char-
acters and plots within these novels. Not only Emma, but Charles and
Rodolphe are pathologically embodied selves in Madame Bovary;
Lydgate’s predicament inMiddlemarch isnot his alone, but also Eliot’s,
and to some extent also Bulstrode’s and Dorothea’s and Will’s. More-
over, insofar as Balzac, Flaubert, and Eliot can be taken as paradig-
matic realists, one should be able to find some of these same tech-
niques at work in other realistic novels where doctors and patients do
not appear as such or appear only at the margins of the story.

Not only prudence, however, but also methodological imperatives
have determined my decision to concentrate on a few key novels, if
onlybecauseoftheconstraintsthatanarchaeologicalapproachplaces
on reading. To disarticulate medical prescriptions from the mixture
of discourses inscribed in such novels, I have proceeded deliberately,
focusing first on particularities of characterization and description,
sifting the text for evidence that a medical technique—a method of
diagnosis, a conception of internal structure, a set of nosological
terms—has been employed. From this detailed work, in each case, I
have tried to reconstruct the precise medical paradigm upon which
the novelist in question relies. Only then have I turned from discur-
sive to social context, in order to situate culturally this medical para-
digm, by describing the kind and degree of authority each particular
medicaloutlook implies.Havingdonethis, Ihaveultimately returned
to the novels, to ask how the novelist makes use of this medical author-
ity to enhance his or her own literary authority. By taking the long way
around I have tried to steer clear of the Scylla and Charybdis that
threaten every historicist literary analysis: the dangers of historical
inaccuracy in failing to specify the exact kind of techniques, assump-
tions, and outlook involved in a text; and of historical distortion in
forcing a text into an inappropriate context.
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ONE

MEDICINE AND MIMESIS

TH E CONTOUR S O F A CON F I GUR AT I ON

LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES (1782) ends with a cascade of ca-
lamities: the deaths of the libertine Valmont and his virtuous
victim, Mme. de Tourvel; Chevalier Danceny’s withdrawal

into celibacy as a Knight of Malta; and Mlle. de Volanges’s incarcera-
tion in a convent. Crowning these disasters is the fate of the villainous
Mme. de Merteuil, recounted by Mme. de Volanges in the last letter of
Laclos’s novel:

Mme. de Merteuil’s destiny seems at last accomplished, my dear and ex-
cellent friend; and it is such that her worst enemies are divided between
the indignation she merits and the pity she inspires. I was indeed right to
say that it would perhaps be fortunate for her if she died of her smallpox.
She has recovered, it is true, but horribly disfigured; and particularly by
the loss of one eye. Youmay easily imagine that I have not seen her again;
but I am told she is positively hideous.

The Marquis de . . . , who never misses the opportunity of saying a
spiteful thing, speakingof heryesterday,said thatherdisease had turned
her round and that now her soul is in her face. Unhappily, everyone
thought the expression a very true one.1

As the comments ofMme. deVolangesand the anonymous Marquis
indicate, Merteuil’s sudden illness serves a quite restricted literary
purpose. In disfiguring her, the smallpox offers Laclos’s readers a leg-
ible figure of moral, social, and narrative closure, a “very true” repre-
sentation of Merteuil’s evil character that Laclos’s narrative from its
inception has promised but deferred. One might say, then, that at the
moment when illness attaches itself to character, what Barthes has re-
ferred to as the “hermeneutic code” of Les Liaisons is laid bare. No
more meaning remains hidden. The game of plotting and interpret-
ing has come to an end, and the quest for the truth about Merteuil’s
character is complete, both for the “everyone” referred to by the Mar-
quis and for Laclos’s readers.

As for the smallpox itself, considered as a disease with symptoms
and stages, causes and consequences, it interests Laclos not at all as a
possible occasion for interpretationor further narration.Onthe con-
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trary, in supplying an unequivocal truth, the smallpox puts an end to
interpreting.Astheoutsideofthehermeneuticdimension,Merteuil’s
illnessalsoliesbeyondthedimensionofsecular,experientialtimepro-
jected in and through the novel.2 Disfiguration, the manifestation of
that illness, lacks any temporal compass and can thus punctuate but
notparticipateinthedynamicofseduction,liaison,manipulation,and
betrayal throughwhichLaclos’scharactersbecomerealizedfor them-
selves and for the novel’s readers.

In subordinating illness to his narrative requirements as he does,
Laclos is far fromuniqueamongseventeenth-andeighteenth-century
novelists. The tendency to disjoin illness from the life of character is
in fact a prevalent one during the period. This is not to say that ear-
ly novelists introduce illness into their narratives only to mark the end
of a character’s development in a moment of blinding, quasi-Oedipal
realization. On the contrary, the age swarms with characters—from
Sterne’s Uncle Toby to Diderot’s Rameau’s nephew to Goethe’s Wer-
ther—for whom illness, far from appearing as a sudden stroke of fate,
constitutesan abidingstate of being, even to the extent that their sick-
nessconfersuponthemanongoing,oftenrathercomfortableidentity
as eccentrics.3 One might even go so far as to argue that this second
literaryuseof illness ismorefundamental,orat leastmoretraditional,
in the early novel. After all, the archetypal novelistic hero, Don Quix-
ote, qualifies as such in large part because he suffers from what René
Girard calls “ontological sickness.”4

Such variation in the status of illness in fiction, taken together with
the fact that so many writers during this period either actually prac-
ticed medicine (like Goldsmith) or were intensely and demonstrably
interestedinexploringmedical issues intheir literarywork(likeDide-
rot and Goethe), should make one wary of generalizing about the his-
torical relation between medicine and the novel. And yet, just as a
general distinction is often made between the representational prac-
tices of realism in eighteenth-century versus nineteenth-century nov-
els, soonecanalsoprofitablydistinguishbetweenthe literarystatusof
illness in these two kinds of realistic fiction. Although qualifications
andallowances for exceptionsmustofcourse bemade, it seemsgener-
ally accurate to say that early realistsdo not go beyond the two alterna-
tives sketched above. In their fiction, illness tends to appear as either
a fundamental ontologicalpredicamentor a punctual signalof innate
moral inadeqacy. In neither case do novelists adopt what might be
called a consistent medical view of their characters—that is, a view in
whichillnesswouldbearticulatedalongwith,andasameansof illumi-
nating, thedeveloping lifeofan embodiedself. Illness canregister the
essential truth about a character in early realism, but that truth does
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not emerge or evolve as an integrated aspect of narrative temporality.
Characters in such novels are sick, but do not become sick over the time
that the novel shapes.

If a medical view of character thus is not a constitutive feature of
the first novels, the peculiarly occluded structural presence of illness
in fiction of the period nevertheless points to a constitutive assump-
tion of early realism: the notion that the truth about character
(whether signaled in Merteuil’s disfiguration or given as Quixote’s
monomania) ultimately is detachable from time and interpretation.
Thisepistemologicalprinciplehasbeenrecognizedascentral toeigh-
teenth-century realism at least since The Rise of the Novel, in which Ian
Watt defines “formal” realism as the dominant literary mode of the
first novels. Most readers come away from Watt’s book with the sense
that early realism’s most important feature is its down-to-earth empir-
ical orientation: Defoe, Richardson, and their contemporaries are
shown to be striving to render a full report of human experience
through the use of details—whether of time, space, or action—that
serve to situate the individual in a particular present.5 But as Watt’s
choice of the word formal rather than empirical or reportorial implies,
this realism’s verisimilitude—its assumption about what the truth in
life is—does not include any sense of human life’s historically con-
crete dimension. In formal realism, the truth about a character is tied
to the details of his or her milieu, and to his or her actions, but neither
details nor actions are caught up in an historical dynamic that might
compromise or transform their meaning, making them more or less
true (or true in a different way) depending on when and where they
are represented.

Another way of putting all this is to say that in formal realism, ac-
tion—whetherbycharactersorbysomeotheragency—doesnotaffect
the overall context within which truth is defined. Instead, as Watt
shows, the early realistic novel moves from detail and action to the
truth about a character by relying upon epistemological principles
thatfindtheirclearestarticulationinthephilosophicalspeculationsof
Locke. Locke argues that the truthfulness of representations or “par-
ticularideas” ispermanentlyguaranteedbytheirempirical linktosen-
sation.Thus,betweenrepresentationandtruththereisnoproblemor
quarrel; the only possible danger to truth posed by representation is
that posed by false representations, and Locke is confident that by
appealingtosensation,evenfalserepresentationscanbeunmasked.A
character may manipulate representation, may let others take in ear-
nest what he or she does in jest (as in Moll Flanders), may masquerade
(asinLesLiaisons,mostnotably),butultimatelythetruthaboutcharac-
ters will manifest itself once and for all, beyond the touch of time,
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empirically revealed. This epistemological faith that truth can be re-
duced to a representation—what Michael McKeon has more recently
called the “naïve empiricism” of formal realism—underlies and sus-
tains characterization in the work of writers like Defoe, as Watt has
demonstrated. To define a character authentically, Defoe describes
theparticularobjectsthatsurroundthecharacter,theparticularchain
of ideas that pass through that character’s mind, and the sequential
series of actions that involve the character. Each particular yields a
truth, a truth as irrevocable as Mme. de Merteuil’s lost eye. The result
is that, as Georg Lukács puts it, “the contemporary world [in formal
realism] is portrayed with unusual plasticity and truth-to-life, but is
accepted naïvely as something given: whence and how it has devel-
oped have not yet become problems for the writer.”6

Lukács’s formulation ought to be taken with a grain of salt, for, in
his eagerness to valorize what he calls the critical realism of the nine-
teenthcentury,he(likeMcKeon)rathertooquicklylabelsformalreal-
ism as naïve because of its empiricist assumption that truth is some-
thing that could be reported. Moreover, Lukács fails toappreciate the
extent towhich critical realism—a literary mode developedmost pro-
foundly in the work of novelists such as Balzac, Dickens, Flaubert,
Eliot, James, Tolstoy, and Mann—shares with formal realism this pri-
maryfascinationwithandbelief inthepossibilityofdocumentation—
what Harry Levin describes as “that willed tendency of art to approx-
imate reality.”7 The will-to-mimesis marks both formal and critical
realism, providing a fundamental element of continuity for any trans-
historical theory of realism as a unified literary mode. On the other
hand, Lukács is surely correct to assert that something in the mimetic
project has been transformed between Fielding and Eliot, Defoe and
James,Prévost andFlaubert.Compare, for instance,Laclos’s conclud-
ingdescriptionofMerteuil’ssmallpoxtoZola’sdescription,onthelast
page of Nana, of the smallpox that has killed his heroine:

Nana was left alone,her face upturned in the light fromthe candle. What
lay on the pillow was a charnel-house, a heap of pus and blood, a shov-
elfulofputridflesh. Thepustuleshad invadedthewholeface, sothat one
pock touched the next. Withered and sunken, they had taken on the
greyish colour of mud, and on that shapeless pulp, in which the features
had ceased to be discernible, they already looked like mould from the
grave. One eye, the left eye, had completely foundered in the bubbling
purulence, and the other, which remained half open, looked like a dark,
decayinghole.Thenosewasstill suppurating. A largereddishcrust start-
ingononeofthecheekswas invadingthemouth, twisting it intoa terrible
grin.Andaroundthis grotesqueandhorriblemask ofdeath, the hair, the
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beautiful hair, still blazed like sunlight and flowed in a stream of gold.
Venus was decomposing. It was as if the poison she had picked up in the
gutters, from the carcases left there by the roadside, that ferment with
which she had poisoned a whole people, had now risen to her face and
rotted it.8

What has changed between Laclos and Zola, most obviously, is the
value attached to clinical detail, as if the truth Zola wishes to convey
requires an almost microscopic precision about the material condi-
tions of the body. What was for Laclos sufficiently defined by the
phrase “disfigured . . . by the loss of an eye” demands from Zola an
unblinking attention to the smallest features of that disfigurement.
Therichness ofZola’s description of the diseased body, in turn, corre-
sponds to his far more highly elaborated decoding of the disease’s
signficance. Zola’s smallpox bears not only a moral but a sociological
content,thediseasereferringlesstoanindividual’sessencethantothe
degeneration of an entire society. A deeper penetration into the em-
pirical is accompanied by a dynamic conception of social change.

But it isnot only that with Zola,disease isbeingusedmore explicitly
in order to get at a truth that is now understood as primarily sociolog-
ical. A structural transformation underlies these differences in the
content and significance of disease. It is the very relation between dis-
ease and character, as more generally the relation between represen-
tation and meaning, that has been revised, that no longer matches a
reportorial model as it did in Laclos’s novel. Locke’s epistemological
principles, which could allow one to read Madame de Merteuil’s dis-
figuration so comfortably, do not provide adequate grounds for get-
tingatthetruthofNana’sdecomposition.For,unlikeMerteuil’ssmall-
pox, which is said to have “turned her around,” directly revealing its
essence as her evil, Nana’s disease emerges from an interior to a sur-
face. Its possible significance therefore cannot be captured, as the
meaning of Mertueil’s disease is, in an epigram that moves immedi-
ately from the simple fact of disfigurement to the truth about charac-
terexpressedbythatdisfigurement.Onthecontrary,Nana’ssmallpox
mustberepresentednot only inexcruciatinglyfine detailbut indetail
that emphasizes the temporality of the disease while reducing Nana’s
character tomere(or rather, sheer)flesh. And thesignificance drawn
from this almost gratuitously precise detail can be articulated by Zola
only indirectly, through metaphors and similes that only strain at
being aphoristic. Zola’s mimesis, in short, operates under an episte-
mological mandate different from Locke’s.

Zola,ofcourse, is somethingofanextremecase,and,as Ishallgoon
to suggest, his “naturalism” ought to be differentiated as a distinct
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offshoot of what I will continue, following Lukács, to call the “critical”
realismof Balzac,Flaubert, andEliot. But the passage from Nana does
illustrate the sea change that separates “formal” realism from its nine-
teenth-century cousin. Critics have long recognized the existence of
some such discontinuity, and remaining faithful to Levin’s credo that
“theprogressofrealismcanonlybechartedbyitsconcurrentrelation-
ship to the history of ideas,” they have naturally tried to establish a
philosophical successor to Locke, some source for the elusive idea of
“true” mimesis implicit in critical realism. Hegel, Comte, and Marx,
among others, have been cited as providing principles of representa-
tionandknowledgeadequatetoaccountfor therealismoftheir times,
andeachofthesecriticalmappingsofnineteenth-centuryepistemolo-
gies onto the novel has yielded some valuable insights into the work of
particular realists. It ultimately has not proved possible, however, to
orient the novelistic practice of writers as diverse as Balzac and
Flaubert within any single philosophical system.

Indeed, the persistent failure of the history of ideas to provide an
adequatecontextualexplanationfor thephenomenonofcritical real-
ism leads one to question whether any such system common to nine-
teenth-century philosophy and literature actually exists. To raise this
as a question is by no means to imply that Hegel, Marx, or Comte are
any less concerned than Locke with issues of truth and mimesis.
Rather, it is to suggest that the general relationship between philoso-
phy and literary realism changes between Locke’s time and Marx’s.
The rise of the novel occurs during an era when philosophy purports
to offer a model of truth-conditions (the hypothesis of a general sci-
ence of order, a mathesis) upon which truth-telling novels, as well as a
number of other forms of knowledge, depend for their authority.
Sometime near the end of the eighteenth century, however, a rear-
rangement—uneven, to be sure, and differently motivated within dif-
ferentnationalcultures,butforcefullyregisteredbyKant’scritiques—
occurs within the hierarchy of knowledges. Between the noumenal
world of metaphysical philosophy and the phenomenal world of the
real,betweenthe worldof formsand theempiricalworld, thesciences
arenowunderstood to supervene.9 These sciencesmaynot provide us
with philosophical or absolute knowledge, as Kant points out, but the
knowledge they do provide, although limited by definition, neverthe-
less qualifies as true knowledge of the real.

The details of this profound epistemological transformation are of
course open to debate, and need not concern us here. For our pur-
poses, the important point is that given the emergence of the sciences
as competitors to philosophy in the century following Kant, any ac-
count of the intellectual climate of nineteenth-century realism would
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be likely to benefit from a study of scientific, as opposed to strictly
philosophical,notionsoftruthandprinciplesofrepresentation.How,
one might ask to begin with, do the sciences define themselves as
truthful representations of reality? And how might one relate scien-
tific and literary ways of representing reality?

Over the past several years, such questions have been posed more
frequently and pointedly, as literary critics concerned with realism
havebeguntofocuson theformative role playedby scientific theories
of knowledge in realistic mimesis. George Levine’s The Realistic Imagi-
nation is among the most important of recent works in the field, and
as such exemplifies both the strengths and the limitations of current
critical interest in scientific-literary relations. Levine convincingly
demonstrates how the scientific controversies raging in Victorian cul-
ture dealt with epistemological issues in which such novelists as Mary
Shelley, Eliot, and Conrad were also deeply interested. Yet in estab-
lishingalinkbetweenthescientificandtherealisticimaginations,Lev-
inestill tends to focusonpopularizedphilosophicaldiscussions—albeit
often by scientists—rather than on scientific discourse per se. The
practical advantages ofLevine’s approacharemanifest: insteadof the
unrulyandoftenopaquecontentsofscientificarchives,onedealswith
what are recognizably ideas—ideas, moreover, that circulate in a cul-
tural context shared with novelists. (Many of the arguments Levine
brings toourattentiontakeplacenot inthepagesofscientific journals
but in such widely read magazines as Blackwood’s or Cornhill.) There is
a danger in this approach, however, of what one might call epistemo-
logical inaccuracy, insofaraswhatscientists sayordo inapublic forum
may differ greatly from the actualities of their intellectual procedures
as scientists. It is possible, in other words, that pragmatic scientific
thinking and writing might entail concepts of truthfulness that scien-
tists can articulate publicly only with difficulty because they speak in
languageborrowedfrom(andperhapscontaminatedby)thephiloso-
phy of their day—or more often, of their fathers’ day. In the case of
thescientificmilieuLevinediscusses, for instance, thephilosophiesof
science developed by Kant and Comte clearly provide both a vocabu-
lary and an agenda of issues for scientists writing for the public.

Levine would probably defend his approach by arguing that most
novelists in fact got their notions of science precisely from such phi-
losophically refracted accounts available to them in the general cul-
ture, rather than from any direct experience of science. Certainly for
most novelists it is the popular philosophy of science, rather than sci-
entific discourse itself, that enters into their consciousness and conse-
quently into their fiction. Dickens’s notorious defense of the scienti-
ficity of spontaneous combustion, or the sensation novelists’ reliance
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uponconceptslikemonomania,orthesocialDarwinismofSamuelBut-
ler and Hardy—these clearly stem from culturally mediated rather
than discrete scientific sources. Even in these cases, however, I would
argue that we blind ourselves to much of what constitutes the realism
of such novelists if we assume that their culturally received idea of
science accounts for the effect of the real that they achieve in deploy-
ing scientific rhetoric. There is no necessary connection between the
theory of realism—the notion of truth-to-life, whether connected to
science or not—invoked by such writers and the truth-effects sus-
tained when these same writers make use of particular scientific lexi-
cons or presuppositions. Dickens’s use of what George Lewes identi-
fies as a pseudoscientific notion of spontaneous combustion does not
disqualify him as a realist, although Lewes tries to have him disquali-
fiedandDickensthenfeelscompelledtomountadefenseofthe truth-
value of his science and its compatibility with his realism. Similarly, a
novelist such as Collins may use popularized psychiatric concepts like
hereditary insanity or monomania in a confused way, but these concepts
nonethelesscontribute, inwaysworth thinkingabout, to theconstruc-
tion of the novel’s sensationalistic reality.10

The limitations of seeing realism as rehearsing a popularized phi-
losophy of science are, however, most evident if we turn to that group
of novelists for whom the relationship of realism to science is far more
intimate and rigorous. The novels of Balzac, Flaubert, and George
Eliotdomorethanincorporateculturallyreceivedideasaboutscience
(in fact, Flaubert and Eliot are overtly hostile to such received ideas);
they deploy coherent scientific vocabularies and authorities as well as
the methods and the specific problematics that are posed through
these vocabularies and authorities. As this book will try to show in
some detail, when a scientific figure such as the pathologist Xavier
Bichat is invoked along with his language of tissues in Middlemarch or
Madame Bovary, one ought not to mistake him as a stand-in for Kant or
Tyndall or Lewes, as a mere convenience enabling Flaubert or Eliot to
raise broad issues of free will and determinism in the local domain of
biology. Bichat is the founder of a new science, pathological anatomy,
andhis way of seeing lifeandconstructing truthhas its owndistinctive
complexity, its rarety (to borrow Foucault’s word). We risk distorting
notonly thiscomplexitybutalsothecomplexityofEliot’sorFlaubert’s
appropriation of Bichat, and ultimately the complexity of their real-
ism, ifweviewhimonly throughthe lensofnineteenth-century episte-
mological controversies purveyed by the popularizers and philoso-
phers of science.

It is helpful to distinguish among various types of science, for some
nineteenth-century sciences are more prone than others to accept,
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and even participate in, the epistemological distortions of their work
by popularizers and philosophers—biology or clinical medicine, for
instance,morethanmathematicsorphysics.11Theselatterdisciplines,
at least in their modern formations, have crossed what Foucault, fol-
lowingKant,callsa“thresholdofformalization”ormathematicization
that gives them a certain degree of autonomy from philosophical is-
sues of epistemology and mimesis.12 For such sciences the questions
asked by epistemologists and theorists of representation—what is the
relation between representation and thing, sign and referent? how
does one move from data to truth?—at a certain point become irrele-
vant. These sciences establish the truth or falsity of a statement on the
basisof its internalconsistency(whetherlogical,architectural,oreven
aesthetic,asinsomecontemporaryfieldsofphysics).Laws,equations,
andtheorems inthe formalizedsciencesarenot subject tovariation in
space or time, or if such variations emerge, the formalized sciences
take them as part of their object of knowledge.

To say that the formalized sciences are fundamentally nonmimetic
does not, of course, mean that they are irrelevant to the novel. Post-
Einsteinian physics, for example, offers a constitutive model of struc-
ture and event, a vision of relations, that novelists from Pirandello to
Borges to Barth have fictionalized with great intensity. But like the
sciences they invoke, thesefictions focus their attention noton a signi-
fied reality but on the generative capacity of their own techniques or
logics.13 Again, such formalized sciences may still furnish a culture,
and the novelists within that culture, with analogies, metaphors, or
schemas that are allegorically transposed onto social life, as with the
principles of entropy or of the conservation of energy. But such bor-
rowings announce themselves in novels as borrowings (or betray
themselves as crude ideology) rather than as efforts to directly repre-
sent the real, as is.

On the other hand, the nineteenth century abounds in sciences
whose procedures have not been formalized, and that thus can offer
novelists a model of truth-seeking that is also a model of mimesis.
Thesemoredubioussciencesinclude,amongothers,geography,med-
icine,biology,psychology,economics,linguistics—whattheFrenchcall
the human sciences. Such disciplines mobilize their techniques, con-
cepts, andmetaphors torepresent a putatively realobject, suchas life,
territory, disease, or labor, rather than a theoretically constituted ob-
ject, such as a center of gravity or a magnetic moment. In Kant’s
words, theobjectsof thesedubioussciences“areexistingthingswhich
must be given empirically in order to be known, and not a mere repre-
sentationinmyself determineda prioriaccordingtoa principle.”14 Be-
cause their objects seem to be there, such sciences tend to rely not on
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“mere representations”—abstract, self-instituted symbols—but on
words related to things. As a result, their language, unlike that of the
formalized sciences, forms a subset of everyday language in the post-
Kantian world.15

Doubtless, this lowerepistemologicalprofileof thehumansciences
has facilitated the diffusion of terms, ideas, images, and outlook from
suchsciences intothegeneralcultureandinto literature; theproblem
of translation is nowherenear as greatas with the formalized sciences,
where symbols and equations must be deciphered to become accessi-
ble. But precisely because the positive sciences are so implicated in
culture, it ismoredifficult todistinguishtheautonomousprinciplesof
representation, the epistemological figures, the precise relationships
between words and things that such sciences establish. They are en-
crusted, as it were, with “quasi-” and “pseudo-” sciences (phrenology,
physiognomy, criminology, or eugenics, to name a few) as well as with
parasitical cultural formations (including such “-isms” as organicism,
determinism,orientalism,orsocialDarwinism).16Giventheseinterest-
ingandcomplex adjacencies, together with thedifficulties thatwould
be involved in disarticulating a scientific discourse from its cultural
instanciations, most literary critics understandably have veered away
from studying the positive sciences themselves as rhetorical modes
or techniques of representation. Thus we have had admirable dis-
cussions of how individual scientific terms, as well as the themes and
disciplines mentioned above, move through literature, but far fewer
discussions of how, say, the philological point of view, its way of repre-
senting man as a speaking being, is incorporated in certain novels as
the point of view of a character, narrator, or author, or as a theme or
even a stylistic imperative. Yet, if the argument I have been develop-
ing over the last few pages makes sense, then such a study of the dis-
cursivefeaturesofpositivesciencesmightprovevaluable,particularly
for the realistic novel, that genre where the mimetic impulse is most
deeply invested by claims to truthfulness.

Onepositivescience,medicine,standsoutasanespeciallyattractive
candidate for this type of interdiscursive investigation. For of those
sciencesmentionedabove,medicineenjoysbyfartheclosestandmost
long-standingassociationwith the issuesofmimesisandknowledgeso
crucial to critical conceptions of realism. The classical point of depar-
ture for any debate on the epistemic claims of representational litera-
ture,of course, is Plato’s infamous attack on mimetic poets in book 10
of the Republic, and even here at the origin one can already find a
comparisonbeingbroachedbetweenmedicineandmimesis.Thebasic
argument Plato pursues will be familiar: according to Socrates, poets
provide mere imitations of imitations of true reality,because they cre-
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ate “without knowledge of the truth” (599). What is less often recalled
is thatSocratesbolstershisaccusationagainstmimeticwritersbycom-
paring poetry to the art of medicine. Medical practitioners do indeed
“create with knowledge,” in pointed contrast to poets: one would only
embarrass the poets, scoffs Socrates, if one were to ask them, “if any
one of them was a physician and not merely an imitator of a physi-
cian’s thought, what men any poet, old or new, is reported to have
restored to health as Asclepius did . . .” (599c). Socrates then goes on
to show how poetry actually is antithetical to medicine, insofar as po-
etry encourages one to wallow in feelings rather than transcend one’s
pain through reasoned action. When we are hurt, he asks, is it not
better

to deliberate . . . about what has happened to us, and, as it were in the fall
of the dice, to determine the movements of our affairs with reference to
the numbers that turn up, in the way that reasonindicates would be best,
and, instead of stumbling like children, clapping one’s hands to the
strickenspotandwasting the timein wailing,ever to accustomthesoul to
devote itself at once to the curing of the hurt and the raising up of what
has fallen, banishing threnody by therapy. (604c–d)

Medicine for Plato does precisely what mimesis cannot: it deals with
the empirical without abandoning its rational basis and becoming a
merely empirical coup des dés.

If Plato inaugurates the epistemic debate about mimetic fiction in
part by strictly opposing medicine and mimesis, Aristotle’s perhaps
evenmoreinfluentialcriticaltheoryofmimesisalsoreliestangentially
on a comparison between medical and fictional practices. For Aris-
totle, however, therapy and threnody are postulated as essentially
identical: mimesis itself constitutes a form of therapy, permitting a
purging of our sick feelings through catharsis: “An emotion which
strongly affects some souls is present in all to a varying degree, for
example pity and fear, and also ecstasy. To this last some people are
particularly liable, and we see that under the influence of religious
music and songs which drive the soul to frenzy, they calm down as if
theyhadbeenmedicallytreatedandpurged.”17Aristotle’sassumption
that threnody and therapy are fundamentally the same may seem a
secondary matter, but it has important consequences, for it enables
himtodosomethingPlatodisdains—topostulateandinitiateascience
of poetics givingconceptual form to what Aristotle accepts as the tacit
practical knowledge possessed by writers (just as biology systematizes
the practical knowledge of physicians). The medicine-mimesis issue
thus cuts to the root of the literary epistemology and poetics we have
inherited from the Greeks.
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But one need not refer back to the Greeks for warrants to investi-
gate the relation between medicine and mimetic fiction. Within the
self-theorizations of nineteenth-century realist fiction and its close
cousins, there are ample indications that some sorts of linkages exist.
Perhaps the most overt of these indications is found in Zola’s mani-
festo, “The Experimental Novel,” which aggressively, dogmatically,
and (some would say) crudely pursues an analogy between doctors
and writers. Claude Bernard’s description of the method of “experi-
mentalmedicine,”Zolainsists,matcheshisownconceptionof literary
method. “It will often be but necessary for me to replace the word
‘doctor’by theword ‘novelist,’”heclaims, “tomakemymeaning clear
and to give it the rigidity of a scientific truth.”18 Zola of course over-
states and oversimplifies, and the nature of the medicine he invokes is
distinctive, but he is by no means alone among nineteenth-century
writers inclaimingtotreathischaractersasadoctortreatshispatients.
Similarsentimentsareexpressed(althoughnotinquitesotendentious
a form) by a wide range of realists, including Dickens, Chekhov,
Balzac, Flaubert, George Eliot, and Henry James. Certainly we ought
not to take all these claims at face value; for some writers the analogy
maybe only superficial, and inanycase, anywriter’s opinion about his
or her own work has no more necessary validity than does anyone
else’sopinion.Butgiventhetraditional,primafacietheoreticalassoci-
ation of diagnosis with mimesis, therapy with threnody, there would
seemamplereasontoexaminemedicine—understoodinPlato’sgene-
ral terms as a way to “create with knowledge,” and therefore as involv-
ingthequasi-poeticelaborationofsomethinglikeastyle,pointofview,
or mode of representation that conveys truth-value—as a constitutive
element of the realistic novel and its allied genres.
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DISARTICULATING MADAME BOVARY

F L AUB E R T AND THE MED I C A L I Z A T I ON

O F TH E R E A L

OVER THE PAST twenty-odd years, semiotics has established
itselfas a powerful, rigorous, and at times elegant technique

for the close reading of literary texts. Until recently, how-
ever, literary semioticians tended to remain fixated on the text itself,
squanderingthepromiseofBarthes’searlyculturalcriticismandleav-
ingtheissueoftherelationbetweenliteratureandsocietytoeitherthe
liberal imagination or ideological criticism. In the last several years,
however, context has reemerged as a respectable object for semiotic
interrogation. Some Marxist academics have appropriated semiotic
methods to forge a more formally sophisticated analysis of ideology;
Frederic Jameson’sThePoliticalUnconsciousoffers themost interesting
and successful example of this tendency. Concurrently, semioticians
themselves have tried to come to grips with the social implications of
texts by elaborating a concept of “intertextuality.”

MichelRiffaterre’srecentworkillustrates thischangeinemphasis.1

Following a line of investigation originally suggested by Jonathan
Culler, Riffaterre argues that literary texts can best be understood as
specific“actualizations”ofcultural“presuppositions.”2Culler’sdefini-
tion of presupposition—as “that which must be revealed by another, or
by an effort of dédoublement: of thinking from the point of view of the
other”—is heavily tinged with a Hegelianism that Riffaterre rejects,
substitutingthemoreKantian(orChomskian)formulationofpresup-
positions as simply “the implicit conditions of an explicit statement.”
The advantage of Riffaterre’s redefinition is that it guides him to look
for sets of conditions rather than for Culler’s less easily delimited
“point of view.” In any given instance, the conditions governing state-
ments will constitute a system, and it is this system of presuppositions
that the Riffaterrean student of intertextuality hopes to be able to dis-
engage from the literary text and locate in the sociolect.

Inseekingtoextendthesemioticprojectbeyondthefrontiersof the
text itself into its context, Riffaterre is to be commended. But because
hismethodology forelucidatingsystems of statementswithinthe soci-
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olect remainsratherundeveloped,he runs intomajorproblems when
he attempts to realize his theoretical claims in particular interpreta-
tions, most tellingly in the reading of Madame Bovary that he offers in
support of his approach. The only prerequisite Riffaterre stipulates
for declaring a set of statements to be a system of presuppositions is
that they derive from a “matrix sentence” supplied by the dictionary
or some other anonymous source. For Madame Bovary, the matrix sen-
tenceappears,accordingtoRiffaterre, inthecliché—foundinapopu-
lardictionaryofFlaubert’stimeintheentry“Adultery”—that“allevils
stem from adultery.” As a system, an “encoded ideology,” adultery
entails a number of subordinate consequences, all of which, as it hap-
pens, are played out in the course of Flaubert’s narrative. Riffaterre
concludes that the adultery system thus “entails the whole fictional
text.”

Apart from this highly dubious claim to account for total textual
production in terms of a single system, Riffaterre’s approach leaves
two questions unanswered. The first question is whether it is accurate
todescribetheliteraryperformancethattakesplaceinMadameBovary
as a straightforward actualization of the system of presuppositions
about adultery. Of all writers, Flaubert is probably the most sensitive
and resistant to the rehearsal of received ideas; when he does make
use of such ideas, it is to struggle against their simplistic actualization.
Flaubert’s entire effort, in fact, seems to have been directed toward
showing that literariness had nothing to do with a writer’s overt sub-
ject, that even the most clichéd subject would do. And as Baudelaire
points out in his review of Madame Bovary, “the tritest theme of all,
worn out by repetition, by being played over and over like a tired bar-
rel-organ,” isadultery.3 Flaubert’s isa repetition withadifference, but
that kind of artistic difference from ordinary actualization is only
vaguely gestured toward by Riffaterre, who dismisses it as an écart
stylistique.4 Between dictionary and text, presupposition and actuali-
zation, Flaubert (and, one presumes, other artists as well) must be
doingsomethingextraordinary,andthenatureofthisdeviationneeds
to be specified.

Thisleadsusto thesecondquestionaboutRiffaterre’smethod:how
does one find one’s way from the text to the dictionary entry contain-
ing its most important presuppositions? Riffaterre looks up adultery
because it seems to be the subject of the novel, but Baudelaire, in the
reviewquoted earlier, arguesexplicitly thatFlaubert isusingnot adul-
tery but hysteria to “serve as the central subject, the true core” of his
novel. Unfortunately, instead of going on to interpret Madame Bovary
within the context of nineteenth-century France’s presuppositions
about hysteria, Baudelaire chooses to guard the artistic value of
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Flaubert’s text from historical inspection by arguing that “the Acad-
emy of Medicine has not as yet been able to explain the mysterious
condition of hysteria” (341). This was not quite true. Nineteenth-cen-
tury medicine did have an explanation for hysteria, as for other dis-
eases. That explanation, however, was not to be found in a general
dictionary. The system of medical presuppositions about hysteria did
notexistasanencodedideologyelaboratedthroughacliché(as in the
instance of adultery), but as a subset of a coherent, intellectually for-
malized scientific discourse.

To grasp the presuppositions of hysteria thus would entail pursu-
ing a discursive rather than a semiotic analysis. A good first move
might be to look for an equivalent to the popular dictionary, a reposi-
tory of medical knowledge. Even if one managed to find some such
equivalent and describe the discourse on hysteria, however, one still
wouldhavetoexplainhowmedical presuppositionsabouthysteria in-
form and are actualized in Madame Bovary. And given the fact that
discourseissomuchmorecomplexthanRiffaterre’sideologicalcodes,
the relation between discourse and fiction is likely to be more compli-
cated than one of simple actualization.

Luckily, these problems are not insuperable in the case of hysteria
and Madame Bovary, for two reasons. First, a methodology for analyz-
ing discourse already exists and has been used to describe in some
detail the presuppositions of nineteenth-century clinical medicine.5

Second, there was in fact a medical equivalent (at least in the nine-
teenth century) to the general dictionary—the Dictionnaire des sciences
médicales. This dictionary provides an entry on hysteria. But it also
contains the boiled-down entirety of medical discourse, for which it
thusmay stand. Flaubertuses the medicaldictionary this synecdochal
way in Madame Bovary to thematize the relation between medical dis-
course and his fictional universe—or, to use Riffaterre’s terminology,
between a presuppositional system and the text in which it is actual-
ized. This thematization occurs in the midst of a typically exhaustive
catalogue of the contents of Charles Bovary’s study, when Flaubert
pauses to note the characteristics of Bovary’s dictionary: “Volumes of
the ‘Dictionary of Medical Science,’uncut, but the binding rather the
worse for the successive sales through which they had gone, occupied
almost alone the six shelves of a pinewood bookcase.”6 If Charles’s
dictionary may be taken as an icon of nineteenth-century medical dis-
course, thisdescriptionexemplifies thestrangelydouble statusof that
discourseinMadameBovary.Ononehand,themedicaldictionary(and
medical discourse) is shown both to exist and to enjoy cognitive au-
thority; on the other hand, this source of cognitive power is never
tapped by any of the central characters in the novel. Instead of being
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put into practical effect, the set of medical rules and commands sym-
bolized by these volumes is treated only as an object of exchange, suc-
cessively received and passed from hand to hand. Flaubert’s descrip-
tion emphasizes the commodification of the dictionary (“successive
sales”), the social indifference to its content (“uncut pages”), and its
purely formal wear and tear (“suffering of its binding”), as if to under-
line the pathos of distance between discursive knowledge and bêtise.

All knowledge in Flaubert is like medical knowledge here, simulta-
neously present and inaccessible, ideas received yet uncompre-
hended. In Madame Bovary, however, the inaccessibility of medical
knowledge in particular turns out to be crucial, a matter of life and
death. When Charles discovers that Emma has taken poison, he turns
tothemedicaldictionary forthefirst timesinceitwasmentionedearly
in the novel. Faced with the task of discovering an antidote, “Charles
tried to look up his medical dictionary, but could not read it; the lines
were jumping before his eyes” (231). Canivet and Homais, Bovary’s
consultantsonthecase,arealsounqualifiedtotreatEmmaproperly—
the former because his knowledge of internal medicine is scant and
the latter because he is a quack. The lack of professional competence
atthispoint iscritical:Canivet’sprescriptionofanemeticactuallyhas-
tensEmma’sdeath,aswe learnfromDr.Larivière’s “severe lecture” to
the surgeon after the event.

Charles’s dictionary, then, thematizes the determinate absence of
medical knowledge in Madame Bovary. This knowledge—a system of
presuppositions about illness and death—seems to be precisely what
the novel excludes. But the strange and innovative fact about
Flaubert’snovel is that, ifBaudelaire’s insight iscorrect,Emma’s life is
shaped by medical discourse’s assumptions about hysteria, even
though her death is caused by the discourse’s absence. But what are
these assumptions? More generally, what is their systematic form, and
how does this discursive formation differ from the ideological system
of clichéd presuppositions that Riffaterre describes?

Takingthesecondquestionfirst,onebroaddifferencebetweenide-
ology and discourse is that while ideological presuppositions form
a part of a widely shared everyday knowledge, discursive assump-
tions are esoteric. It is difficult to pin down the location of an ideol-
ogy, which exists as what Terry Eagleton calls “a consensus of un-
conscious valuations”;7 discourse, on the other hand, tends to nest
within an institutional framework that at once delimits and supports
it.Adiscursivepracticewillbeorganizednotonly textuallyor lexically
(in dictionaries, manuals, handbooks, and encyclopedias), but also
technologically andpolitically.Tograsp the extent towhich discourse
is actualized in a literary text, one must thus look for two kinds of
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presuppositions:thoseconceptualpresuppositionsthatconstitutethe
discourse proper, and those institutional presuppositions that attend
the discourse.

In the case of medical discourse, a very specific institutional envi-
ronment—a new intellectual and professional hierarchy, a new dispo-
sition of duties and status—emerges during the early years of the
nineteenth century. One question then is how, and to what extent,
these kinds of rearrangements affect Flaubert’s imagination of the
worldofMadameBovary.Althoughtheymayseemmerely sociological,
I shall try to show that the emerging institutional presuppositions do
in fact structure Madame Bovary to a great degree, by providing a dou-
ble template of relations upon which Flaubert elaborates. In the first
instance, explicit relations between characters within the text are de-
termined by the disciplinary and institutional constraints of the med-
ical profession at this time. But institutional presuppositions also
informamorefundamental,tacitformalrelationinFlaubert’swork—
that between knowledge and bêtise.

The Uses of Medical Bêtise

The inept Charles Bovary is probably the most egregious example in
this novel (and perhaps in any novel) of a character both socially and
intellectually determined by the medical institutions of the time. His
peculiar mediocrity stems, in fact, from his position within a complex
professional hierarchy. Despite his honorific title, Doctor Charles
Bovary is not a full-fledged doctor, but an officier de santé—a category
of medical practitioner created during the early years of the Napole-
onic era under the direction of the Ideologue physician and philoso-
pher Cabanis.8 The revolutionary period was marked by a rapid
growth in the number of poorly trained army surgeons (for obvious
reasons)andtheabolition of theolder, theoreticallyoriented Facultés.
The latter were replaced, by 1795, by new learned societies like the
Sociétéd’émulation,whichcountedBichat,Cabanis,andPinelamongits
members. Under the external pressure of public demands for com-
missions to screen out quack surgeons, and the internal pressure of a
newlyemerginginstitutional structureofmedicalauthority,ageneral
reorganization of the profession occurred. It followed a path leading
to greater centralization and technocratic efficiency. Cabanis was in
the forefront of this drive toward rationalization. He proposed that
because medicinewas an industry whoseproducts’ valuecould not be
gaugedby thepublic—“whatpricehealth?”—thegovernment should
ensure thevalueof treatmentbycontrolling theproducers butnot the
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product. Under his plan, access to the profession was to be limited,
andlessqualifiedphysiciansweretobesupervised byanelitegroupof
clinicians belonging to the learned societies.

As a result of these reforms, the terms of medical authority shifted
as it expanded its jurisdiction. The old and bitter conflict between Pa-
risian Faculté doctors and practical surgeons (a rivalry epitomized in
Madame Bovary by the old surgeon Canivet’s bitter remark about “the
fads from Paris” propagated by “these gentlemen from the capital!”
[131]) gave way, in 1803, to a new consolidation in the division of du-
tiesbetweenexperiencedclinicians(usuallylocatedinlargecities)and
trained officiers de santé. The latter were certified, as is Charles, by
department juries on the basis of a shorter course of study, and were
allowed to practice only “simple procedures” in specified and re-
stricted areas of the country. In effect, this was the first nationalized
healthplanning, thefirst attempt toensureminimal standards ofcare
throughawholesocietybythecontrolleddeploymentofmedical tech-
nique. It marked the first penetration by a centrally controlled medi-
calperspective into theareas ofeveryday life that novelists like Balzac,
George Eliot, and Flaubert were attempting to penetrate and oversee
as realists.

CharlesBovary iscaughtupgenealogically inthe transformationof
the medical profession—his father served as an assistant-surgeon-
major under Napoleon—so that Charles’s choice of career (made by
his mother, to be sure) is logical: he is following in his father’s foot-
steps.But the intellectual landscape itself haschanged, along with the
change in title from surgeon to officer of health. Charles, unlike his
father, cannot get by only on the strength of his “devil of an arm for
pullingteeth,”nor canhe confidentlyespouse thebrutal surgical ego-
tismofCanivet,whorejects theadvancedmedicalproceduresof “stra-
bismus, chloroform, lithotrity” without having the slightest under-
standingof them(44, 131).9 Charles, as an officierdesanté,musthave
the slightest understanding, but that is all. Permitted to treat only
“primitiveaccidents”and“simpleindispositions,”butrequiredtopass
an examination in order to do even that, the officier de santé is a sub-
ordinate within the new medical institution.

Aboveall,heisanintellectualsubordinateinthenewdiagnosticand
therapeuticparadigmrepresentedbythemedicaldictionary.His isan
empirically orientedtraining, a closed circuitofperception andtreat-
ment; as Foucault points out, for the officier de santé it is “a question
of knowing what to do after seeing; experience was integrated at the
level of perception, memory, and repetition, that is, at the level of the
example.”10 The words that stun Charles when he begins his studies—
physiology,pharmacy,botany,clinicalmedicine, therapeutics,hygiene,materia
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medica—remain “names of whose etymologies he was ignorant, and
that were to him as so many doors to sanctuaries filled with magnifi-
cent darkness” (6). Instead of entering into the sacred temple of med-
icine (whose “godlike” authority is Charles’s old master, the clinician
Larivière), Charles enters into the profane hovels of the peasantry:
“He poked his arm into damp beds, received the tepid spurt of blood-
letting in his face, listened to death-rattles, examined basins, turned
over a good deal of dirty linen.”11 The senses—sight, sound, touch,
and smell—are at work here, but little else.

It should be clear from all this why it would be absurd to expect
Charles to grasp the higher mysteries of medicine. His very mode of
perception,onegroundedinrepetitionyet linkedtoaknowledgethat
transcends such activity, goes with the job created by the medical pro-
fession. Charles’s mediocrity, in other words, is not useless, but is ex-
actly what is called for: his docile repetition—emblematized by
Flaubert very early on in the book by the image of “a mill-horse, who
goesroundand roundwith his eyesbandaged, not knowingwhat work
it is grinding out”(7)—does perform work. This fact tends to get ob-
scured in deconstructive readings of Flaubert, like those of Tony Tan-
ner and Eugenio Donato, which interpret the repetition and turning
in the text as purely degenerative processes that reduce all difference
toindifferentiation.12Charles’srepetitionisaregularizedprofessional
behavior that is useful both to the profession and to its clients, despite
its often destructive and dehumanizing effect on the individual in-
volvedinit.Hedoessucceed,for instance, insettingFarmerRouault’s
leg, even though he is simply repeating by rote: on arriving at the
farm, “Charles awoke with a start, suddenly remembered the broken
leg, and tried to call to mind all the fractures he knew.” Even his bed-
side manner is an imitation—“calling to mind the devices of his mas-
ters at the bedside of patients, he comforted the sufferer with all sorts
of kindly remarks” (11)—and yet he gains Rouault as a patient for
official medicine, a small victory for the profession.

The military connotations of the word victory are far from inappro-
priate here, for if Charles, as an officier de santé, is a subordinate
within the medical hierarchy, he is by the same token a footsoldier in
the campaign to extend medical authority throughout the provinces
of France. By the time Charles enters the profession, medicine has
reorganizeditselfinternallyandhasreceivedsomeofficialbackingfor
its project of controlling the national health care market. But state
support is not absolute, and, especially at the local level, the standard-
bearers of official medicine during this period find themselves com-
peting with several other authorities for legitimate control of many of
the same aspects of human behavior. More traditionally sanctioned
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authorities—inparticularreligioushealersandunaccreditedfolkdoc-
tors—as well as the more recently established legal functionaries, all
claim some responsibility for the same deviants.13 The story told by
Emma’smaid—aboutafisherman’sdaughterwhose“fog inthehead”
was treated by priest, doctor, and customs officer—shows the profes-
sional polyvalence of illness (especially mental illness) in the nine-
teenth century.

Given this crowded field, it is easy to understand why the medical
professionduringthisperiodpropagatesamythicalhistorytosupport
its own claims. In such accounts, as Matthew Ramsey points out, “the
contest between the physicians and their rivals sometimes appears as
theheroicphaseofprofessionalization,pittingmedicalenlightenment
againstpopular superstition.”14 For theofficierdesanté,however, this
mythicalclarityhas little todowithrealityat thelocal level,where lines
are not so clearly drawn. To consolidate his own position in the com-
munity, a country doctor like Charles is forced to develop a series of
alliances, accommodations, and defensive tactics.

In the priest, the country doctor is faced with a rival who, like Abbé
Bournisien with Hyppolite in Madame Bovary, promises a cure in ex-
change for vows of prayer and pilgrimage. Having little hope of win-
ning in head-on anticlerical attacks of the kind made by the pharma-
cist Homais, the country doctor tends instead to accommodate the
priest, accepting the notion that, as Bournisien remarks to Emma
when she seeks help, Charles “is doctor of the body . . . and I of the
soul”(80).Theresult isatherapeuticregimeinwhich,asJacquesDon-
zelothaspointedout,priestanddoctor“occupiedtwoclearly separate
registers”15 while attending to the same problem of pathology,
whether physical, sexual, or mental.16

With respect to the other two nonscientific authorities, legal and
pseudo-medical, the officier de santé faces a more serious problem.
The law, in the form of the medical police, is supposedly allied with
him in a joint effort to crush illegal healers. In fact, this program for
achieving a professional monopoly remains largely unrealized at the
local level: folk healing and charlatanism do not constitute regular
targets for thepolice,despite theofficialmandate. Thus, theofficer of
health often finds himself in a dangerous economic struggle for pa-
tients against an opponent who tends to operate underground. To
make matters worse, there is not that much of a difference in the level
of skills possessed by doctors like Charles and quacks like the chemist
Homais,eventhoughtheofficerofhealth’sknowledgeissponsoredby
officialmedicinewith itsmoreadvancedcognitivebase.Minimallyac-
creditedpractitionersandcharlatansusemany of thesame basic ther-
apeutic techniques.17
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Homais’s relation to Charles, of course, graphically illustrates this
situation and its hazards for the officier de santé. The apothecary, we
learn early in the novel, “had infringed the law of the nineteenth
Ventôse, year xi, article 1 [Cabanis was one of the principal architects
of this legislation] which forbade all persons not having a diploma to
practice medicine” (61). Homais is summoned to Rouen, but instead
of being incarcerated he is merely reprimanded. Although the apoth-
ecary fears the power of the law (“he saw the depths of dungeons, his
family in tears, his shop sold, all the jars dispersed . . . ”), Flaubert
emphasizes the merely symbolic nature of medicine’s legal power by
focusing on the trappings of authority: the prosecutor receives Ho-
mais“inhisprivateoffice. . . standingup,ermineonshoulderandcap
on head.” These signs are without content, however, a fact that
Flaubert underlines by adding pointedly that “it was in the morning,
before the court opened.”

Unfortunately for Dr. Bovary, the apothecary is not deterred for
long by the scare he has received. He adapts to the reality of his posi-
tion and undertakes a guerrilla war against a series of officiers de
santé who attempt to occupy his territory in the name of official medi-
cine. In this he is remarkably successful: Charles’s predecessor runs
away, Charles himself is ruined, and, on the last page of the novel,
Flaubert informs us that “since Bovary’s death threedoctors have suc-
ceeded one another in Yonville without any success, so effectively did
Homais hasten to eradicate them” (255).

Getting Hyperexcitable: Emma’s Hysteria
in Medical Context

Because he looks directly to a general-knowledge dictionary for ideo-
logicalpresuppositions,Riffaterreremainsblindtothesekindsofsoci-
ological and institutional determinants of textual situations. His ap-
proachremainsaquiteelegantandrigorousone,thankstoitssemiotic
insistence that context is another kind of text and its demand that
textual presuppositions be studied as linguistic entities locatable in
anonymous social texts such as dictionaries. But, as the example of
medicine shows, some kinds of presuppositions are embedded in dis-
cretesocialandinstitutionalprocedures,disciplines,andhierarchies.
To describe the presuppositions of a discourse, then, one must take
accountof thekindsofverbalentailmentsnotedby Riffaterre,butone
alsomustaddressassumptionsaboutpower thatare irreducible to the
sheerly lexical dimension of a dictionary.

But what if the dictionary is of a kind that encapsulates not gener-
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ally held beliefs but the knowledge of a discipline or profession? What
wouldonefindifonefollowedRiffaterre’sdirectionsandBaudelaire’s
intuition,cutthepagesofCharles’sDictionnairedeMédecineandturned
to the entry on hysteria? One would find there a long article contain-
ing the following information:

The circumstances that most predispose a patient to hysteria are . . . a
nervous constitution, her female sex and her age, between twelve and
twenty-five or thirty years of age. . . . A majority have from a young age
shown a disposition toward convulsive ailments, a melancholic, angry,
passionate,impatientcharacter. . . .Excitingcauses,morespecifically,are
morallypowerful ailments[including]unrequited love, . . . acute distur-
bances of the soul, . . . a violent fit of jealousy, . . . powerful grief, . . .
acute disappointment. . . . The nervous constitution and the unhealthy
condition that precede and facilitate the development of attacks are
caused by excessive masturbation.18

For a reader of Flaubert, the content of this entry is striking, for it
describes Emma Bovary’s condition quite accurately: her tendency to
convulsive affections from an early age is shown by Flaubert in the
flashback to her convent days, when “her nature, positive in the midst
of its enthusiasms” (28), had led her to devotional excesses; every
word used to define the “hysterical character” is also used at some
point in the novel to refer to Emma; she falls into fits after she suffers
variousemotional shocks—forexample, herviolentchagrin atRodol-
phe’s letter or her dread of imminent bankruptcy after he turns down
her request for money; and her nervous constitution, although not
directly attributable to masturbation, is directly alluded to by herself,
by Charles, and even by Larivière.

To point out that Emma acts like an hysteric, however, is to do no
more than Baudelaire did one hundred years ago. One needs to clar-
ify the extent of this analogy. Is Flaubert borrowing only the overt
representations or symptoms of hysteria, or is he also making use in
somewayofthelogicalandrhetoricalpresuppositionspeculiartoclin-
ical medicine? To answer this question requires taking a short detour
toelucidatethesepresuppositions,withtheircomplexinterplay—evi-
dent in theentry justcited—amongtermssuchaspredisposition, charac-
ter, constitution, and exciting causes.

The particular figure of hysteria, together with the conceptualiza-
tion of disease in general, changes enormously between roughly 1780
and 1810, the period coinciding with the emergence of the twin disci-
plines of modern clinical medicine and morbid anatomy under Bi-
chat’sleadership.Intheearliereighteenth-centuryparadigm,medical
classification tends to characterize disease according to two distinct
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systemsofcausation:oneinternalandanimistic, relyingonthe notion
oftemperament,theothermechanisticandexternal,restingontheprin-
ciple of constitutional sympathy. One can illustrate the concurrence of
these two etiological factors by examining how hysteria is conceptual-
izedbeforeBichat’stime.Eighteenth-centurynosographers,following
the great English physician Sydenham’s example, regard hysteria as
an endogenous, essentially psychosomatic disease growing out of a
mutually reinforcing imbalance between bodily fluids (or “vital spir-
its,” in the Cartesian system) and the passions. This etiology, in turn,
depends on the ancient medical concept of “temperament,” which
originally designates the particular mixture of humors in an individ-
ual, but that in the eighteenth century begins to refer to the relation
between emotions and the body. As the historian Paul Hoffmann has
pointed out, this reduction of hysteria to a problem of temperament
condemns the female hysteric of the period to be “la prisonnière
d’unesortdecausalitéréciproque,quijoueentre lesespritset l’esprit,
entre la passion et le corps.”19

During the same period, however, a second causal basis for hysteria
isarticulated byearly,mechanisticallyoriented neurologists,whocor-
relate the disease with a supposed qualitative effect on nervous fibers
by climate, diet, and other so-called “non-naturals.” Abrupt or capri-
cious changes in the weather, the reasoning goes, communicate sym-
pathetically with the body’s fibers, gradually softening or moistening
themuntil theycompletelydissolveandhystericalfitsoccur.Rameau’s
nephew repeatedly invokes this meteorological etiology, blaming the
“maudites circonstances” of a “nature bévue” that “grimaced, then
grimaced again and again,” communicating its distortion to the
nephew and leaving him as a “misshapen image” with unstrung fi-
bers.20 Philological evidence allows us to date this medical appropria-
tion of climatic factors: the word constitution, originally used to de-
scribethestateof theatmosphere(constitutionatmosphérique),comesat
thistimetostandfortheobservableandstatisticallytabulatedrapport
between environment and pathology.

Preclinical medicine thus understands disease ascaused by the pas-
sions(throughtemperamental imbalance)aswell astheenvironment
(throughconstitutionalsympathies).Notuntilaftertheemergenceof
pathological anatomy and clinical medicine in the early years of the
nineteenth century, however, are the two causal networks linked. The
keyconceptualdevelopmentfortheemergenceofclinicaldiscourse is
the elaboration of the concept of “sensitivity.” Defined as the involun-
tarybutactiveresponsebyanorganismtoapositivestimulus, sensitiv-
ity becomes for nineteenth-century clinicians the sine qua non for
gauging the condition of a living being. Bichat’s contemporary, Ca-
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banis, sums upthe new centrality of this concept by paraphrasing Des-
cartes: “Vivre, c’est sentir [To live is to feel].”21

Whensensitivitybecomestheprimarypropertyoflivingbeings, the
central terms of eighteenth-century pathology—temperament and con-
stitution—are semantically transformed. Temperament, which previ-
ously signifiedaquantitativebalanceoffluidsorspirits, is redefinedas
the spatial organization of sensitivity, the three-dimensional relation-
ship between “centers” of sensitivity within the body. “The difference
of temperaments,” according to Cabanis, “depends upon the differ-
ence of centers of sensitivity, of relationships of strength, weakness or
sympathetic communications among various organs.”22

Inmedicaldiscourse,thetemperamentthuscomestobetheexpres-
sion of “primitive functions” of sensitivity at work inside and between
organs, in what Bichat calls the “organic life” of the individual. But
sensitivity is not limited to the internal viscera, the organic life, alone;
it is also affected by the relations established between a creature and
its environment. This second set of relations constitutes what Bichat
christens “animal life.” Animal life differs from organic life in that its
condition is open to some change under the control of the creature.
Unlikeorganic life,whichallocates its forcesofsensitivityatbirth,ani-
mal life has at its disposition a “somme déterminée de force,” a vital
force that can be channeled by the will or by external stimuli into the
development of sensitivity in one organ or another.23

Finally, in Bichat’s new framework, the term constitution ceases to
refer to a sympathetic or qualitative similarity between the body’s
fibers and the external environment. Instead, an individual’s consti-
tutionistobeunderstoodasthetotalstructureofsensitivities—acom-
plex, constantlyevolving web of “rapports”betweenthe fixedtemper-
ament of the organic life and the variable pressures of the animal life.
Thewebmetaphorwillbe takenupself-consciouslyand ingreat detail
by George Eliot in Middlemarch, as we shall see,but a second metaphor
growingout of thisnew conceptualization of the self-as-constitution is
equally popular both in medicine and in nineteenth-century culture.
In this other metaphor, the constitution represents the results of what
might be thought of as an investment policy pursued by an individual
using his or her vital force as a kind of capital. A wise (or lucky) inves-
tor, understanding that limited funds set limits to the possible devel-
opment of organs, will prudently invest vital capital in those organs
whose sensitivity needs strengthening if they are to perform the tasks
imposed on them by the individual’s situation. What this metaphor
makes clear is that, from the medical point of view, there can be no
suchthing as a Renaissance man with a constitution for all seasons; on
the contrary, specialization is quite literally a fact of life. Any organ’s
gain in power can only be achieved at the expense of another organ, a
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dilemma pointedly illustrated by Bichat’s remark that “on châtre les
hommes pour changer leur voix.”24

As this specific example indicates, the investment capital of vital
force easily can be,and to somedegree is, identified with sexual force.
The concrete form of sexual force (at least for men), seminal fluid,
comes to stand for vital force just as money stands for capital. Of
course, as Shakespeare’s sonnet 129 shows, the belief that “Th’ ex-
pense of spirit in a waste of shame / Is lust in action” had long been a
popularlyestablishednotion.Innineteenth-centuryculture,however,
a veritable obsession arises over the dangers of excessive sexual
“spending,” an obsession marked by the growth of a rhetoric of sexual
economics that has been well documented by modern critics.25 The
nineteenth-century interest in this topic, I would argue, derives at
least inpartfromthemedical identificationofthesexualwiththevital,
and the subsequent warnings to the public about the dangers of “les
pertes seminales,” the title of a popular book by the French physician
Lallemand.26 A strong constitution means a strong bodily economy,
andrequires the investment of vital force in organs,not its exhaustion
in sexual expenditure.

Masturbation,whichweakenstheconstitutionbysiphoningoffnec-
essary funds of energy, thus begins to be cited in treatises and medical
dictionary entries as a predisposing factor for hysteria. Tosee how the
conceptual field underlying hysteria has been altered with the effect
of opening up a place for sexuality and masturbation, one need only
comparethemedicaldictionaryquotedabove,whichdatesfrom1820,
with the following quotation from a medical textbook published in
1775: “The exacerbation of desires evidenced in masturbation, adul-
tery, etc., which is one of the signs of hysteria, is not a cause, but is the
effect of the repercussion of a disordered movement of the spirits
upon theorgansofgeneration” [my italics].27 Onlywhen all the terms
used here have been replaced—spirits by sensitivity, movement of spirits
by vital force, disordered movement by what Pinel’s successor Georget will
call hyperexcitability28—will sexual activity cease to represent the result
ofapreexistent,directsympathybetweenenvironmentalandphysical
“disorder,” and begin to appear as a contributing cause of hysteria.

By Freud’s time, the sexual drive will have subsumed all other
forms of vital force as a causal factor in hysteria, which itself will be
reconceived as a phenomenon of the unconscious. Insofar as Freud’s
work accomplishes the transformation of the term vital force into sex-
uality, it is theculmination ofa century-long tendency within thepara-
digm of pathological anatomy to equate the sexual with the vital: in-
deed, as early as 1853, four years before Madame Bovary is published,
the English physician Robert Brudenell Carter already defines hys-
teria as a faulty “discharge” of “the sexual passion” in fits rather than
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in the service of reproduction.29 Carter’s work, however, is at the cut-
ting edge of its time, and far from representative; for most clinicians,
sexuality constituted only one among many causes of hysteria.

Pinpointing the status of sexuality in nineteenth-century medical
explanations of hysteria, although interesting in itself (and even salu-
tary, insofar as it historicizes what is all too often defined—especially
in feminist criticism—as a sexual disease tout court), would be out of
place here, however, if it did not help clarify how Flaubert imagines
Emma Bovary’s sexuality and its relationship to her illness. Masturba-
tion cannot be represented in fiction during this period, but Flaubert
seemstogofurtherthanheneedstoinactivelyresistinganyreduction
of Emma’s desire to sexual desire. Neither marriage nor adultery are
seen by him as adequate outlets for what ails Emma—and this is not
because she is sexually insatiable, but because it is her vital force, not
her sexuality, that is constitutionally flawed. Ten years after Madame
Bovary, her guttersnipe cousin, Zola’s Thérèse Raquin, will suffer
fromapassionalmostexclusively sexual, somuchsothatHenry James
complainsaboutZola’s tendency “to leaveout the lifeof thesoul, prac-
tically, and confine himself to the life of the instincts, the more imme-
diatepassions, suchas canbe easilyandpromptly sought in the fact.”30

For Flaubert, like Bichat and Cabanis, the two lives of the soul and the
body—in medical parlance, the “moral” and the “physique,” or the
organicandanimallives—coexistinatissueofrapports,irreducibleto
a sexual drive, which constitute the self.

Two important consequences follow from this tissular view of the
embodied person, consequences evident both in nineteenth-century
clinicalmedicineandinFlaubert’sconceptionofcharacter.First,one’s
constitution can no longer be attributed to the immediate, aleatory
effects of external environmental causes (as in Rameau’s Nephew), nor
can it yet be seen as an effect of the internal repression of sexuality. In
Flaubert’s late short story, “Saint Julien L’hospitalier,” both these hy-
potheses about the cause of Julien’s sickly constitution are explicitly
advanced so as to be rejected: “Le mal de Julien,” his doctors assert,
“avait pour cause un vent funeste, ou un désir d’amour. Mais le jeune
homme, à toutes les questions, sécouait la tête.”31 In Madame Bovary,
similarly, the weather is a constant presence, but its moods never di-
rectly mirror the state of Emma’s soul, as would be the case in a typical
romantic novel.32 For example, throughout the novel, wind blows—
from the breath that raises the tissue paper covering an engraving in
one of the earliest views of Emma, to the whirlwind that rises in
Emma’s soulas shefeelsherselfapproachingmadness, to thegust that
blows away a maiden’s skirt in the blind tramp’s final obscene song—
yet Emma’s psyche only registers an indirect effect at most. The fog in
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Emma’shead,unlikethechaoticfibersinRameau’snephew’sbrain, is
not created by a single atmospheric imprinting.

Instead (and this is the second consequence of the new conception
of the self in nineteenth-century medicine), the development or for-
mation of a constitution must take place through a long, drawn-out,
incremental process of stimulation from within and without. Stimuli
ordesiresmayactupontheembodiedself,but theycannotactdirectly
and cataclysmically. A kind of “interior distance” (to borrow a phrase
from Georges Poulet) exists within everyone. This medical interiority,
however, is not a pure, phenomenologically certain locus for the cog-
ito, as Poulet would have it, but a highly organized and evolving sys-
tem. Every impulse of vital force from the will or stimulus from the
environment is disseminated through a network of various centers of
sensibility and thus each stimulus can modify the whole only slightly.

In the case of hysteria, the constitution is thought to undergo four
distinct steps in its slow process of pathological formation.33 To grasp
these four stages, one might think of them as material analogs to the
four tropes of metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and irony, whose
sequence Hayden White has proposed as providing a framework for
theoverallnarrativemovementofFlaubert’sL’Educationsentimentale.34

In the first stage, a stimulus from passion or the environment is trans-
mitted to the cerebral cortex, in a kind of metaphorical translation.
Next, the force of sensation, having arrived in the brain, is relayed to
the brain’s different centers of sensibility, as significance would be re-
layed metonymically. Third, the organs of the brain in turn affect the
whole range of bodily organs by means of what one important physi-
cian terms “interior sensibility,” a radiating effect similar to what is
said to occur semantically in synecdoche. Gradually, the various parts
of thebodyaccumulate sensitivity,until they are saturated, reaching a
state of “hyperexcitability” in which any stimulation whatsoever is in-
tolerable.At thispoint, in the fourthandlast stageof the development
of an hysteric’s constitution, the system of rapports connecting the
nervous system has become a collection of “hyperexcitable” compo-
nents,anironic(butliteralandmaterial)dissociationofsensibilitythat
predisposes the patient to suffer hysterical attacks at the slightest
provocation.35

Emma’s development follows these steps, and more generally, all
Flaubert’s characters exhibit complex constitutions. Flaubert, of
course,doesnotusethemedical termsIhavebeendescribing.Rather,
he translates these terms into metaphysical and psychological ones
moreappropriatetothenovel,whileretainingclinicalmedicine’scon-
ceptualstructureandemphasisonembodiedsensation.Forthephysi-
calconstitutionhesubstitutesmemory; forthecentersofsensibilityor
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intellectual functions deployed through the body or brain, he substi-
tutes the representations of which memory consists; and for vital
force, he substitutes desire.

The Flaubertian self, in other words, is readable as a complex
psychophysiological “constitution,” a constantly evolving relation be-
tween present sensation and an always already existing set of mem-
ories. At moments when the interchange between sensation and
memory becomes problematic—for example, during the transition
between consciousness and sleep, or during a hallucination—the
Flaubertian self can disintegrate into independent sets of memories
(equivalent to the different functions into which the hysteric’s con-
stitution ironically breaks down during a fit). Dissociation, for
Flaubert, is inherent in the human condition, not only a problem for
sensitive types or women. It affects all his characters, even those as
dull-witted and boringly masculine as Charles Bovary: “Charles from
time to time opened his eyes but his mind grew weary, and sleep com-
ing upon him, he soon fell into a doze wherein his recent sensations
blendingwithmemories,hebecameconsciousofadoubleself,atonce
studentandmarriedman, lying inhis bedas butnow,andcrossing the
operation theatre as of old” (9).36

Whether overtly pathologized or not, then, the Flaubertian self is
thus neither given nor unitary. And, as with a medical constitution,
thisself iscapableofslowdrifts intodecompositionortransformation.
As memory erodes or shifts, Flaubert’s characters find themselves
changingas well, sometimes even in spite of their efforts to avoid such
a change. Charles, for example, finds that “while continually thinking
of Emma, he was nevertheless forgetting her. He grew desperate as he
felt this image fading from his memory in spite of all efforts to retain
it” (252). Beyond and sometimes in spite of intention, memory (like
the physical constitution) adjusts and reconstitutes itself.

Suchare thevicissitudesofevery embodiedmemory.For those who
become ill, however, memory does not merely adjust, but develops in
the same way that a patient’s physical constitution does. In the case of
hysteria, Emma does what Freud and Breuer will later say all hysterics
do: she “suffers mainly from reminiscences.”37 Flaubert once de-
scribedhisownhysteriaas “anillnessofmemory,”38 andhe anticipates
Freud in psychologizing the disease. But Flaubert’s presuppositions
are Bichatian rather than Freudian, and Emma’s illness follows a dif-
ferent course than does that of Dora. Emma’s stages of consciousness
correspond at a mental level to the four-stage series described above.
These fourstepsoccuragain andagain inakindofcyclical spiral, each
time preparing Emma’s mental constitution for its recurrent disinte-
gration in hysterical fits.
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Because the first three steps toward constitutional hypersensitivity
tend to resolve themselves in most instances without causing any dra-
matic breakdown of the self, these formative or “predisposing” steps
are best observed in local instances such as paragraphs and brief epi-
sodes, rather than in the broad arc of narrative. A close reading of
such passages—whose free indirect style takes us into Emma’s con-
sciousness—shows howthekind of language Flaubertuses todescribe
Emma’s tug-of-war between sensations and memories contains the
tropes one would expect for each stage of her developing hysteria.
Likeevery medicallydefined person,Emma incorporates experience
into memory by first metaphorically converting her sensation into
feeling, then extending that feeling metonymically in imagination,
and finally dissipating it in a plethora of representations stretching
synecdochically through her memory as a whole.

Metaphors are sown most thickly in Madame Bovary where Emma’s
sensibility responds to an influx of sensations. The metaphors in this
gorgeous paragraph, for example, seem intended to imitate Emma’s
consciousness during the first moments after sex:

The shades of night were falling; the horizontal sun passing between the
branchesdazzled the eyes. Here and there aroundin the leaves or on the
ground, trembled luminous patches, as if humming-birds flying about
had scattered their feathers. Silence was everywhere; something sweet
seemed to come forth from the trees. She felt her heartbeat return, and
the blood coursing through her flesh like a river of milk. Then far away,
beyond the wood, on the other hills, she heard a vague prolonged cry, a
voice which lingered,andinsilence sheheardit minglinglike music with
the last pulsations of her throbbing nerves. (116)39

Withinthespaceofthreesentences,Flaubertpacksthreedistinctmet-
aphors, each addressing a different sense, as if to emphasize the dom-
inanceofsensationwithinEmma’sconsciousnessat this stage.40 Asim-
ilar transfusionofexcitement,andonethat ismoreclearly followedby
a psychological retrenchment, occurs when Emma incorporates her
experience at theVaubyessard ball. In her firstencounter with luxury,
she is overwhelmed by the vivid sensations, which cancel (or at least
obscureby their intensity)herpreviousmemories: “In thesplendor of
the present hour her past life, so distinct until then, faded away com-
pletely, and she almost doubted having lived it. She was there; beyond
the ball was only shadow overspreading all the rest.”41 On her return
home, we later learn, “she devoutly put away in her drawers her beau-
tiful dress, down to the satin shoes whose soles were yellowed with the
slippery wax of the dancing floor. Her heart resembled them: in its
contact with wealth, something had rubbed off on it that could not be
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removed.” This simile signals the onset ofanobsession: “The memory
of this ball, then, became an occupation forEmma.” In clinical terms,
one would say that a sensation has made its way into Emma’s cerebral
centers of sensibility and has begun to work upon them.

Once Emma’s sensation has been received, medical discourse
teaches, its force need not remain bound to the representation that
originallycarried it.Like alldirect impressions, Emma’s imagesof the
ball soon fade, as Charles’s image of Emma fades: “Little by little the
faces grew confused in her remembrance. She forgot the tune of the
quadrilles [like the music that mingles with her nerves during her se-
ductionbyRodolpheinthepassagequotedearlier,thismusichasbeen
absorbed into her nervous system]; she no longer saw the liveries and
the guest-houses so distinctly; some of the details faded but the wistful
feelingremainedwithher”(40).Emma’sdesire, likethepowerof sen-
sibilityor a vital force that canbe aroused by a stimulus, then becomes
capableofbeingredirectedmetonymicallyontoothermemories, that
is,other images. In this second phase, Emma seeks imaginary satisfac-
tion for her own desires. Like her lover, Léon, who in her absence
displaces his passion for her onto other objects, Emma applies this
wistful feeling—the echo of her sensation, as it were—to substitute
objects like the Vicomte’s cigar box, whose odors and needlework re-
activate sensation on an imaginary plane. This strategy of metonymic
displacement of psychic force from physical to imaginary objects is
effective, at least in the short run: “The memory of the Viscount al-
ways cropped up in everything she read. She made comparisons be-
tween him and the fictional characters in her books. But the circle of
which he was the centre gradually widened round him, and the aure-
ole that he bore, fading from his form and extending beyond his
image,litupherotherdreams”(41).42Unfortunately,Emma’spsychic
energy has been invested in mere representations that in being ex-
tended synecdochically, always dissipate that energy: “At the end
of some indefinite distance there was always a confused spot, into
which her dream died.” In the same way, the vital force of a future
hysteric remains unfocused and simply fans out into the confusion
of the body’s or brain’s organization, where it raises the general level
of hyperexcitability. Prolonged imaginary investment leads, that is,
to what Flaubert describes in Emma as “an expansion of selfishness,
of nervous irritation,” as her stock of energy is exhausted without
returninthe formofanynewsensation:“Eachmorning,as she awoke,
she hoped it would come that day; she listened to every sound,
sprang up with a start, wondered that it did not come; then at sun-
set, always more saddened, she longed for the next day.” As Emma’s
extreme responsiveness to the slightest sound shows, she has become
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saturatedwith hyperexcitability.Given hercondition, Flaubert’s next
twosentences come as no surprise: “Spring came round. With the first
warmweather,whenthepear-treesbegantoblossom, shehadfainting
spells” (45).

What is surprising about Flaubert’s description of Emma’s break-
down is his insistence, at a moment of crisis for his heroine, on noting
even the most minute specifications of the environmental condi-
tions—“whenthepear-treesbegantoblossom”—attendingthisevent.
The detail here could perhaps point to the pathos in Emma’s situa-
tion: spring, which should bring love, instead yields only a nervous
breakdown. But then why pear-trees, specifically? One answer com-
monly given is that the obsession with detail qua detail defines
Flaubert’s realism. As Jonathan Culler has argued, Flaubert’s details,
unlike those of his predecessor Balzac, do not lend themselves to sym-
bolic recuperation, at least not in a fully satisfying way.43 They suppos-
edly work instead to produce what Barthes calls “l’effet de réel,” a
sense of sheer, unmotivated thereness. But if they are symbolically un-
recuperated, Flaubert’s descriptions remain, I would suggest, discur-
sivelyrecuperated, justashischaracterizationsare.44 Flaubert’schoice
of descriptive techniques, in other words, is a second major conse-
quence of his adopting a medical point of view. To see why this should
be so, we need to note that Bichat’s clinical notion of the self as a com-
plexconstitutionimpliesthat itwillalwaysbehardtodeterminewhich
specificstimuluscausesapredisposedconstitutiontogoovertheedge
intoactualbreakdown.Whenallthecentersofsensibilityhavebecome
hyperexcitable, the “threshold of sensibility” drops so low that even
sound or odor can trigger an attack. In such cases, as one prominent
physicianof thetimecautions, it isoften“impossible tofindtheimme-
diate cause” of the breakdown.45

Because of this proliferation of possible exciting causes, the clini-
cianmustdeepenhisobservationandanalysisofthepatient’senviron-
ment to include the most trivial details if he wishes to fully understand
how the disease progresses. This new epistemological imperative in
medicine expresses itself in the emergence of the modern case study,
which replaces the older, eighteenth-century record that correlated
disease with statistical information about environmental conditions.
In the case study, as opposed to the earlier mode of analysis, details
provide thedoctorwith a webofpossible connections, some spurious,
some significant, that he must weave and unweave in order to make
sense of the patient’s illness.46

Merely accumulating details would be a waste of time, of course, if
the physician had no epistemological guide to the pathways of illness
within the body. Such a guide is provided by the new discipline of
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pathological anatomy, whose founder, Bichat, catalogues the various
ways in which different “concatenations of phenomena” can lead to
death, or more generally to the onset of an illness. In his masterpiece,
Recherches sur la vie et la mort (a book with which Flaubert was familiar),
Bichat illustrates thediagnostic implications ofpathological anatomy
with an example that is strikingly appropriate to MadameBovary: “The
simple action of a poisonous substance on the nerves of the lungs can
haveaverymarkedeffectonthe[physical]economy,andisevencapa-
ble of disturbing its functions in a palpable way: somewhat like an
odour, which striking simply upon the pituitary, acts sympathetically
upon theheart, and determines the occurrence of afit; just as the view
of a hideous object produces the same effect.”47 A good doctor, Bichat
concludes, must collect his details and observations carefully to have
any chance of distinguishing between attacks caused physically by
odor andthose inducedpsychologically by theview ofanobject arous-
ing strong emotions.

Madame Bovary teaches Bichat’s lesson, using the exact same exam-
ple. In the episode that culminates in Emma’s hysterical fit, she re-
ceives a farewell letter from her lover,Rodolphe, hidden in a basket of
fruit sent to the Bovarys as a going-away present. The shock of discov-
ery about Rodolphe’s infidelity raises Emma’s sensitivity to its height,
butshecontrolsherselfenoughtocomedowntodinner.At thedinner
table, however, Charles encourages her to taste the fruit, unaware of
her hyperexcitability at the moment:

“Smell them! Such perfume!” he insisted, moving it back and forth
under her nose.

“I am choking,” she exclaimed, leaping up.
By sheer willpower, she succeeded in forcing back the spasm.
“It is nothing,” she said, “it is nothing! Just nerves. Sit down and eat.”
For she dreaded most of all that he would question her, try to help and

not leave her to herself.
Charles, to obey her, sat down again, and he spat the stones of the

apricots into his hands, afterwards putting them on his plate.
Suddenlya blue tilbury passedacross the square ata rapid trot. Emma

uttered a cry and fell back rigid on the floor (150).48

Like Bichat, Flaubert offers two alternative causes of Emma’s fit—ei-
ther the odor of the fruit or the view of a hideous object (the tilbury is
Rodolphe’s).Moreover,Flaubert’s laconic transcription of the events
leading up to Emma’s syncope follows the epistemological rules of a
good case history: it does not attempt to judge causes but only to de-
scribe as faithfully as possible the details, both psychic and physical,
that might be taken as causes of Emma’s attack. Although Flaubert
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weights the evidence in favor of a psychic causation by making the
physical apricots themselves into psychically “horrifying objects” for
Emma, who links them with the letter she has just received, the novel-
ist is careful torecordthe temporalproximity linkingthesmellof fruit
with Emma’s sensation of choking (a symptom that our medical dic-
tionary of the period tells us marks the preliminary stage of an hyster-
ical paroxysm), so that we are forced to consider the odor as data. Just
as in the passage quoted earlier—which associated the blossoming of
pear-treeswithEmma’s faintingspells,butonlydidsobycontiguity, so
here Flaubert registers the possible exciting causes, leaving to the
reader the task of determining which details are significant.

Flaubert, however,does more than simply observe with what Freud
would later formalize as gleichschwebende Aufmerksamkeit, poised atten-
tion. He seems to go out of his way to present Emma with possible
excitingsensations,odorstosniffandfantasizeupon,from“themystic
languor that exhales from the perfume on the altar,” to the Vicomte’s
cigar box, to the Oriental pastilles she burns after she shuts herself up
in her room. By adopting a pathologist’s attitude toward his heroine,
Flaubert ironically fulfills the wish expressed by Homais, who, upon
learningthatEmmahadbeensmellingapricotswhenshewasstricken,
remarks fatuously: “Some people are so terribly sensitive to certain
odours. The subject would well repay study, in its pathological no less
thanitsphysiologicalaspects.”49Asusual,Homaisispseudomedical,as
well as behind the times, for such studies were well under way by
Flaubert’s time, as the quotation from Bichat shows. Doctors increas-
ingly sought not merely to observe symptoms and understand the fac-
torsleadingtotheformationofapathologicalconstitution,butalsoto
manipulatetheenvironmentsoastoexperimentallyinducepathologi-
cal effects on the bodies of their patients. In this regard, Homais men-
tions a Pavlovian-like dog that “goes off into a fit if anyone holds out
a snuff-box to him,” a susceptibility that the dog’s owner has “often
demonstratedexperimentally in thepresenceof friends.” In thenotes
ofoneofCharcot’s students, anexact humancounterpart to this dem-
onstration is recorded: “The subject exhibits hysterical spasms; Char-
cot suspends an attack by placing first his hand, then the end of a
baton, on the woman’s ovaries. He withdraws the baton, and there is a
fresh attack, which he accelerates by administering inhalations of amyl ni-
trate. The afflicted woman then cries out for the sex-baton in words
that are devoid of any metaphor: ‘G. is taken away and her delirium
continues.’”50 Homais’s overall response to Emma’s seizure regis-
ters in parody the tactics of nineteenth-century therapists. He recog-
nizes that “it is quite possible that the apricots caused the syncope,”
that odors act by stupefying the senses, and that women’s greater sen-
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sitivity makes them more susceptible to “irregularities of the nervous
system.” At the same time, he imitates Charcot, trying to make Emma
“come to” by using aromatic vinegar. Unfortunately, this smelling salt
had been declared totally ineffective in reviving patients in a treatise
on hysteria written in 1850. Homais’s other suggestions for treatment
continuethemedicalcharade.Herecommendstheadministrationof
sedatives, emollients, pacifiers, and a strict diet. None of these thera-
peutic steps requiresany special medical skill, and eachhas the added
advantage of requiring drugs sold at the chemist’s own shop. These
treatments at least correspond to medically approved efforts to sup-
press the somatic causes of hyperexcitability. But Homais’s final sug-
gestion is beyond the competence of both the chemist and the officier
de santé:

Then, don’t you think we might attack the imagination?
—In what way? How? said Bovary.
—Ah! That is the question! That is, indeed, the question! “C’est là la

question!” as someone said in the newspaper the other day.
But at this point Emma, waking up, shouted, “The letter! The letter!”
They thought she was delirious; by midnight she was delirious; she was

declared to have brain fever.51

Emma offers the clinically correct answer to Charles’s question
about how to work on the imagination, but unfortunately neither
Charles nor Homais know how to read her delirium (Homais’s read-
ing, in fact, is limited to thenewspaper,whileCharles, as wehave seen,
neverreads themedical dictionary).They see noclearconnection be-
tween words and the imagination, and can think of no way to prevent
brain fever by manipulating the representations available to the pa-
tient. Pre-Freudian analysts of hysteria, on the other hand, did see a
connectionbetweenreading and illness.Exposure to thewrong kinds
of representations, Georget warns, can increase the danger that dan-
gerouslyheightened emotionswill be brought to bearon the constitu-
tions of those who, like young women, are already naturally weak: “En
résumé, une jeune femme de la bonne société, de constitution ner-
veuse, n’accomplissant pas de travaux manuels et menant une vie oi-
siveentre lesconcertset la lecturedesromans,est lesujet idéal,prédis-
posé à l’hystérie.”52

The moral therapy initiated by Pinel in France and by the Tuke
brothers in England, although not firmly grounded theoretically in
the conceptual field of official clinical medicine, did offer doctors
specific ways of attacking the imagination by controlling access to the
letter, and indeed to any stimulus whatsoever. Some of these tech-
niques, in fact, find their way into Charles’s medical dictionary, which
counsels that
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To prevent the onset of hysteria, the following treatments are pre-
scribed: exercise, manual labour, the study of natural science, continual
occupation of the mind; in addition, one should avoid all occasions and
anything that may be the cause of exalting the imagination, exciting the
passions, and filling the head with illusions and chimaeras; one should
also prevent dreams and of course the habit of masturbation.

Emma never undergoes such rehabilitation in any thorough way, and
when she does go out for exercise—at Charles’s suggestion, to im-
prove her health!—she becomes involved in an affair with Rodolphe
that exalts her imagination even further.Flaubert seems to imply that
Emma’s vexed relationship to her representations would not have
been adequately dealt with by the moral treatment.53 Far from under-
mining the connection between Flaubert’s work and medical dis-
course,however,Flaubert’s rejectionof thismethodof treatmentonly
confirms that his concept of hysteria involves a more complex, more
anatomicalnotionofimaginationandmemorythanthatentertainedby
the moral managers and psychiatrists. His medical genealogy, that is
to say, stems from Bichat and Cabanis rather than from Pinel.

The Author as Clinician: Situating Flaubertian Realism

Flaubertthusintegratesmedicalpresuppositionsintohiswritingtoan
extraordinary degree and in extremely complex ways. He does not,
however, “actualize” them in Riffaterre’s sense. They do not provide
a linear series of consequences forming the plot of Madame Bovary
(as Riffaterre’s presuppositions about adultery do). Rather, these
medical presuppositions are taken up by Flaubert as directives about
technique: incharacterization, for instance, whereFlaubert is guided
by the medical presupposition that the individual develops as a
complexly embodiedconstitution;or indescription,where the novel-
ist accepts themedical presuppositionthat alternativecausesmustbe
considered during diagnosis of hysterical attacks. More generally,
Madame Bovary marks the emergence of a mode of writing in which
therealhasbecomemedical,inwhichtherelationbetweenauthorand
text is modeled on medical precepts, with the author viewing charac-
ters and situations as a doctor views patients and cases.

But stating things in this way raises further questions about the role
and status of the author within the intertextual field of discourses.
WhydoesFlaubertrelyonmedicaldiscourse,ratherthan,say, legal,or
religious, or military discourse? More specifically, why does he make
Emma an hysteric? And why does he write about a situation in which
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that discourse is posed as unavailable, so that Emma is not treated
effectively?

I will conclude by sketching out two broad answers to these ques-
tions.Bothinvolvetheinternalhierarchyandsocialstatusofmedicine
discussed in the first half of the chapter. One answer is biographical,
concerning Flaubert’s personal encounter with hysteria and with the
medicalprofession;theotherissociological,concerningthehistorical
situation of the profession of literature within a society in which the
profession of medicine also was evolving.

One fact about the concept of hysteria not yet mentioned is that in
nineteenth-century medicine, hysteria and epilepsy are gender vari-
ants of the same basic disorder of the constitution. In fact, Flaubert
himself suffered from a nervous condition that was diagnosed as “hys-
tero-epilepsy.” Determining what Flaubert’s disease really was, an old
and hoary issue in Flaubert criticism, is irrelevant here.54 But it is rele-
vant that Flaubert perceived his own illness in the terms provided by
nineteenth-century clinical medicine, and in particular by his own fa-
ther, Dr. Achille-Cléophas Flaubert, who studied under Bichat as well
as under the great surgeon Dupuytren and who treated Flaubert.

That Flaubert understands his own form of hysteria in the clinical
terms his father must have used is evident from his account of one
seizure in a letter to Louise Colet:

Each attack was like a hemorrhage of the nervous system. Seminal losses
from the pictorial faculty of the brain, a hundred thousand images ca-
vorting at once in a kind of fireworks. It was a snatching of the soul from
the body, excruciating. (I am convinced I died several times.) But what
constitutesthepersonality, therationalessence,waspresentthroughout;
had it not been, the suffering would have been nothing, for I would have
beenpurelypassive, whereasI was alwaysconsciouseven whenI could no
longer speak.55

In another letter, Flaubert repeats the same image used here, describ-
ing how “sometimes, within the space of a single second, I have been
aware of a thousand thoughts, images and associations of all kinds
illuminating my brain like so many brilliant fireworks” (letter to Lou-
ise Colet, Tues., 6 July 1852). The grafting of medical or scientific
terms (“seminal losses,” “pictorial faculty of the brain”) with psychic
terms(“images,”“soul,”“rationalessence”)showsFlaubert’stendency
to translate freely between medical and psychological codes. Equally
important, however, such passages provide direct evidence that
Flaubert understands Emma by projecting his own experience onto
her. The metaphor of fireworks, for example, turns up in his descrip-
tion of Emma’s hallucination as well as of his own:
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She remained lost in stupor, and only conscious of herself through the
beating of her arteries, that seemed to burst forth like a deafeningmusic
filling all the fields. The earth beneath her feet was more yielding than
the sea, and the furrows seemed to her immense brown waves breaking
into foam. All the memories and ideas that crowded her head seemed to
explode at once like a thousand pieces of fireworks. She saw her father,
Lheureux’scloset, their room at home,another landscape. Madness was
coming upon her. (228)56

Emma’sdementia,oneshouldnote,involvesaninverted,ironicreturn
of the kind of metaphorizing that characterized her perception after
intercourse with Rodolphe. Here, the music and her veins seem to
explode from within, and the hyperconsciousness implied by the ear-
liermetaphorsgivesway to itsopposite, stupor. In thepresentcontext,
however,what is most striking about this passage is that Emma’s symp-
toms are an almost verbatim transcription of Flaubert’s.57

Perhapsthis symptomatic identificationbetweennovelistandchar-
acter is what Flaubert had in mind when he remarked that “Madame
Bovary, c’est moi.” Certainly Flaubert was eminently qualified to por-
tray Emma’s fate from the point of view of a patient. Yet, at the same
time, Flaubert also adopts the point of view of a doctor,with respect to
his own illness and that of his characters, thinking in the terms and
with the diagnostic presuppositions of a clinician.

Flaubert’s peculiar experience of illness both as delirium and as
knowledge deeply informs Madame Bovary. More generally, this same
experience constitutes the phenomenological root of the bifurcated
style that Albert Thibaudet, among others, sees as the essence of
Flaubertian realism.58 The novelist himself recognized that in the act
of writing he became, in his own words, “literarily speaking, two dis-
tinct persons: one who is infatuated with bombast, lyricism, eagle
flights, sonorities of phrase and lofty ideas; and another who digs and
burrows into the truth as deeply as he can, who likes to treat a humble
fact as respectfully as a big one, who would like to make you feel al-
most physically the things he reproduces.” Traditionally, this passage
has been adduced as evidence of Flaubert’s vacillation between two
styles, one romantic and the other analytic. Given what we now know
about Flaubert, however, it may be more appropriate to speak not of
romantic and analytic, but of hysterical and medical perspectives in
tension. The hysterical aspect of Flaubert’s prose appears in what he
calls the “throbbing of sentences and the seething of metaphors,” sty-
listic events that, like the river of milk Emma feels in her veins, “flow
from one another like a series of cascades, carrying the reader along.”
Themedical sideofFlaubert’s style isevident fromtheanatomicaland
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surgical implications of the second half of the quotation above, and
can be supplemented by Flaubert’s aspiration in another letter for “a
style that would be precise as the language of the sciences . . . a style
that would pierce your idea like a dagger.”

Prescient in this as in so many other things, Sainte-Beuve was the
first to recognize the predominance of the anatomical element in
Flaubert’s style, in the now-famous remark that “M. Flaubert wields
the pen as others do the scalpel.” The critic also recognized that to
write in that way was “a sign of enormous power.” We can now specify
the nature of that medical power and the way in which it is exercised.
It is the power to act upon, to control, and ultimately to constitute its
intellectual object—the embodied self—without coming into direct
contact with it or even being visible to it. Flaubert’s ideal of stylistic
power is exactly this kind of medical panopticism: “an author in his
book mustbe like God in theuniverse,presenteverywhere and visible
nowhere. Art being a second nature, the creator of that nature must
behave similarly” (letter to Louise Colet, 9 Dec. 1852).

Certainly, as the plight of Charles Bovary’s unread medical diction-
ary shows, the medical perspective of the author is visible nowhere in
the world represented in Madame Bovary—or almost nowhere, for
there is one competent medical figure who does appear at the end of
thenovel(althoughtoo late toredeemtheworldandsave thedoomed
Emma withhis healingpower).That figure isDr.Larivière, andas one
might expect, there are many affinities between him and Flaubert.
Larivière’s relation to those outside the profession mirrors Flaubert’s
relation to the characters he portrays: both doctor and writer assume
the status of deities. As Flaubert remarks about Larivière’s arrival in
town on the eve of Emma’s death, “the apparition of a god would not
have caused more commotion.”

Larivière and Flaubert mirror each other in their personalities as
well. The doctor is one of those

who, cherishing their art with a fanatical love, exercised it with enthusi-
asm and wisdom. . . . Disdainful of honors, of titles, and of academies,
hospitable, generous, fatherly to the poor, and practicing virtue without
believing in it, he would almost have passed for a saint if the keenness of
his intellecthadnotcausedhimtobefearedasademon.Hisglance,more
penetrating than his scalpels, looked straight into your soul, and would
detect [the French word is désarticulait, disarticulated in the anatomical
sense] any lie, regardless how well hidden. (233–34)

Flaubert, similarly, is fanatical in his devotion to his art; he, too, dis-
dains academies and honors, as is evident from his sarcastic award of
theCross of the LegionofHonor toHomais, as well as fromcomments
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inhiscorrespondence(forexample, “Howhonors swarmwhere there
is no honor!” [letter to Louise Colet, 15 Jan. 1853]); he, too, feels that
he acts charitably to the poor; he, too, is interested in burrowing and
penetrating into the truth. And, like Larivière, who “belonged to that
great school of surgeons created by Bichat,” Flaubert claims to “feel at
home only in analysis—in anatomy, if I may call it such” (letter to Lou-
ise Colet, 26 July 1852).

Both Emma and Dr. Larivière, hysteric and physician, thus are pro-
jections of Flaubert’s own personality. In this sense, Madame Bovary
might be described as a “disarticulated” autobiography. As Jean Star-
obinskiargues,followingEmileBenveniste,autobiographycharacter-
isticallycontainsaninherenttensionbetweenhistoricalanddiscursive
subjects, between the self who lives and the self who makes sense in
writing of that life. This structural tension between lived experience
and(self-)knowledge,accordingtoStarobinski, isusuallymediatedin
narrative by some radical change in the life of the autobiographer,
such change most often taking the form of a conversion into a new
life.59

In Madame Bovary, however, the relevant tension arises between
hystericalanddiscursivesubjects,betweenlived-experience-as-illness
andmedicalknowledge.Insteadoffindingresolutioninanewlife, the
bios in a medically defined autobiography must by definition ulti-
mately die. As Bichat’s dictum puts it, life is that which resists death.
Flaubert echoes this sentiment: “How annihilation stalks us! No
sooner are we born than putrefaction sets in, and life is nothing but a
longbattle it wagesagainstus,ever moretriumphantly until the end—
death—when its reign becomes absolute” (letter to Louise Colet, 31
March 1853; Steegmuller’s translation). And the corollary of this
premise, as Bichat points out, is that although the truth of life only
becomesevident indeath,whentheanatomistdisarticulates thebody,
illness is already a formof dissection. In this sense, Emma isdead even
beforethenovelbegins,andthenovel itself isapatientanatomization.

This seems somewhat sadistic, and one may well wonder why, after
all, Emma is denied medical treatment. Why, in other words, does
Larivière come too late? For Jean-Paul Sartre, the reason is clear:
Larivière’s knowledge—and medical knowledge more generally—is
foreigntoEmma’sexistentialpain,as it is toFlaubert’sart.Thedoctor,
accordingtoSartre,“knows thehorrorscientificallybutdoesnot feel it,”
because his medical knowledge is grounded in utilitarianism.60 But
this, I would suggest, is a philosopher’s misreading (albeit a strong
one), based on a distortion of actual medical knowledge into philo-
sophical categories. Larivière represents not utilitarian but medical
philosophy: Bichat is his mentor, not Bentham. Moreover, Larivière’s
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professional impassabilité, imposed on him by the requirements of his
clinical epistemology, does not destroy all feeling in him, as Sartre
claims. The great physician’s objective veneer cracks just enough at
the sight of the horror to hint at a human interior: “this man, accus-
tomed ashe was to thesight ofpain, couldnot keep backa tear that fell
on his shirt front” (234).

This tear resembles those that Flaubert claimed to have himself
shedoverEmmawhilewritingMadameBovary, andmarksanother link
between novelist and ideal doctor. But it also points toward a more
complicatedbiographicalconnectionbetweenthetwo.ForLarivière’s
tearfulness when faced with Emma may remind one that Flaubert’s
father wept over Gustave during the early days after his son’s first
“epileptic” attack. Several other characteristics link Achille-Cléophas
withLarivière—bothphysiciansservedunderBichat,bothwearcloaks
that identify them as somewhat eccentric, both attempt to maintain a
stern late-Enlightenment moral stance. These similarities have
promptedseveral critics toarguethatLarivière isafictionaldepiction
of Flaubert’s father.61 If Larivière represents Flaubert’s knowledge con-
fronting in Emma the novelist’s being, Larivière as father figure must
alsobe the focus of a second autobiographical problematic: the Oedi-
pal tension between father and son.

Sartre’s mammoth biography of Flaubert has dissected in great de-
tail the intimate strains between Gustave and his father, stemming in
large part from Achille-Cléophas’s refusal to allow his younger son to
followinhis footstepsandbecomeadoctor.Flaubert’seventualbreak-
down,Sartrecontends,wasduetohismedicaldisinheritance,andpro-
vided him with the freedom to write. Flaubert then used this freedom
to gain his revenge against his father by portraying him—in what Sar-
tre considers a less than flattering way—as Larivière in Madame
Bovary. Seeing the filial tie as one of ressentiment depends upon accept-
ing Sartre’s claim that Larivière’s portrait is laden with sarcasm. This
claim, however, is based on an oversubtle reading of the textual evi-
dence.62 My less elegant but clearer reading interprets Larivière as
positively representing Flaubert’s father and the heritage of medical
knowledge—but also recognizes that Larivière to some extent repre-
sents Flaubert himself. The son thus accedes to his father’s place, in
that he performs—as a writer—all the functions of a doctor.

In addition to its simplicity, this interpretation of the father : son
relationship has another advantage over Sartre’s: it accounts for
not only two but three generations of medical genealogy in Flaubert’s
life as well as in his text. If the first medical generation is that of Bi-
chat (recall Flaubert’s description of Larivière as one of a “great line
of surgeons that sprang from Bichat”), the second generation is that
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of Flaubert’s father and Larivière, both of whom studied under Bi-
chat. The third generation, then, belongs to Flaubert and . . . surpris-
ingly enough, to Charles Bovary. No wonder Flaubert says that
Larivière’s kind of surgeon is now extinct. Neither Charles nor
Flaubert is a successful physician. In this sense, Charles represents
Flaubert’s failed ambition to become a doctor—and indeed one can
trace many of the signifiers of failure borne by Charles (stuttering,
falling intostupors, andsoon) backtoFlaubert, the idiotof the family.
At the same time, however,Charles’s medical ineptitude makes it pos-
sible for Flaubert the writer to act as a doctor in monitoring the pro-
gressof Emma’s illness. In thegap left by Charles’s incompetence, the
novelistcannoteEmma’s symptoms,elicitherdelirium,superviseher
fantasies, and probe the constitution of her memory. Flaubert makes
himself the trueheir toBichat’sanatomical insights.By extending the
anatomicoclinicalconceptsof constitutionanddiagnosis into thepsy-
chological domain, he secures his own position within the Bichatian
genealogy.

Flaubert’s choice of a novelistic situation in which medical knowl-
edge isnot available thus makesbiographical sense as aresponse both
to his personal experience of illness and to his family ties to medicine.
Thesociological issue,however,remains:giventheliterarystrengthof
Flaubert’s medical realism, what accounts for its authority? Why
should the medical point of view become such an appropriate one, at
this moment in history, for the task of representing reality?

Theanswer to thisquestionhas todo, I think,with thedevelopment
of the professions—including the profession of letters and the profes-
sionofmedicine—duringthefirsthalfof thenineteenthcentury.This
isanextraordinarilycomplicatedevent,tobeexaminedinmoredetail
in the following chapter, but the general resultsof the professionaliza-
tion process can be summed up here. By the 1850s, literary and medi-
cal workers have reached the end of a period during which they
sought professional status from the public. While the doctors by
and large succeeded in gaining control over their market, the writers
failed to control the vast new market for literature that opened up
during the 1820s and 1830s. By the time Flaubert begins to write, it
has become clear that instead of a unified reading public under the
domination of men of letters, a stratified market has formed, with
some writers knocking off what Sainte-Beuve disdainfully refers to as
“industrial literature” intended for consumption by the newpaper-
reading public, and a small elite group of novelists writing for Stend-
hal’s “happy few.”63 The change can be indexed by the fact that Balzac
is one of the first to write in the new large-circulation journals, and
eagerly sets forth to conquer that market (although eventually he,
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too, turns against journalism with a vengeance, most scathingly in his
Monograph on the Paris Press, published in 1842), while Flaubert dis-
dains and despises journalism.

In turning away from the mass reading public, Flaubert in effect
accepts literature’s marginal status as a profession. Unlike Balzac, he
makes no ideological appeals to his readers—he does not loudly pro-
claim, as Balzac does, that he is a “doctor of social medicine” ready to
heal the wounds of postrevolutionary French society.64 Instead,
Flaubert focuses on technique. But with this new emphasis in realism
on a medicalized style (rather than on the persona of the doctor),
and more generally on the importance of technique, is not Flaubert
now appealing to successful doctors, and indeed to the professional
classasawhole, forwhomtechnical skill ratherthanideologicalpurity
or personal authority is fast becoming the relevant measure of value?
Given that the professional class—which would include literary and
medical men, as well as lawyers, engineers, and architects—is the ris-
ing class during this period, Flaubert’s realism would seem to be very
much of its time, marginal only in the sense that a professional elite is
marginal.65

Reading Flaubert in this way, as affiliated with a rising profession-
al class, becomes possible only if one extends Riffaterre’s concept of
intertextuality beyond what semiotics contemplates. The discursive
intertextuality I have traced not only links literature and society to-
gether in a much finerhistorical weave than doesRiffaterre’s ideolog-
ical intertextuality,but alsopermits one tobegin toaddress the much-
vexed question of the influence Flaubert’s social context has on his
textualproduction.Semioticianshavetendedtoleavethisquestion—
framed for them as one about the ideological determinants of literary
form—to the Marxists,who inFlaubert’s case (asSartre’sendless pro-
jectremindsus)havehadenormoustroubletyingthewriter’sformsto
his class situation or conjuncture. The classic working-through of the
“Flaubert problem” in Marxist criticism, of course, occurs in Georg
Lukács’s work. For Lukács, literary texts qualify as “realistic” only in-
sofar as they accurately represent, through types, the inner dynamic
ofhistoricaldevelopment: thecoming-to-powerofanemergingdomi-
nantclass (orat least, of that emergentclass’s ideology).The only pos-
sible progressive class in the modern age, however, is the proletariat,
a class hardly visible in Flaubert, much less blessed by him. If the pro-
letariatfails tomaterializehistoricallyinthefailedrevolutionsof1848,
thismerely excusesFlaubert fromresponsibility forwhat Lukácsmust
neverthelessultimatelyregardasartistic failure.Flaubert, inthis view,
is denied the very possibility for success by his social and historical
belatedness.66
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ArchaeologicalanalysissuggeststhatalthoughLukács’sconclusions
are false (and his own agonizing over Flaubert indicates that even
Lukács was troubled by the evaluation he found himself forced to
make), his aesthetic principle remains sound. In order to claim that
Flaubert is a realist in Lukács’s sense, one need only substitute dis-
course for ideology and loosen the definition of class a bit. Flaubert
may not be representing the ideology of the proletariat, but he is pro-
jecting the discourse, and with it a certain ideology of an emerging
dominant class, that of professionals.67 The drama and the dynamic
thus map themselves textually not so much in theclash of typical char-
acters, but in the impersonal, authoritative exercise, the powerful
demonstration, of Flaubert’s narrative technique, his point of view,
and his control of knowledge. It is this power, the power not so much
of capital or of labor as of information, that one should recognize in
Flaubert’s medicalized realism.



THREE

PARADIGMS AND PROFESSIONALISM

B A L Z A C I A N R E A L I SM

I N D I S C UR S I V E CONT EX T

FLAUBERT WAS IN THE MIDST of composing Madame
Bovary when he wrote to Louise Colet, on December 27, 1852,
“in the grip of a ghastly terror.” This sensation had been pro-

voked, Flaubert went on to explain, by his discovery of an uncanny
resemblance between Balzac’s Louis Lambert and his own experience:
“Lambert is, in all but a few particulars, my poor Alfred. I have found
some of our sentences (from years ago) almost word for word: the
conversationsbetweenthetwoschoolfriendsareourconversations,or
analogous. There is a story about the manuscript stolen by the two of
them, and remarks made by the schoolmaster—all of which happened to
me, etc. etc.”1 To find one’s life anticipated in this way was frightening
enough in itself, but what made matters even worse was that Balzac
seemedtohaveanticipatedFlaubert’s text aswell: “My mother showed
me a scene in Balzac’s Un Médecin de campagne [sic] (she discovered it
yesterday) exactly the same as one in my Bovary: a visit to a wet nurse. (I
had never read that book, any more than I had Louis Lambert.) There
are the same details, the same effects, the same meaning.” Recognizing
thathehadbeenunconsciouslytranscribing idéesreçue,Flaubert found
himself on the brink of panic. Only his confidence that his style
eclipsedBalzac’sgavehimthestrengthofmindtoquell theanxietyhe
feltatdiscoveringhis realistpredecessor’s versionofanovel including
a country doctor: “One would think I had copied it, if it weren’t that
my page is infinitely better written, no boasting intended.”

That Le Médecin de campagne, of all Balzac’s novels, should give rise
to such a strong anxiety of influence in Flaubert is surprising, in view
of that novel’s relatively marginal status in the Balzacian canon.2 De-
spite Balzac’s own claim that it formed the keystone to the entire
Comédie,LeMédecinhasbeenrelegatedbymost literarycritics tosecon-
dary status. Tagged as one of Balzac’s utopian fictions, it is not consid-
ered an important realistic novel of the caliber of Le Père Goriot, Illu-
sions perdues, or Eugènie Grandet. Literary histories of realism usually
broach the comparison between Balzac and Flaubert by citing one of
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these latter novels. Yet for Flaubert himself, Le Médecin was the novel
that most urgently forcedhim toasserta stylistic identitydistinct from
his literary forefather’s. Flaubert’s aesthetic anxiety raises a number
of questions for anyone interested in discriminating not only among
various realisms, but between realism and utopianism as literary
modes.Whatrelationshipcanbeestablishedbetweenthis supposedly
utopian novel and Balzacian realism in general? If Le Médecin and Ma-
dame Bovary share certain sentences in common (as well as certain as-
pectsofsettingandcharacterconveyedthroughthesesentences),can
we move beyond Flaubert’s defensive value judgment about how his
prose is “infinitely better written,” to clarify the differences in generic
presuppositions that make the same sentence function as a different
statement in the two novels?3 Can we then rely on these differences to
develop some nonaxiological precepts about the nature of Balzacian
realism? If, as I suggest in the previous chapter, Flaubert’s realism can
be described as “medical,” and if Balzac’s utopianism stands in some
close relation to that medical perspective, Balzac’s realism may also
turn out to be medical in its own distinctive way—a way that makes it
possible for Balzac to imagine a utopia where the physician rules as
hero, rather than(aswithFlaubert) onlya realisticworldpremised on
the absence of that heroic physician.

I shall return to these questions later in this chapter. Here I simply
would like to stress how such questions fit into the larger debate about
the history of the realistic novel. That Balzac and Flaubert belong
within a single literary tradition called realism has been relative-
ly firmly established by critics of widely varying persuasions. But
in agreeing on a coherent line of descent, modern critics have hardly
escaped the anxiety Flaubert himself registers about his relation
to Balzac. Critics cope with their anxiety, most commonly, just as
Flaubert does—by making a value judgment in favor of one or the
other novelist, so that each stands as the negation or antithesis of
the other. Thus Balzac is “classical,” Flaubert “modern”; Balzac is
“readerly,” Flaubert “writerly”; Balzac lacks Flaubert’s style, Flaubert
lacks Balzac’s energy; Balzac’s realism is “critical,” Flaubert’s is
“merely descriptive.”4

Such “simple abstractions” (to borrow a phrase from Marx) may
sootheone’sangst,but theydonotgovery far inprovidingsatisfactory
answers to the general questions that anyone interested in realism is
likely to ask: If Balzac inaugurates nineteenth-century realism, how
does that realism differ from earlier and later fictional modes, from
SirWalterScott’shistoricalfictionorVictorHugo’sromanticism,from
Conrad’s or Joyce’s modernism? And is there any reason why Balzac’s
particular kind of realism appeared when and where it did?
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To begin to answer these questions, one needs a working definition
of the formal characteristics of Balzacian realism—a definition suffi-
ciently narrow to exclude previous types of fictional practice and yet
broad enough to apply to Balzac’s work in general. Balzac’s own asser-
tionsabouthis literarymethod,unfortunately,cannotbetakenasgos-
pel; he says little on the subject, and, as I will show, what he does say is
at times incoherent and at other times self-contradictory on such im-
portant issues as characterization and representation. But even if
Balzac did provide a working definition of realism, one would still
need to measure that definition against the realism demonstrated in
the novels themselves.

Literary critics, on the other hand, have identified a number of dis-
parateformalcharacteristicsdistinguishingBalzac’srealismfromthat
of his predecessors and successors. Two major lines of thought con-
cerning Balzac’s approach to mimesis have emerged. The first, exem-
plified in theworkof structuralist-oriented critics like Barthes, Culler,
and Heath, has taken Balzac’s claim that his language corresponds to
reality as an accurate one that is indispensable for understanding his
realism. The second, championed by historicizing critics such as
LukácsandAuerbach,has focused insteadonthecorrespondencebe-
tween subjective and objective experience within the novels them-
selves.5 Together, these two approaches have highlighted three major
identifying features of Balzacian realism. First, it aims at what the nov-
elist himself calls “the rigorous transcription of reality,”6 presuming
that language can be transparent to the reality it represents (a naïve
presumption, for the structuralists, insofar as it implies wrongly that
language is not itself part of reality—as Barthes puts it, Balzacian real-
ism can be defined as asserting its truth “not by the origin of the
model,butbyitsexterioritytothewordthataccomplishesit”).Second,
Balzac’s mimesis is impelled by a drive to penetrate into the “hidden
meaning,” the sens caché, of reality, not simply to reproduce its surface
but to grasp its inner mechanism, to know it not only contemplatively
but practically, not only as a chaotic set of characters in flux but as a
unified, value-laden, and dynamic whole—what Lukács refers to as a
“totality.” Finally, realism in Balzac works to generate what the novel-
ist calls “types,” characters whose subjective lives are inextricably
linked to their objective, social existence and who thus participate in
the social dynamic.7

In these three fundamental aspects of Balzacian mimesis—repre-
sentationas transparency, meaning as totality, character as type—one
has at least the rudimentary elements of a working definition of
Balzac’s realism. To fuse these elements into a single satisfactory defi-
nition, however, will be far from easy. For although each points to
something essentially true about Balzac’s realism, the truth in each
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case stems from a distinct epistemological framework. The impasse
here is starkly reflected in the different Balzacs found in structuralist
versus historicist interpretation. For the structuralists, understand-
ing the truth claims of Balzacian realism means defining his theory
of meaning as a reflection theory of language. For the historicists, in
contrast, the issue of truth—the question of just what the “real” in
Balzacian realism is—concerns not whether words comply with their
referents, but whether man interacts with his historical conditions.

To have any hope of grasping the interrelatedness of Balzac’s con-
cepts of representation, totality, and the type within a single realistic
practice, one must begin by setting aside the epistemological presup-
positionsofstructuralismandhistoricism—byviewingBalzacianreal-
ism apart from whatever “realistic” theory of language or “realistic”
theory of man in society Balzac’s writing may more or less embody.
The point is not to substitute some third philosophical system that
would explain the truth Balzac must have had in mind. Rather, it is to
pose the question of truth more humbly in historical terms. For a
given notion of the type (or of totality, or of transparency), what are
the systems of knowledge, the “scientific” contexts, that during
Balzac’s own time might have endowed this notion with the value of
truth? Having identified these contexts, one may reopen the larger
question of the unity of Balzac’s realism by correlating these systems
ofknowledge,thesepartialepistemologicalcontexts,withinanepiste-
mological field or paradigm.

As I shall show, such a paradigm—which one can proleptically des-
ignate as that of early French psychiatry—did exist, although its co-
herence was both tenuous and brief; now almost forgotten, it consti-
tutedanevanescenthistoricalcontextwithinwhichthedisparatetruth
claims for Balzac’s realism become intelligible. The very fragility of
thatparadigm,however, raises the questionofwhyBalzacshould have
opted to rely on it. What sort of authority and persona does this para-
digm bestow on the novelist, if the potency of its truth is so dubious?
The answer to that question, in turn, will help explain how Le Médecin
de campagne, despite—or rather because of—its peculiar utopianism,
deserves to be seen as the keystone to Balzac’s realism.

Physiognomy, Phrenology, and the Balzacian Type

Discussions of typification in Balzac usually begin by citing the novel-
ist’s own comments on the subject in the “Avant-Propos” of the
Comédie. There Balzac sets out to distinguish his own concept of char-
acterfromthatofhis immediateRomanticpredecessors, inparticular
Scott. While the romantic novelists created their representative char-
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acters or types intuitively, Balzac claims, he derives his representative
charactersscientifically,reunitingtraitscommontomanyindividuals.
Balzac’s types, consequently, are not mythical but social constructions:
notallegoricalfiguresbutquasi-statisticalamalgams.AsPeterDemetz
has shown, however, Balzac’s distinction ought not to be taken at face
value,notonlybecauseit seemsoverlyschematic,butalsobecauseear-
lier inhiscareerhehadclaimedthathisnovels includedstatisticaland
allegorical types.8

Demetz points out this inconsistency in part to chastise Georg
Lukács, who draws far-reaching conclusions from the assumption—
based in largepartonBalzac’scomments in the “Avant-Propos”—that
Balzac’s types are never scientific or statistical.9 For Lukács it is pre-
cisely the nonstatistical basis of Balzac’s types that distinguishes him
from “naturalists” like Flaubert and Zola, making him at once a more
humaneand(morerelevant forourpurposes)amore realisticnovelist.
But if Demetz is right to argue that Balzac mixes his types after all,
creating some that are traditional and others that are scientific, then
howcanbothkindsof typificationbeintegratedwithinasingleoverall
practice of Balzacian realism?

TounderstandhowBalzac’s realismreconcilesscientificandmythi-
cal types, one must first describe the conflict between these notions of
type a bit more precisely. The mythical type favored by the Romantics
stands, in Charles Nodier’s words, as “le signe représentatif d’une
création, d’une idée.”10 Its essence lies in an ahistorical passion, en-
ergy, or moral value—a force so strong that it transcends circum-
stance, shining forthfromthe character incarnating itnomatterwhat
the context. The mythical type, thanks to this transparency, can be
(and often is) recognized by a single trait, a kind of physicalized epi-
thet signaling the essential quality of the character who bears it. The
scientific type, in contrast, embodies a passion inextricable from mi-
lieu: the environment expresses the man. Rooted ontologically in his
surroundings, thescientific typecan only be represented through the
correlation of statistically accumulated traits.

These distinctions, as spelled out by Demetz (relying on Balzac’s
explicit pronouncements in the “Avant-Propos”), seem absolute. Yet
theremustexist someunderlyingpoeticprinciple thatpermitsBalzac
to shift as he does from one mode ofcharacterization to another, from
conceivingthetypeas theallegorizationof innate forces toconceiving
itas aproduct of social pressures.Underlying these twoconceptions is
apriorassumption:ofdirectandharmonious expressivity.Asingular inte-
rior expresses itself in the character’s exterior, even if exterior and
interior are somewhat differently defined in the two cases. Thus, the
scientific type may summarize a large number of traits, but Balzac
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does not statistically weigh these details or worry over how to evaluate
theirrelativesignificance,nordoeshedependonmetonymyornarra-
tive action to make them meaningful, as does Flaubert. Instead, for
Balzac, every trait in a type is immediately allusive, whether to a class
of mythical passion or to a kind of scientific animality.

Scientific and traditional types both presuppose, in other words,
what Auerbach brilliantly labels the “harmony-thesis,” an accord
among traits that secures a congruence between milieu and the “coeur
humain.”11 Auerbach traces the roots of this Balzacian thesis to two
general sources: the biological theories of St.-Hilaire and the histori-
cist attitudes associated with Michelet and Scott. But he does not fol-
low through in any great detail on his aperçu about Balzac’s stylistic
debt to science. For the philologist, it is sufficient to describe Balzac’s
biologismas“mystical,speculative,andvitalistic,”andtoconcludethat
the “unity of the milieu” that types require “is not established ration-
ally” (471). Indeed, the very irrationality of Balzac’s supposedly scien-
tific method of typification is what enables him to blend his scientific
types smoothly together with allegorical ones in what Auerbach calls
“romantic-magical” or “demonic” realism. In this view, Balzac’s grasp
of typicality depends not upon scientific method but upon what
Sainte-Beuve called the novelist’s “physiological intuition.”12

Balzac’s scientific ideas may indeed be irrational and thus as much
magicalas scientific,at least fromtheperspectiveofmodern,rational-
ized scientific method. Yet to dismiss them for being irrational is a
strangely antihistoricist move on Auerbach’s part, for during Balzac’s
time the biologistic ideas he adapted to literary ends were considered
scientificwithinat leastacertain segmentof thescientificandmedical
community. To understand the constraints of truth under which
Balzac’s types take shape, one must define more precisely than does
Auerbach the epistemic situation of the quasi-scientific ideas Balzac
uses to generate types. Among these ideas, Balzac was most enthusias-
tic about two particular kinds: physiognomical and phrenological.

Intheirnineteenth-centuryversions,physiognomyandphrenology
hadintellectuallifespansalmost identicaltoBalzac’s.Bothdisciplines
were constituted as “sciences” at the turn of the century, and both
werelargelydiscreditedinthescientificcommunitybythe1850s.Dur-
ing Balzac’s lifetime, they enjoyed both popular and quasi-scientific
legitimacy,beingacceptedbysome(althoughbynomeansall)doctors
and many laypersons as scientific ways of understanding character.
Despite all these similarities, however, phrenology and physiognomy
were conceptually distinct forms of knowledge, differing—in ways
that matter greatly for Balzac—from each other as well as from the
dominant symptomatology of clinical medicine.13
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Physiognomy, the art of judging character by examining the face
and body, had been practiced informally for many centuries, but was
revitalizedinthe1790sundertheextraordinary influenceofLavater’s
Physiognömische Fragmente. Lavater, a Swiss pastor, based his physiog-
nomyontwoprinciples, bothofwhichwereasmuchreligiousas scien-
tific.First,heassumedthathumanbeings’outwardappearancemani-
fested their inner selves, selves that Lavater defined neither by their
rationality nor by their drives but as moral essences—virtue, vice, sen-
sitivity, nobility, and so on. Second, he assumed that “each part of the
body contains the character and essence of the whole,” so that “all
features and contours, all passive and active motions of the human
body—in short, everything whereby one reveals one’s person is a mat-
terofphysiognomical interest.”14 Every detail is significant,but signif-
icant in the same way. The human body, and more generally, the mi-
lieu surrounding an individual, Lavater conceived as a homogeneity,
a whole bound together and bound to the soul of the individual by
what Lavater called “harmony.” Only by assuming that the milieu
could be apprehended as a harmonious whole, in fact, could Lavater
maintainthateverysignpointstothesoul’sessence.Auerbach’spostu-
lateofa harmony-thesis inBalzac thus has itscounterpart, andeven its
uncanny foreshadowing, in the Lavaterian system. Moreover, insofar
as this notion of harmony implied that every type constituted an aes-
theticwhole,Lavaterianphysiognomytendedtoconflatehumanchar-
acteristics with artistic (and especially religious) images, at one ex-
treme, and with animal species, at the other—a double tendency also
evident in Balzac’s typifications.

Like physiognomy, phrenology is an art devoted to deducing inner
being from the external signs of character. But the similarity ends
there, for phrenology involves a conceptual basis radically different
from that of physiognomy, a difference intimately related to the fact
that while Lavater began as a pastor, the founders of phrenology—
Gall and Spurzheim—began as physicians. Like Lavater, they based
their science on an analogy, but where Lavater’s analogy equated ex-
ternalsignsandthesoul,Gall’sandSpurzheim’sanalogiesequatedthe
outer organization of the body with the inner structure of the brain.
Borrowing their assumptions from the then newly dominant para-
digm in medicine—Bichat’s pathological anatomy—Gall and
Spurzheim postulated that the brain, like the body,was organized as a
set of physiological functions. Each area of the brain, in this view,
served as the organ, the physical substrate, for a specific mental fac-
ulty: “instincts, sentiments, penchants, talents, and, in general, the
moral and intellectual forces.”15 If this principle of cerebral localiza-
tion was correct, the phrenologists concluded, one should be able to
characterize an individual by measuring and comparing the sizes of
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different parts of the brain. An enlarged sector of the brain would
imply an excessive influence of one faculty over the others, a dispro-
portion or relative excess that could denote some sort of abnormal-
ity—perhaps genius, perhaps mental illness, perhaps both.

Phrenology, then, derived from a respectable scientific discourse,
physiognomy from a religious one. In principle, phrenologists would
rely only on cranial traits in determining the psychic status of an indi-
vidual, and would regard the inner man not as a spiritual essence but
as an effect of physical organization, and thus could see their disci-
pline as a kind of diagnostic tool. In fact, the phrenologists—whose
ranks included some physicians whose scientific legitimacy had been
jeopardized by their espousal of this dubious practice, as well as many
less well-connected “general practitioners” who saw phrenology as a
ticket to such legitimacy in the first place—took great pains to distin-
guish themselves from the physiognomists on these grounds. To the
public,however,thetwodisciplinesremainedconfusedandconflated
with each other, as they do to this day.16 There is little wonder in this,
for although conceptually and discursively different, in practice both
physiognomists and phrenologists drew immediate connections be-
tween the appearance and internal condition of individuals. And al-
though phrenologists did not believe that every feature of the body
revealed the soul, they shared with physiognomists the assumption
that a single trait—a bump on one’s forehead, or the shape of one’s
nose—could provide a telltale sign of one’s type.

After this long detour, one might well ask: how do these nuances
help to clarify what Balzac is doing with his types? To begin with, the
differencesbetweenphysiognomyandphrenologycould provideevi-
dence to support Demetz’s view that Balzac creates traditional and
scientific types.Because physiognomydefines the innermaninmoral
terms, for example, one might expect Balzac to use it to shape his
mythical or allegorical types. Indeed, Félix Davin, in the 1835 intro-
duction to the Etudes de moeurs, suggests that Balzac “has put into ac-
tion the maxims of La Rochefoucauld, that he has given life to the
observations of Lavater in applying them.”17 But things are a little
more complicated than Davin makes them out to be: although Balzac
uses physiognomical indicators liberally when representing myth-
ical types, such types cannot be reduced to Aesopian instanciations
of ahistorical maxims about character. In fact, Balzac conceives of
Lavater’s physiognomy in a quasi-materialist way, suggesting in The
Curé of Tours that “everyday life makes the soul, and the soul makes
the physiognomy.”18 Physiognomy reveals a moral essence, but an es-
sence that Balzac then treats as itself a product of social forces; there
is a harmony between soul and physiognomy, but also a potential for
dissociation.
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Phrenology, on the other hand, might be expected to structure
Balzac’s supposedly scientific characterizations, as onemethod in the
construction of “statistical” types. But phrenology is not a statistical
discipline, and Balzac, like the phrenologists themselves, tends to use
phrenology not in order to evaluate character statistically by sifting
out and weighing the different traits against one another, but rather
as a kind of diagnostic shorthand allowing him to penetrate directly
into the essence of character, as he does for example by describing
Père Goriot’s bump of paternity. The hermeneutic complexities of
symptomatology or typification based on pathological anatomy—the
sense of the difficulty involved in moving from symptoms to internal
structure—may constitute a fundamental aspect of Flaubert’s work,
butBalzac’sphrenologicalcharacterizationsdonotoffer thesepartic-
ular kinds of interpretative challenges.

Likemoralandscientific methods of typification, thephysiognomy
and phrenology that inform them thus shade into each other, in
Balzac’s work as in the public mind. They mark relative points on a
single spectrum of characterization, rather than two incommensura-
bledescriptivetechniques.Balzachimselfspeaksofphysiognomyand
phrenology as “twins, of which one is to the other as cause to effect.”19

As this statement implies, these two disciplines serve Balzac not be-
cause they provide a grounding scientific framework (their frame-
works are incompatiblewith eachother, in fact),but because they per-
mit him to conflate their frameworks. Like mesmerism, to which they
are assimilated by the novelist in Ursule Mirouet, phrenology and phys-
iognomy imply a world at once material and spiritual, a matter of fact
and of fate: “the science of Lavater and Gall,” Balzac claims in Une
Ténébreuse affaire, “proves beyond question that . . . there are signs in
a man’s face that reveal not only his character but his destiny.”20 An
indissoluble unity of inner and outer lives, Balzac’s type stems from
this religious cum scientific perspective.

Invoking the prestige of religion and science in the same move has
obvious ideological advantages. But the very shrillness in Balzac’s
claim that the scientific question has been settled indicates that per-
haps it has not really been settled after all. In fact, phrenology and
physiognomy were considered only marginally scientific even during
Balzac’s lifetime. Given the positivist and empiricist bent of clinical
medicine, with its stress on the visibility of its corporeal object, and
given the scientific authority this medicine enjoyed at the time, phre-
nology, physiognomy, and mesmerism were bound to remain suspect
asspiritualist,pseudo-scientificdisciplines.21 Only inonefield, thena-
scent medical specialization of psychiatry, did such disciplines find a
sympathetic hearing. This peculiar fact needs to be considered fur-
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ther,but for themoment it isworthpointing out that thepredominant
antagonismthatofficialclinicalmedicineshowedtophrenology,phys-
iognomy,andmesmerismdidnotgounnoticedbyBalzachimself,who
dramatized it (and betrayed his own scientific preferences) through
the dilemma faced by Dr. Minoret in Ursule Mirouet.

Minoret, who had served as Robespierre’s physician, is both a very
successful doctor and a confirmed atheist who scoffs at what Balzac
calls“thescienceofimponderableagents”—asciencethatcapaciously
includes phrenology, physiognomy, and mesmerism. In his ignorant
dismissiveness, however, Minoret is not alone, for Balzac admits that
“the Academies of Medicine and of Sciences roared with laughter” at
such dubious disciplines. Minoret later converts to mesmerism (after
ademonstration—eventhescienceofimponderableagentsclaimedto
and needed to be empirically verifiable!). To believe in mesmerism,
phrenology, and physiognomy, however, means to accept that “the Fi-
nite and the Infinite . . . existed one in the other,”and for Minoret this
spells the ruin of “all his scientific theory.” The struggle between offi-
cialandmarginalsciencesendsinthetriumphofthemarginal,at least
in Balzac’s imagination—hardly a surprising result, since as we have
seen, Balzacuses the toolsof these marginal sciences tocreatehis own
types.

But this struggle, with its projected victory of a marginal scientific
perspectiveoveran entrenchedone, is not only a scientific dispute for
Balzac; it isan ideologicaloneaswell, inwhicheachscientificperspec-
tive is saturated with values, as can be seen from the effects on Dr.
Minoret of his acceptance of mesmerism, phrenology, and physiog-
nomy. He not only admits these disciplines as true, but undergoes a
more fundamental change of heart, rejecting “Voltairean old age” in
favor of “Catholic youth.” Like several other physicians in the Comédie
(Benassis in Le Médecin, Desplein in La Messe de l’athée), Minoret be-
comes a late convert to Catholicism—a fate that indicates how strong
are the crosscurrents between the scientific and the ideological in
Balzac’swork.Infact,Balzac’stendencytochoosebetweencompeting
scientific ideas on ideological rather than scientific grounds must
strike anyone who reads the opening pages of the “Avant-Propos,”
where the novelist defends St.-Hilaire’s biological theory against that
of Cuvier. St.-Hilaire’s system, which assumes that all living things
stem from a single original being, must be correct, argues Balzac.
Why? Because “the Creator works on a single model for every organ-
ized being.” (St.-Hilaire, by the way, eventually loses his battle against
Cuvier, justas themesmerists,phrenologists,andphysiognomists lose
their battles for scientific status.22 Balzac backs not only marginal but
doomed avant-garde sciences.)
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Whatever Balzac’s ideological motive for preferring phrenology
andphysiognomytotheofficialdiagnostictechniquesofclinicalmed-
icine, there is no doubt that he relies on the tools these marginal disci-
plines provide. In this he differs radically from Flaubert, whose meth-
ods are clinical through and through. The two passages below, in
which Balzac and Flaubert describe the effect of love on their hero-
ines, Eugènie and Emma, nicely illustrate the difference in methods:

Fromthat dayon, the beauty of Mlle. Grandet took ona different charac-
ter. The grave thoughts of love by which her soul had been gently in-
vaded, the dignity of the woman who is loved, gave to her features that
sort of brightness which painters represent by a halo. Before the arrival
of her cousin Eugènie might have been compared to the Virgin before
the Conception; when he left, she resembled the Virgin Mother: she had
conceived love.23

Never had Madame Bovary been as beautiful as at this period; she had
thatundefinablebeauty which results fromjoy,enthusiasm, success, and
which is nothing more than the harmony of temperament with circum-
stances.24

In his helpful study, Physiognomy in the European Novel, Graëme Tytler
treats these passages as two of a kind, considering both as illustrating
the same thing: the literary use of physiognomy to achieve lyric ef-
fects. This seems to me to miss the discursive point: unlike Balzac,
Flaubert interprets the effect of emotions on physical appearance in
radicallynonphysiognomic terms.25 ForBalzac, it isamatterofa “soul”
(defined by emotional and ethical qualities) giving rise to a definite,
typical image; inner and outer lives resolve themselves into a unity of
soul and form. For Flaubert, on the contrary, it is a matter of a specific
circumstance combining with a certain temperament to give rise to
something socomplicated and unstable that, far fromconstituting an
icon, it is undefinable. The Flaubertian dialectic between tempera-
mentandcircumstancederives inturnfromhisclinicoanatomicalori-
entation, as I argue in the previous chapter.

One way to distinguish Balzacian from Flaubertian realism, then,
is by exposing the phrenological/physiognomical underpinnings of
Balzac’s method of characterization. By asserting that inner psychic
states correspond to outer physical appearances, they give scientific
support to Balzac’s oft-repeated dictum that the self is to its appear-
ance as an oyster is to its shell. The self, however, differs from an
oyster in one fundamental way: rather than remaining static and
closedoff fromitsenvironment, theselfmoves,changes,anddevelops
in the world. In neither phrenology nor physiognomy, nor the types
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Balzac creates using these disciplines, can one find a systematic vision
of this world. Phrenology does not try to explain how the causes of
disease could be mapped; Balzac’s types in themselves do not imply
any conception of social totality as a dynamic causal system in which
they emerge. How Eugènie comes to be endowed with the soul she
possesses; how Goriot’s bump of paternity evolves; how saintliness or
fatherliness grow out of historical conditions, or how they will fare:
thesequestions remainunanswered within the terms ofBalzac’s char-
acterizations.

Despite having identified subsystems of knowledge that contribute
something to Balzac’s realism, we seem to be back where we started at
the beginning of this chapter—unable to correlate the type and total-
ity (not to mention that third Balzacian characteristic, transparency)
within one overall conceptual system. Phrenology and physiognomy,
however, did not exist as isolated systems of knowledge during
Balzac’s lifetime. The psychiatrists who used them supplemented
themwith theoriesof the causes,development,andtreatment ofmen-
tal illness. These etiological and therapeutic frameworks, taken to-
gether with the symptomatology provided by phrenology and physi-
ognomy,comprisewhatonemedicalhistorianhascalledthe“synthèse
aliéniste,”thealienistsynthesis.26 Couldthissynthesisprovideanyclue
tohowBalzacmighthaveintegratedhistechniquesoftypificationinto
a dynamic vision of totality?

Alienist Synthesis, Balzacian Totality

The paradigm synthesized by French psychiatrists in the 1820s and
1830s brought together in a single discursive contrivance at least four
distinctconcepts—twoetiological,twotherapeutic.Eachofthesefour
concepts, in turn, may be thought of as helping shape that enormous,
dynamic totality that is the Comédie Humaine.

“Incessant Capriciousness”: The Etiology of Milieu

If phrenology and physiognomy postulated that the inner man har-
monizedwithhisphysicalappearanceorimmediateenvironment,this
diagnostic assumption neatly dovetailed in early psychiatric thought
with an etiological one: the idea that environmental conditions could
directly impinge on that inner man, causing illness. For the alienists,
suchacausal relationshipbetweenpathologicalmilieuandmental ill-
ness was shaped by the psychological models they had inherited from
late eighteenth-century Hartleyian associationism and sensational-
ism.27 The sensationalists had argued that human beings’ ideas arise
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from their sensations, and that the association of ideas therefore de-
pends on the type and frequency of external stimuli or “impressions.”
Psychiatrists simply drew out the etiological consequences of this psy-
chologicalproposition,arguingthatbecausewhatPinel’ssuccessorEs-
quirol called “the power of association of ideas with external objects”
wasstrong,disturbancesorabnormalities in themilieumustnecessar-
ilycausedissociationsorabnormalities inone’s thoughts.28 Thewrong
environment, defined in terms of the sensations it provided, could be
pathogenic.

The notion that environment could cause mental illness, of course,
was nothing new: it can be found as far back as Hippocrates, and as I
mentioned in the previous chapter, earlier eighteenth-century medi-
cine already made much of this connection, seeing it as determining
for physical as well as mental illness. Unlike the psychologists upon
whomthealienists relied, theseearlierphysiciansarguedthat the link
consisted in the translation of qualities from nature into the internal
“humours.” Hot, moist weather, for example, would soften the body
and mind, while cold, dry weather might cause an accrual of phlegm.
In contrast, the sensationalist model implied that a milieu posed dan-
gers not because of its quality, nor even because of its specific, positive
content, but simply because of its disorder, an anarchy communicable
through the nerves into the mind of the individual.

In the psychiatric theory developed during the early decades of the
nineteenthcentury,then,thenaturalenvironment,especiallyweather
andclimate,continuedtobeseen(asithadbeenintheearliermedical
paradigms) as a cause of illness—but only insofar as its capriciousness
might translate into innerdisturbance ordisruption. Theolder medi-
cal ideathatenvironmentcausedillnessbytransmittingitsqualities to
theself—anideaabandonedbothbyphysiciansandbypsychiatrists—
survivedintoBalzac’stime(andstillhassomecurrencytoday)inscien-
tifically degraded form as a popular belief. Balzac, so often a precise
registrar of the historical shifts and stratifications of these sorts of be-
liefs, marks this one as well, in Le Médecin de campagne, for example,
where a young woman named La Fosseuse is afflicted by the weather.
DoctorBenassistellsushowshethinksaboutthismeteorologicaletiol-
ogy: “La Fosseuse is sensitive and highly strung. If it is close and hot,
and there is thunder in the air, La Fosseuse feels a vague trouble that
nothing can soothe. She lies on her bed, complains of numberless ills,
and does not know what ails her. In answer to my questions, she tells
me that her bones are melting, that she is dissolving into water”(116).
The doctor, of course, knows better: although there is a direct link
between La Fosseuse’s mental aberrations and the weather, her body
isnotreallymelting,butisrespondingtometeorologicalvariability.As
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he patiently explains, La Fosseuse is “a victim to highly-strung nerves,
to an organization either too delicate or too full of power. . . . I have
made a study of her temperament, recognized the reality of her pro-
longed nervous attacks, and of the swift mysterious recurrence of her
moods. I found they were immediately dependent on atmospheric
changes and on the variations of the moon, a fact I have carefully
verified” (116). By Flaubert’s and Eliot’s time Benassis’s lunatic etiol-
ogy of nervous disorders will be recognized as quackery, but for
Balzac and his psychiatric contemporaries such an analysis is on the
cutting edge of science, and Balzac thus presents it without a hint of
irony or sarcasm, through the persona of an authoritative physician.
Forhim,itisnotbêtise,butperfectlyacceptableknowledge,partofthe
real(istic) truth.

Thesensationalistmodel ofenvironmentalcausalitydid more than
simply provide an alternative to humouralism, however. It permitted
one to regard social disturbances as causes of illness, thus enormous-
ly extending the purview of psychiatric intervention. Every social
encounter must involve a certain shock of sensation, and for the frag-
ile person, such shocks may be extremely disordering.29 La Fosseuse
exemplifies this type of patient, susceptible as she is both to natural
andtosocial excitement: “Shebelongs to thesmallminorityofwomen
whom the slightest contact with others causes to vibrate perilously,”
Benassis warns a visitor. The good doctor goes on to indict La Fos-
seuse’s social environment for causing her illness by its inconsistent,
unsettled character. Taken up as a young girl by an aristocratic fam-
ily, La Fosseuse “was, during this time, the victim of all the caprices
of the rich, who, for the most part, are neither constant nor consistent
in their generosity: beneficent by fits and starts, sometimes patrons,
sometimes friends, sometimes masters. . . . Treating her by turns
as a companion and as a chambermaid, they made of her an incom-
pletebeing.”30 As thisdiscussionof thedangersofbeingdéclassé shows,
the psychiatric concept of pathogenic milieu carried with it some
strongly inflected ideological implications, generally of a reformist,
Saint-Simonian bent. The focus on social disorder as pathological
cause meant that revolutions and the uncontrolled conditions of cap-
italism had to be condemned—not because they threatened the in-
terests or rights of either the dominant or the oppressed classes, but
becauseboththesesocialprocesses ledtoanarchyandhence,psychia-
trists argued, to outbreaks of mental illness.31

Like the alienists in this as in so many other regards, Balzac too
asserts that social disorder poses a danger to the self. Such disorder
for him appears most evident and hazardous to one’s health in Paris,
a milieu he describes as “ceaselessly dissolving, ceaselessly recom-
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posed, . . .withoutbonds,withoutprinciples,withouthomogeneity.”32

The city’s maelstrom-like environment can only give rise to a “pathol-
ogy of social life” (the title of one of Balzac’s projected but unaccom-
plished works), a life following the lines of the Balzacian plot, with its
inherent unpredictability and coincidence.33

Balzac’s vision of the social, in sum, takes its pathological bearings
from the same psychiatric paradigm that informs his types. To say
this, however, is to force a rethinking of the issue that has vexed
Balzac’sreaderssinceMarx:therelationbetweenBalzac’spoliticsand
his realism. The usual practice of leftist critics has been to rejoice in
therevolutionary kernel inhisrealism—hisrepresentationof thereal
and necessary disorders accompanying the rise of capitalism—while at
the same time condemning his manifestly reactionary political opin-
ions, inparticularhisCatholicmonarchism.IfBalzac’sperspectiveon
social disorder is quasi-psychiatric rather than directly political, how-
ever, thecontradictionbetweenthe manifestand the latentcontent of
Balzac’s representation of society vanishes. The stress on disorder-as-
evilbothinBalzacandinthealienists, it is true,coincidedwiththefear
of disorder in conservative political thought—but the psychiatric/re-
alist perspective entailed an overall response to social problems that
differed enormously from that of the political conservatives. In es-
sence,where conservatives tendedto see social disorder as something
to be condemned and repressed, Balzac and the alienists saw disorder
as an object of study—something first to be understood, tamed into a
cognitive or discursive order, and then treated.

Putmoreprecisely, thealienistsbelievedthatthesocialmilieu,how-
ever disordered or chaotic, necessarily gave rise to its own counteror-
der of pathological species, a perverse double of the healthy natural
order that required a psychiatric Linnaeus to classify and clarify it.
Describing a pathological milieu thus entailed twoapparently contra-
dictory epistemological steps: first, distinguishing the pathological
from the normal, the disordered from the ordered environment;
then, defining and controlling this disorder through classification.
Balzacshareswiththealienists thisdoublegesture towardsociety.Life
in metropolitan, capitalist society is indeed chaotic, but Balzac insists
that thisvery corruptionanddisruption inthesocialmilieu generates
itsown“lawsof socialconsciousness,[aconsciousness]whichbearsno
resemblance to consciousness in the state of nature.”34 The “doctor of
socialmedicine”—a titleBalzac claimsforhimself in the introduction
to La Cousine Bette—finds that social disorder produces an order of
consciousness with its own laws and its own set of types, an order and
a set he must describe, analyze, and treat in his narrative.35“An Excess of Desire”: The Etiology of Passions
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Forthealienists, the idea thatapathologicalmilieucouldcause illness
was justified by sensationalist psychological principles. But environ-
ment alone could never be the sufficient cause of illness, or everyone
placedinthesamemilieuwouldautomatically fall sick inthesameway
and to the same degree. In order to account for such empirical varia-
bility while retaining the sensationalist model of environmental im-
pingement, psychiatrists had to postulate a second, internal source of
disturbance. A similar need to elaborate an inner cause of illness was
felt by clinicians, as seen in the previous chapter. Both clinicians and
psychiatrists, as it turned out, defined this inner cause in quasi-meta-
physical language,Bichatandhis followers speaking of “vital force”or
internal sensibility, Esquirol’s school speaks of “volonté.” But the two
branches of medicine understood the causal process in fundamentally
different ways. In clinical medicine, vital force was thought to act
upon an individual—for good or for ill—through a complex network
of tissues, a network made visible by the pathological anatomists who
opened up bodies and traced the hidden pathways of disease. For the
clinicians, it was not the vital force itself that was responsible for ill-
ness, but the particular and varying way that force was deployed
throughthebody,strengtheningsomeorgansat theexpenseofothers
and leaving some internal pathways open to the invasion of disease
under certain environmental conditions. For the psychiatrists, on the
other hand, volonté was more like what we would call a passion or idée
fixe, a desire not deployed contingently or freely (Esquirol and his
followerswouldspeak inmaterialist terms of “a lesion of thewill”), but
always already tied to a specific object.

Critics have long recognized the importance of such fixated pas-
sions in Balzac’s work, although no one (to my knowledge) has tied
Balzac’s conceptualization of passion to the psychiatric theory of his
age.36 Appetency in itself, however, is a psychological given but not
necessarilyapathologicalone.Whatreally tiesBalzac tothealienists is
the way both assimilate this supposed psychological condition into
their systemsofpathology.ForBalzacandthealienists, all humans are
“egotists,” driven to gratify their particular desires (“all passions are
essentially jesuitical,” as Balzac puts it), so that appetency, per se can-
notbeconsideredpathological; indeed, “thegreat lawofSelf forSelf,”
Balzac tells us, is simply the universal condition not only of man but of
anyanimal.But inabadlyorganizedsocialmilieu,appetency, far from
being curbed from excesses, might even be encouraged. There, ego-
tism becomes pathological: “The condition of society makes of our
needs,ournecessities,ourtastes, somanywounds,somanysicknesses,
through the excess to which we are carried, pushed by the develop-
ment thought impresses upon them; there is nothing in us through
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which they are not betrayed. Hence this title [Pathology of Social Life]
borrowed from medical science. Where there is no physical sickness,
thereismoralsickness.”37 Thepathologicalsymbiosisbetweenpassion
andmilieucouldnotbemoreclearly statedthaninthispassage.Given
chaotic social conditions, intellectual disorder inevitably results, and
this inner disorder of thought will in turn communicate its violent en-
ergies to the passions—or rather to whatever passion dominates the
individual in question.

The psychiatric name for psychic excess, of course, is mania, and it
is hardly surprising that the 1820s witnessed a new and intense psychi-
atric interest in that disorder. The near-maniacal interest in mania
culminated in the creation of an entirely new category of mental ill-
ness—themonomanias—correspondingtothebeliefthatevenanoth-
erwise normal individual might suffer from a single excessive pas-
sion.38 Inmonomania, thealienistsargued,onesufferedfroma ruling
passion that expressed itself only when the patient was dealing with
theobject of that passion, or more accuratelywith a particular train of
thoughtdirectedtowardthatobject.Thus,apatientcouldappearper-
fectlynormalwhenhisorhermilieuexercisedfaculties that remained
undiseased,butwoulddisplay symptomsofmental illness if the milieu
allowed the obsession to be focused on.

Balzac once again follows the alienists’ line very closely. “What is
madness,” he asks in La Peau de chagrin, “if not the excess of a desire or
of a power?” And Balzac is the first great novelist to place great weight
on the idea of monomania, most overtly in his depiction of Balthazar
Cläes(heroofLa Recherchede l’absolu)andLouisLambert.39 But unlike
the alienists, Balzac at least registers the ambiguities inherent in the
psychiatriccategoriesheinvokes.LambertandCläes, for instance,are
classic monomaniacs, but monomaniacs whose passions are directed
toward an ideal (in Lambert’s case intellectual, in Cläes’s case aes-
thetic), so that the two men may also be labeled geniuses. In an ideal
world, these monomaniacal geniuses would thrive, but in the de-
graded environment of French society they can only sicken and die.
For Balzac, then, the category of monomania enjoys only a relative
validity—not only because in a society of excessive passions everyone
could potentially be defined as monomaniacal, but also because the
termdoesnotdistinguishbetweenidealandegoisticpassions.40Balzac
even admits that it may be abused, turned by the unscrupulous and
greedy against those who remain faithful to an ideal. In “L’Interdic-
tion” Balzac presents a case of just such abuse by the Marquise d’Es-
pard, who attempts to have her husband put away because he insists
upon paying off a debt of honor the Marquise prefers not to acknowl-
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edge. The dénouement of the story, however, reveals the limits of
Balzac’scritiqueofmonomania:theconceptitselfisratifiedascorrect,
even though it may require professional authority (in the form of the
legal-medical team of Judge Popinot and Dr. Bianchon dispatched to
examine the Marquis) to certify that it is being used properly.

From physiognomy and phrenology, then, come the conceptual
equipment Balzac needs to make types; from psychiatric nosology
comes a coherent view of social order within which these types exist;
andfrompsychiatricetiologycomeassumptionsaboutpathogenicmi-
lieu and volonté that lend the social order its sens caché, or inner sense.
One can extend this remarkably tight correlation between the ele-
ments of Balzacian realism and those of psychiatric discourse still fur-
ther by turning to the therapeutic regimen contemplated in the
synthèsealiéniste.Asmightbeexpected,therapyconsistedinatwo-stage
attackontheenvironmentalandpassionalcausesof illness. In thefirst
stage, that of isolement, isolation, the mental patient was to be prophy-
lactically removed and protected from his pathogenic milieu. In the
second stage, the patient—now sheltered from the capriciousness of
the social milieu—was to be subjected to what came to be called the
traitement morale. What are the assumptions guiding these two thera-
peutic practices, and how, if at all, do they structure Balzac’s fictional
practice?

“Isolement” and the Outlines of Balzac’s Utopia

ChampionedbyEsquirolbeginningin theearly1820s, thedoctrine of
isolationderivedconceptually fromthesamesensationalistprinciples
as the theory of pathogenic milieu. If the social environment could
cause mental illness, it followed logically that the first step in treating
an insane person should be to isolate him or her from possibly harm-
fulenvironmentalinfluences.Psychiatristsdefinedtheseinfluencesin
the broadest possible terms: Esquirol, for example, emphasized the
need “of removing the lunatic from all his habitual pastimes, distanc-
ing him from his place of residence, separating him from his family,
hisfriends,hisservants, surroundinghimwithstrangers,changinghis
whole way of life.”41

To achieve such a radical displacement, alienists invented a new
social space, an artificially created therapeutic milieu purified of all
the temptations of the social maelstrom: the modern asylum. The rise
of the asylum as an institution is a fascinatingly complex story whose
details are not important here.42 What should be stressed, however, is
the utopian quality of the asylum as alienists conceived it before they
were granted professional status (and legal authority over the insane)
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by the French government in a series of laws beginning in 1838. The
alienists’ contention that they could create a space free of social pres-
sures was naïve at best, and the asylum in practice never did material-
ize in quite as pure a form as they had imagined it. But if psychiatry
was to have any chance of treating and curing patients, and hence of
socially justifying itself as a science, such a space had to be imagined
nonetheless. The asylum, like many another utopia, provided a con-
ceptual raison d’être, an authoritative fantasy of efficacy as well as an
efficacious fantasy of authority, for the group positing it—in this case
the emerging psychiatric profession.

This double fantasy, I would argue, finds its exact utopian counter-
part in Balzac’s Le Médecin de campagne. That novel, in short, offers the
literary expression of the alienists’ therapeutic utopia, complete with
isolation and moral treatment.

Fromthevery start,Balzac stresses the isolation of theutopian com-
munity in Le Médecin from French society as well as from the perni-
cious influences of “capricious nature.” The story begins as Captain
Genestas, an old soldier who has come seeking Benassis’s help for his
sickly child, rides into the valley to which the doctor has chosen to
devote himself and discovers “a village which had nothing beyond it,
which seemed to border on nothing and to have no connection with
anything; its inhabitants seemed to belong to a single family outside
thesocial dynamic,and tobelinked to theworldonly by the tax collec-
tor or by the most slender of threads.”43 The few social relations that
do exist here, Balzac emphasizes, are deeply ingrained and essentially
static,uncontaminatedbythedisturbancesandturmoilofmodernso-
ciety that contribute so strongly to that society’s pathology: “Political
eventsandrevolutionshadneverreachedthisinaccessiblecountry—it
lay completely beyond the limits of social stir and change.” Thus, like
the psychiatrist in his asylum, Dr. Benassis finds (or at least imagines
he finds) in this country village “a tabula rasa. . . . My ideas did not
clash with people’s prejudices” (58). In its isolation, the village is a
natural asylum, the perfect place to demonstrate a social therapeu-
tics. The only possible source of “mental and physical contagion”
to the community comes from a colony of cretins, whose inbred isola-
tionprovides anegative lesson illustratingboth thepowerof isolation
to effect change and the need for therapeutic oversight to direct it.
The good doctor acts preemptively to isolate them more completely
from the village community whose health is his primary concern. In
what to us may seem a chilling move but to Balzac is clearly for the
good of all, Benassis has the cretins transported by night, leaving the
village a clean, pure environment in which treatment may proceed
unencumbered.
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“The Father of Us All”: Moral Treatment as Medical Paternalism

If isolation placed the patient in a milieu free from disorderly social
influences,theregimenknownasmoraltreatmentdevelopedbyPinel,
Tuke, and others in the early years of the nineteenth century aimed at
re-creating in that artificial, blank space the simulacrum of an or-
dered, “normal” social environment, thus providing what one histo-
rian has called “a rational structure to annul disorder.”44 Given such a
structure, it was believed, the asylum could over a period of time im-
plant new and healthy habits of thought into the patient’s mind and
rehabilitate his or her psyche.

But what does rehabilitation aim at, if competitive egoism is both
sociallynormaland pathogenic?AsRobertCastelhas shown,alienists
resolved this dilemma by identifying mental health in juridical terms,
as an ability to participate in free and rational exchanges as a member
not of a competitive but a “contractual society.” To be judged incapa-
bleofactingasalegal,contractingsubject—contractbeingunderstood
as both economic and social—was to become, instead, a subject of
moral treatment. If sane, one came under legal jurisdiction; if insane,
one would be placed under the jurisdiction of French psychiatrists
within the walls of their asylums, a legal power granted alienists in
1838.

Children, of course, are the most common class of subjects consid-
ereddisqualifiedfromengaginginlegalorcontractingprocesses,and
hence it is hardly surprising that alienists should model the doctor-
patientrelationinmoraltreatmentuponthenineteenth-centuryform
of the familial relation between parentandchild: whatalienists called
a relationde tutelle.The idealpsychiatrist, as thehistorianJan Goldstein
remarks, was in effect “modelled on the nineteenth-century paterfa-
milias, a fact which Scipion Pinel tacitly acknowledged when he ob-
served thatonly theasylum-doctorwhofelthimself tobe ‘afather’and
his patients to be ‘a family’ would be gratified by a psychiatric career,
would ‘find charm in this existence, so barren in appearance.’”45

This paternal role, it turns out, is precisely what Balzac projects for
his ideal doctor. Benassis hopes through his work in a small village “to
develop all the resources of this country, just as a tutor develops the
capacities of a child.” As this sentence implies, Benassis’s paternalism
extendstoallaspectsofhis socialmedicine.Buttheprimary resources
he aims at developing are human, and it is in relation to the villagers
that his (andBalzac’s) paternalismdisplays itself mostclearly.He tells
us, for instance, that his favorite patient, La Fosseuse, is “as simple as
a child, and, like a child, she is carried away by her tastes and her
impressions.” The medical paternalism here obviously works along
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gender lines and reinforces patriarchy.46 But La Fosseuse’s individual
conditionof ignorant innocenceemblematizes theconditionnotonly
of women but of the entire village, and indeed of society as a whole, in
Benassis’s view. Because social life is pathological, medical prudence
dictates that “the masses should be kept in tutelage for the good of
society”(151). And inBalzac’sutopia, at least, thevillagersaccept this
medical paternalism: the novel endswith theerectionby the village of
a monument marking Benassis’s grave, on which the doctor is eulo-
gized as—what else?—“the father of us all.”

Tutelage is clearly enough a form of power. But it is an odd one, not
overtly political or even repressive. The tutor does not brutally dom-
inate or exploit a weaker party in the interests of his own class. Rather,
as Foucault has suggested, the power involved in the tutelary relation
is productive.47 In the case of the mental patient confined in an asy-
lum, moral treatment is intended to produce normality—defined as
theability toperformfunctions andfulfillobligations ina contractual
society. This means that instead of squelching or destroying the ego-
tism that makes one sick, moral treatment aims at turning individual
attention,basedonself-interest, toward “positive”personalandsocial
objects.

A similar rechanneling of the forces of “diseased ambition” is evi-
dent in Balzac’s utopia in the way he attempts to develop the village’s
economic life. He does this not by preaching altruism, but by appeal-
ing to the self-interest of the peasants, “to make them see where their
real interests lie,” in the doctor’s words. A chiasmatic symmetry thus
links the “healthy type” of character found in the village and the pa-
thological type such a character might become if Balzac were to re-
lease him or her into Parisian society. For example, the usurer Ta-
boureau would be a millionaire in Paris, Benassis tells us, but here in
utopiahisgreedisbothrestrainedandguidedbythedoctor’stutelage.
Taboureau is able to imagine acting as a character would in a realistic
novel. He tells Benassis a story, for instance, in which he himself is the
main character, and in which he reneges on a contract in order to
make a profit; we could be in any one of a dozen Balzacian novels. But
it turns out that Taboureau in fact is the injured party in the story he
tells. He has simply reversed the roles in order to make sure that Be-
nassis (and the law) will agree that he is acting properly. Balzac’s uto-
pian narrative, like the asylum world on which it is modeled, is the
realistic turned inside out.48

ForBalzac,however,reentry intocontractualsocietyasconstituted,
withitsegotisticalgratificationsanditsbuilt-inpotentialfortragedy, is
atbestastopgapsolution,Thetutelaryrelationultimatelyimplies,and
aims at, a more radical social solution, in which the structures of ex-
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change and contract would be superintended and if possible super-
sededby the structure of the family emblemized by the doctor-patient
relationship. Benassis’s patients, if he has his way, will never escape
from the tutelary relation, which itself becomes the standard of a
healthy society. “The family,” Benassis proclaims, echoing Balzac’s
own words in the “Avant-Propos,” “will always be the basis of human
society. Law and authority are first felt there; there, at any rate, the
habit of obedience should be learned” (76). The good habits of the
family discipline the dangerous freedom of contractual society, chan-
neling the innate propensities of desire into healthy activities. Thus
the ultimate cure for La Fosseuse is to assume her role as mother, for
“motherhood, which develops the whole of a woman’s nature, would
give full scope to her overflowing sentiments” (115). Similarly, in the
society as a whole, Balzac implies that the family structure should be
translated into larger institutional and organizational units, and spe-
cifically into those of the professions, where authority derives not
from mere strength but from a paternal wisdom. General Genestas,
Dr. Benassis’s visitor from the “real” world, functions within Balzac’s
utopia in part as an emblem for this generalizing of the tutelary rela-
tion beyond the medical, occupying the same position with respect to
his troops that Benassis does with respect to his patients: he makes “a
family of his regiment” (36) and calls his soldiers children.

It would be imprecise to reduce such paternalism either to an ar-
chaicpatriarchyortobourgeois ideology, to“ameansbywhichsociety
attempts to bring into harmonious alignment patterns of passion and
patterns of property.”49 Balzac’s paternalism devolves not upon the
bourgeoisie or men as such (as it might well have), but upon profes-
sionals.50 Benassis never considers going into business, but he does
debate “whether to become a curé, a country doctor, or justice of the
peace” (60), and claims to have “the courage of the schoolmaster”
(55)—allserviceoccupationsthatcanbeconceivedastutelary,withthe
professional as benevolent father figure. Le Médecin’s insistent pater-
nalism needs to be seen as a contribution to an emerging ideology of
professionalism—anideology,onemightadd,whosepaternalistic,Dr.
Welbyesque imagery has only recently begun to show its age.51

Tutelage must be relatively autonomous from intellectual struc-
tures,sincesomanydistinctprofessionsinvokeit.Butintheparticular
caseofearly psychiatry, thatautonomy seemsextremely slight.Psychi-
atry’s paternalism develops in remarkably close coordination—even
symbiosis—with the profession’s paradigm. Phrenology and physiog-
nomy, pathology of milieu and of passions, isolation and moral treat-
ment—these elements specify for the doctor a tutelary position and
modeofpowerover hispatients, while the ideologyofpaternalist pro-
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fessionalism projects that position and that power as legitimate. This
intimate link between ideas and ideology in French psychiatry has
prompted the suggestion that, in Goldstein’s words, the concepts of
psychiatry were in effect “tailored to the extrascientific needs of
the new profession.”52 One striking bit of evidence lends credence to
this claim: following the passage of the 1838 asylum laws giving legal
sanction to psychiatry, the paradigm I have laid out disintegrated
with astonishing rapidity.By the1850s, phrenologyand physiognomy
had been scientifically discredited and abandoned by most psychia-
trists in favor of pathological anatomy, while hysteria (understood in
pathological-anatomicalterms)hadreplacedmonomaniaasthequint-
essential disease of desire.

This paradigm shift, as I have argued in the previous chapter,
occurs within realism as well, with Flaubert’s adaptation of the princi-
ples of pathological anatomy to his own literary practice.53 Although
sharing with Balzac a general perspective as a realist oriented toward
the pathology of social life, Flaubert thus exhibits a much stricter sty-
listic control that stems from his reliance on a more rigorous medical
paradigm, as does his decision to write about an hysteric, Emma,
rather than about a monomaniac like Monsieur Grandet. But if the
earlier psychiatric paradigm was indeed as conceptually weak as it ap-
pears to have been, and if it was sustained at least in part because it
served extrascientific needs, what were those needs? And can one de-
scribe similar professional needs on Balzac’s part that might help to
explain why he makes use of the psychiatric paradigm in his practice
as a novelist?

Real Charisma: Professionalism as Ideology and Ethos

This is hardly the place, nor do I claim the expertise, to launch into a
full-scale comparative sociological analysis of either the profession of
psychiatry or the profession of letters during the first half of the nine-
teenth century. In any case, I am interested less in the conditions of
professional labor under which Balzac and the psychiatrists worked
than inhow these conditionsgave rise toa particular rhetoric: a rheto-
ric of what might be called militant professionalism. This rhetoric, I
shall show, promotes the notion that psychiatrists and novelists de-
servetobetreatedasauthoritiesonthebasisnotof their technicalskill
or scientific standing—as one might expect—but of their charisma.
But the oddity of such an overblown claim for authority can be ac-
counted for by the historical moments to which it answers: the births
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ofpsychiatry and fictionwriting as professions. At these moments, the
rhetoricofmilitant professionalismprovides the crucial shield for the
would-be professional against dangerous questions about his or her
competence or credentials. It alsoprovides an equally crucial sense of
personal identity and mission—an ethos—for the would-be profes-
sional self.

Because my primary interest lies in this rhetoric—and specifically
in how it inflects Balzac’s project as a realist—I shall touch upon the
economic and institutional aspects of professionalism in only the
mostsuperficialway,relyingheavily(butnotuncritically)uponanum-
ber of works by sociologists of literature and of the professions for my
information. My only purpose here is to make clear the structural ho-
mology between the professions of letters and of psychiatry
at a particularly pivotal historical moment for both, and to sketch out
the ideological imperatives and rhetorical strategies—what Larson
calls the “professional project”—that responded to these structural
conditions.54

Charismatic Exactitude: Professionalizing Ideology in
Balzacian “Representation”

Forany would-be profession, the ideal social condition is autonomy—
independence from the demands and constraints of outsiders upon
the “free activity” of the professional.55 In any culturally well-estab-
lished profession, like medicine or “high” literature, one takes such
autonomy for granted: doctors are expected to make their decisions
about how to treat a patient without considering anything except the
innate complications and aspects of the patient’s case; likewise, great
writers are assumed (and most writers continue to demand the right)
topursuetheircallingwithoutpanderingtothereadingpublic’sappe-
tite or the censor’s requirements. But this kind of autonomy of
thoughtandpractice isnot something thathasalwaysbeena matterof
course, or even conceivable. In fact, the serenity of the professional
only becomes possible after a period of struggle during which his or
her profession carves out an economic, social, and intellectual terri-
tory of its own. As many writers have learned to their dismay, how-
ever, intellectual and social autonomy—twin conditions of the inde-
pendent writer’s creative freedom—in themselves are insufficient.
From a sociological point of view, the isolation and poverty of so many
modern literati signifies the failure of the profession of letters to es-
tablishtheeconomicautonomycharacterizingrealprofessions.Likeit
or not, the struggle for economic autonomy is as much a feature of the
profession of letters as is the struggle for freedom of thought.
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Many of the most crucial campaigns for economic autonomy were
fought by literary and psychiatric professionals in the first half of the
nineteenth century. This economic history is a complex and some-
times arcane one, conducted largely between impersonal entities—
professionalassociations,stateagencies,licensingboards,universities,
culturalorganizations,andthelike.Individuals,ofcourse,alsopartici-
pate in this history—Balzac, for example, served as one of the first
presidents of the “Société des gens de lettres” and was an early propo-
nent of the concept of copyright (or what he called more precisely
“propriété littéraire”), while Pinel, Georget, and Esquirol were ex-
tremely active in agitating for professional power through political
andsocial channels.56 Thehistory ofprofessionalizationhaspredomi-
nantly been understood, however, not as the work of heroic individu-
als, but rather in terms provided by the sociology of institutions. At
least this is the case for medicine and psychiatry.57 The history of liter-
ature’sprofessionalization,ontheotherhand,remainslargelyunwrit-
ten, but what has been produced does not begin to try to integrate
what we know of the professionalizing efforts of such prominent liter-
ary figures as Balzac, Dickens, and Eliot with their individual projects
as writers.58 When historians of literature notice such efforts at all,
they tend to write them off as external to the concerns of literary crit-
icism (or even to the social history of literary ideas).

But construing the struggle in this way, sociologizing it as an exter-
nal or institutional or “purely economic” battle, runs the danger of
underestimating the tactical importance, in that battle, of ideology.
The battle for economic autonomy on the part of the profession in-
volved gaining control over their markets, to be sure; but success de-
pendedonpersuadingthepublic thatdoctors,psychiatrists,orwriters
deserved this authority. The struggle for professional status had to
entail anappeal for legitimation—an appeal that dependedupon the
rhetorical abilities of these professionals, and which should not be di-
vorced from the other supposedly “creative” or “scientific” or “intel-
lectual” activities they engaged in.

The outcomes in these struggles, as everyone knows, were far from
identical. Psychiatrists, and more generally the medical profession as
a whole, succeeded in creating a public image as the only legitimate
authority on health, to such an extent that even today medical legiti-
macy is hardly disputable; novelists, on the other hand, ultimately
failed to convince the public that realism could meet the needs of all
readers, for reasons I shall examine later. But despite their different
fates,psychiatrists andrealistnovelists shared intheir professionalbe-
ginnings a similar socioeconomic profile, and evolved analogous rhe-
torical strategies to justify their claims to authority.
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Psychiatrists and novelists were responding to mutations in the
structure and extent of their markets during the first half of the nine-
teenth century, changes that for the first time made a professional
career imaginable. In the previouscentury, psychiatrists (and doctors
as well) had faced a divided marketplace—psychiatrists sharing au-
thorityoverthementally illwithreligiousinstitutions,59 whilethemed-
ical marketplace was vertically stratified, with physicians’ guilds serv-
ing the social elite and the surgeons treating the lower classes.60 In the
literary marketplace, a similar stratification of the marketplace ex-
isted: the upper-class reading public was served by a small elite of
polite, humanist writers dependent to a large extent on patronage or
local reputation, while less sophisticated readers constituted a sepa-
rate market for an impoverished group of scribblers and chapbook
writers who eked out their living on Grub Street or its Parisian equiva-
lent. This division was enforced by economic mechanisms and class
distinctions,61 rather than by explicit guild regulation as with medi-
cine, and within London and Paris a few writers (most notably Sterne,
Johnson,Diderot,andRousseau)wereattemptingtoovercomeit.But
blurrings at the limits should not blind one to the underlying market
similarities between the nascent professions of letters and clinical
medicine.

During the fifty-year period between 1790 and 1840, as part of what
Karl Polanyi has called “the great transformation,” fundamental
changesoccurred in the institutionalandtechnological conditions of
themarketplaces for these twooccupations, resulting ina shift—both
for medical men and for novelists—from a relatively small and di-
vided market to a unified mass market for their services. In medicine,
as seen in the previous chapter, the French Revolution destroyed the
guild system, creating for the first time the possibility for what would
take shape in England more hesitantly as a “general practice.”62 Psy-
chiatrists in particular benefited as well from the decline of clerical
authority during the revolutionary period. In the literary market-
place, as Williams writes, “the real break to a very rapid expansion did
not come until the 1830’s,” spurred by the rapid growth of a middle-
class readingpublic, as well as by the liftingofwhat Kathleen Tillotson
calls “the general embargo on novel-reading” by moral authorities.63

Perhaps of even greater importance were the technological innova-
tions introduced during thisperiod, including therotary steampress,
new methods of binding, and the development of railroads. Such ma-
terial advancements reduced the prices both for books and for maga-
zines, making them accessible to a mass public for the first time, and
thus opening up the vista of a truly national market for writers. Pub-
lishers like John Dicks almost immediately began to exploit this new
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market by issuing enormous quantities of sensational fiction and
cheap editions of the classics.64 And the word enormous is no exagger-
ation:Dickens(whocameclosesttosaturatingthemarket)couldreach
up to one hundred thousand readers in serialization (not including
those who read the many plagiarized editions of his novels), a figure
far beyond that available to writers in the previous century. “All
classes, in fact, read Boz,” as G. H. Lewes noted at the time.65 Like
Dickens, Balzac was present at the creation, being the first author se-
rialized in Emile de Girardin’s fabulously successful journals. More-
over, Balzac himself recognized the possibilities for profit inherent
in the new literary marketplace, and even tried to exploit it by sink-
ing a large amount of his own capital, like Scott before him (and
Twain after him), in a printing venture; as with Scott and Twain,
Balzac’s firm soon failed, leaving him with enormous debts he was to
spend the remainder of his life attempting to recoup through the
labor of writing.66

For aspiring professionals, as well as for speculators in publishing,
these new market conditions presented both enormous opportunity
and enormous danger. A unified mass market held out the potential
for a new order of professionalism, in which the psychiatrists, doctors,
or writers, having established their authority and tamed the market-
place, could practice their vocations and pursue their careers in rela-
tive security. More ominously, in the absence of monopoly (or at least
hegemony) the free market could only degenerate into a fierce com-
petitive battlefield.Thenightmare imageof this sortoffield for litera-
ture is, of course, familiar from Balzac’s Les Illusions perdues. What
needs emphasizing here is that Lucien’s is a specifically professional
nightmare rather than a nightmare of life under capitalism, as is of-
ten suggested. Lucien’s fate was shared not only by other writers, but
also by many of Balzac’s contemporaries who had sought a career not
in literature but in medicine—especially in those fields of medicine
(like psychiatry) that had not been granted full scientific status. In
America, where medical professionalism was stymied until late in the
century, the correlationbetween medicine andwriting as laissez-faire
professions was crystal-clear: “like literary labour,” the Medical and
Surgical Reporter noted in 1861, “medical attendance is worth in the
market what it will bring.” Needless to say, the rewards of a medical or
literary career under these circumstances were both uncertain and
likely to be meager.

Novelists and doctors thus felt a crying need to transform the new
marketplace fromacompetitive toaprofessionalone.Todothis it was
necessary, first and foremost, to persuade the public that the alienist
or the realistic novelist constituted the single legitimate authority for
what should be considered as proper treatment or good literature.
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But on what basis could such claims could be made to stick? Max
Weber distinguishes three possible grounds for authority, three basic
modesofsocialjustificationorlegitimation:tradition,rationalization,
and charisma.67 Hardly surprisingly, the different aspiring profes-
sions asserted their claim to authority in all three of these ways, ascrib-
ingto themselves theweight of tradition, theclarityof rationalization,
or the intensity of charisma whenever they felt it might help them win
theconfidenceof thepublic.Foremergingprofessions like lettersand
psychiatry,however,thelegitimationprovidedbytradition—thesense
thatanalienistor novelistought tobe grantedauthoritybecause it has
beenever thus—was not really available; on the contrary, such habitu-
alized public support tended to militate against would-be profession-
als, since it was already invested in the non- or preprofessional kinds
of writing or health care that the alienist and the novelist were trying
to replace.

The new professions, then, found themselves justifying their au-
thority primarily on legal-rational and charismatic grounds. Today,
we take for granted that the authority of a professional is based pri-
marily on rational criteria—that he or she is objectively better at what
heorshedoes thana nonprofessional, amereamateur,could be. That
is obviously true of the medical profession, whose cognitive basis is
supposedtobescientific;butitalsoholdstosomeextentforliterature,
especially realistic fiction, which is so often postulated as an instru-
ment of demystification, a repository of truth. Whether or not medi-
cine and realism actually are cognitively superior, more rational, or
true, in any objective sense is irrelevant to the argument I am pursu-
ing here, of course, which is about ideology rather than philosophy.
What matters is only that psychiatrists or novelists claim that they are
more true to life or more accurate, and that in doing so they seek to
establish their professional authority. It is quite possible that medical
ideas or literary techniques may be more rational than alternatives
andyetnotgainacceptance;conversely,as thealienist synthesis shows,
the ideas themselves may be rather wacky, and yet the profession may
convincethepublic that theymake rational sense,evenintheabsence
of cures.68

One way to help assure the public of a profession’s rationality is by
pointing to certain standards of skill—what Weber calls “functional
‘competence’”—guaranteed to the public in each practitioner and
transmittedthroughaprocessofcredentialing.69 Forthemedicalpro-
fession, the epistemic validation comes today very explicitly in the
form of university and medical school educational requirements. In
nineteenth-century medicine, however, “institutionalized, standard-
izedprogramsofeducationandlicensing[which]conferredauthority
upon all who passed through them” emerged only slowly and une-
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venly in Europe over the course of the century (and in America, not
until 1910). Clinical medicine, it is true, came into its own to some
extent in revolutionary-era France, when publicly financed teaching
hospitals and a national system of public health controlled by clini-
cians were established; as seen in the previous chapter, Charles
Bovary isone productof this rationalized systemfor theproductionof
professional rationality. In the subdiscipline of psychiatry, however,
the institutional enfranchisement was much slower in developing: as
already noted, the first laws mandating a national asylum system
under psychiatric control did not pass until 1838, and France was far
more advanced than were either England or the United States in this
regard.

For would-be literary professionals, on the other hand, the idea of
regulating entry into the field of publication was a pipe dream of the
1830s and 1840s, a dream to which Sainte-Beuve (himself a student at
the Paris Faculty of Medicine before he became a spokesman for liter-
aryprofessionalization)gaveeloquentvoice inappealingfor thecrea-
tion of new literary associations. “In order for literature to have a
whole and consistent life,” he argued,

there must be a certain stability which is not stagnant; there must be, for
the competition, a circle of competent and elite judges, something or
someone who organizes, regularizes, moderates and sets limits, who the
writer keeps in mind and whom he wishes to satisfy; without which he is
completelyunrestrained,dissipates his efforts, and loses his essence. . . .
The great literary ages have thus always had a judge, a tribunal dis-
pensing judgment whichthe writer feels somedependenceon, some bal-
cony . . . from which palm-branches and awards are handed down.70

In the absence of this sort of rationally judged credentialing of the
producers, Sainte-Beuve predicted, pure competition would lead to
the proliferation of “la littérature industrielle”—with novelists as pro-
letariat.

Underconditions inwhichalienistsandwriterscouldseethepoten-
tial and the need for limiting competition within their markets by
stressing the rationality of their competencies, hyperbolic claims to
truth naturally abounded. Balzac’s notoriously apodictic rhetoric of
truthfulness, his insistence on the literalness of his “reproduction
littéraledenotreétatsocial”[“literalreproductionofoursocialstate”],
needs to be understood at least in part not as a misguided theory of
representation, but as a strategic effort to stake out professional terri-
toryontheliterarybattlefield.Avexedeffort,oneshouldimmediately
add, since such claims—whether by Balzac or by the phrenologists—
were unsupported by institutionalized credentialing. Without ade-
quate backing for their claims to rationality, and unable to appeal to
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traditionalbases forauthority, theemergingprofessionsof lettersand
psychiatry thus were forced to invokeWeber’s thirdbrand of justifica-
tory rhetoric—that of charisma—even as they continued stridently to
maintain that they were rational and scientific in their procedures.

Every successful professional image must to some extent include
charismatic qualities, if only because, as Sennett and Cobb put it, “all
professionals are priests; they interpret mysteries which affect the
lives of those who do not understand.”71 The professional’s compe-
tence must be taken on faith. In bedside medicine, however, where
one places that faith not in the ability to argue well or to construct a
bridge that will not fall down but in the treatment of one’s own body,
in the efficacy of an intimate laying-on of hands, an extrarational mys-
tique seems particularly necessary. And this is all the more so when no
one has quite established the scientific basis of this treatment. Hence,
as Paul Starr writes of American medicine, “before the profession’s
authoritywas institutionalized in thelate nineteenthand early twenti-
eth centuries, physicians might win personal authority by dint of their
character and intimate knowledge of their patients.”72 In France and
Britain, where the institutionalization of medical authority occurred
earlier than in America, doctors still relied on their tactfulness and
charismaticpersonalqualitiesat least throughthefirsthalfof thecen-
tury. Indeed,anotherhistorianofmedicalprofessionalismpointsout,
“right through to the middle of the nineteenth century . . . the high
status [of physicians] within the wider society . . . was rarely, if ever,
justified” by claims to specialized knowledge.73

Writers, on the other hand, have always found it useful to claim
some sort of charismatic, bardic authority based on their intimate
knowledge of character or the human heart. Balzac is no exception.
But in Balzac this charismatic posturing is often juxtaposed bizarrely
inhis writings towhat wewould thinkofas its antithesis—aclaim tobe
writing scientifically. At one moment, he invokes the rhetoric of scien-
tific precision, of the “exactitude,” of his representation of reality; at
thenext,hestresses thenonrigorous,qualitativenatureofhis realism:
“This word ‘exactitude’ requires an explanation. The author did not
thereby mean to incur the obligation of giving the facts one by one,
dryly, and in such a way as to show how far one could make a story
resemble a skeleton whose bones have been painstakingly num-
bered.”74 In impugningthe legitimacyof rationalized(and here, even
anatomical) ways of working, Balzac would seem to be contradicting
his own self-identification as a physiologist. The appeal to sensibility,
however,althoughitmaybeopposedtothehardnessofsomesciences,
need not be taken as absolutely antiscientific. In fact, Balzac wants his
reader to see this waffling on “exactitude” as a sign both of his charis-
matic understanding and of the particularly difficult science he is
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practicing in writing about human beings. The vacillations involved
in this double move can be wonderful, as in this passage (from a pref-
ace written by Balzac under a pseudonym—a neat way to promote
one’s charisma without seeming to be tooting one’s own horn!): “The
most important determinations occur in an instant; [Balzac] wanted
to represent rapidly conceived passions, which submit all existence to
some thought of the day; but why should he try to explain logically
what must be understood by feeling? . . . Although social life may, like
physicallife,possessapparently immutablelaws,youwillnowherefind
either the body or the heart as regular as the trigonometry of Legen-
dre.”75 The argumentveers: first championing rationality, determina-
tions,submissions,andtemporallocalization;thenabandoningthisra-
tionality for sensibility, suspending the very need for explanation by
asking a rhetorical question; then once again reasserting the rational,
law-governed basis of social processes (a statement that Balzac makes
withoutqualifications in many otherplaces); finally, appealing on the
basis of the unformalizable irregularity of his object.

The consistency binding together such wildly varying claims is not
intellectual but ideological. They all serve to legitimate Balzac’s au-
thority as a professional. And as Balzac’s reference to “le corps” and
“lecoeur” implies,thiswayoflegitimatingone’sprofessionalauthority
is common to medicine as well as to realism. In either discipline, the
innate uncertainty or irregularity of the object the professional works
with means that his labor must be both law-governed and unformal-
izable,both rationalized and irreducible to a set of reified intellectual
steps.

Here, then, isfinallyanexplanationfor thethirdmajorcharacteris-
tic of Balzacian realism—its claim to represent reality transparently
and exactly. The claim about representation makes sense only if one
sees it as deriving from ideological claims to rational and charismatic
authority that stem from Balzac’s quest for professional legitimation.
That quest is an analogue of the quest of physicians for the same sort
ofauthority,as Balzacseemstoacknowledgebyposing theproblem of
representation in medical terms.

The need to assert charismatic authority, however, makes itself felt
not only in the way professionals define the nature of their work or
knowledge, but in the way they define themselves as working or know-
ing subjects—in what might be called the icons of early professional-
ism. As one might expect, such icons rehearse the contradictory logic
of rational/charismatic appeal, with a stronger stress on the charis-
matic. Indeed, it is difficult to think of these ideal figures as “profes-
sionals,” imbued as they are with transcendental attributes that seem
to call into question the very need for rational justification. Balzac’s
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Benassis—whom most critics have recognized as a mouthpiece for
Balzac’s own political and social ideas—exemplifies this almost anti-
professionalfiguringofprofessionalauthority.Havingbeeneducated
atthescientificallyadvancedEcoledeMédecineinParis,Benassispos-
sesses the necessary credentials. But despite this training, Benassis
makes diagnoses that, as we have seen, would have been scoffed at by
anyclinicianof thetime. ForBalzac, it ismore important that Benassis
bemarkedashavingrationalknowledgethanthatheactuallyexercise
it, for it is the legitimating authority of the Ecole de Médecine that
Balzac wishes to appropriate above all.76 In fact, the training and qual-
ificationthatconstitute therationalizationofmedicineultimately are
dispensable for Benassis/Balzac: what makes a good doctor (and a
good writer as well, one might add) cannot be taught, Benassis insists,
only gained from experience. (It is worth noting that Benassis’s coun-
terpart in the military profession, Genestas, feels the same way about
his own work, confirming that we are dealing with a professional ide-
ologynotrestrictedtomedicinealone,althoughmostcentrallyarticu-
lated for Balzac there.) The various cases Benassis treats reveal how
muchweightBalzacplacesonthepowerof irrational,charismaticem-
pathy rather than on rational competence. In treating a mentally dis-
turbed patient, for instance, he admits that “those musings of her are
so profound that you fall under the spell of them.” By Flaubert’s time,
such an admission on the part of a doctor would appear unthinkably
unprofessional(whenLarivièreinMadameBovary looksintoyoursoul,
Flaubert tells us, he disarticulates it without blinking an eye). In the
early period of novelistic and medical professionalization, however,
the seemingly antiprofessional, charismatic attitude serves paradoxi-
cally to reinforce the authority of the professional, and, by extension,
of his profession.77

Stressing the importance of charisma in Balzac’s image of the pro-
fessional helps to make clear the structure of the ideology of profes-
sionalism. But it also helps make clear how Balzac’s Le Médecin de
campagne promotes that ideology by presenting a utopian fantasy of
professional authority achieved. As we have seen, Benassis embodies
that authority, but Balzac’s profound yearning for such power leaks
into the text in other ways as well, especially in the almost obsessive
referencestothatmostcharismaticallychargedfigureofthepostrevo-
lutionary French imagination, Napoleon. No other novel in Balzac’s
corpus is so fixated on the esprit napoléonien as this one:78 Genestas has
served under the Emperor; Gondrin, a veteran and hero of the Rus-
sian campaign, lives by the memory of being embraced by Napoleon
and the hope that someday his leader will return; Napoleon’s name
alone, Balzac tells us, has penetrated from French society into the
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minds of the inhabitants of the utopian valley. The central chapter of
the book, in fact, consists of a series of mythical stories about this “Na-
poleon of the people.” For Balzac’s biographer, André Maurois, this
excursus on Napoleon is simply a digression that “has no bearing on
the subject of the book.”79 But Dr. Benassis’s utopian assumption of
charismatic authority is greatly enhanced by the favorable compari-
sons drawn again and again between the doctor and Napoleon.

Utopian Realism: Le Médecin de campagne as
a Novel of Professional Vocation

In presenting Benassis as a figure of charismatic power who creates a
healthy society under the dominant but benign rule of a professional
elite, Balzac was offering a potent fantasy in which the wishes for au-
thority of aspiring professionals (including Balzac himself, of course)
could find fulfillment. A closer look, however, reveals that this fantasy,
like mostwish fulfillments, is innatelyambiguous. Here the ambiguity
centers on the identity and origin of the professional himself. As a
charismatic leader, the professional is marked as a man apart, as both
different from and superior to the average person. But who is this
professional man? How does he define himself? If his desires and mo-
tives distinguish him from others, what are they, and how are they
articulatedin the experiences that formhim?How hashe becomethe
omnipotent figure he is? What is his past, where are his origins? In
short, how can the professional be understood—and how can he un-
derstand himself—as at once a fantasized icon of authority and a
human being like other human beings?

Questions of this kind tend to be elided in the professional fantasy
itself. For insofar as an ideal figure is charged with charisma, his in-
dividuality and personality must veil themselves within what Barthes
has aptly termed the numen. Somewhat like Benjamin’s “aura,” the
numentypicallyappears inagestureofaspecifickind—agesturethat,
Barthes explains, even though it shows, points, or acts, “has nothing
human about it; it is not the gesture of a worker, homo faber, whose
totally habitualized movement runs through him in search of its own
effect; it is a gesture immobilized in the least stable moment of its
course; it is the idea ofpower, not its density, which is thus eternalized.
The hand which rises slightly, or comes to rest gently, the very suspen-
sion of movement, produces the fantasmagoria of a power alien to
man. The gesture creates, it doesn’t merely carry out an order.”80

Barthes has in mind here the kind of gesture made by Napoleon in
many hagiographic paintings executed during the First Empire. But
pictorial imagesofdoctors duringthesameperiod(andinmany cases
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within the same hagiographic paintings!) closely mimic the Napole-
onic pose,81 and as I pointed out earlier, Benassis himself is closely
associated with Napoleon. Indeed, Benassis’s actions reveal the same
qualitiesof transcendentpowerthatBarthesrecognizesas theessence
of Napoleon’s numen. Benassis acts, but not like a workman; he em-
bodies the idea ofpower,but not themastery ofcomplex, rationalized
medical techniques; he (re)creates the village he adopts, but not
through any massive or overt intervention.

What structure and intention of the self could Balzac possibly rely
upon to motivate this kind of activity? Certainly not those of egotism
and appetency, the categories of selfhood that define Balzacian types.
For thenumenous self, anyproject mustbeoriented not to self-gratifi-
cation but to an ideal end. A term bequeathed by religious discourse
captures thisnotionof selfhood:onespeaksof suchapersonas having
a “calling” or a “vocation.”

As Weber has shown, the religious concept of “vocation,” as rede-
fined by Luther, played a crucial role in the forging of the Protestant
workethicthathelpedmakepossibletheriseofcapitalism.82 Oncethe
neweconomicformationhadbeenconsolidated,however, theProtes-
tant underpinnings of the vocational self—the emphasis on what
Weber calls “worldly asceticism,” the salvational necessity for work—
quickly gave way to a less stringent ethic of “worldliness.” This may
explain why the vocational model of the self elucidated by Luther was
not taken up by most novelists during the eighteenth and early nine-
teenth centuries.

With the rise of professionalism during the first half of the nine-
teenthcentury, theneedforanimaginedself thatcouldbeinthecruel
world of competitive capitalism but not of it became pressing, and
under that ideological pressure the older idea of vocation as an ethos,
a model for the self, reemerged. Once theprofessionshad established
themselves—by roughly 1860—the vocational self could not only be
imagined, but imagined with a full (although retrospective) sense of
the difficulties, temptations, and obstacles it had faced in a world that
was incompletely professionalized and at times hostile. What Alan
Mintz has called “the novel of vocation” then emerged to represent
this now realistically imaginable self.83

Balzac’s Le Médecin de campagne, of course, is about a doctor who has
a calling, as is the book that Mintz considers the first true novel of
vocation—Eliot’s Middlemarch. Benassis thus might be thought of as a
preliminary sketch or rough draft of the vocational hero, a prototype
for Lydgate (and after Lydgate for Deronda, Jude, Stephen Dedalus,
andsoon).ButBalzac,writingduringaperiodbeforetheprofessional
class had carved out its niche, did not have available to him the condi-
tions necessary to imagine in a realistic way the career of a vocational
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self; such career lines had not yet been regularized in the culture, and
thus could hardly constitute a set of probabilities to be determined
within the gradual unfolding of a realist plot.84 Of the many commit-
ted professionals represented in the Comédie—for example, the physi-
cianBianchon, the writerD’Arthez, or the surgeonDesplein—none is
permitted more than an ancillary narrative role. Their careers do not
constitute realistic stories for Balzac. With Benassis, on the other
hand, Balzac—who at this point was just setting out on his own peril-
ous career as a serious writer—seemed determined to tell the story
of a committed professional, and to make that professional’s career
the story, despite the formal difficulties this might entail. Le Médecin
ultimately succumbs to these difficulties; when all is said and done,
it represents a fantasy, a utopia, rather than a realistic fiction. But
that utopia takes a peculiar form, a form that bears the traces of
Balzac’s intense desire to imagine the professional existence as a real-
ized one, his straining toward a reality that is not yet realistically nar-
ratable within the novel. The formal solution Balzac found for the
problem of representing professional vocation was to reinvoke a dif-
ferent, more archaic narrative structure, the first, as it happens, in
which the vocational self found literary expression of any sort: the
conversion narrative.

The most striking feature of conversion narrative is the rigid struc-
ture of the self it implies. Unlike the novel, which can be thought of as
a series of beginnings that gradually transform and individualize the
self, conversion narrative involves a single radical discontinuity of the
self, at the moment of conversion when God calls the hero to his voca-
tion. Prior to this moment, the old self resembles the novelistic self,
governed as it is by appetency and self-interest rather than by some
compellingmission;thismayexplainwhythepreconversionsectionof
theparadigmaticconversionnarrative—Augustine’sConfessions—isso
oftenread as a protonovel.85 Upon converting,however, theold egois-
tic self renounces its desires while accepting a vocation. This moment
constitutes the unique, kerygmatic origin of the vocational self, a sin-
gular crisis in being. Once the vocational self has been created, he
or she lives an attenuated, shadowy existence: postconversion experi-
ences cannot threaten or transform anything essential in one’s self,
and it is not uncommon for postconversion narration to leave be-
hind the self altogether for exegesis, as occurs in the last six books of
Augustine’s Confessions.

If the major difference between confessional narrative and the
novel of vocation is that the former pivots around a “before” and
“after” of a religious conversion, while the latter begins with the as-
sumption of a professional vocation, Balzac’s Le Médecin de campagne
stands as a sort of missing link between the two. Balzac’s narrative
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begins neither with conversion nor with the need for a conversion to
come, but rather with all the signs that promise a typically realistic
Balzacian novel: a panoramic sweep in the opening pages, the insis-
tence on mysteries or secrets hidden within the souls of the central
characters, a glimpse of the hero on his rounds. In making these de-
scriptive, hermeneutic, and characterological opening moves in his
narrative, Balzac seems anxious to convince readers that Benassis is a
realisticcharacter inaworldsomewhatbetter than,butnotessentially
different from, the realistic world that French readers of Balzac’s
other fiction would recognize as their own. If we are in a different sort
of landscape, Balzac wants us to recognize that nevertheless “it was a
beautiful country, it was France!”86 But as soon becomes evident, this
“belle France” differs from the Paris of the opening pages of Le Père
Goriot, as it does from all those other annunciatory landscapes in Bal-
zacian realism. Jameson tells us that Balzac’s realistic landscapes usu-
ally invokeutopianvaluesneeded“tosecure thereader’sconsent,and
tovalidateoraccredit theobjectasdesirable,before thenarrativepro-
cess can function properly.”87 In Le Médecin’s world, however, no real
narrative process ever gets under way. The novel instead offers a se-
riesofvignettes,exemplary representationsof thetherapeuticvirtues
of the physician. And the physician himself, who in a realistic narra-
tive would take his cue from the desire built into the utopian dimen-
sion, seems to lack even the minimum libidinal investment necessary
to make him a novelistic hero. Sexually celibate, indifferent to food,
beyond personal ambition, Benassis is completely absorbed by the
work he performs.

What redeems Benassis as a character from this numenous flat-
ness—and thereby constitutes the novel as a fiction rather than a day-
dream—is Balzac’s modulation of literary form in the last third of the
book, in a long chapter, “Confession of the Country Doctor.” Le
Médecin, which reads like a utopian novel masquerading as a realistic
one for the first two hundred pages, reveals itself at last to have been
all along whatmight be called an invertedconfessional narrative. The
self-abnegating professional turns out to have a history after all, a his-
tory that links his utopian self to the Balzacian real as a convert might
be linked to his own sinful past.

The typical Balzacian hero is rapidly propelled by egotistical ambi-
tion or appetency through a series of experiences—a career in the
more archaic sense—toward death or success, toward the fate of a Lu-
cien de Rubempré, Raphaël de Valentin, or Rastignac. Like these
characters, Benassis turns out to have followed this typical trajec-
tory: a young, ambitious man from the provinces set loose amid the
temptations of Paris, he is gradually “drawn into the dissipated life
of the capital” and falls victim to his own worst impulses, eventually
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abandoning the loving woman who bears his child. But Benassis’s life
ultimately takes a different turn from that of other Balzacian heroes.
Although he begins with egotistical impulses joined with the “vast in-
tellectual capital” typical of Balzac’s young men, a series of chastise-
ments—including the deaths of his wife and son and the breaking-off
of a second engagement when his fiancée discovers Benassis’s mis-
treatment of his first wife—leads him to renounce his egotism and to
convert his personal ambition into an ambition for the good. It is this
second form of ambition, this vocational desire, that sets Benassis
apart from Balzac’s other characters as a new type of hero—a profes-
sional with a calling.

The “Confession” thus provides Balzac with the formal framework
withinwhicha vocational selfcan at least be imagined as related to the
real by negation. But as the tendency of publishers to reprint the
“Confession” as an independent story indicates, the fusion between
the confessional and the utopian is incomplete. One is left with the
impression that Benassis lives realistically only in his past life—after
heconfesses it, in fact,hedies. In the lastanalysis, then,Le Médecin fails
as a novel of vocation. But that very failure is an instructive and fasci-
nating one, for it shows how Balzac’s literary possibilities are histori-
callydeterminedbythe immaturesocialandideological conditionsof
the professions of his day. The very tenuousness of the connection
between Benassis’s past life and his existence as a professional corre-
sponds precisely to the tenuousness of the professional self-image
during a period when psychiatrists—and writers—were struggling to
realize professional autonomy and the sense of identity that such au-
tonomy entails. Le Médecin remains one of the purest expressions of
the dreams and ideology that fueled this struggle, a struggle in which
Balzac was on the front lines.

It at last becomes clear why Balzac considered Le Médecin to be of
suchimportancewithin theComédieasawhole,despite itsqueerutopi-
anism amid the realism that comes to surround it. The key lies in the
historical collusion between the ideology of professionalism so pro-
foundly registered in Balzac’s utopia and the psychiatric paradigm
so fundamental to his realism. To recognize that collusion required
analyzing Balzacian realism as a systematic set of procedures for the
productionofknowledge,analogoustoascientificparadigm.Balzac’s
literary procedures in fact were discovered to mimic those of early
French psychiatry. But paradigms and ideologies, discourses and
strategies, knowledge and power work synergistically. Defining Bal-
zacian realism as a paradigm necessarily led to the question of which
dreams of power invested it, and which historical exigencies might
have fueled these dreams. The conjuncture I have described for Bal-
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zacian realism, that of incipientprofessionalism,differs fromthatem-
phasized by Marxists such as Lukács or Jameson. But I think it allows
a more accurate assessment both of the technical variety and of the
visionary, dynamic thrust of this realism.



FOUR

“A NEW ORGAN OF KNOWLEDGE”

MED I C A L ORGAN I C I SM AND TH E L IM I T S O F

R E A L I SM I N M I DD L EMARCH

BETWEEN BALZAC AND FLAUBERT there is at once a hiatus
and a continuity: a pertinent difference that permits one to
recognize a passage as quintessentially Flaubertian or Bal-

zacian, evenas oneacknowledgesbothBalzacand Flaubertas realists.
One of literary history’s tasks is to cope with such paradoxes of iden-
tity and difference by specifying the conditions and nature of literary
change. In practice, to be sure, literary critics tend simply to declare
thatWoolf’sorStein’smodernismmarksadistinctshift fromthemod-
ernismofhernear-contemporaries, or todescribe Austenasa novelist
of manners, or to say that The Portrait of a Lady rewrites Middlemarch,
without worrying over the status of these claims. When they do ad-
dress the issue of how to theorize change in literary history, they prof-
fer models of change that are predominantly linear, stagist, and sub-
ject-oriented: tradition versus the individual talent, or a strong poet
struggling against the influence of his predecessor, or new forms of
subjectivityandobjectivityemerginginaprocessionofgenresor liter-
ary modes (romanticism gives way to realism, realism to modernism,
and modernism to postmodernism, just as Enlightenment rationality
giveswaytohistoricism,historicismgiveswaytoreification,andsoon).

A different approach to literary history is possible, however—one
that focuses not on the subjectivity of the writer or the general intel-
lectual or ideological tenor of his or her time, but on specific intellec-
tual practices. Changes in a literary genre or mode can be charted by
tracing the itinerary, and determining the relative status, of these
practices as they are taken up by a succession of writers. The literary
history that then emerges will be more concerned with divergences,
subordinations, and reorientations than with originality, secondar-
iness or greatness. In the previous two chapters, I try to show how
suchanapproachmighthelpexplainhownineteenth-centuryrealism
can accommodate writers as temperamentally opposed as Balzac and
Flaubert.Realismisa literarypractice informedbymedicalprinciples
andattitudes:bothBalzacandFlaubertcomparethemselves to“medi-
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cal” observers, asserting that their writing constitutes a medical view
of life, and an analysis of their methods reveals these comparisons to
be valid ones. But the two novelists incorporate this viewpoint into
their works in strikingly different ways. Balzac pursues the analo-
gy between medicine and literary creation by way of a quasi-medical
paradigm, that of French psychiatry; this scientifically weak para-
digm provides a kind of discursive template for Balzac’s style. But if
Balzac invests so deeply in the medical analogy, he does so not only
becausethemedicalpointofviewofferscertaintechnicalpossibilities,
but alsobecause that point of view additionally entails anethos of pro-
fessional authority that he desperately needs. Flaubert, on the other
hand,pursuesthemedicalanalogythroughamuchmorefirmlyestab-
lished paradigm, that of pathological anatomy and clinical medicine.
Hiswriting,inconsequence,doesnotdeveloptheideologicalthemeof
professionalauthoritysofundamentaltoBalzac’smedicalperspective
as a realist. Instead, Flaubert’s realism aims at demonstrating the epis-
temologicalandheuristicauthorityofthemedicalparadigmitself, the
controlled technical power of the clinical gaze.

Without question,Flaubert’sdemonstration succeeds: the medical
point of view (which is also that of the realist) reveals its immanent
power to penetrate and know the embodied self it treats. For both the
physician and the novelist, however, this power can be exercised only
at a cost. When the clinical point of view is adopted, a new, absolute
gap, an ironic distance, must open up between the knowing subject
(doctororwriter)andtheobjectofknowledge (patientorcharacter).
Toknowthe truthabouta patient nolonger meansto understandhow
he or she feels, but to locate where it hurts; the doctor treats the per-
son who is ill, but seeks to isolate the embodied disease from the per-
son,andthisrequiresacertainwithdrawal,areticence,arepressionof
the impulse toward identification with thepatient, a silencingofone’s
sympathy so as to permit the disease to speak for itself. (This with-
drawalreflectsitself, incidentally,inthedistinctiondevelopingduring
this period in diagnostics between symptoms subjectively reported by
the patient and signs registered directly in the body.) Similarly, to
know the truth abouta character no longermeans to live through that
character, but to record strictly its vicissitudes, and this requires an
alertyethiddenomnisciencethatapproachesabsolute impersonality.

In short, as the epistemological assumptions common to medicine
andrealism are transformed, theknowing subject (whether the physi-
cian in the text or the author implied by it) becomes more and more
difficult to represent as a human subject, a multidimensional self with
feelings, aspirations, and desires other than the pure will to knowl-
edge. Within the purview of knowledge, the tangle of political, ideo-
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logical,moral,andethicalmotivesbasictocharacterismooted;forthe
strict clinician or the impassive realist, theonly interests at stake in the
doctor : patient or novelist : character relationships are what Kant, in
a different context, called “the interests of reason.”1 To see that this
emergent kind of knowing subject resists representation as a human
subject, one need only compare Balzac’s physician to Flaubert’s. In
Balzac’s world, the physician, although a utopian figure, can still be
represented—and even emphatically so—as hero of the keystone
novel of the entire Comédie Humaine, Le Médecin de campagne, because
he isa paragon of feelingand ideological fervor, rather thanof techni-
cal knowledge. In Madame Bovary, on the other hand, where the physi-
cian Larivière knows the medical truth about Emma, he does not—
and, I have argued, cannot—appear as a character participating in a
meaningful way in the plot. As a figure of knowledge, he resists repre-
sentation. And what is true of the physician is true of the author. Al-
though both Balzac and Flaubert pose as doctors, they present radi-
cally opposed figures to the imagination. Balzac appears (in Rodin’s
sculpture most clearly) as the embodiment of gargantuan energies of
assimilation, prowling the streets of Paris at all hours and throwing
himselfintoimmensepolitical,social,andliteraryprojects.Flaubert’s
name, on the other hand, barely conjures up an image at all, unless
that of the cloistered and self-isolated writer, disdainful of the outer
world and intent only on his craft.

In spite of these major differences in their conceptions of the
medical-authorial subject, however, Balzac and Flaubert share one
overriding characteristic: neither is able to represent in his fiction a
completely realized and historicized figure who combines (without
conflating)knowingandfeelingasethicalfactors.2NeitherBenassisin
Le Médecin de campagne nor Charles Bovary in Madame Bovary is por-
trayed as a medical man who confronts in any depth the specific ethi-
cal issues raised by his devotion to his scientific knowledge and the
more common ethical problems of the self dealt with in novels—love,
money, marriage, social status, or politics. In Le Médecin, as we have
seen, Balzac avoids the question of how such a character could be por-
trayed by splitting his doctor’s life into two parts, allocating Benassis’s
love problems to one and his moral activities as a physician to the
other. In Madame Bovary, on the other hand, Flaubert denies Charles
the capacity for truth and knowledge required of a good physician,
instead introjecting these qualities himself and making them the es-
sence of his literary style. It is almost as if a medical vocation provided
itsownrewards(forBalzacmoral, forFlaubertepistemological),mak-
ing it unnecessary, and perhaps impossible, to conceive of a novel of
vocationcentrallyconcernedwiththeethical,psychological,andexis-
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tentialproblems inherent in anyeffort to sustain thepursuit of a secu-
lar calling like medicine.3

Tertius Lydgate, the unfortunate doctor whose choice of wife
proves fatal to his scientific aspirations in George Eliot’s Middlemarch,
is the first modern physician to be represented with this sort of depth
in fiction. That is not to say, of course, that physicians never appear in
Victorian novels published before 1871. As Q. D. Leavis has pointed
out, thedoctor,as“amodernfigureconcernednotforprivatepractice
among the well-to-do but for public health and the scientific advance-
ment of medicine, a figure as disinterested as the cleric and visibly
more important in the new social conditions,” serves as a potent sym-
bol for English novelists during the 1850s,4 as it had for Balzac in the
new, professionalizing social conditions of France in the 1830s. But
what characters such as Woodcourt in Bleak House, Tom Thurnall in
Kingsley’s Two Years Ago, and Physician in Little Dorrit symbolize is less
amedical-scientificconsciousnessthanareformingimpulse.5Noneof
thedoctorsmentionedbyLeavisactuallyrepresentsmedicalscienceat
work, despite the fact that they stand for scientific advancement;
rather, like Balzac’s Dr. Benassis, the progressive doctor in Victorian
novels before Middlemarch is most often depicted as a quasi-religious
model of feeling. Dickens can claim of Physician that “where he was,
some thing real was,” but that real is manifested not so much by the
ironicdisinterestednessofscientificdiscernmentasbycharismaticun-
derstanding, “an equality of compassion no more disturbed than the
Divine Master’s of all healing was.”6

In contrast,Lydgate’s distinguishing characteristicas a physician is
nothiscompassion(bothDorotheaandFarebrotheroutdohiminthis
regard) but the degree to which Eliot specifies and valorizes his intel-
lectual activity—the sense he conveys that, to put it bluntly, he knows
what he is doing.7 Borrowing a phrase from Eliot’s “Prelude,” one
might say that Lydgate represents a “function of knowledge” in the
world of the novel. More precisely, Lydgate represents the form of
knowledge familiar from our analysis of Flaubert: pathological anat-
omy,a scientific discipline instituted,as Eliot takes pains to inform us,
around 1800 through the work of Bichat. Like Larivière, Flaubert’s
medicalproxyinMadameBovary,LydgatefollowsinBichat’s footsteps,
exploring “the dark territories of Pathology,” “a fine America”8 dis-
covered by the pioneering anatomist. Lydgate’s aim, we are told, is to
go beyond Bichat by resolving the tissues of the body—for Bichat, the
ultimateobjectsofanatomicalanalysis—intoasinglefundamentalele-
ment, a “primitive tissue.” This is a laudable project, a natural exten-
sion of Bichat’s work, and one for which Lydgate is extremely well
qualified, having studied in the avant-garde medical schools of Paris
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and Edinburgh. He is even willing to use a microscope to see beyond
Bichat, who always refused to let observation go beyond that available
to the scalpel and the naked eye.

This brief sketch of Lydgate might lead one to conclude that Eliot
considersclinical visionworthyofscientificstatus,of theepistemolog-
icalprivilegeLydgateclaimsforhisBichatianexplorationoftheconti-
nent of the body. One indication of Eliot’s approval is that in contest
against the therapeutic methods and diagnostic techniques used by
the other Middlemarch doctors, Lydgate’s clinical knowledge shows
itself unequivocally superior: he corrects Dr. Wrench’s diagnosis of
Fredandrecognizesthatwhatanotherphysicianhadcalledtumorwas
merely cramp. More generally, Lydgate’s exchanges with those out-
side his profession ironically highlight the stupidity and ignorance
of received opinion on medical matters. Again, like Flaubert’s Lariv-
ière, Lydgate knows more than those he treats, and, conscious of his
intellectual predominance, remains reserved in the company of the
unenlightened. The most obvious evidence for Eliot’s approval of the
medical gaze, however, comes from her own treatment of charac-
ter and society, her own representational practice, in which she self-
consciouslyappropriatestheverysystemofdescription—basedonthe
metaphor of the body personal or politic as an organized network
compoundedofsensitiveandirritable tissues—that sheascribes toBi-
chat and Lydgate. Like Flaubert, and even more overtly, Eliot would
appear to be a realist whose “real” is allied to the medically defined
“reality” of Bichat’s body.

As any reader immediately senses, however, Eliot’s realism differs
markedly from Flaubert’s. To begin to understand how it differs, one
needs to clarify the status of clinical discourse in her work. That Eliot
acknowledgestheepistemologicalsuperiorityoftheclinicoanatomical
gaze is clear enough—she even theorizes her own practice as a matter
of analyzing webs of organic relations—but she never makes the med-
ical viewof theembodiedselfan absoluteprinciple ofauthorial repre-
sentation in the way Flaubert does. On the contrary, Eliot’s major in-
novation is to contextualize and historicize, for the first time in the
realistnovel,theclinicalepistemologytowhichshe—asarealist—must
remain committed. As I shall try to show, Eliot delimits this scientific
“point of view,” not only by ascribing it to a character—Lydgate—
whose fate can then be thought of as an allegory of the fate of clinical
medicine as a human science, but also by supplementing her own for-
mal use of the clinical notion of the body with others that are valid
withoutbeingmedical.Althoughtheclinicalperspectiveremainscen-
tral, thenovel makes roomforentire setsofcharacters andplots imag-
ined according to rules that do not match those of the clinic but that
nevertheless have the ring of truth.
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What is involved in Middlemarch, I am suggesting, is an elaborate
worryingovermedicine’s—andbyextensionrealism’s—claimtoscien-
tifictruthandtheauthority that stemsfromsuchtruth.Thechallenge
takes two forms. First, medicine’s epistemological value comes into
questionas it is surroundedbyothersciences(embryology,evolution-
ism, cell theory) whose truths seem incompatible with those of medi-
cine. Second, the Bichatian perspective loses the autonomy from the
social that itenjoyedinFlaubert’swork,appearingnowtobeboundto
nondiscursive social and psychological conditions that support or
threatenit. Intheprocess,medicine’ssecurity isundermined, foritno
longer appears capable of supplying either a necessarily triumphant
or ultimately truthful vision of human beings, as it did respectively in
the realisms of Balzac and Flaubert. Eliot, however, remains a realist
bound to the same kind of study of the embodied person that medi-
cinecontinues topursue,andhencethisepistemologicalhumblingof
themedicalperspectivedoesnot leadhertoabandonthatperspective
altogether. Instead, the ethical side of medical (and novelistic) prac-
tice, submerged in Flaubert’s more confident medical realism,
reemerges inMiddlemarch asan important, if vexed,characteristic of a
realism in which the medical perspective (and the narrative it author-
izes) is supplemented by other equally valid perspectives with other
narrative possibilities.

“Disentangling Reflection”: The Predicament of
Medical Discourse in Middlemarch

At first glance, nothing would seem less epistemologically insecure
than Eliot’s prose. Take for example the famous parable of the pier-
glass that begins chapter twenty-seven of Middlemarch:

An eminent philosopher among my friends, who can dignify even your
ugly furniture by lifting it into the serene light of science, has shown me
this pregnant little fact. Your pier-glass or extensive surface of polished
steel made to be rubbed by a housemaid, will be minutely and multitudi-
nously scratched in all directions; but place now against it a lighted can-
dle as a centre of illumination, and lo! the scratches will seem to arrange
themselves in a fine series of concentric circles round that little sun. It is
demonstrablethat the scratchesare going everywhere impartially, and it
is only your candle which produces the flattering illusion of a concentric
arrangement, its light falling with an exclusive optical selection. These
things are a parable. The scratches are events, and the candle is the ego-
ism of any person now absent. (194–95)

Eliot’s interpretation of her own parable seems on first reading to be
perfectly appropriate, a simple, straightforward explanation, and
many critics have accepted it as such. The sentences that immediately
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follow this passage apply the parable to Rosamond: the candle, it is
said, represents her egoism, the self-centeredness that leads her to
imaginethatprovidencehascreatedareal romanceinvolvingherand
the prepossessing young Dr. Lydgate. In fact, the narrator tells us, she
is projecting her own wishes onto contingent events—Lydgate is not
really courting her.Rosamond’s egoism, however, isonly one instance
of “the egoism of any person now absent”; even those characters who
layclaimtoknowledgeratherthanromance—Casaubon,forinstance,
or Lydgate himself—are merely egoists on a different scale, just as lost
in the labyrinth of knowledge as Rosamond is in the labyrinth of her
romantic plots.

This conception of character as intellectually and emotionally lim-
ited is familiar fromFlaubert,whose word for such a condition is bêtise.
In Madame Bovary, only the narrator and Dr. Larivière transcend
bêtise, and both do so by occluding themselves, as much as possible,
from the world of characters. In contrast, in Eliot’s parable (and in
Middlemarch as a whole), both the narrator and her scientific friend
(identified by N. N. Feltes as Herbert Spencer)9 appear gregariously
within the fiction itself, posing as figures who claim to be able to cri-
tique objectively the process bywhich lessknowing charactersproject
theirowninterpretationof thingsontoanempiricallymeaningless re-
ality. The scientist, like the narrator, views things in a “serene light”
that, unlike the candlelight of egoism, illuminates a “demonstrable”
fact—a fact, moreover, that is “pregnant” with truth. Scientist, narra-
tor,and reader can share in this truth beyond egoism and subjectivity,
seeingthingsasparables,movingunproblematicallyfromrepresenta-
tion to reality.

In a sense, then, the parable narrated by Eliot colludes with a
smuglypositivist science, takingthe scientificviewpointas theproper,
omniscient alternative to a cognitively and morally suspect egoism, as
theguarantorofanaïverealism.Likemostparables,however, thisone
can give birth to more than one interpretation, and it is possible to
read the parable—and Eliot’s realism as well—deconstructively, so as
to find it (after a good deal of reflection) not arrogantly confirming
science’stranscendenceofegoism,butsubvertingtheverydistinction
between scientific objectivity and egoistic subjectivity. For one could
easily show that thescientist and the narrator are just as compromised
by theposition theyoccupy inviewingthesceneas theegoistic candle-
holder is compromised by her position in viewing the mirror. The
“serene light” of scientific reflection (Eliot here may be referring
obliquely to the moonlight that Spencer uses instead of a candle as his
light source in his earlier version of the parable) is still light, and
hence,onemightspeculate,isliabletothesamedistortingconditionas
is the candlelight of egoism. Despite his claims to the contrary, the
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scientistdoesnot(indeed,cannot)illuminateeverythinginhisserene
light.Evenas itmakeshisparticular insightpossible, itmustblindhim
to certain features of reality. Like the egoist, he must see reality
through an “exclusive optical selection,” because what J. Hillis Miller
calls “the same projective, subjective, even egoistic act” is involved
whether one is a scientist, a novelist, or an adolescent girl.10 Here, for
instance, the scientist sees the scratches on the pier-glass, but takes no
account at all of the demonstrable fact that because a pier-glass is not
simply a piece of steel but a convex mirror, there will appear behind
the scratches an image (albeit a distorted one) of the person holding
the candle to it. One might then interpret these things as a parable not
of theegoistic subjectbut of thephenomenological subject.Thepara-
ble’s meaning would be that reality not only presents us with contin-
gent events but also supplies us with an image of our real phenomenal
selves. The scientist, and perhaps the narrator as well, misses this sub-
jective truth within reality because his point of view reifies reality, see-
ing(as through a glassdarkly) only scratches, only random events, not
the subjective meaning within those events.

But Eliot’s view of science is even more complicated and entangled
than this, as becomes evident when one defines more precisely the
narrator’s position within the parable’s scenario—her relation to the
scientist, the reader, the mirror, the candleholder, and even the maid.
Far from intending to subvert the scientific viewpoint, she presents
herself as a mediator between her philosopher friend and a reader
who is assumed to have both furniture and a housemaid; more gener-
ally, Eliot’s fiction could be said to aim at transmitting scientific truth
to bourgeois culture. As mediator, she attempts to educate the reader
by representing the same fact that the scientist has shown her. Yet
evenafterthelucidscientificexplanationandtheassertivefirmnessof
the equations in the last two sentences of the parable, Eliot remains
troubled enough to define “these things” as a parable rather than a
scientific instance or example or illustration of some truth or theory.
And the rhetoric of the passage sustains this qualifying of the science
that it at the same time promulgates. In reminding us that “the candle
is the egoism of any person now absent,” for example, Eliot explicitly
excludes herself and the reader, while just as clearly intending to re-
mind us, in a gently ironic way, that we are really no less egoistic than
is Rosamond. But Eliot’s remark includes a further irony, and one that
with all her wisdom she may not have intended. The eminent philoso-
pher among Eliot’s friends, who is the original source of and guaran-
tor of Eliot’s knowing commentary, must be included among those
who are now absent, although it seems clear that Eliot wishes he were
here.

Thiskindofepistemologicalshakiness,theuncertaintyinthenarra-
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tor’s ownvoice about thedistinction betweenknowledge and egoism,
firm truth and what Nietzsche would call “perspective knowing,”
shows more clearly and acutely in Eliot’s treatment of Lydgate, since
he is the primary representative of what passes for knowledge in
the world of Middlemarch. Just as Eliot tacitly distances herself from
her own interpretation and relativizes the certainty of her own knowl-
edge in her handling of the parable, so she problematizes Lydgate’s
Bichatian view of the body even as she hails Bichat’s achievements.
After honoring Bichat for having discovered the “dark territories” of
the body, for example, Eliot points out that “there was still scientific
work to be done which might have seemed to be a direct sequence of
Bichat’s” (110). The “might have seemed” here is telling, for as W. J.
Harvey has pointed out, Eliot writes from an historical vantage point
permitting her (and her readers) to know that although Bichat is a
seminal figure whose anatomical paradigm dominates medical
thought in the first half of the nineteenth century, following Bichat
does not lead to the discovery of “the primitive tissue” sought by
Lydgate.11 The problem, as Eliot goes on to define it, is that even
though Bichat does make possible the science of pathological anat-
omy, giving rise to a number of different avenues of research, those
who follow Bichat and attempt to discover a primitive tissue cannot
put the question “quite in the way required by the awaiting answer,”
which is that the primitive tissue is the cell.

Thedirect senseofEliot’s comment is that Lydgatewillnot discover
something just waiting to be discovered. At the same time, however,
herway ofputting Lydgate’s predicament, her rhetoric of dialogue, of
question-and-answer,points to two organizing assumptions about the
nature and limits of knowledge, assumptions that seem to complicate
the very notion of scientific discovery as involving an “out there”
where things might be waiting. The first of these assumptions is that
thought and perception, although distinct from language, are organ-
ized through (or at least according to the same rules as) the language
orsignsystemoneuses—that, inG.H.Lewes’swords,“thoughtsdiffer
from sensations as signs from things signified; but the process by
which they are combined is of the same nature.”12 For Lydgate, medi-
cal thought and even medical sensation depends on the Bichatian
sublanguage of webs, tissues, and organization. Pathological anato-
my, in other words, provides him a specific way of putting questions
(and hearing answers) as well as a way of seeing the embodied self.
But the grounding of knowledge in particular discourses implies that
comingto know a science (or conversely, failing to grasp a science one
seekstoknow)isametalinguisticorrhetoricalevent,a(re)orientingor
interpellation of the self in language.

Scientific enlightenment, in particular, must consist in a moment
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of accession not only to new or more finely grained perceptions,
but more fundamentally to a newly acknowledged discourse. In Mid-
dlemarch, at least, this is precisely the case: Lydgate’s initiation into
pathological anatomy takes the form of a conversion experience, a
transfiguration within the self that Eliot presents as at once linguistic,
intellectual, and perceptual. As a child trapped inside the house on a
rainy day, Lydgate notices “a dusty row of volumes with grey-paper
backs and dingy labels—the volumes of an old Cyclopaedia which he
had never disturbed,”13 and which he must stand on a chair to reach:

But he opened the volume which he first took from the shelf: somehow,
one is apt to read in a makeshift attitude, just where it might seem incon-
venient to do so. The page he opened on was under the head of Anat-
omy, and the first passage that drew his eyes was on the valves of the
heart. He was not much acquainted with valves of any sort, but he knew
that valvae were folding doors, and through this crevice came a sudden
lightstartlinghimwithhisfirstvividnotionoffinely-adjustedmechanism
in the human frame. A liberal education had of course left him free to
read the indecent passages in the school classics, but beyond a general
sense of secrecy and obscenity in connection with his internal structure,
hadlefthis imaginationquiteunbiassed, so that foranythingheknew his
brains lay in small bags at his temples, and he had no more thought of
representingto himself how his blood circulated than how paper served
insteadof gold.But the momentof vocationhad come,and beforehe got
down from his chair, the world was made new to him by a presentiment
of endless processes filling the vast spaces planked out of his sight by that
wordy ignorance which he had supposed to be knowledge. (107)

Part of the resonance of this passage stems from its relationship to an
underlyingthemeinMiddlemarch: therecastingofwhat Mintzcalls the
ethos of Protestant vocation in secular form, with science taking the
place of Christianity as the transcendental discourse. The important
point for our purposes, however, is not that Eliot secularizes the mo-
mentof vocation in the passage above, but that she treats this moment
as a rhetorical event. In doing so, as it turns out, she remains extraor-
dinarily faithful to a pre-Protestant Christian model of conversion, a
model that, as I have earlier pointed out, finds its classical expression
in the eighth book of Augustine’s Confessions. Like Augustine, whose
conversion occurs through his reading of “the first passage upon
which my eyes fell,”14 Lydgate finds his moment of vocation in a ran-
dom reading of the first passage that draws his eyes to it. Moreover,
like Augustine, for whom, “in an instant . . . it was as though the light
of confidence had flooded into my heart and all the darkness of doubt
was dispelled,” Lydgate is suddenly enlightened by his reading. Most
important of all, like Augustine, whose renovated vision results from
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his reading himself into his text and consequently reading the world
itself as a text,15 Lydgate is converted to a world made new to him
through a kind of metaphorical transubstantiation, with the word
valves conjuring up an architectural correlative for the mechanism in
the human frame. By emphasizing Lydgate’s reliance on a Latin root,
valvae, at the moment of vocation, Eliot reinforces our sense of the
mediating function of language in this process; in fact, within the pas-
sage I have quoted, Eliot herself plays with the symbolic and meta-
phorical possibilities of “folding doors,” as if to suggest that her own
writing is a process of discovery governed to some extent by liminal
possibilities inherent in the language she employs.16 If language can
be described as obstruction, as wordy ignorance that planks out of
sight what liesbeyond it, language canalso, at certain sensitive points,
be a folding door that unfolds and opens a crack, or a crevice, when
one opens a book or muses upon a word.

The enabling power of a metaphor, or more generally, of a vocabu-
lary or even a discourse, however, is not absolute, although Augustine
may predicate such theological authority for biblical discourse. In
Eliot’s secularized world, the alternative to wordy ignorance is not
pure transcendent knowledge of God but the “disentangling reflec-
tion”(554)ofscience,aknowledgedifferentincontentbutnotinkind
from other modes of consciousness and thus bound by certain rules
and limits that pertain to any particular language. As Eliot elsewhere
reminds us, “We all of us, grave or light, get our thoughts entangled in
metaphors, and act fatally on the strength of them” (63), and even if
the entanglement in metaphor then makes it possible for one to en-
gage indisentanglingreflection,asLydgate’s valvemetaphordoes for
him, one remains tangled in it in a fateful, even fatal, way.17 Even
Eliot’s own comment, although thoughtful, is entangled in meta-
phor—the metaphor of entanglement.

Lydgate’s particular entanglement is in pathological anatomy, and
Eliot goes on to analyze brilliantly and subtly the necessary closure of
this kind of medical thought, the reasons why it prevents Lydgate
from putting questions in quite the right way to find waiting answers
about the fundamental elements of the body—cells—even though
pathology is intimately concerned with bodies. At stake in Lydgate’s
failure to recognize the cell is a notion usually thought of as post-
modern—that a Kuhnian-like incommensurability of paradigms or a
Foucauldianepistemologicalbreakseparatesclinicoanatomicalmedi-
cine from cell biology. It might seem anachronistic to describe
Lydgate’s predicament in this way, as if Eliot acceded to our modern
relativizing of scientific truth. After all, one might argue, Eliot is an
eminentrepresentativeofamilitantlypositivistandempiricistage,not
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a Nietzschean skeptic. But in labeling the Victorians as positivists, we
fail to do justice to the sophistication of their epistemology. Eliot’s re-
lativizationofLydgate’sknowledge,itturnsout,canbesituatedwithin
an intellectual controversy, raging in her own time and close at hand,
over the status and nature of truth. Even during that period of
Gradgrindianfactism,theassumptionsofJohnStuartMill’sdominant
empiricist epistemology were being challenged by Lewes, as well as by
the historian of science William Whewell.18 Against Mill, both Lewes
andWhewellarguedthatknowledgeemergesthroughour interpreta-
tion of sensation rather than in raw perception. Lewes, indeed, went
further than did Whewell in stressing “our subjective cooperation in
theperceptionofobjects,”asserting that this cooperationisnotonly a
matterofKantian“necessitiesof thought”butofnecessitiesoforganic
adaptation—of interests that are material and changeable. “We only
see what interests us, or has once interested us,” Lewes proclaims dec-
ades before William James, and these interests, not any a priori truth-
value, will determine if something is true for us. “So far from its being
marvellous that men of vast intellects should fail to see what to other
men are self-evident truths,” Lewes concludes, “it is only a case of the
general incapacity of the mindfor seeing what does not interest it, and
of combining ideas that are antagonistic.”19

ForLewes(andonemaypresume,alsoforhis spouseandcollabora-
tor,Eliot)different sciencesexpress differentand evensometimes an-
tagonistic interests, leading those who work within these sciences to
ask different questions of nature and to see different things in nature.
A science may be “une langue bien faite,” as Condillac proposed
(Lewes quotes him), but different scientific languages may be well
made for different purposes. Nor can one hope that making better
physical instrumentswillovercomethedifferentintentionsthatgovern
one’s scientific languageandhenceone’sperception. Evenwithmore
powerful tools like the microscope, which may multiply the range of
scientific vision, a scientist will still see what he or she looks for. As
Lewes puts it, “No little of what passes for microscopic observation is
the substitution of a mental image for the optical image;”20 mental
imagesarealready interpretations,boundto the interestsof thescien-
tist’s paradigm.

Nowhere is the relative unimportance of technological advances to
scientific perception more patent than in the very case that Eliot pre-
sents through Lydgate in Middlemarch—that of pathological anatomy
and the development of cell theory. For although Lydgate, unlike Bi-
chat (asEliot tells us), eagerlyuses a microscope,he still fails to see the
cells that are certainly present as optical images. The lesson, once
again, is that Bichat and his followers are perceptually limited, not in
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the sense that they refuse (as Bichat himself did) to even look to see
what is there under the microscope, nor in the sense that they cannot
see sharply enough, but in the sense that their very insightfulness as
pathological anatomists entails a necessary blindness to what the cell
represents.Every empirical science isdevoted to the idealofdragging
the invisible into the range of the visible, but each science articulates
therelationshipbetweenthevisibleandthe invisible initsownspecial
way that defines it as a distinct science. For pathological anatomy, this
relationshipbetweenthevisibleandtheinvisible, theperceptibleand
the questionable, must be framed within the domain constituted by
tissues and their organization into organs. If a person shows symp-
toms of an illness, those symptoms become significant in being traced
back to the interiority of the body.One presupposes that the source of
disease lies hidden in the minutiae of tissues; in the autopsy, the un-
folding of these tissues in the opened corpse, the pathologist expects
the disease to become ultimately visible in its pathway from a seem-
ingly innocuouslocal lesiontothefull-blownclinical symptomatology
of thedisease.Andconversely,diseaseitselfmakesvisible thecomplex
interweaving of tissues, answering questions raised by the anatomist.

Lydgate’s own research into the invisible, the “dark territories” of
the body, is thus grounded in and limited by his tendency as a doctor
to see the body in terms of health or disease. As Eliot puts it, Lydgate’s
science aims to “pierce the obscurity of those minute processes which
prepare human misery and joy, those invisible thoroughfares which
are the first lurking-places of anguish, mania, and crime, that delicate
poise and transition which determine the growth of happy or un-
happyconsciousness” (122).Slippingfromaphysiologicalvocabulary
ofminuteprocessestoapsychological(andevenHegelian)vocabulary
of states of consciousness, this passage reveals the presumed unity of
the scientific and the human, the collusion between the invisible and
the symptomatic, inherent in the pathologist’s perspective. The faith
that sustains Lydgate as a physician-scientist is precisely that the ob-
scure and the minute can be made manifest, and that this operation
will yieldtherapeutically valuable insights,confirmingthe “directalli-
ance between intellectual conquest and social good” (108).

ButtheintellectualconquestLydgatehopesforcannotbegainedby
piercing obscurity, by finding, as he puts it, a stronger light “as of oxy-
hydrogen, showing the very grain of things.” The allusion here is, as
usual in Eliot, historically precise: oxyhydrogen, introduced as a light
source for microscopes in the late 1820s, certainly improved micro-
scopic resolution of details. By this time, however, the cell’s general
morphology had long been recognized (the first microscopist,
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Leeuwenhoek, even described the nuclei of blood cells as early as the
seventeenth century). To make the discovery of the cell possible, bio-
logical researchers needed not a brighter light or more data, but a
different way of construing the same data, a rhetoric different from
that of morbid anatomy.

Schleiden and Schwann, who by Eliot’s era had been recognized as
the formulators of the modern theory of the cell, were able to do
what no anatomically or medically oriented researcher could have
done—conceive of the cell as a fundamental structure to be analyzed
in isolation from the body and its conditions of health and illness.
They could do so at least in part because the German intellectual mi-
lieu in which they worked stressed the importance of forces and ele-
ments that exceeded or bypassed human embodiment. In particular,
the naturphilosophen, who saw all processes in the universe as deriving
from the inviolable unity of matter subject to first principles, pointed
beyond organization to what Oken called “the primitive matter of
whichallisorganized.”21Althoughlaterscientists,includingSchleiden
andSchwann,wouldrepudiatethemetaphysicalunderpinningsofthe
nature philosophers’ argument, the doctrine that life must be com-
pounded of minute and repeated vital elements contributed to the
marked emphasis in German microscopy on the ideal of resolving or-
ganic form into units that would have their own integrity, independ-
ent of their anatomical embodiment. It is easy to see how Lydgate,
initatedintoscienceasananatomistandaphysician,wouldbeunlikely
to set aside the anatomoclinical view of life for one in which, as
François Jacob puts it, the properties of life “can no longer be attrib-
uted to the whole, but to each part—each cell—which in some way
possesses an ‘independent life.’”22

Integrating cell theory into medical science was a long, arduous
task, finally accomplished during the latter half of the century
through the efforts of physiologists such as Virchow, Claude Bernard,
and Pasteur. During the interim, medicine had to continue, even
though a fissure began to open between cellular and human life, be-
tweentheinnumerableactivitiesof individualcellsandthefluentpro-
gression of a disease through the tissues of the body, between the mi-
croscopic and the macroscopic constituents of the self. During Eliot’s
lifetime, cell theory struggled to elaborate corollary sciences to itself,
sciences capable of bridging the gap between cell and organism by
providing explanations of how a cell developed, evolved, or mutated
into something as complicated as a new organ or even a new individ-
ual. A new organicism, founded on embryological, cytological, and
Darwinianprinciples,clearlywasneededtosupersedeBichat’stissular
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organicismandgivemedicineamorefundamental groundinginbiol-
ogy. But such a science was still only a hope in the 1860s, as patholo-
gists lagged behind biologists in defining and accepting the implica-
tionsofSchleiden andSchwann’s theory of thecell.Virchow’s Cellular
Pathology (translated into English in 1860) was still distrusted in En-
gland in 1869, when Eliot began work on Middlemarch.23 Hence, when
writers like Lewes and Huxley sought to describe the new unity of the
cellular organism, they found themselves reduced to the mealy-
mouthed conclusion that, as Lewes put it, “every cell in the organism
is independent. . . . There is a certain aggregate unity, but it is made
up of distinct units.”24

Aggregate unity is a clinically impoverished way of describing a
humanbody,offering little if anypracticalhelpforadoctor facedwith
apatient’ssufferings.Neithercelltheorynorevolutionaryorganicism,
in its rudimentary form of the 1860s, could account for, or effectively
treat, the medical processes of disease and death that Bichat’s patho-
logical organicism explained: one could not put a patient under the
microscope (at least not yet), nor could one expect any therapeutic
insights from the study of individual cells. Only after the bacteriologi-
cal revolution would scientific medicine even begin to reap the thera-
peutic fruits of the discoveries of cell theory. In view of this state of
affairs, it is hardly surprising that clinical medicine and cell theory
went their separate ways, with the Bichatian perspective of tissue and
individual pathology supplemented but not quite superseded by the
perspectiveofthecellularhistologist, theembryologist,andtheevolu-
tionist.25

What I have been describing in perhaps too lavish detail as an epis-
temological divergence in the specialized domain of sciences of the
body may strike some as an irrelevant, local historical epiphenom-
enon, hardly worthy of notice when set against the broader, suppos-
edly more basic cultural forces—the Industrial Revolution, com-
modity fetishism,reification, thecrisis inreligiousvalues, thepolitical
enfranchisement of the working classes, or the status of women ques-
tion—which so clearly impinge upon Eliot’s fiction. For Eliot and her
circle,however, the issueof organicism, asposed within the biological
sciences,constitutestheintellectualhorizonorhabitus(inPierreBour-
dieu’s sense) within whichcultural and socialphenomena come to be
understood by Eliot. If the ultimate question about Middlemarch (and
about realistic novels more generally) remains “What is a body politic
or a society?” one can best work one’s way out to that question by first
asking “What is a bodyor organization?” In the last instance, Eliot may
well be the ideologist of organicism that Eagleton and other Marxists
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have labeled her; but the complexity of that ideological role demands
an analysis that respects the immanent problematics of the first in-
stance—that of the conflict of the sciences.

For Eliot, in fact, the divergence of pathology from other emerging
organismic sciences creates profound problems of life and mind to
which Lydgate’s predicament, and more generally, Middlemarch as a
whole, stands as a kind of response, or more accurately, an accommo-
dation. Perhaps the most pressing of these difficulties is that of retain-
ing some faith in an ultimate unity, or at least some hierarchical rela-
tionship, amongthesciences. If, as seemstobe thecase, medicine and
cell theory really are incommensurable sciences, different species of
discourse yielding unreconciled versions of the truth about the same
object—thebody—thentheComteianidealofa socialordercrowned
and informed by a scientific order (an ideal cherished by Eliot and
many of her contemporaries) may be compromised. The schism
within science itself, the loss of a sense of a single scientific truthful-
ness or rationality of which various sciences are the expression, calls
into question the very possibility, broached in Eliot’s “Prelude,” of a
unifiedscientificcultureinwhichscientistscouldindeed“performthe
function of knowledge” in the interest of “coherent social faith and
order.”

Lydgate’s particular predicament, as it would be recognized by the
educated reader of the early 1870s, thus makes manifest a strain that
is simultaneously epistemological and social, involving the structure
not only of intellect but of the intellectual community as well. For just
asthecommunityofknowledgesymbolizedbyLydgate’ssimultaneous
pursuit of medicine and the cellmust appear in retrospect as naïve, so
the knowledge of community, the ideal of a “scientific culture” (93)
that Lydgate believes he will someday be able to enjoy, must by Eliot’s
time also appear as a fading hope. The 1860s provide much evidence
of the disintegration of scientific culture, among which three particu-
lar trendsmaybe mentioned:a precipitousdecline inthenumberand
popularity of general-knowledge reviews, while journals devoted to
distinct philosophical and scientific topics were being founded at a
rapidrate; the increasingspecialization, institutionalization,andpro-
fessionalization of scientific work; and the virtual extinction of the
amateur scientist. Huxley, who unlike many of his contemporaries re-
jects the idea of society as an organic totality,26 is able to hail the pass-
ing of amateurism,27 but Eliot’s response, registered in Middlemarch
through Lydgate’s relationship with the amateur naturalist Fare-
brother, is less sanguine. Between the two men, only the most tenuous
(andonLydgate’spartuninterested)scientificexchangeoccurs,astate
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of affairs that seems to forecast pessimistically what Huxley gladly ac-
cepts: the emergence of distinct social spheres separating the clerisy
from the scientists, and both from cultural hegemony.

For Eliot and Lewes these developments are ominous ones. Both
writers have large stakes in maintaining and promoting a culture
dominatedandunifiedbyscience.Insuchaculture,cliniciansandcell
biologistswouldanswereachother’squestions,whileEliotandLewes,
as amateurs, lovers of science, would act as cultural mediators, talking
todoctors28 andscientistsontheonehand,tothegeneralpubliconthe
other. In his own books, Lewes says, he thinks of himself as assuming
“the position of a lecturer addressing a miscellaneous audience. . . .
Beside the Medical Student there sits an intelligent Artisan—beside
the Man of Letters sits the Mother of a family.”29 We have already
seen, with the pier-glass parable, how the narrator of Middlemarch pre-
sents herself in an analogous position, repeating what she has heard
from one friend, a man of science, to another, a bourgeois seeking
cultural guidance. A glance at Eliot’s diary, or at Gordon Haight’s fine
biography, reveals that the narrator’s concerns match the author’s:
Eliot’slife,particularlyduringtheperiodofthelate1860s,exemplifies
her devotion to the ideal of a culture in which science would play as
important a civilizing role as art, philosophy, and music. Consider the
following diary entry, a not untypical one from the period during
which Middlemarch is being written:

G. and I went to the Museum, and had an interesting morning with Dr.
Rolleston, who dissected a brain for me. After lunchwe went again to the
Museum, andspent the afternoonwith Sir Benjamin Brodie, seeing vari-
ous objects in his laboratories, amongst others the method by which
weighing has been superseded in delicate matters by measuring in a
graduated glass tube. After Mrs. Pattison took me a drive in her little
ponycarriageroundby theircountry refuge—theFirs, Haddington,and
by Littlemore, where I saw J. H. Newman’s little conventual dwellings.
Returning we had a fine view of the Oxford towers. To supper came Sir
Benjamin and Lady Brodie.30

Given this deep an investment of personal energies in matters both
scientific and cultural, it is only natural that Eliot’s novels, with their
projection of a self-confident and wise voice, appear as an act of cul-
tural cementing, an effort to sustain in her art what she also was trying
to sustain in her life. But underlying this confident cultural activity,
both in her own life and in her texts, lurks a kind of dread, a sense of
despair about the possibility of sustaining a culture that could be at
once moral and scientific. Her work certainly evokes such dread for
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her contemporary audience. One reader, for example, writes to Eliot
asking if it is possible to reconcile what the reader feels to be a painful
gap between science and morality. Eliot’s reply is a masterpiece of
qualifications:

The consideration of molecular physics is not the direct ground of
human love and moral action, any more than it is the direct means of
composing a noble picture or of enjoying great music. One might as well
hope to dissect one’s own body and be merry in doing it, as take molecu-
lar physics (in which you must banish from your field of view what is
specifically human) to be your dominant guide, your determiner of mo-
tives, in what is solely human. That every study has its bearing on every
other is true; but pain and relief, love and sorrow, have their peculiar
history which makes an experience and knowledge over and above the
swing of atoms.31

Bernard Paris has offered this passage as the final word confirming
Eliot’s adherence to a humanism independent of science.32 It would
seem more appropriate, however, to treat Eliot’s comments as symp-
toms rather than simple statements, for their hesitancy, evident in the
choice of such modifiers as “not the direct,” “dominant,” “solely,” “pe-
culiar,” and “over and above,” points to a masked ambivalence and
anxietywithinEliotherselfaboutthepossibilityofprovidinganydom-
inant guide whatsoever in a world split between the microscopic and
the human.

The brave front of the “Wise Woman” persona she presents as nar-
rator may seem to belie this anxiety, but that anxiety simply surfaces
elsewhere, infecting both Eliot’s attitude toward her writing and her
ability to live a full life.33 In her letters, for instance, one finds a verita-
ble litany of complaints about her own infirmities and the immense
difficulty involved in the act of writing. The peculiarity of Eliot’s psy-
chic self-division between putative narrative authority and personal
malaise may be clarified somewhat by comparing it with Flaubert’s
analogous condition as a suffering writer (discussed at greater length
earlier in chapter two). Flaubert’s pain seems at once more extreme
andmorecontrolledthanEliot’s,broughtunderthepenetratingscru-
tiny of artistic-cum-medical consciousness and transformed into an
object of literary analysis. The stringent labor of writing provides
Flaubert with a way to dominate his pain; for Eliot, on the other hand,
writing itself seems to generate a depression, a “paralyzing despon-
dency—in which many days of my writing life have been passed.”34 If
writingisthebestmedicineforFlaubert,allowinghimtotranscendhis
ownpain intheprocess ofanatomicallydisarticulatinghis characters,
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for Eliot (as for her heroine, Dorothea) the only treatment she can
acceptisto“clutch[her]ownpain,andcompelittosilence,andthink”
of the pain of her characters. And the style in which the two novelists
assert their authority thus also differs accordingly, despite their shar-
ing of the same Bichatian principles. Flaubert, secure in his medical-
ized vision, feels no need for commentary; finding the mot juste is all
that needs to be done to anatomize. Eliot, in contrast, finds refuge in
commentary, using it to fend off her despairing sense that her episte-
mological and social universes are disintegrating.

Coherence, Pathology, and Evolution: Three Organicisms
and Their Narratives

Even with its use of the communal we and its maxims, however, Eliot’s
commentary only partially succeeds in unifying the reality it purports
to comprehend. That reality remains fissured along the lines of differ-
ent scientific perspectives, each of which must be granted a certain
insight into theheart of things, a certain truth-to-life. We have already
seen one important effect of Eliot’s grudging scientific relativism in
Middlemarch:Lydgate’spredicament,his innatelylimitedmedicalper-
spective, is an ineluctable consequence of a world where no form of
rationality enjoys hegemony. The divergence of scientific discourses
manifests itself not only at the level of character,however,but also and
more profoundly, I would argue, in the extraordinary multiplicity of
Middlemarch’s plots. It would be a mistake to confuse such formal mul-
tiplicity with the formlessness of James’s loose baggy monster; on the
otherhand, it wouldbe equally misleading to argue, as so many critics
havedone,thatEliotsucceeds incontrollingthepotentialmonstrosity
of her text and imposing an organic form on her novel. Given the
vexed scientific context I have been attempting to establish, the very
terms of aesthetic judgment employed here, monstrosity and organi-
cism, become problematic as analytic instruments. The critic’s task is
neither to celebrate Eliot’s achievement of organic form, nor to criti-
cizetheideologyoforganicismtowhichEliot’s socialvisionandnarra-
tive formcontribute, noreven tocelebrate the lack oforganicunity in
Middlemarch, its abysmal monstrosity and incipient textuality. It is to
explain how Middlemarch’s narrative organization reflects the formal
consequences for Eliot’s realism of the diverging scientific world in
which she finds herself.35 As a realist, Eliot is deeply committed to a
medical perspective and to the kinds of character and plots that such
a perspective entails; at the same time, however, her recognition that
other scientific perspectives exist leads her to create other kinds of
characters subject to different narrative possibilities than those of a
purely medicalized realism. Indeed, it is probably most accurate to
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speak of Middlemarch as a polyvalent narrative, in which at least three
distinct character-types and plot possibilities may be identified, each
drawing on a different scientific discourse of organic form.36

The first of these narrative formations depends on what might be
called“physiognomicorganicism,”anapproachtowardcharacterand
environment that we have already seen structuring Balzac’s realism
and that also figures quite strongly in Eliot’s own early work. Tradi-
tional organicism assumes an immediacy and transparency of reality,
and in particular the reality of character, to the mind of the narrator,
whichcanreflect it in turndirectly tous as readers. InMiddlemarch this
mode of realism gives rise to the story of Fred Vincy and the Garths,
which we must now look at in more detail.

Fred Vincy, Mary, Caleb, and the rest of the Garth family are all
what Balzac called “types.” All present relatively straightforward pro-
files as characters,being essentiallyopen anduncomplicated. AsEliot
says of Mary: “Rembrandt would have painted her with pleasure, and
would have made her broad features look out of the canvas with intel-
ligenthonesty.For honesty, truth-telling fairness, was Mary’s reigning
virtue: she neither tried to create illusions, nor indulged in them for
her own behoof” (84). As the allusion to Rembrandt implies, Mary,
and the other characters mentioned above, are realistic in the sense
given by a younger Eliot (and her contemporaries) when discussing
seventeenth-century Dutch painting. The intelligent, truth-telling
qualitiesof thesitters forDutchrealistpaintings,Eliot tellsus,parallel
the ethos of the artist himself, whose work is dominated by the ideal
that art be true to life, mirroring it honestly and openly, eschewing
illusionism. Eliot subscribes to such an ideal not only in her early art
criticism but also in early novels such as Adam Bede, where she promul-
gates the famous (or for antirealist critics, infamous) definition of her
artisticaim: “My strongesteffort is to avoidany such arbitrary picture,
and to give a faithful account of men and things as they have mirrored
themselves inmymind.Themirror isdoubtless defective; theoutlines
will sometimesbedisturbed,thereflectionfaintorconfused;butI feel
as much bound to tell you as precisely as I can what that reflection is,
as if I were in the witness-box, narrating my experience on oath.”37

There may be defects in the mirror, as there may be defects in charac-
ter, but the narrator in Adam Bede remains confident that her faithful-
ness, like Mary Garth’s faithfulness to herself, will yield an adequate
account of experience.

By the time she begins Middlemarch, however, Eliot has come to rec-
ognize that mirrors are not merely defective in themselves but
scratchedbyexperience,at least inspots.Neithercharacternorreality
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can be witnessed adequately unless one attends to illusions and inter-
nal complexities that are foreign to Mary and characters like her (as
well as to the confident narrator of Adam Bede). In the passage quoted
above, for example, Mary’s plainnessand opennessare explicitly con-
trasted to Rosamond’s enigmatic attractiveness, especially that of her
eyes of blue “deep enough to hold the most exquisite meanings an
ingeniousbeholdercouldput intothem,anddeepenoughtohide the
meanings of the owner if these should happen to be less exquisite”
(83).Such issuesof interpretationneednotberaisedforMary,nor for
Fred nor any of the Garth family; their characters are organized so as
to be as close to immediately meaningful as possible.

Caleb, for example, has settled into a relationship with his wife in
which any need for interpretation (which looms so large in the
Lydgate-RosamondandDorothea-Casaubonmarriages)hasbeenob-
viated. Caleb is completely understood by his wife, as he is by us; she
knows what he will do from the most minimal signs, and there is no
chance of her either being mistaken or of changing his mind once he
has made it up. Caleb’s very inarticulateness signifies his transcen-
denceof the problemsofmediation andconstrual thatvexotherchar-
acters’ efforts to understand each other. For him, as for the Garth
family as a whole, “things hang together” (297).

Indeed, Caleb’s statement of faith about the coherence of things
seems true not only of him and his family but of the social reality he
inhabits. In this reality,peopleandrelationships hangtogether, form-
ing an essentially stable totality, a coherent social order rooted in the
presumed steadiness of individual work. Not even crude economic
facts, which would seem to show that in actuality things do not hang
together in business, can threaten this totality: Garth (and Eliot as
well) redefines business itself so as to circumvent its association with
capital (185). Instead, it appears as a pure attribute, a synonym for
productivework, “busyness”: “by ‘business’ Calebnevermeant money
transactions,buttheskilfulapplicationoflabour”(402).Nocontradic-
tion, either social or psychological, mars Caleb’s whistle-as-you work
world, and even those laborers who feel threatened by forces of busi-
ness suchas therailroad,and whothusmightconstitutea threat them-
selves to Caleb’s busyness, are dealt with (by Garth and Eliot) as “poor
fools” rather than as legitimate antagonists.

The plot predicated by such a conception of character and totality
must involve entanglements, mysteries, and vicissitudes that are cir-
cumstantial rather than existential, so that time stabilizes rather than
destroys or mutates the self. In Fred Vincy’s case, for instance, Eliot
deploys the familiar early realist plot of great expectations disap-
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pointed.One might wish to find in this pattern, as Mark Schorer does,
an analogy to what happens to Lydgate’s and Rosamond’s expecta-
tions. Fred’s disappointment, however, differs crucially from that of
Lydgate and his wife, in that it is only a necessary stage of an essen-
tially redemptive process. A temporally circumscribed and specified
episode, it constitutes a chastisement, not a tragedy. The essence of
Fred’s character and fate is never in danger nor even really in ques-
tion, for the reader senses from the beginning that the love between
himandMary,aloverootedinearlychildhoodaffection,is toonatural
to be thwarted by time. By the end of the novel, Fred and Mary have
takentheir places within the immanent social totality they themselves
embody, reproducing the family structure of the Garths (Mary as
teacher and Fred as farmer) and restoring Fred’s inheritance, Stone
Court, through “unswervingly steady” work. Our last view of Fred and
Maryemphasizesthebucolicfullnessoftimeimpliedbytheirromance
and the Vincy-Garth plot in general:

FredandMarystill inhabitStoneCourt— . . . thecreepingplantsstill cast
the foam of their blossoms over the fine stone-walls into the field where
the walnut-trees stand in stately row—and . . . on sunny days the two
lovers who were first engaged with the umbrella-ring may be seen in
white-hairedplacidity attheopenwindowfromwhichMaryGarth, in the
days of old Peter Featherstone, had often been ordered to look out for
Mr Lydgate. (609)

Time,inthissetting,hassettledtoastillnessinwhichourfirstglimpses
of Fred and Mary can be recalled in our last, and in which the discon-
tents recorded in the narrative stand revealed as only unnatural, ines-
sential interruptions.

One litmus test for the kind of organic temporality I have been at-
tempting to distinguish in the Vincy-Garth plot is the way it permits
illness to enter narrative. Susan Sontag suggests that illness can either
impinge from outside the self as penalty or emanate from within the
self as expression.38 In “formal” realism, as I argue in chapter one,
both these options are exercised. But the fever that attacks Fred Vincy
in the aftermath of the shock he receives at the loss of his expectations
operates neitheras retributionfor hischaracter nor as revelation of it,
but only at most as a sort of disciplinary rite of passage. Like Pip in
Great Expectations, Fred recovers in time to live a healthier, happier,
organically stabilized life.

Chronic, developing pathology, on the other hand—Rosamond’s
(or Emma Bovary’s or Gwendolen Harleth’s) hysteria, for instance—
pertains to a second kind of narrative, one in which the temporality of
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plot is in some sense articulated upon the temporality of the body, its
organic growth and decay, its duration of illness, its descent toward
death, its complicated finitude: the narrative, in short, of a pathologi-
cal organicism.39

To understand how Eliot generates character and narrative possibili-
ties based on the paradigm of pathological organicism, or to be more
precise, morbid anatomy, one needs to recall here its two guiding
assumptions (discussed in some detail earlier in this book) about the
nature of the self: first, the notion that the self carries on two distinct
lives—one internal, uncontrolled, and relatively stable (Bichat’s “or-
ganic” life), the other external, affected by pressures from the en-
vironment (“animal” life); and second, the idea of the individual as
an economy, powered by a “vital force” that is invested in centers of
sensibility,withprofitableordisastrousresults for the individual.Like
Flaubertbeforeher,Eliot translates theseassumptionsabout thebody
into the domain of the mind: memory substitutes for the body’s or-
ganic life,consciousness for itsanimal life,andtheimaginationforthe
particular bodily economy, powered by passion.40 In view of this
shared vision of the self, it is hardly surprising that Eliot generates a
narrative (the Rosamond-Lydgate-Bulstrode story) remarkably simi-
lar to the plot of Madame Bovary. Moreover, both Eliot and Flaubert
emphasizewithremarkablysimilarcharactersandscenesthediagnos-
tic/hermeneuticproblemscreatedbytheBichatianmodelof theself.
At the same time, however, there remains a striking difference between
thetwoplots,betweenEmma’sfateandRosamond’s,CharlesBovary’s
fate and Lydgate’s. This difference, I shall show, stems from Eliot’s
moreextreme(andaswehaveseen,historicallydeterminate)senseof
medicine’sinnateuncertainty.InstarkcontrasttoFlaubert,Eliotfinds
that medicine’s “pathological doubt” casts into question the value of
medicine as a scientific instrumentality. The resulting plot exposes
this epistemological insufficiency and stresses the ethical imperative
for medicine and medical realism that follows from it.

Forthosecharacters—Lydgate,Rosamond,Bulstrode—whomEliot
treats as pathologically organic, the self is what Lewes calls a “resul-
tant,”41 a double entity rather than a simple unity. Each of these char-
acters possesses a “rational” and conscious self, able to give formal
reasons for his or her actions. At the same time, however, each charac-
ter is also subject to a different self, impassioned and uncontrolled by
consciousness, spinningfantasies fromwithinandgettingthoughten-
tangled in metaphors. This second, inner self often is read by modern
critics as a Freud-like unconscious. But it is more accurate, as well as
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less anachronistic, to equate Eliot’s psychology to Bichat’s “organic
life”of autonomic systems in the body.Both consist of repetition com-
pulsions, habits, desires, reflexes, latent memories, that are both dis-
placed from and beyond the total control of consciousness. As Eliot
puts it: “formal reasons . . . are a very artificial, inexact way of repre-
senting the tingling returns of old habit, and the caprices of young
blood.” Not only does the inner life exceed consciousness, but it actu-
ally enjoys some priority over consciousness: “there is no human
being,” Eliot insists, “who having both passions and thoughts does not
think in consequence of his passions.”

In itself, the priority of passion over thought might not be hazard-
ous. The inner life, however,does not exist in isolation in Bichat’s par-
adigm,butratherisenmeshedwiththeouter lifeofan individual—his
or her active engagement with the environment. And just as the inner,
imaginative life is a process of “spinning that web from[one’s] inward
self” (238) out of an “excited throng” (568) of emotions, so the outer
life is also a web finely spun of a multitude of small, sometimes unno-
ticeable relationships. To exist as an individual is to mediate between
these two different webs, which maybe spun unevenly, and which may
even be tugging in opposing directions—the inner web tensed by de-
sire, and the outer web by what Eliot calls “the small solicitations of
circumstance” (574).

The vicissitudes of Lydgate, Rosamond, and Bulstrode result from
their efforts to sustain a coherent image of a unified self, either by
suppressing one of these two elements of their being, or by searching
for an environment in which a psychic economy—the physiological
term,coinedbySpencer,is“consensus”—canbesustained.Toachieve
consensus is to achieve a kind of organic integrity, a state that is ideal
not only in life but in art. Eliot, in her “Notes on Form in Art,” asserts
her own admiration for those who can achieve in their art the kind of
biological“consensusorconstantinterchangeofeffectsamongits[the
body’s]parts” thatanaccomplishedathletemanifests.42 Consensus,as
Eliot sketches it, is thus not a static quality, but a constancy and
smoothness sustained in action, whether such action is individual or
artistic. Just as an athlete throwing a stone gives form to motion, Eliot
argues, so the strong artist arranging events gives form to an emo-
tion.43 But Eliot’s athletic analogy in “Notes,” although emphasizing
the active and pragmatic quality of consensus, does not sufficiently—
as Middlemarch does—take account of the struggle consensus de-
mands,or the profound stakes of that struggle. We arenot all athletes,
yet we all, like Lydgate at the start of his career, face a difficult journey
in which, “with all the possible thwartings and furtherings of circum-
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stance, all the niceties of inward balance, . . . a man swims and makes
his point or else is carried headlong” (111). Even for the strongest,
another point always looms, and eventually everyone must be carried
headlong. Life, to recall Bichat’s dictum, is resistance to death, and a
resistancethat isultimatelyalwaysovercome;noconsensus,nomatter
how firm, can hold indefinitely, if only because the resources of one’s
ardour are limited.

The unity of our consciousness, the consensus of our psychic sys-
tem, is then merely a mode of temporary delay, a “delicate poise and
transition” (122)deferring inevitable strains and disintegration with-
in the individual. Eliot’s pathological characters achieve short-lived
consensus by acting as if the two selves could be quarantined from
each other and only one of the two admitted as the true self. Bul-
strode, for example, has in his youth performed misdeeds that “were
like thesubtle muscularmovements whichare not taken accountof in
the consciousness, though they bring about the end that we fix our
mind on and desire” (503); he finds himself “carrying on two distinct
lives,” but manages to hide from himself the disjunction within him,
spinning justifications “into intricate thickness, like masses of spider-
web,paddingthemoralsensibility”(451).Lydgate,too,has“twoselves
within him” (113), the emotional and the scientific, but proceeds as if
eachof these twoselvescanexist in isolationbothfromeachotherand
fromthecircumstantialworld that surrounds him.Rosamond,finally,
neglects her outer self entirely, investing all her energies into her
imagination, “a close network aloof and independent” (427), which
provides, at least for a time, a “real romance,” but which requires her
to act as a lower species does, putting up an “iron resistance” (364) to
anythingfromtheouter life—includingthefeelingsofherhusband—
that might impinge on her stability.

As Bichatian medicine teaches and Eliot’s narrative reveals, all of
these strategies ultimatelymust fail, for “our passions do not live apart
inlockedchambers”(123–24)asRosamondassumes,norcanwekeep
our“intentionseparate from[our]desire”(516),asBulstrodetries to,
nor do we live in social isolation, as Lydgate assumes. “The life is
bound into one,” Eliot insists, “by a zone of dependence in growth and
decay” (450), and under the strains that inevitably arise out of “the
indefinable movements” of the individual’s own passions and/or the
“smallsolicitationsofcircumstance” impingingfromwithout,theune-
ven web of ego is eventually torn.

The pathologically organic plot thus takes the shape of a descend-
ing arc, in which the individual is progressively disarticulated, as in
Madame Bovary. Worse still, the action of decay, of deindividuation,
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proceeds not in heroic or romantic deeds, but in a continuous and
minute process almost imperceptible to the individuals involved. As
Eliot tells us, the catastrophe of romance may involve a punctual and
definitive event such as a marriage or a “fatal parting,” but the catas-
trophe in pathological realism takes place in slow motion, as it were,
and within the souls of characters, like a spreading infection: “Noth-
ing in the worldmore subtle than the process of their gradual change!
In the beginning they inhaled it unknowingly; you or I may have sent
some of our breath toward infecting them, when we uttered our con-
formingfalsities or drew our silly conclusions: or perhaps it came with
the vibrations from a woman’s glance.” (107)

Lydgate is the case study for this reflection, and for him, Ro-
samond’s glance is the most virulent infectious agent, the immediate
causeof theirengagement. In thescene thatendswiththeir betrothal,
Eliot brilliantly draws on the metaphor of the self as web or network in
ordertoemphasizethesubtletyandunknowingnessofthebeginnings
of Lydgate’s catastrophic infection. Rosamond, we learn, has been
knitting “some trivial chain-work” in order to hide her agitation at
Lydgate’s cold manner (he has come intending to make it clear to her
that he is not seriously interested in pursuing a romance). As Lydgate
rises to go, after being unable to bring himself to speak, Rosamond
inadvertently drops her chain and Lydgate picks it up. When he raises
his eyes he sees Rosamond on the verge of tears, and he is overcome.
“Hedidnotknowwherethechainwent”(222),Eliotcomments,buthe
has nevertheless been “bound” by it, and will eventually end up doing
his own trivial chain-work, writing only a treatise on gout rather than
forging some more important link in the chain of discovery.

As a physician, Lydgate should know better, for as we see earlier, he
recognizes the importance of paying attention to the trivial chain-
work of the body, “those minute processes which prepare human mis-
ery and joy” (122). His problem, as Eliot makes clear, is that he does
notconsistentlyviewwomenfroma clinicalpointofview,whichwould
entail interpreting their individuality and charm by assuming that it
always depends “on conditions that are not obvious” (119). Unfortu-
nately, “that distinction of mind which belonged to his intellectual
ardour,” Eliot tells us, “did not penetrate his feeling and judgment
about furniture, or women” (112). Rather than interpret, he tends to
classifyRosamond,andrather thanseeking togo beyond obviouscon-
ditions, he tends to be satisfied with the evidence of his eyes. He sees
Rosamond as having

just the kind of intelligence one would desire in a woman—polished, re-
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fined, docile, lending itself to finish in all the delicacies of life, and en-
shrinedinabodywhichexpressedthiswithaforceofdemonstrationthat
excluded the need for other evidence. Lydgate felt sure that if ever he
married, his wife would have that feminine radiance, that distinctive
womanhood which must be classed with flowers and music, that sort of
beauty which by its very nature was virtuous, being moulded only for
pure and delicate joys. (121)

Eliot clearly wishes to denigrate the kind of classificatory intelli-
gence Lydgate himself displays here.44 Had he maintained his clinical
detachment when dealing with women as well as patients, he would
not have mistaken Rosamond so completely,but would have inquired
into the more hidden aspects of her character. But even if Lydgate
were able to interpret Rosamond’s sighs, tears, and longing looks not
as signs but as vital signs, as symptoms, finding out the truth about her
would still be far from easy. For one thing, many of the processes that
makeacharacterwhatheorsheismustremainhidden,inaccessibleto
an interpreter or even to the character being interpreted (just as the
processes of the organic life are hidden within the body and thus not
directly representable for either the patient or the physician). In fact,
not even the interpreter’s own self is completely accessible. Eliot puts
thisontologicalconundrumintheformofarhetoricalquestion:“Who
can represent himself just as he is, even in his own reflections?” (521).

Theblindspot inherent inself-reflectioncreatesgreatethicalprob-
lems(howdoesonedefinehypocrisy?responsibility?),butforEliotthe
prior problem is more strictly medical, a matter of diagnosis rather
than of judgement. The self’s doubleness, its inherent duplicity, ob-
structs any effort to grapple with illnesses that may be festering be-
neath the surface of consciousness. If this is true of Rosamond’s neu-
rosis, it is equally true of the more serious ethical illness of Bulstrode,
of whom Eliot says that he suffers from a “diseased motive . . . like an
irritating agent in his blood” that he cannot repress. Bulstrode is con-
ceived not only as a hypocrite but as a pathologically organic charac-
ter,accordingtotheanalogybetweenmindandbodydescribedabove.
Just as the body is separable into an organic life and an active life, so
the self is separable into desires and avowals, and sickness may arise in
one even while the other continues to function normally: “A man
vows, and yet will not cast away the means of breaking his vow. Is it
that he distinctly means to break it? Not at all; but the desires which
tend to break it are at work in him dimly, and make their way into his
imagination, and relax his muscles [could Eliot here perhaps be pun-
ning on “morals”?] in the very moments when he is telling himself
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over again the reasons for his vow” (519). Bulstrode’s condition re-
veals, even more clearly perhaps than Rosamond’s, the interconnec-
tionbetweendiagnosticandhermeneutic limitations.Evenwherethe
self seeks to be “honest” as Mary Garth is honest, Eliot makes clear
through Bulstrode that—in this particular plot at least—there exists
no ideal speech situation in which what one says about oneself can
directly reveal what one is truly feeling, wanting, or meaning. Not
even the situation of prayer, where the interlocutor is God, can over-
come this ontological condition: “Does anyone suppose that private
prayer is necessarily candid—necessarily goes to the roots of action?”
How much less candid, then, must the speech be between doctor and
patient, or husband and wife! And how difficult it must be to establish
the truth about oneself or others! If, like Rosamond, one can have “no
consciousnessthatheractioncouldrightlybecalledfalse”(487),toask
that she act or speak truthfully is to ask the impossible.

What characters like Rosamond and Bulstrode know of themselves
they know only through an act of self-misinterpretation. Once again,
Eliot emphasizes the particular medical provenance of this condition
by describing it in diagnostic terms: “men and women make sad mis-
takes about their own symptoms, taking their vague uneasy longings
sometimes for genius, sometimes for religion, and oftener still for a
mighty love” (552). Thus, Rosamond’s love, while genuine enough to
her, is in fact symptomatic; like her counterpart Emma Bovary, she
suffers an illness of mauvaise foi that she cannot recognize. But how
then can one avoid misinterpreting, taking symptoms as signs? Lyd-
gate’s attempt to understand Rosamond offers the best answer Eliot
can muster to this question. Only by adopting what Lydgate refers to
as a “philosophy of medical evidence” (93)—a pathologist’s herme-
neutics of suspicion about the meaning of an individual’s outward
signs—does he eventually learn to survey cautiously Rosamond “as if
hewere lookingforsymptoms”(480)ofadiseasedmotive, ratherthan
manifestations of feminine graces.

Even if one does exercise extreme caution, however, there is still a
limit to the degree of certitude one can achieve in determining mo-
tives. What Lydgate calls “pathological doubt” must remain a part of
any hermeneutics based on the medical model, because motives, like
the source of disease in medicine, can no longer be disentangled.
Here,asusual,Lydgate’sandEliot’smedicalperspective ishistorically
exact: the idea that illness develops from a localizable “lesional site”
ultimately visible to the physician-anatomist gives way, with Broussais
(with whom Brooke informs us Lydgate has studied!) to an idea that
illness can only be physiologically localized as “inflammation.” The
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epistemological shift accomplished by Broussais’s substitution of in-
flammationforlesionallocalizationhasbeenbrilliantlysummedupby
Foucault:

inflammation is not a constellation of signs: it is a process that develops
within a tissue. . . . In order to detect this primary, fundamental, func-
tional disorder, the gaze must be able to detach itself from the lesional
site, for it is not given at the outset, although the disease, in its original
source, was always localizable; indeed, it has to locate that organic root
before the lesion, by means of the functional disorders and their symp-
toms. It is here that symptomatology rediscovers its role, but it is a role
basedentirelyonthelocalcharacterofthepathologicalattack:byreturn-
ingalongthepathoforganic sympathiesandinfluences, itmust,beneath
the endlessly extended network of symptoms, “induce” or “deduce”
(Broussais uses both words in the same sense) the initial point of physio-
logical disturbance. 45

For someone attempting to induce or deduce the initial point of a
moral or psychological disturbance, the interpretive process must be
equally as imprecise as that implied in Broussais’s symptomatology.
Nineteenth-century medicinereacts to its situation bydeveloping sta-
tistical methods to control the uncertainties of diagnosis, but such
methodsremain unsatisfactory substitutes fora secure predictability,
and are not fully integrated into medical practice. Physicians—and in
Middlemarch, all those, except for the Garths, who try to do good for
those characters who are organized pathologically—find themselves
forcedto submit to the elementofchance in their evaluations,despite
their aversion to it. Like Lydgate, who “had said to himself that the
only winning he cared for must be attained by a conscious process of
high,difficultcombinationtendingtowardsabeneficentresult”(490),
such characters as Dorothea see themselves as instruments of reason
rather than as gamblers. Yet precisely because of the pressure to take
therapeuticactiontendingtowardabeneficentresult,doctorsanddo-
gooders must proceed even where the combinations are too difficult
to be gauged.

In this situation, the ability to care and the desire to cure count for
more than anything else. One must believe, as Dorothea does, that if
character “may become diseased as our bodies do . . . then it may be
rescued and healed” (538), even if one does not know how to do so.
This ethical imperative comes to the fore in Lydgate’s own medical
experienceinMiddlemarch: it ishisability tocare,his sensitivity toward
the feelings of his patients, beyond his technical knowledge, that
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makes him such an excellent physician. Eliot strongly endorses the
“twice-blessedmercy”he displays,hallowing itas the definitivequality
of physicians: “Many of us looking back through life would say that
the kindest man we have ever known has been a medical man, or per-
haps that surgeon whose fine tact, directed by deeply informed per-
ception, has come to us in our need with a more sublime beneficence
than that of miracle-workers” (489). Yet despite Eliot’s eulogy,
Lydgate’s own fate paradoxically seems to imply that the ability to be
touched and to touch is ultimately self-sacrificing, if not self-destruc-
tive. It is this very aspect of his character that brings him and Ro-
samond together to begin with. In the engagement scene mentioned
earlier, Lydgate’s verbal reaction to Rosamond’s distress is pointedly
couched in the language of a physician: “What is the matter? you are
distressed. Tell me—pray.” His physical response is no less medical.
As Eliot points out when Lydgate goes on to put his arms around Ro-
samond, enfolding her protectingly, “he was used to being gentle with
the weak and suffering” (222). Lydgate’s view of women, in other
words, is shaped not only by a classifying, antiscientific mentality, but
also by his specifically clinical perspective: “this rather abrupt man
hadmuchtenderness inhismannerstowardswomen,seemingtohave
alwayspresent inhis imagination the weakness of their frames and the
delicate poise of their health both in body and in mind” (474). The
dénouement of the plot simply involves the gradual exposure of this
underlyingclinicalelementinLydgate’srelationshipwithRosamond,
the transformation ofa putative husband-wife bond intoone between
doctor and patient—a bond, moreover, in which there is no hope for
acure.Eminentlyintractable,Rosamond’shysteriacondemnsLydgate
to an essentially custodial role: “he had chosen this fragile creature,
and had taken the burthen of her life upon his arms. He must walk as
he could, carrying that burthen pitifully” (586).

Although shouldering such a responsibility may be morally lauda-
ble, the bleaknessof Lydgate’s remaining years shows how unsatisfied
Eliot is with the necessity that one be merely a physician, even a so-
called “successful” one. Her rigor as an artist forces her to accept the
bitter limitations, the human finitude inherent in the medical model
she adopts in the Lydgate-Rosamond-Bulstrode narrative. But Eliot’s
social instinct is meliorist, and she cannot accept the idea, implied by
Lydgate’sfate, thatnosocialprogresswhatsoeverispossible.Flaubert,
we may recall, does accept this idea as part of the price he must pay to
gain the transcendent perspective of a pathological realist that he as-
sumesinMadameBovary.Eliot,incontrast,multipliesherperspectives,
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and hence her plots, to provide alternatives to finitude within what is
putatively the same social reality.

We have already seen how the Fred Vincy-Mary Garth plot oper-
ates according to quite different principles of characterization than
those of pathological realism. This plot, however, does not offer a
strong alternative to the Lydgate-Rosamond plot, from which it re-
mains very much isolated and insulated. The two kinds of characters
operate in two distinct social spheres, being brought together only in-
termittently. And when they do meet, as in the scene discussed earlier
between Rosamond and Mary, the confrontation only emphasizes
their immiscibility. Another plot line, however, does mix, at least par-
tially, with that of Lydgate, Rosamond, and Bulstrode: the love story
involving Dorothea and Will Ladislaw. This third narrative form and
these characters represent Eliot’s strongest attempt to overcome the
limitationsofself, interpretation,andnarrativepossibility inherent in
pathological discourse.

Will and Dorothea share many similarities as characters with their
pathologizedcounterparts,LydgateandRosamond.Bothsetsofchar-
acters have inner lives that struggle against the unpropitious condi-
tionsof theirouter lives.LydgateandWillarebothsubjects forbetting
on whether their careers will be successful or not. It is as true of
Dorotheaas forLydgate that her ardor is spent in “unheroicacts,” and
Eliot’s generalization—“there is no creature whose inward being is so
strong that it is not greatly determined by what lies outside it”—ap-
plies to Dorothea as well as to Lydgate. One could go on indefinitely,
charting out the “matrix of analogies” that binds together these
strands of Middlemarch. But Will and Dorothea differ from Lydgate
and Rosamond in one crucial way: they are conceived as subject not to
“growth and decay” but to development and mutation.46 If Lydgate
andRosamond must failbecause of their innate flaws, the unalterable
spots of commonness in their fixed organization, their organic fini-
tude, Will and Dorothea have at least a chance to progress because, as
Will suggests to Dorothea, each of them has “a soul in which knowl-
edge passes instantaneously into feeling, and feeling flashes back as a
new organ of knowledge” [my emphasis] (166).

By analyzing Eliot’s use of scientific rhetorics, one can show that
embryologicalandevolutionisttermsareappliedalmostexclusivelyto
WillandDorothea. It ispossible, ofcourse, for suchrhetorical concen-
tration to be merely thematic, a matter of certain metaphors being at
hand for Eliot. I would argue, however, that as with the language of
tissularpathology,thelanguagesofmutationandtransformationpro-
videEliotwithastrategicvisionofrelationsandpossibilities thatstruc-
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ture a narrative. By seeing Will and Dorothea as capable of evolving
neworgans,Eliotcangeneratecertaincritical shiftsandtendencies in
their plot, shifts and tendencies that in the end account for their rela-
tive success compared to Lydgate and Rosamond’s fate.

Eliot’s double standard becomes most evident if one compares the
ways in which she permits Lydgate and Will, or Dorothea and Ros-
amond, torespondtosimilar situations—thehazardingofvocationby
Lydgate and Will, the experience of shock for Dorothea and Ros-
amond. Eliot plots Lydgate’s career,we recall, as a struggle against the
current in which the chances of his being successful are “complicated
probabilities” to be calculated on the basis of “the possible thwartings
and furtherings of circumstance, all the niceties of inward balance”
(111)—inotherwords, thereciprocallydeterminingconditionsofhis
outerandinnerlives.Will’scareerprospectsaresimilarlydescribedin
terms of a chancy gamble: he is “a bright creature, abundant in uncer-
tain promises” (345). But whereas Lydgate’s uncertainty concerns a
vocationthathasalreadybeenborn(andwhichcanthusbescrutinized
fromamedicalpointofview),Will’suncertaintystems fromhisnotyet
having been born as a vocational self. His inward balance has not yet
taken on a finalized form, but is still gestating, and hence his chances
mustbegiven thebenefit of a different, morepromising kindofdoubt
thanthepathological doubtwegiveLydgate—the optimisticdoubtof
embryology: “We know what a masquerade all development is, and
what effective shapes may be disguised in helpless embryos.—In fact,
the world is full of hopeful analogies and handsome dubious eggs
called possibilities” (61).

Dorothea is one of the few who accepts this embryological view of
Will’s possibilities. For her, where there is a will, there may be a way,
even if she is not yet sure what that way is. “After all,” she responds to
Casaubon’s complaint about Will’s unwillingness to apply himself in-
strumentally to some Aristotelian end, “people may really have in
them some vocation which is not quite plain to themselves, may they
not? They may seem idle and weak because they are growing” (61).
Perhaps. But idleness and weakness may signify illness as well as
growth, and Dorothea herself fails to distinguish between the two in
the case of Casaubon, whose years of research Will compares to those
“pitiable instances of long incubation producing no chick” (61).
“Doubtless, many an error vigorously pursued has kept the embryo of
truth a-breathing,” Eliot grants, but Casaubon’s embryo turns out to
be stillborn, despite Dorothea’s hopes for him. Dorothea’s mistake
pointstotheimpossibility,giventhestateofembryologicalknowledge
during this period, of determining whether what appear as errors are
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in fact progressive or pathological, positive mutations or abortive
monstrosities.Only with the emergence ofgenetics and biochemistry
in this century does it become possible to unify the insights of embry-
ology and pathology under the aegis of a concept of error.47 For
Dorothea, as for Eliot and her compatriots, the embryological asser-
tion—thatchanges in theorganizationof theselfdo infact involve the
progressive creation of “new organs”—must be taken on faith.

Nowhere is that faith on Eliot’s part more obvious than in Middle-
march’s climactic episode, in which she subjects Rosamond and
Dorotheato the identical shockof learning(or inDorothea’s case, be-
lieving she has learned) that Will is not in love with them. Rosamond,
of course, has a pathological constitution that has already been weak-
ened by her investment of desire in an imaginary self. Her controlled
self-consciousnessofmanner,Eliotpointsout, is“theexpensivesubsti-
tute for simplicity,” so that by the timeLadislaw turnsupon her to vent
his rage at having had Dorothea mistake him for Rosamond’s lover,
her emotional reserves, like her financial reserves, have been ex-
hausted, and her psychic economy verges on collapse. In this, as well
as in the ennui she feels at finding her romance with her husband’s
image giving way to “everyday details which must be lived slowly from
hour to hour, not floated through with a rapid selection of favourable
aspects” (484), Rosamond strongly resembles Emma Bovary. Unsur-
prisingly, then, she responds to Will’s destruction of her last refuge of
fantasy by suffering an hysterical syndrome very much like the one
Emma endures after Rodolphe puts an end to their affair. Emma, we
should recall, first runs toher attic where, leaning out her window, she
feels herself at the brink of suicide, “suspended, surrounded by vast
space”48 she nearly faints, but returns to the dining room, where she
finally has a fit before her horrified husband’s eyes. Rosamond simi-
larly finds herself “almost losing the sense of her identity” in her now
empty world: “The terrible collapse of the illusion towards which all
her hope had been strained was a stroke which had too thoroughly
shaken her: her little world was in ruins, and she felt herself tottering
in the midst as a lonely bewildered consciousness. . . . After he was
gone, Rosamond tried to get up from her seat, but fell back faint-
ing. . . . She threw herself on the bed with her clothes on, and lay in
apparent torpor” (571–72).

UnlikeCharlesBovary,Lydgateisaperceptive,competentclinican,
and on seeing Rosamond he immediately notices her agitation, even
before her syncope strikes. Only after he asks her what is wrong does
she actually break down: “Clinging to him she fell into hysterical sob-
bings and cries, and for the next hour he did nothing but soothe and
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tend her” (572). Lydgate’s diagnosis—“He imagined that Dorothea
had been to see her, and that all this effect on her nervous system,
which evidently involved some new turning towards himself, was due
to the excitement of the new impressions which that visit had
raised”—comes very close to the truth Eliot wishes to convey about
Rosamond’spathology,althoughLydgateisobliviousofthemediating
role Rosamond’s imagination has played in transmitting impressions
to her nervous system.

Rosamond’s response to theshockshe receives impliesher inability
to evolve. Her psychic organization, like that of Casaubon, is “inflexi-
ble,” incapable of adaptation. She must be excused for this flaw, for
whichshecannotbeheldresponsible; andyet,as Lydgatefinds,“itwas
inevitable that in that excusing mood he should think of her as if she
were an animal of another and feebler species” (489). If Lydgate only
comes to this judgment at the end of the novel, Eliot thinks of Ros-
amond as a lower species throughout Middlemarch, describing her, as
we have seen, at various times as a torpedo and a Venus’s fly-trap. The
bitternessandirredeemabilityofthestrugglebetweenRosamondand
Lydgate becomes a human parallel to the view of nature “red in tooth
and claw,” a nature of conflicting and fixed species without the possi-
bility of amelioration.

But the very prevalence of such evolutionary terminology in Eliot’s
analysis of Rosamond implies an alternative to Rosamond’s kind of
organic rigidity, the existence of “a creature who entered into every
one’s feelings, and could take the pressure of their thought instead of
urging his own with iron resistance” (364). This is Dorothea speaking
of Will, but she herself is also such a creature, as shown in the novel’s
climacticsceneinchaptereighty,whereEliotdescribesDorothea’s re-
action to discovering Will and Rosamond together. Like Rosamond,
Dorotheamust deal with the consequences of “her lost woman’s pride
of reigning” in Will’s mind. Will now appears to her, as to Rosamond,
as “a changed belief exhausted of hope, a detected illusion.” And like
Rosamond, Dorothea falls into hysterical sobbing. But unlike Ro-
samond, Dorothea is “vigorous enough” to survive, and even benefit
from, her shock. “It was not in Dorothea’s nature,” Eliot reminds us,
“for longer than the duration of a paroxysm, to sit in the narrow cell
ofhercalamity, in thebesottedmiseryofaconsciousness thatonly sees
another’s lot as an accident of its own.” Her “vivid sympathetic experi-
ence returned to her now as a power,”allowing her to widen her vision
as a Rosamond or an Emma Bovary, faced with the same newly
opened spaces, cannot. Indeed, Eliot’s famous description of
Dorothea’s moment of recovery from her shock might stand as the
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exact antithesis of Flaubert’s equally famous description of Emma’s
moment of succumbing to her shock. Here are the two passages, the
first from Madame Bovary, the second from Middlemarch:

The dazzling sunlight burst in.
Opposite, beyond the roofs, the open country stretched as far as the

eye could reach. Down below, beneath her, the village square was empty;
the stones of the pavement glittered, the weathercocks on the houses
stood motionless. . . . She looked about her wishing that the earth might
crumble. . . .Sheadvanced,lookedatthepaving-stones,sayingtoherself,
“Jump! Jump!”

The ray of light reflected straight from below drew the weight of her
body towards the abyss. The ground of the village square seemed to tilt
over and climb up the walls, the floor to pitch forward like in a tossing
boat. She was right at the edge, almost hanging, surrounded by vast
space. The blue of the sky invaded her, the air was whirling in her hollow
head; she had but to yield, to let herself be taken; and the humming of
the lathe never ceased, like an angry voice calling her.49

It had taken long for her to come to that question, and there was light
piercingintotheroom.Sheopenedhercurtains, andlookedout towards
the bit of road that lay in view, with fields beyond, outside the entrance-
gates. On the road there was a man with a bundle on his back and a
woman carrying her baby; in the field she could see figures moving—
perhaps the shepherd with his dog. Far off in the bending sky was the
pearly light; and she felt the largeness of the world and the manifold
wakings of men to labour and endurance. She was a part of that involun-
tary, palpitating life, and could neither look out on it from her luxurious
shelterasamerespectator,norhidehereyesinselfishcomplaining.(578)

The style indirect libre ofEliot’s passageand its syntactical pacing (three
consecutive parallel descriptive statements—“on the road,” “in the
field,” “far off in the bending sky”—followed by a conjunction that
links these statements to a final independent clause) are typically
Flaubertian—in fact, one can find similarly constructed sentences in
the passage from Madame Bovary quoted above. Yet Eliot here turns
Flaubert’s pathological vision on its head. To be “a part of that invol-
untary, palpitating life” is not suicidal, but regenerating, at least for
thosecreatures strongenough to immerse themselves in it.Theevolu-
tionary self takes what would be a moment of pathology for the
morbidly organic self and uses it as an occasion for creating a new
normalcy, a new organization of the self.

Dorotheaand Will’sevolving fate mitigatesbut doesnotresolve the
horrorofLydgate’s submissiontoRosamond’s involuntary pathologi-
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cal life, nor does it touch upon the calm and happy life of Fred, Mary,
and the Garths. Middlemarch’s conclusion, with its half-hopeful, half-
pessimistic tone and its presentation of three distinct ends for the
three plots we have discussed, represents Eliot’s strained attempt to
unify as a single reality all three of these divergent views of life and
character. One of the marks of the greatness of Middlemarch as a realis-
tic novel is the extent to which such discourses are orchestrated and
their tendency todispersion or contention muted. By comparing Mid-
dlemarch with Daniel Deronda, we can see more clearly how Eliot ac-
complishes this rapprochement. One obvious change is that by Deronda,
Eliothascompletelyjettisonedthetraditionalorganicismrepresented
in the Garth-Fred Vincy plot, thereby revealing in a much starker way
the strain between pathological and embryological-evolutionary per-
spectives—betweenthehystericworldofGwendolenandthetransfor-
mative world of Daniel. Traditional organicism, as Eliot employs it in
Middlemarch, thus may be said to provide a kind of buffer zone be-
tweentwo more epistemologically sophisticated (and therefore more
clearly competitive) views of reality. But a second, more subtle but
perhaps more important difference separates Middlemarch from
Daniel Deronda: the ethical counterweight provided by Lydgate to the
optimism of the transformative perspective in Middlemarch can no
longer be found in Eliot’s later novel. In Middlemarch, Lydgate’s clini-
calattitude,his devotionto thosewho cannotevolve, still at leasthelps
to sustain the ideal of a social totality in which the healthy and the sick
canshare in the same reality. No such figure appears inDaniel Deronda
to tend to Gwendolen’s ills as Lydgate does to Rosamond’s. Deronda
himself, who performs this role for a part of the novel, does so uncom-
fortably, in theabsence ofa clearvocationofhis own.Deronda, in fact,
is a rewriting not of Lydgate, but of Will: just as Will abandons Ros-
amond, so Deronda abandons Gwendolen upon discovering what he
must become. The medical perspective no longer inheres, even as an
ethical ideal, and as a result, both life andreality itself begin to fissure.
Realism, so fretfully and delicately held together by Eliot, begins to
give way to other novelistic modes.



FIVE

ON THE REALISM /NATURALISM DISTINCTION

S OME A RCHA EO LOG I C A L CON S I D E R A T I ON S

THERE SEEMS TO BE general agreement among literary his-
torians that something like a “crisis of representation” afflicts
realism during the last few decades of the nineteenth century,

and that modernism—understood variously as “going-beyond-repre-
sentation,”beginningwithatextratherthananintention,oraturning
inward of narrative—ultimately emerges to supplant the worn-out
representational practices of Balzac, Flaubert, Eliot, Dickens, Tur-
genev, et al. Like all simple stories, this one has its attractions: it is easy
to follow, offering only two protagonists, a dramatic break with the
past, and clear winners and losers. Moreover, it points to a certain
generalhistoricalpatternofchangethatunarguablydidoccur,at least
inthesensethatmodernismandrealismdoconstitutedistinct literary
practices. But as an historical narrative, it is woefully inadequate, ig-
noring as it does a whole range of literary practices that lived (and in
somecasesdied)intheinterim:sensationfiction,naturalism,detective
fiction, science fiction, the fiction of empire, and so on. In what
amounts to a case of literary critical ecmnesia, the work of writers like
Collins,Zola,ConanDoyle,Verne,Kipling,Stevenson,Huysmans,and
Wilde simply vanishes within this foreshortened literary-historical
perspective.

Part of the problem, as I suggest in previous chapters, lies in the
analytic instruments that literary critics use to define such generic
termsas realism andmodernism. Representation is too broadandcrude
a notion to adequately describe the work realists perform; one could
hardlyexpect it topermit one to discriminatebetween realismand all
these other literary practices that are neither quite realistic nor mod-
ernist,muchless toofferanhistoricalexplanationfor theevolutionof
so-called “transitional” genres. If, on the other hand, an analytics of
discourse helps to clarify the nature and nuances of realism itself, it
also might help both to specify and to account in historical terms for
the differences between realism and these other genres.

The genres posing the most serious difficulties are those that seem
at first glance closest to realism: naturalism and detective fiction. In
each case, one can recognize at least the rudiments of realism—an es-
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chewingofsupernaturalexplanation,anappealtoscientificstandards
of truth, a reliance on empirical detail. One way to test the value of
rethinking literary history in discursive terms, then, is to probe the
representational practices of these two quasi-realistic genres more
closely, to see if, how, and why the assumptions so central to realism—
themedicalizednotionsofknowledge,truth,andauthority—mightbe
redeployed,subordinatedtootherconcerns,abandoned,orcriticized
in these other literary forms.

A little more than kin, and less than kind, naturalism—and in par-
ticular the work of Emile Zola—has long been felt to constitute a de-
parture, in one way or another, from the achievement of Balzac,
Stendhal,Eliot, Dickens,and Flaubert.Buteven those literary histori-
ans of realism who most vehemently assert the distinction have found
it difficult to pin down. I am thinking here of the powerful and sus-
tained classical Marxist attack on naturalism mounted by Georg
Lukács, as well as the recent effort by Fredric Jameson to renew this
attack inamoreup-to-date formalvocabulary.ForLukács,naturalism
involves the displacement of realism’s vision of “the complete human
personality,” “the type,” by a view of man as a “lifeless average,” a
“grey statistical mean.”1 Jameson argues similarly that the shift from
the“firstgreatrealisms”to“‘high’realismandnaturalism”( Jameson’s
quotation marks implying that, for him, such late-blooming realism
actuallyconstitutes adegenerationrather thanaculmination) entails
a “gradual reification of realism,” although for Jameson this reifica-
tion stems from “a perfected narrative apparatus” rather than a sub-
mergence of subjectivity as in Lukács.2 Lukács’s and Jameson’s desire
to enforce a distinction between realism and naturalism could hardly
be clearer. And yet, as Jameson’s conjunction linking “high” realism
with naturalism and his use of the term gradual indicate, he has diffi-
culty pinpointing the liminal moment when organic realism decom-
poses into reified naturalism. For Lukács as well, the moment when
reification ceases to be a merely local condition and metastasizes
throughthesocialandliterarymetabolismishazy;realismturnsoutto
shade into naturalism, with some writers (most notoriously Flaubert)
falling into a gray area that makes them particularly difficult for
Lukács to categorize and evaluate.3

In view of these uncomfortable slippages even within the discourse
ofthosemostinsistentonmaintainingthedistinctionbetweenrealism
and naturalism, it is hardly surprising that new historicist critics of the
nineteenth-century novel aggressively, even exuberantly, ignore the
distinction altogether. Both Mark Seltzer and D. A. Miller, for exam-
ple,haveofferedimportant retellingsof literary history inwhich what
Miller calls “the very practice of novelistic representation” subsumes
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all generic differences only to be subsumed in its turn by the policing
power that operates through it.4 Thus, where Lukács or Jameson
would claim that between Balzac or Scott and Zola or Gissing the veil
of reification has fallen, Miller and Seltzer can see Balzac, Zola,
Flaubert, Trollope, James, and a number of other novelists all parti-
cipating in what Seltzer calls a common “fantasy of surveillance,” a
normalizing ideology of power that itself constitutes the essence of a
“realism” or novelistic representation without clear boundaries.

This neo-Foucauldian approach, like its Marxist counterpart, thus
ultimately fails to resolve the nagging question of generic limits and
transformations, and for similar reasons (despite the mutual hostility
ofthetwointellectualcamps).Neitherapproach,givenitsinstruments
of analysis—the concept of reification on one hand and power on the
other—has themeanstograsp thewayparticular formsof scientificity
or epistemic postures inform or structure texts and genres. Seltzer’s
and Miller’s shortcomings in this regard stem from their having ap-
propriated from Foucault only the skeletal conception that modern
societies enact a general strategy of power through policing. In Fou-
cault’s work, however, this strategy is forced into visibility through a
stringent analysis of concrete apparatuses of discipline—apparatuses
in which such savoirs as medicine, criminology, architecture, and pe-
nology participate in distinctive ways. Each of these “scientific” disci-
plines, in Foucault, has its own integrity, its own epistemological and
technical complexities. For Miller and Seltzer, in contrast, there is no
need to do much reading beyond the text itself, since these various
disciplines, whatever the details of the scientific discourses they em-
ploy, are all versions of one overriding process of surveillance.5 The
result is a relatively unnuanced (although politically highly charged)
view of the history of fiction in general, and of realism in particular.

Lukács and Jameson, on the other hand, can hardly be said to ig-
nore the sciences in their analysis of reification. Lukács, in particular,
devotes a number of pages to scientific epistemology in his ground-
breakingessay,“ReificationandtheConsciousnessof theProletariat.”
For Lukács, in fact, it is science—rather than (as one might expect)
commodity fetishism, factory labor, or the logic of capital—that ulti-
mately becomes the manifestation of capitalist consciousness, of rei-
fied “contemplation at its purest.” “The formalistic conceptualisation
of the specialised sciences,” Lukács claims, “become [sic] for philoso-
phy an immutably given substratum and this signals the final and de-
spairing renunciation of every attempt to cast light on the reification
that lies at the root of this formalism.”6 In his later work on the novel,
Lukács’s antiscientific attitude expresses itself, as we have seen, in a
hatred of the statistical view of man. But, like Seltzer and Miller,
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Lukács never turns to any particular science, referring only to “natu-
ral science” ingeneral.He thus fails toappreciate theepistemological
nuances among the various sciences—including the distinction dis-
cussedinchapteronebetweenformalizedanddubioussciences.Clini-
calmedicine,thedubiouslyscientificdiscourseonwhichwehavebeen
focusing, is neither a statistical nor a reified science in Lukács’s sense
(as is implied, by the way, by his willingness to use medical terms like
metabolism to analyze the processes of reification). The physician al-
ways confronts a patient, not just a body, so that although his or her
practice entails a certain technical or reified view of illness, his or her
knowledge can never be value-free, but must necessarily be in some
way“human” knowledge,knowledgepermeated withnorms (notions
of what constitutes health or morbidity). Moreover, in the period we
havebeenconsidering,clinicaldiscourseinfactfusesobservationsand
value judgments, statistical and qualitative judgments, in a single
cognitive operation of diagnosis. Unlike Lukács’s stereotypical and
stereotypingscientist,thecliniciandoesnotproceedbyreducingqual-
ity toquantity, thehumancase before him or her toa mere statistic, or
a life to its elements or laws. The physician’s science remains a human
science.

That kind of reduction, on the other hand, is an indispensable step
inthebasicsciences,includingsuchlifesciencesasexperimentalphys-
iologyandcytology.DespiteLukács’sfuzziness,then,hisepistemologi-
cal critique of the sciences at least suggests where one might begin to
look for the conceptual roots of naturalism. Without condemning the
reductive sciences out of hand as Lukács does, one can pose the same
sortsofarchaeologicalquestionsaskedpreviouslyaboutclinicalmedi-
cine and realism: What makes a statement readable as true or false in
these various reductive sciences? What are the rules for producing
knowledgeineachcase?Andhow,ifatall, can theserules,presupposi-
tions, and cognitive assumptions be said to shape naturalist fiction?

One need not look far for confirmation that a rather strong histori-
cal correlation exists between naturalism and at least one reductive
science:experimentalphysiology,orwhat itsfounderClaudeBernard
called “experimental medicine,” which emerges in the 1850s. Ber-
nard’s name, of course, is familiar to literary critics from Zola’s much-
maligned manifestoof naturalism, “The Experimental Novel.” In this
essay, Zola develops at some length the analogy between Bernard’s
work and his own, arguing not only that the method of research and
experimentation developed by Bernard is identical to Zola’s, but
that this method is also that of Balzac and Flaubert, indeed of realism
tout court. For Zola, in other words, realism and naturalism, far from
constituting distinct literary practices, are conflated. Both can be
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thought of as medical in the particular sense of Bernard’s “experi-
mentalmedicine.”Zolawouldseemtocontradict theargumentIhave
beenmakingaboutthemedicalbasisofrealism’sdistinctiveness,even
as he foregrounds the importanceofmedicine. At thispoint, however,
we need to examine Zola’s thesis in a bit more detail, in order to see
how Zola illuminates (sometimes in quite unexpected ways) the dis-
tinction between realism and naturalism that he would deny, and that
I wish to reconceive on discursive grounds.

Zola begins by detaching Bernard’s experimental medicine from
what the novelist derides as the unscientific, merely empirical medi-
cinethatsupposedlyprecededit.Zolaisalludingtotheclinicalpathol-
ogistMagendie, Bernard’s erstwhilementor,who fromthis polemical
viewpoint embodies a putative antitheoretical bias of clinical medi-
cine.7 Bernard’s great innovation, according to Zola, stems from one
assumption:that“thereisanabsolutedeterminismintheexistingcon-
ditions of natural phenomena, for the living as for the inanimate bod-
ies” (3). Whatever one may think about the possibility of ever achiev-
ing such determinism either in science or in literary representation,
one can certainly accept Zola’s assessment of the novelty of Bernard’s
claim. To argue that the course of a disease could (even if only in
theory) be predicted with absolute certainty was to break with the
dominant view in clinical medicine, which, as we have seen, was not
antitheoreticalbutdidpreachhermeneuticcautiousness(asthetitleof
oneof the most influential works on prognostics, Cabanis’s Du degré de
certitude de la médecine, makes evident).8 Despite the advances made in
statistical analysisbyLouis, andthediscovery by Bichatand his follow-
ers that thecourseofan illnesscouldberetrospectivelydeterminedin
a postmortem, clinicians of the period remained wary about claiming
that medicine could establish laws having predictive power. “In pa-
thology,” the eminent pathologist Paget typically reminded his stu-
dents during this period, “we must admit the existence of many rules
or laws the seeming exceptions to which are more numerous than the
plain examples of them.”9

Why, then, is Bernard so sanguine? Because, Zola explains, he has
perfected an experimental method that supposedly does away with
the hazards of personality and of haphazard observation that infect
most medical practice. The experimental method “recognizes no
authority but that of facts, and it frees itself from personal author-
ity” (44). This is not to say that Bernard believes in the empiricist
dogma that was associated within clinical medicine in the 1830s
with Magendie’s name—which claims that truth can be found only
through observation pure and simple.10 Bernard is not a Lockeian
who understands because he sees; rather he is one who “must see,
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understand, invent” (12). Medical cognition as Bernard defines it ab-
solutely requires invention or hypothesis. The experimental method,
however,requiressomethingmorethanobservationoffactsortheuse
of hypothesis and imagination, although both emphases are crucial.
Bernard’s genius, as Zola understands it, lies rather in his having
forged these elements into a method by treating them as strictly dis-
tinct moments in a dialectical process leading toward truth. In this
discursive framework, the scientist begins with imagination, feeling,
invention,andhypothesis.Butoncehavingformulatedhishypothesis,
he must abandon all preconceptions (indeed, all conceptions) to ob-
serve what happens in his experiment. As Bernard puts it in a passage
quoted approvingly by Zola: “Observation should be an exact repre-
sentation of nature”; the scientist “listens to nature and he writes
under its dictation” (7).

One need not be a Derridean to recognize in Bernard’s last formu-
lation a naïve attitude toward language (and subjectivity), a belief in
the photographic potential of signifiers to make present their signi-
fieds, or of writing to translate unproblematically the spoken. My in-
terest here, however, is less in the possible inadequacies of Bernard’s
philosophy of representation (or Zola’s, for that matter) than in the
implications for literature posed by Zola’s annexing of Bernard’s
method. For Zola, Bernard’s determinism applies equally well to the
passions as to the processes of physiology. “If the experimental
method leads to the knowledge of physical life,” Zola postulates, “it
should also lead to the knowledge of the passionate and intellectual
life” (2), so that eventually “a like determinism will govern the stones
of the roadway and the brain of man” (17). Zola’s analogical claims
herehavelongbeenridiculed(althoughtheyarenotdifferent inkind,
only in intensity and public dissemination, from Flaubert’s assertion
that art and science eventually would merge into one practice, or
Eliot’snotionthatthenovelcancharttime’sexperimentsonman),but
in attacking the validity of the analogy, many critics seem to have
missed its peculiar relevance for Zola’s practice as a naturalist. The
importantanalogy isnot theputatively spuriousonebetweenpassions
andphysicalprocesses,butbetweenBernard’smethodandZola’s.Like
the experimenter with his object, the novelist, Zola asserts, seeks to
ascertain the lawsofpassion, its “mechanism”(12), throughaseries of
cognitive steps that strictly divide thevarious faculties: first, the novel-
ist imagines what he thinks will happen to the passion given certain
conditions for its operation; then he records what he sees under these
conditions.

That second step, to be sure, is a vexed one, since a writer can never
actually set up an experimental milieu into which he or she places a
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passion. The writer imagines both the passion and its milieu, to some
extent,andthusnevergetsbeyondhypothesis.Buttheimpossibilityof
actually mimicking Bernard’s scientific procedures does not prevent
Zola from trying to sustain the Bernardian disjunction between hy-
pothesis and observation. Thus, he deliberately begins his composi-
tionalworkbyhypothesizingaboutthepossibleeffectsofheredityand
environment on a single passion, and then uses his narrative as the
equivalent of an experiment to demonstrate the mechanism he has
imagined. In their inevitability and tendentiousness, their almost
obsessive grinding down of the self into its merely corporeal stuff,
Zola’s narratives of course fail in every way to live up to Bernard’s
strictures concerning the objectivity of the experimenter. The lugu-
brious determinism of Zola’s plots stems from his investment in his
own hypothesis; they are closer to myths than to experiments. But if
Zola’s conscious adaptation of experimental medicine is flawed, he
does manage to preserve the fundamental distinction between hy-
pothesis and observation as discrete moments—not in the composi-
tionalundertakingasawhole,whichNaomiSchorhasbrilliantlyeluci-
dated as a process of mythmaking—but in the more local exercise of
his prose style.11 The most salient feature of Zola’s writing is the inter-
polation, within an almost delirious mythicizing narration, of para-
graphs, sentences, or sometimes merely phrases, in which the reader
is offered a dossier-like recording of details—details originally re-
corded in notebook after notebook of observations Zola made while
onfield tripsresearching hisbooks.Boththese featuresofZola’sprac-
ticeofnovelisticrepresentation—hismythmakingandhispureobser-
vation—need to be accounted for together, as elements in a single
discursive phenomenon. One can begin to do this by recognizing in
Zola’sshiftingbetweennarrationanddescriptionthenovelisticequiv-
alentof the conceptual segregation ofhypothesis from observation in
Bernard’s experimental method.

Therelationbetweennarrationanddescription,ofcourse,hasbeen
recognized as an important one for distinguishing between realism
andnaturalismever since Lukács’sErzählen oderBeschrieben? appeared
in 1936. For Lukács, however, as the title of his book indicates, the
issue was starkly posed as an alternative betweennarrating or describ-
ing, rather than as an analysis of how these two literary elements
might be combined. Description in itself is for Lukács a symptom of
reification: the naturalists—and Zola most egregiously, to Lukács’s
mind—replace “portrayals by mere descriptions—supposedly scien-
tific, and brilliant in detail—of things and thing-like relationships,”
while the realists emphasize narration. As I have tried to show, this
viewofZolaisinaccurate,sinceboththeoreticallyandpractically,Zola
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makes room for narration as well as for description. Toretain the idea
that realism differs fundamentally from naturalism, one must estab-
lish this difference not on the basis of the relative presence or absence
ofone or the other literary element, but on the basis of the conceptual
assumptionsthatgovernthewaytheseelementsareusedinrealisticas
opposed to naturalistic novels. I have tried to show in previous chap-
ters that in realism, description and narration (as well as a number of
otherelementsof fiction)aremedicalized:adetail inFlaubertorEliot
needs to be taken not as a pure observation but as an incipient symp-
tom, within a narrative procedure that aims not at confirming an hy-
pothesisbutatelaboratingadiagnosis.Zola’sprocedures—at least for
thetwo basic formal featureswehaveexamined—stem not frommed-
icine but from biochemistry, and the biochemical paradigm helps
structure a literary form in which narration and description must
function independently if the truth is to be told.

The source of that truth, on the other hand, remains the body, and
it would be wrong to conclude from Zola’s differing epistemological
roots(inBernard rather thanBichat) that his writing fails tograsp the
reality of the same object—the pathogical body—as does realism. In
fact, as the end of Nana shows, Zola’s individual bodies quite often are
profoundly fleshed out through the pathologies that run through
them, and he certainly sees himself as the successor to Balzac as an
analyst of the pathology of the social body. But that embodied reality
itself, and not only the forms in which the embodied self is described
or narrated, differs unmistakably from the reality of the tissular body
found in the realistic novel, just as Bernard’s sense of the processes of
life differs from Bichat’s. Neither Balzac, nor Flaubert, nor Eliot
would have been capable of depicting the body as Zola does, for in-
stance, in this example from Germinal:

Thus passed a day, two days. They had been at the bottom six days. The
waterhad stoppedat their knees,neither risingnor falling, andtheir legs
seemed to be melting away in this icy bath. They could certainly keep
them out foran hourorso, but theirposition thenbecameso uncomfort-
able that they were twisted by horrible cramps, and were obliged to let
their feet fall in again. Every tenminutes theyhoistedthemselves back by
a jerk on the slippery rock. The fractures of the coal struck into their
spines, and they felt at the back of their necks a fixed intense pain,
through having to keep constantly bent in order to avoid striking their
heads. (389)

Itmight seem almost obscene to compare this passage with Eliot’s del-
icate description of the various sensations Dorothea feels as she sits in
seemingtorpor allnight long during hercrisis.Clearlyenough,Zola’s
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is a description that Eliot would be incapable of deeming writable—
not only because she would never write about the actual conditions of
work for the workingclass, but because herway ofconceptualizing the
human body—whether working-class or bourgeois—implies that a
meaningful analysis of its working must respond to its internal com-
plexity—its consensus of delicate strands of sensibility—and its con-
sequent responsiveness to slight stimuli. For Zola, the stimuli are im-
possible to miss: the body is crushed, frozen, bent, broken, twisted.
Moreover, thebody’smodeofresponse tostimulihasbeensimplified,
from sensibility to reflex-like sensations (hunger, cramps, pain), as in
more pleasurable circumstances from desire to passion. And as the
conclusion of Nana makes painfully clear, the same simplification of
the body’s elements and processes governs Zola’s representation of
the body politic.

The discursive conditions making this more violent and elemental
incorporation ofmeaningpossible stem at least in part fromBernard,
whose vivisectional experiments (for example, draining the gastric
juices from the stomach of a living dog to analyze digestion independ-
ently from the body) encourage the notion that the organized body
should be disintegrated into its processes—that instead of observing
Bichatian tissue and its inflammation, one ought to study (and even
reconstitute experimentally) the milieu intérieur of blood and fluids
and the discrete functions (i.e., carbohydrate metabolism) operating
in it. This is not to say, of course, that Zola’s corporeality is not also
inflected by any number of other postclinical discourses on the body,
includingthose ofdegeneration, socialDarwinism, andhygienism,as
well as a range of medicolegal discourses.12 To situate Zola fully, one
would have to map the cultural field of scientific rationalities of his
time,inordertograspthepoliticsofknowledgeinwhichZola’sfiction,
as well as his criticism, participates. That would be a valuable under-
taking, although one beyond the scope of this book. My aim here is
more modest: to clarify the nature of the displacement of one genre
(realism) by another (naturalism) by correlating it with the displace-
ment of one form of scientific thought (that of clinical medicine) by
another (that of experimental medicine).

Clinical medicine, however,provided realism not only with an epis-
temology and a set of assumptions about the body, but also with an
ethos, a sense of professional authority and responsibility. Zola, in
turn, developed a full-blown literary and intellectual persona of the
writer-as-scientist. Again, it would be beyond the scope of this book
but well worth studying in some detail the conditions of literary work
and the strategies of professionalization that might have driven Zola
to invent this persona. Here I can only suggest briefly an archaeologi-
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cal explanation for how and why the ethos of naturalism differs from
the ethos of realism. Bernard’s experimental medicine offers both a
different epistemology and a different sense of where knowledge of
the body is to be found, both of which structure Zola’s writing. But it
is the ethos of the experimentalist, rather than the intricacies of his
cognition, that probably most strongly attracts Zola to Bernard, and
that also may explain why experimental medicine, rather than any
other of those postclinical discourses on the body, becomes paradig-
matic forZola. For,unlike those other sciences,which focuson hered-
ity or environment, Bernard’s experimental medicine directly and
seemingly brutally invades the body and hence requires an extraordi-
nary ethical defense of its operations, a defense quite different, in
turn, from the appeal to charismatic tact we found in psychiatric dis-
course and in Balzac or Dickens, or from the indifference to public
perceptionwefound in clinicaldiscourse and inFlaubert, or from the
resigned acceptance of a finally primarily caring and feeling role for
the physician or writer in Eliot. For Bernard, and for Zola as well, the
scientist can neither ignore public opinion nor claim that he is a man
of compassion. If the practitioner of experimental medicine is not to
be regarded as a moral monster, he must acknowledge the brutality of
his work, while denying his own libidinal investment in it: the experi-
mentalphysiologist“isamanofscience,absorbedbythescientificidea
which he pursues: he no longer hears the cry of animals, he no longer
sees the blood that flows, he sees only his idea and perceives only or-
ganisms concealing problems which he intends to solve.”13 Such
tough-minded aggressiveness gave Zola a model, I believe, for pre-
cisely the attitude that he most wanted to develop so as to carve out
a niche for himself in the literary field—inheriting the scientistic,
antisentimental posture of the Flaubertian realist, without devolving
either into the indifference of the specialist or the posturing for pos-
turing’s sake of the aestheticist.14

Much of the aura with which both Zola and Bernard in their own
ways tried to invest themselves has faded, as has the scientific author-
ity of the ideas they claimed to be pursuing. One nowadays reads Ber-
nard to savor the mythof scientific practice he socharminglypurveys,
as one reads Zola for his myths. But once one understands naturalism
not as a myth, nor even as a (reified) ideology, but as a cognitive prac-
tice that stipulates at once an object of knowledge (the elementary
functionsof thebodyas flesh),asetofrules forelaboratingknowledge
(therigiddemarcationbetweenhypothesisandobservation,narration
anddescription),andaknowingsubject(theexperimentalist),wemay
better grasp the intensity of the will to truth that runs through those
myths and the historical specificity of naturalist thought.
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FROM DIAGNOSIS TO DEDUCTION

S H E R LO CK HO LME S AND THE P E R V E R S I ON

O F R E A L I SM

IF NATURALISM eagerly (some would say, all too eagerly) insists
on being read in the context supplied by the sciences of its time,
and in so doing establishes both its affinity with and its distance

fromrealismasagenre, theclassicaldetective storywouldseematfirst
glance to transcend context—whether historical or generic—alto-
gether. Even though detective fiction seems more directly concerned
with questions of knowledge than any other genre, there is nothing
discursiveorevenfundamentallyhistorical, itwouldappear,aboutthe
wayknowledge isgenerated in this genre.As it hasbeen theorized, the
detective story seems a “form without ideological content” (to quote
Jameson)inwhichnotaclinical,orembryological,orDarwinianscien-
tific discourse, but something like a pure rationality, a logic, can be
analyzed.1 The nature of that logic, to be sure, remains highly debat-
able. Jacques Lacan, for example, reads Poe’s “The Purloined Letter”
as an allegory of the logic of the signifier, a logic of the unconscious
that permits (indeed, requires) nonidentity and contradiction.2 For
thenarrative theorist Peter Brooks,onthe otherhand,Conan Doyle’s
“The Musgrave Ritual” offers “an allegory of plot” that illustrates an
equally bizarre “double logic” operating in all narratives.3 As one
might expect, philosophers present more normative as well as more
precise models of the logic in detective fiction, although even here
disagreements persist, with each philosophical tradition narcissisti-
cally seeing the imageof its ownfavored idea of logic mirrored in what
the detective does. Thus Bertrand Russell, in his classic essay, “De-
scriptions,” suggests that detective fiction offers a logical positivist
form of knowledge.4 More recently, Umberto Eco, Thomas Sebeok,
andothersemioticianshavearguedthatdetectivestories illustratethe
quitedifferentphilosophical logicofPeirceianabduction;gametheo-
rists likeHintikka, inturn,havetakenthesamestoriesasexemplifying
the logic of game theory.5 But whatever the disagreements over the
shape detective logic takes, there is no disagreement about the claim
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that the genre of the detective story represents an apotheosis of the
logical.

For the literary historian interested in studying genres as historical
phenomena, the ahistorical and even antitextual bias of theories of
detective fiction seems both extreme and frustrating—extreme be-
cause it reduces torock-hard clarity the thick atmospherethat lurks in
somanydetectivestories, frustratingbecauselogic,althoughaformof
knowledge, is not historically precise in the way discourses are. But in
isolating the logic in detective fiction from all textual and contextual
implicationsasthetranscendentalessenceofthegenre, thenarratolo-
gists,psychoanalysts,andsemioticianscanclaimtobemerelyobeying
an imperative inscribed within the fiction itself (or at least within its
most spectacular and central instance): the imperative to recognize
what Sherlock Holmes calls “the light of pure reason”6 shining
through the narrative’s murky complexities. As Holmes admonishes
Watson, “logic is rare. Therefore it is upon the logic rather than upon
the crime that you should dwell. You have degraded what should have
been a course of lectures into a series of tales.”7 Ideally, Holmes im-
plies, one ought to be able to reconstitute those lectures, that logic, in
abstraction from the story or tale. That, indeed, is the telos of the theo-
rists as well.

ButasHolmes’s lastsentencerecognizes,suchatelos isnotidentical
to the detective story. The tale does not get subsumed by the lecture
on logic that may be contained in it. And so a different, degraded
lecture may and does persist despite Holmes’s best efforts, a reading
experience grounded in what Holmes describes as the “sensational”
aspects of his cases. The contextual reference is, at one level, to the
crime literature of the novel of sensation—to Braddon, LeFanu, and
Collins—as well as to the sensationalist journalism of the 1880s and
1890s, and Watson elsewhere tells us that Holmes possesses an “im-
mense” knowledge of this literature. As D. A. Miller has shown,
however, one should understand the sensational first and foremost as
referringtosomethingmoreimmediatelytextual—tothepalpableso-
matic effects of shock, confusion, surprise, confirmation, jubilation,
and craving for more produced when one reads the detective story as
most of its faithful readers do (as opposed to what Barthes calls the
“pensive”effectsoneenjoys inreadingrealisticnovels).8 Detectivefic-
tionyieldsnotonly purelyabstractknowledge, but somethinglike car-
nal knowledge as well. It can be thought of, then, as enacting not only
a logic but also an erotics.

An erotics, to be sure, that is disavowed by narrative theorists, as
well as by Holmes himself. But any complete analysis of the genre
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must account not only for the logic inherent in detection, but for the
well-nigh addictive pleasures (or at least sensations) inherent in de-
tecting—and in reading about detecting. Logic and sensation, more-
over, must be understood as coexisting and interacting within the
same narrative space. But what could the pure, austere logic of the
detective story possibly have to do with the “degraded” pleasures of
the text it disavows? To pose this question is already to begin to rehis-
toricizeandretextualizedetectivelogic,toseethatlogicasembedded,
orembodied, inaparticularnarrativeactivitywithinwhichlogic func-
tions not as a key to Truth with a capital T, but as a technique used to
generatethepleasurepeculiartothegenreofdetectivefiction.Rather
than a set of principles divorced from the empirical world, a thing in
itself, one can treat detection as a cognitive practice that works, like
clinical thinking in realism, to constitute both objects of knowledge
and a certain way of telling truths about those objects. Clinical think-
ing was governed by two kinds of assumptions: first, epistemic ones
that led the clinician or the clinical realist to definehis or herobject as
an embodiedperson,an organic,potentiallypathological amalgama-
tionof tissues andsensibilities; second, hermeneutic ones in the form
of diagnostic guidelines that helped the clinician or novelist to recog-
nize and generate some statements as clinical while excluding other
statements as unscientific. For detective fiction, similarly, one thus
needs to ask the same general sorts of questions. First, what assump-
tions enable the detective to transform people into objects of knowl-
edge to be identified? And what presuppositions about making sense
of clues come to be accepted as appropriate to detective reasoning
while others (most often those used by Watson) are excluded as non-
logical?

Oneneeds,inotherwords,toexcavatethearchaeologicalgroundof
detectivelogic.Doingsowillmakeiteasiertodeterminehowthatlogic
has displaced the clinical thinking that dominated the realistic novel
(but that, I shall suggest, continues to function in a subordinate yet
vital position within the detective story itself). And by studying the
interactionofthesedistinctinstrumentalitiesofthought,onemayalso
then be able to fulfill the promise of Barthes’s claim that “the body of
bliss is also my historical subject”9—to account in historical terms for
the peculiarly (peculiar because it involves sensation, and peculiar in
the sensations it involves) sensational effects that detection can pro-
duceinthedetected, thedetective,andthereader—effects that them-
selves are being given a scientific, even medical, status at the very mo-
ment when the detective story comes into its own as a genre: the mo-
ment of Holmes.10
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Traces of Individuality

Whether Holmes’s method is inductive, deductive, or abductive, one
thing is clear. That method always has the same aim: identification or
designation. Holmes’s logic, whatever its internal structure, always
formulatesdefinitedescriptions—Bertrand Russell’s term for propo-
sitions about what Russell calls “the so-and-so” (usually but not neces-
sarily the agent of a crime or scandal). In “The Boscombe Valley Mys-
tery,” for instance, Holmes offers us a catalog of definite descriptions,
all predicated of the same subject, as the narration’s syntax makes ex-
plicit:

“And the murderer?”
“Is a tall man, left-handed, limps with the right leg, wears thick-soled

shooting-boots and a grey cloak, smokes Indian cigars, uses a cigar-
holder, and carries a blunt penknife in his pocket.” (“Boscombe,” 213)

The efforts, by Russell and his antagonists, to develop or refute a pro-
positional logic grounded in these sorts of descriptions need not con-
cern us here. What matters archaeologically about these descriptions
isnot if theycontain informationinthemselves, buthowthey function
strategically to help, as Holmes puts it, to “reconstruct the man”
(Hound of the Baskervilles, 669). Or to quote Russell’s more rigorous
formulation: “In a detective story, propositions about ‘the man who
did the deed’ are accumulated, in the hope that ultimately they will
suffice to demonstrate that it was A who did the deed.”11

Insofar as its object is what both Holmes and Russell call a man,
detective logic can be thought of as a branch of the humanities, if not
a human science. One could probably go on from here to try to place
the detective story’s conception of man within the general concep-
tualmilieuofnineteenth-centuryliberalhumanism,thatclassicalindi-
vidualism promoted by Mill, whose ideal of autonomous personhood
still holds true for many people. But as Poe’s gorilla indicates, man or
person does not quite capture what it is that the definite descriptions
of a detective story ultimately help to designate. The object of detec-
tive logic, one might say, is not really a person at all—people, after
all, are not reconstructed. The personal identity of the detective’s
quarry, in fact, seems to be irrelevant to the detective, who often
identifies beings who do not exist as persons at all, as in “A Case of
Identity,” where a bridegroom disappears, only to be revealed ulti-
mately to have been the would-be bride’s father in disguise, or the
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“Adventure of the Noble Bachelor,” where it is the bride of whom
Holmes must conclude, “there is not, and there never has been, any
such person” (296).

The nonexistence of such persons as Hosmer Angel and Lady St.
Simon may seem like an outrageous ploy on the part of the detective
story writer, a cheap trick more akin to the strained use of doubles in
a sensation novel or Gothic, Jekyll-and-Hyde style fantasies than to
a fiction that prides itself on its rigorous scientificity and realism (in
the general sense). But the use of nonexistent persons in certain of
the Holmes stories is only an extreme instance of an archaeological
necessity of detective logic: the need to take individuals rather than
persons as objects of narrative knowledge. Like sensation fiction and
late-Victorian gothic, the detective story developed by Conan Doyle
thus diverges fromthe realistic novel, insofaras realism’s medicalized
emphasis on the deterministic finality of the material self retained as
its fundamental aim the analysis of what Elaine Scarry has called “em-
bodiedpersons.”12 In thedetective story, althoughtruthabout theself
is still at stake, the object of knowledge is no longer the pathologically
embodiedpersonofrealism, butwhatonemightcall the individuated
body.

Thisdistinctionbetween embodied persons and individuated bod-
ies is inscribed in the detective story’s narrative hierarchy, between
Holmes’s method and Watson’s. Watson’s point of view is simply that
of a now enfeebled realism. He describes and interprets in ways that
Auerbach and Lukács would call Balzacian, in fact. When analyzing a
person, he garners plenty of information, describing the body in
sometimes sensitive detail, but the discourse into which his observa-
tions are cast is characterized by qualitative, indefinite descriptions,
usuallyconverginginwhatAuerbachcalls inBalzacthe“atmospheric”
evocationofasubstantial,qualitativetotalityor“type”(touseLukács’s
word): a body whose traits somehow convey the metaphysical essence
or peculiarity of a person. Take, for instance, Watson’s inspection of
Mr. Jabez Wilson, in which Watson actually sets out “after the fashion
ofmycompanion toread the indications whichmight bepresented by
his dress or appearance.” What Watson notes is that

our visitor bore every mark of being an average commonplace British
tradesman, pompous and slow. He wore rather baggy grey shepherds’
check trousers, a not over-clean black frock-coat, unbuttoned in the
front, a drab waistcoat with a heavy brassy Albert chain, and a square
pierced bit of metal dangling down as an ornament. A frayed top-hat,
and a faded brown overcoat with a wrinkled velvet collar lay upon a chair
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beside him. Altogether, look as I would, there was nothing remarkable
about the man save his blazing red head, and the expression of extreme
chagrin and discontent upon his features. (“Red-Headed League,” 177)

Asit turnsout, theonepeculiarityWatsondoesnote—thatblazingred
head—ispreciselytherelevantone(becauseofitsveryirrelevance!)in
the case of the Red-Headed League. What counts archaeologically,
however, is that for Watson all the indications or marks are to be read
“altogether”; like the details he offers us about the King of Bohemia in
“Scandal in Bohemia,” these details convey a single synthetic “impres-
sion” of Jabez Wilson’s “character,” an impression “suggested,” as the
King’s is, “by his whole appearance.”

For Holmes, on the other hand, who seeks to establish the individu-
ated body’s identity rather than the embodied person’s character,
there is no need to sum up details about the body in a synthetic whole
thatwouldexpress theperson.Thebodythedetective studies isnot an
organizedtotalityofqualitieswovenbiologically intoaperson,a“vivid
aggregate” in Herbert Spencer’s sense (which is also the sense of the
body in pathological realism), but a corpus of isolated, discrete ele-
ments,acongeriesorconsilienceofparticulars(includingtheparticu-
lar “traces of . . . individuality”13 left on the material world by parts or
extensions of the body—the foot, the elbow, the finger). In some sto-
ries, the body is literally offered to Holmes in bits and pieces—a pair
of severed ears here, an engineer’s thumb there. But these, again, are
only extreme instances of a general condition of the body under
Holmes’sgaze: a surveillance that, like that ofa cubistpainter, analyti-
callydecomposes thematerialbodyinorder toreconstructtheprivate
eye’s object: the individualized man.

If the body’s integrity as a living totality is not respected by Holmes,
the body parts he chooses to isolate do not get much respect them-
selves. For one thing, Holmes is willing, nay, eager to stare at parts and
products of the body that Watson discreetly ignores. The first com-
ment Holmes makes in the Adventures, for example, is that Watson has
gained seven and a half pounds, and he goes on to point out that the
doctor reeks of iodoform and that he has a bulge (in his hat). But it is
not only looking that distinguishesHolmes; it is theway he looksat the
body. Rather than qualities of living flesh whose significance needs to
bemeasuredagainstone’s senseof thepersonasawhole, thedetective
sees each embarrassing, peculiar detail as a particular that must be
defined in unambiguous terms. What matters is not that Watson has
gotten fatter, but that the weight gain can be quantified; not that Wat-
son stinks, but that he smells of iodoform rather than perfume. For
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the detective, it is the shoes rather than the man who stands in them
that signify, and if a person’s leg is wooden, all the better for the ana-
lyst seeking to identify his individuality.

Thereductionofhumanqualities toquantities,ofcourse,precisely
describeswhatLukácscalledreification,althoughforLukácswhatwas
being turned into a calculable thing was not a person’s body so much
as his interiority or subjectivity, his intentions and emotions. I have
spoken as if Holmes disregarded this dimension of the self, but of
course he subjects intention and emotion to the same procedure of
reduction and reconstruction that he applies to physical traces. As
Watson tells us at the beginning of the Adventures, “the softer pas-
sions”—and the harder ones as well, one might add—are not ignored
or denied existence by Holmes, but they are dealt with by him not as
qualities of the self but only as instruments “for drawing the veil from
men’s motives and actions” (“Bohemia,” 161). Thus, for example, if a
father does not want his stepdaughter to marry (“A Case of Identity”),
the potentially Jamesian entanglement of the father’s and daughter’s
feelings is irrelevant; what matters is only that the father have a mo-
tive that sets his body in motion in a particular way. If Colonel Barclay
(“The Crooked Man”) unexpectedly comes face-to-face after many
years with a rival for his wife’s affections whom he thought he had
long ago done away with, and if this unexpected confrontation occurs
just after the Colonel has had a shouting match with his wife, the po-
tentiallyHardyesquequalityofhisconsternation,horror,guilt,oranx-
iety goes unrepresented; what matters is only what the emotion does
to the body (the shock kills the Colonel). If a stout man with a weird
smile on his face offers to pay a woman an exorbitant fee if she will
wear a certain dress and sit in front of him (“The Copper Beeches”),
the woman may wonder about the reasons for his conduct, but those
reasons never take on the psychological depth of a compulsion or per-
version, only those of a “fad”; although Holmes may mutter that “no
sister of his should ever have accepted such a situation” (323), he ulti-
mately finds that the stout man is driven by reasons that are purely
pecuniary, not voyeuristic. If a man suffers an attack of brain fever
following the theft of a treaty he feels responsible for (“The Naval
Treaty”), his inner torment, the complexity of his sensibility in this
condition, is irrelevant;whatcounts, again, isonly theeffect his distur-
bance hason his body,which is toplace it ina sickbed in thevery room
where the treaty has been hidden.

Thiscatalogwouldseemtoforceonetothevergeofrejectingdetec-
tivefiction, as doesEdmundWilson most notoriously, for its crudityof
characterizationcomparedtotherealisticnovel,itssimplisticandsim-
plifying reliance on “flat” rather than “round” characters, on motive
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rather than motivation. Certainly calling what happens in the detec-
tive story “reification” invites this sort of sour attitude. A Marxist
might suggest, however, that in categorizing the essence of detection
as reification, one is grounding one’s distaste for its methods in a cri-
tique of historical conditions. If detective fiction, far from offering
what Chesterton called “the romance of contemporary life,” actually
offers only the ersatz totality of a reified rationality, at least Conan
Doyle cannot be held responsible for this deplorable feature of his
work. For reification is a general phenomenon of the era of high capi-
talism,notsomethingConanDoyle,anymorethanFlaubertorZolaor
Dreiser or Crane (all of whom have been called novelists of reifica-
tion), could have successfully resisted in any case.

A more refined Marxist analysis would go on to stipulate that al-
though the detective story may represent itself as a form of knowl-
edge, as a logical activity, it is better understood as promoting a form
of false consciousness—that is, as an ideological activity. Like other
ideologicalmechanismsundercapitalism,theargumentmightgo,the
ideology of detection is naturalized, its ideological status disavowed:
Holmesian “deduction,” and the detective story itself, poses itself as
the end of ideology, as a demystified and demystifying alternative to
dogmatic forms of knowledge, obsolete belief systems that need to be
remorselessly critiqued in the interests of reason. The literary equiva-
lents to such superseded dogmas, Fredric Jameson has suggested, are
the remains, under capitalism, of inherited narrative paradigms such
asfolktales, legends,myths,andrituals.Unsurprisingly,theseresidual
genres and the symbolic mode of thought they represent pop up re-
peatedly in the Sherlock Holmes stories: the devil-ridden parish in
“The Devil’s Foot,” the Musgrave ritual, the Sussex vampire, and of
course, the legendary hound of the Baskervilles, to name only a few.
Theonly thingmorecertainthantheinvocationofsucharchaic forms
is the ruthlessness with which Holmes will estrange us from the narra-
tive explanations they imply.

Archaic narrative forms like these, however, do more than offer a
conveniently irrational background against which the triumphant ra-
tionalityofmodernnarrativecanstandout. As Jamesonhasbrilliantly
argued (drawing on Ernst Bloch’s political philosophy of utopia),
these irrational literary elements also signify—beyond and in spite of
their negation by reason—a utopian impulse that in the modern pe-
riod has been driven underground by reification. But if literary texts
in modernity thus bear within them a political unconscious, that un-
conscious must differ from genre to genre, period to period. Where
and how the utopian impulse becomes visible must be genre-specific.
Onemight well askwhatbecomesof this utopianimpulse inthe detec-
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tive story, where, far more stringently than in realism, sensation fic-
tion, or naturalism, every symbolic explanation must be refuted, de-
moted from the status of knowledge to that of mere superstition.

One of the few refuges for the utopian, symbolic impulse in the
Sherlock Holmes stories is on the margins of narrative, in quirky de-
scriptive excesses that do little or nothing to move the plot along to its
rationaldénouement.Take, for instance, thisdescriptionof theGrim-
pen Mire, the wonderfully named bog where Holmes’s prey hides in
The Hound of the Baskervilles: “Rank reeds and lush, slimy water-plants
sent an odour of decay and a heavy miasmatic vapour into our faces,
whilea false stepplungedusmore thanoncethigh-deepintothedark,
quivering mire, which shook for yards in soft undulations around our
feet. Its tenaciousgrip plucked atour heels as we walked,and when we
sank into it it was as if some malignant hand was tugging us down into
those obscene depths, so grim and purposeful was the clutch in which
itheldus” (759–60). Thisdescription seems, for wantofa better word,
peculiar, especially in a detective story. The sort of knowledge it trans-
mits (or at least acquaints us with) is anomalous and fragmentary, nei-
ther fused into narrative form as overt mythos nor demystified as an
indefinitedescriptionbylogic(asforinstancePip’ssimilardescription
of hands reaching up from the graveyard soil to pull him down is
demystified as a childhood fantasy), but potently suggestive nonethe-
less. In such passages, it is as if the very stringency with which the
detective story represses the irrational has paradoxically facilitated
the emergence of an entirely different textual phenomenon from ei-
ther realism or detective fiction. It will require a Freud, however, to
give discursive status to these sorts of passages, by seeing them as con-
tainingadistinctkindofknowledge(thesymbolicknowledgeofsexual
anxiety and desire) that can be made sense of only within the distinc-
tive narrative form of the Freudian case study.14

The detective story, on the other hand, never fleshes out the sexual
anxieties anddesires that itprojects onto the landscape in the passage
quoted above. Instead, in a telling and typical sublimation, Watson
reconfigures these anxieties and desires so that they can comfortably
be represented as hermeneutic tensions connected to the mystery
Holmes sets out to solve: “So there is one of our small mysteries
cleared up. It is something to have touched bottom anywhere in this
boginwhichwearefloundering”(720).Watson’sdisplacementrecon-
tainsthepotentiallyexplosive libidinal forcesthat lurkedinhisearlier
description, offering in compensation the more prudish satisfaction
provided by the sensation of “touching bottom.”

Analyzing detection as reification (whether of persons or utopian
impulses) thus helps somewhat to show how watching the detective
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could provide a certain sort of pleasure, and to historicize the cogni-
tive activity called detection. But the analytics of reification can only
takeoneso far, for reification is too general, tooontological, anhistor-
ical phenomena to account for the differences between detective sto-
ries and other roughly coeval narrative forms. Naturalism, sensation
fiction,modernism,evenFlaubertianrealism,haveallbeendescribed
as “reified,” yet they incite radically different emotional responses in
and make quite distinct intellectual demands upon their readers.

Where the ideological analysis of detective reasoning errs is in
jumping prematurely from Holmes’s method out to a sociohistorical
context (itself woefully underarticulated and global) that supposedly
determines that way of reasoning. The first, most immediate context
fordetective reasoning, to repeata point made earlier, is the detective
story itself. To remain true to the spirit of Jameson’s battle cry, “Al-
wayshistoricize!” then,oneneedstoproceedtentatively totry tograsp
justhow detectionworks,without reducing that work toan instanceof
a general mode of production. So far, we have defined detecting’s in-
tellectualtechnology:thepresuppositionsthatenablethedetectiveto
take for granted both his object (the embodied person treated as an
individuated body) and the kinds of statements that are permitted
aboutthatobject(definitedescriptionsanddesignationsoridentifica-
tions). Now it is necessary to define the genealogy of such intellectual
work, the relations and effects of power that detecting produces
through its friction against or synergy with other discourses. I have
already suggested that in the Holmes stories, detection poses itself di-
rectlyagainstthediscourseofembodiedpersonhoodthatWatsoncon-
tinually reinvokes. One way to get at the power involved in detective
fiction, then, would be to ask what happens to the detected person
when a detective like Holmes succeeds in identifying his or her indi-
viduality, “the given which,” says Barthes, “makes my body separate
from other bodies and appropriates its sufferings or its pleasure.”15

Invasive Procedures

From the detected person’s viewpoint, identification separates one’s
body not so much from other bodies as from one’s own self-posses-
sion. It involves an invasion of privacy by the private eye, an invasion
that appropriates a veritable frisson of humiliation from the detected
person.Holmes’s clients, for instance, almost always undergo a sort of
humiliation ritual when they first meet the detective, a ritual in which
they discover that they have exposed themselves in ways they never
dreamed possible. The King of Bohemia’s reaction to being taken by
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surprise, having his sovereignty violated, so to speak, is typical: “The
man sprang from his chair, and paced up and down the room in un-
controllableagitation.Then,withagestureofdesperation,hetorethe
mask from his face and hurled it upon the ground” (“Scandal,” 165).
Other victims are said to have given “a violent start, and looked up,
with fear and astonishment” (“Identity,” 192), or to have turned
“white to his lips” (199). Perhaps the funniest response belongs to
Neville St. Clair, a gentleman who impersonates a beggar until
Holmes forces him to “cut a more respectable figure” by rubbing his
face with a wet sponge while St. Clair sleeps. We are told that the poor
fellow sat up, “rubbing his eyes, and staring about him with sleepy
bewilderment. Then suddenly realizing his exposure, he broke into a
scream, and threw himself down with his face to the pillow” (“The
Man With the Twisted Lip,” 242).

Not merely indifferent but actively hostile to persons, detection ex-
poses and unnerves them, destroying the sovereignty, autonomy, dig-
nity, and respectability that they believe makes them more than mere
bodies.Theviolenceinflicted issoextremethatConanDoylefeels the
needto defend the detective’s prerogative by having Holmes argue—
like Claude Bernard or Zola—that any brutality is accidental, an un-
fortunate by-product of the science of detection. Sometimes Holmes
even apologizes for the pain he causes, as for instance after he ignores
Watson’s sensibilities to deduce the unhappy life history of Watson’s
brother from that dead brother’s pocket-watch. “Viewing the matter
as an abstract problem,” Holmes admits, “I had forgotten how per-
sonal and painful a thing it might be to you” (“Sign of Four,” 93). But
there is something “personalandpainful” involved inalmostevery act
of detection he undertakes. It is as if this kind of pain, far from being
secondary or gratuitous, were a fundamental requirement in the de-
tective story. What possible discursive point or economy—what cul-
tural logic—could be served, however, by the recurrent inflicting of
such pain?

The most reassuring way to understand Holmes’s attacks on per-
sons, his invasion and violation of their privacy, is as efforts to meet a
pressing cultural or social need: the necessity of restoring confidence
in the class order of bourgeois, respectable England, an order threat-
enednotbyHolmes’sviolencebutbyparvenuswhoposeasgentlemen.
The Holmes stories thus seem to offer what Stephen Knight calls “the
anxious enactment of a class’s suspicions of its own kind.”16 In a late-
Victorian culture where the middle class is swelling, the detective al-
layspetitbourgeois suspicionsthatmiddle-class identity isnotactually
an identity at all, by unmasking interlopers.
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Accordingtothisexplanation,thedetectiveexertsapurelynegative
power: he identifies in order to exclude, and by excluding he shores
upa concept ofpersonal identityanda socialorder that alreadyexists.
But there are some problems with such a functionalist explanation,
the most serious of which is that Holmes violates the privacy of re-
spectable clients as well as criminals. To make sense of this, one needs
to rethink the nature of power along lines suggested by Foucault.
Power, Foucault suggests, does not always exclude or repress; in some
forms, it actually produces or brings to light that on which it works.
One might well think of detection not as a means of repression but as
an instrument of discipline.

At the very least, the similarities between Holmes’s power and the
disciplinary power Foucault has studied are striking. Like discipline,
detection operates in the name of the law but is in fact independent of
thelaw(Holmes isnotapolicedetectivebutaprivate investigator,and
as he points out, “a fair proportion” of the cases he involves himself in
“donot treatofcrime, in its legal sense,atall”[“TheCopperBeeches,”
317]). Like discipline, which takes the family as one of its privileged
lociofpenetration,Holmes’sdetectionagainandagainexposesprob-
lems within families. Finally (and most pertinently), like discipline,
Holmes’sdetectionworks directly upon thebodies ofpeople, thereby
interpellating such people as “dangerous individuals” to be disquali-
fied as juridical subjects, removed from the category of persons.17

More than simply an analogy links detection with discipline, how-
ever. Conan Doyle explicitly affiliates Holmes’s method with a range
of disciplinary parasciences—what Foucault calls individualizing dis-
courses—that arise during the 1880s and 1890s. To completely his-
toricizedetectivefiction,then,onewouldhavetodescribethisintellec-
tual context in some detail, in order to show how developments both
within and between the sciences make detective logic and thereby de-
tective fiction thinkable. Here I would only emphasize that the fate of
clinicalmedicineiscruciallyimportant.Asdescribedinmychapteron
Middlemarch, a new epistemological hierarchy takes shape during the
latter part of the century, so that clinical medicine, once queen of the
humansciences,becomes subordinatedasa formofknowledgeto the
more exact sciencesof bacteriology,chemistry, and microscopic anat-
omy. One signal of this shift is the reduced status of the general prac-
titioner, compared to the specialist who has access to these other sci-
ences.18 Within clinical medicine itself, the same period witnesses the
hardening,inclinicaldiagnostics,ofthedistinctionbetweensymptoms
(verbal indications given by patients) and signs (“objectively” ob-
served), a split that spurs the emergence of semiology as a discipline
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distinct from symptomatology19 and permits specialists like Conan
Doyle’s Dr. Selby to “forget the patient in his symptom”20 just as
Holmes is able to forget the personal in his deductions.

In view of this double shift, it becomes clear why realism should be
represented in the detective story by Watson, a not particularly suc-
cessful general practitioner, rather than by some other character.
Watson’s diagnostic point of view is subordinated to Holmes’s deduc-
tive point of view (“Knowledge of Chemistry.—Profound, . . . Knowl-
edgeofAnatomy.—Accurate,butunsystematic”21)justasclinicalmed-
icine’sknowledge is culturally subordinated to that of the more exact,
basic, or specialized sciences in the last quarter of the nineteenth cen-
tury. The medical connection, of course, is not only sociologically ac-
curate but biographically overdetermined, just as it was for Flaubert
and Eliot. One could easily imagine an Idiot of the Family-style
study that would focus in detail on how Conan Doyle’s personal medi-
cal situation gives rise to his project as a novelist. I would only point
out here that Conan Doyle was a subordinate and marginal, respecta-
ble yet poverty-stricken clinical practitioner, so typical that M. Jeanne
Peterson used his semiautobiographical Stark Munro Letters to docu-
ment the dreary condition of the general practitioner in Victorian
England. Unlike, say, Charles Bovary, Conan Doyle felt enormous
ressentimentasasubordinatedprofessional,althoughthisemergednot
inactive attackson his superiors (ressentimentneverdoes) butrather
in the nightmarish quality of the medical tales he compiled in Round
the Red Lamp. But in the detective story that resentment is sublimat-
ed intoadulation. It is wellknown thatConan Doylemodeled Holmes
on Joseph Bell, his redoubtable anatomy professor in medical school,
of whom Doyle wrote that “if he were a detective, he would sure-
ly reduce this fascinating but unorganized business to something
nearer an exact science.”22 Tellingly, Bell differs from the clinical
anatomists that Flaubert and Eliot take as paragons, insofar as he sub-
ordinates clinical medicine as a science to bacteriology. “The greatest
stride that has been made of late years in preventive and diagnostic
medicine,”Bellclaims,“consistsintherecognitionanddifferentiation
by bacteriological research of those minute organisms that dissemi-
nate cholera and fever, tubercle and anthrax. The importance of the
infinitely little is incalculable.” This is a microscopic rather than tissu-
lar anatomy.

Bell makes the comments above in the midst of a review of Conan
Doyle’s work. Their aim is to associate Holmes’s method with his own
postclinicaldiagnosticmedicine,understoodasascienceofparticular-
ities equivalent to those other more notorious ones of the fin de siècle
thatsuppose,asBellputs it, that “racialpeculiarities,hereditary tricks
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of manner, accent, occupation or the want of it, education, environ-
ment of all kinds, by their little trivial impressions gradually mould or
carve the individual, and leave finger marks or chisel scores which the
expert can recognize.”23 But more than these other sciences of the
body,Bell’s anatomy enjoys authority as a science, so that it is above all
with “something of the air of a clinical professor expounding to his
class” (1. 637) that Holmes teaches that “deduction is, or ought to be,
an exact science” (1. 611).

Detective reasoning, of course, is no more an exact science of the
body than are fingerprinting, Lombrosian criminal anthropology, or
Bertillonage. Like them, detection differs from formalized scientific
thinkinginnothavingas itsobject thegoalofconstitutinganorganon
of knowledge, a unified field of concepts.24 If the emblem for such
scientific totality is a medical or scientific dictionary (as in Madame
Bovary) or an entry on “Anatomy” in an encyclopedia (as in Middle-
march), the emblem for Holmesian knowledge is his index or his Con-
tinentalGazeteer—eclecticcollectionswhereentriesarerelatedtoeach
otherbynothingmorethanalphabeticalpropinquity,as IreneAdler’s
biography is “sandwiched in between that of a Hebrew rabbi and that
of a staff-commander who had written a monograph upon the deep-
sea fishes” (“Scandal in Bohemia,” 165). The index, like that other
Holmesian repository of wisdom, the monograph, represents such a
loose intellectual order of things that one is tempted to say that there
is no form of knowledge, no intellectual system here at all, only a jum-
bledcollectionoffacts,somethinglikeBorges’sChineseencyclopedia.
Indeed, one can easily imagine (and Holmesian fanatics—including
Borges himself—have) how such entries as the one mentioned above
might give rise to a Borgesian fabulation, a mode of antiknowledge or
counterdiscoursereintegratingthisheteroglotmaterial: inwhich,say,
the Hebrew rabbi’s biography might turn out to involve a Jonas-like
encounter with the deep-sea fish of which the staff-commander has
written. But if detective reasoning has anextremely low epistemologi-
cal profile, that is not so that it can give rise to fantasy, but so that it can
penetrate more easily and completely into everyday life. In the allied
technologiesof identification emerging at thesame time, thisbent to-
wardtotalapplicationisveryclear.Bertillon,forinstance,proposesan
“InfiniteExtensionoftheClassification”systemheinventedoriginally
to identify criminals.25 Similarly, Francis Galton, who invents finger-
printinganalysis tohelppolicekeeptrackofcriminals inIndia, recog-
nizesearlyonthat “incivil aswellas incriminalcases, theneedof some
such system is shown to be greatly felt.”26 This extension could be
thought of as innocuous, even as socially beneficial, if the discourse
being applied were clinical, and thecases pathologies (as in the realis-
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tic novel). One might even welcome the medicalization of everyday
life,asweseemtoinourhyper-health-conscioussociety.Butdetection
is not a healing art, and for this science to arrogate for itself the pan-
optic point of view of Holmes’s Continental Gazeteer, treating everyone
as a potential case, is far more ominous, opening up what D. A. Miller,
in a related context, calls “the fearful prospect of an absolute surveil-
lance under which everything would be known, incriminated, po-
liced.”27

Perverse Professionalism and the
Erotics of Identification

But is the prospect really so fearful? Certainly for those who are de-
tected, exposed, fingered and sometimes pinched by the detective, it
is painful to contemplate. But for the detective—and by extension,
although with some modifications, for the detective story’s readers—
identification, humiliating as it is to its victim, yields a dividend of
pleasure, the kind of pleasure that, Foucault reminds us, “comes of
exercising a power that questions, monitors, watches, spies, searches
out, palpates, brings to light.”28

Of course this pleasure must be disavowed, given that it is linked to
the pain of others. Hence the repeated signals in the Holmes stories
that the detective, after all, is a professional seeking knowledge, not
pleasure—afigurewhois, inStephenKnight’swords,“unperturbable
yet comprehending,” curious rather than avid, disinterested rather
than aroused, a “most perfect reasoning and observing machine”
(“Scandal in Bohemia,” 161). Detection, Holmes insists, is “an imper-
sonal thing—a thing beyond myself”; 29 if he gets any pleasure from it
at all, he tells us, it is that of “the work itself, the pleasure of finding a
field for my peculiar powers.”30 But these professional alibis do not
explainthevirulenceofHolmes’s curiosity,whichevenDr.Bell recog-
nizes as “insatiable, almost inhuman,”31 and which, Doyle writes,
“transformed[Holmes] when he was hot upon. . . a scent” so that “his
nostrils seemed to dilate with a purely animal lust for the chase”; else-
where Watson adds that when Holmes’s curiosity is engaged “his eyes
kindled and a slight flush sprang into his thin cheeks.”32 There can be
littledoubt, inviewof descriptions like these, that for Holmes identifi-
cationconstitutes theclosest thinghehas toan eroticexperience—or
rather, for Holmes detecting is an erotic experience.

The erotics of identification, however, is—to use a word that seems
unavoidablewhentalkingaboutdetection—peculiar,ifnotpathologi-
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cal(inthesamesensethatHansBlumenbergdescribesmodernscien-
tificcuriosity ingeneralas“theendogenouspathologyofthecognitive
appetite of reason itself”). For what kind of pleasure depends upon
theintellectualizedinflictingofpainonothers,ifnotsadisticpleasure?
Atcertainmomentsinthestories,Holmes’ssadisticsideisquiteexplic-
itly portrayed: at the end of “A Case of Identity,” for instance, where
Holmesfirsttells JamesWindibankthathedeservespunishment,then
says, “it is not part of my duties to my client, but here’s a hunting-crop
handy, and I think I shall just treat myself to—” (“Adventures,” 201).
More often, the sadism inheres in the mere act of looking rather than
any immediate physical coercion. “I will get her to show me,” Holmes
says of Irene Adler, and if, as Watson protests, “she will refuse,”
Holmes can assure the doctor as one man to another that “she will not
be able to.” Roland Barthes has compared the logic of narrative with
that of a striptease; perhaps the more appropriate comparison, for
Holmes’s detective logic and narrative, would be to a rape.

For anyone who continues to value the autonomy of embodied per-
sons, as I myself do and as the clinician Watson does as well, that is no
way to treat a lady, and Irene is one of the lucky few to take revenge
on Holmes—with Watson’s sympathy—for his having “taken advan-
tage of” her against her will (“Adventures,” 173). Part of the reso-
nance of the title given her adventure, “A Scandal in Bohemia,” lies in
the logical scandal she causes within Holmes’s “Bohemian soul” by
avengingherself.33 But whatneeds to be stressedhere is that Holmes’s
detectivereasoning, lookedat inthisway, isalready somethingscandal-
ous—far morescandalous than, say,Lydgate’s “spots of commonness”
in Middlemarch, or Benassis’s secret past in Le Médecin de campagne, or
Larivière’sdisdain inMadameBovary, eachofwhicharealsotied tothe
(clinical) reasoning they use, and that the realistic novel also uses.
Holmes’s cruelty presents a scandal that, as I have said, the narrative
tries to disavow by making him out to be a pure professional, like Dr.
Jekyll.34 Yet that cruelty, and the coldly aggressive subjectivity it indi-
cates, resurface again and again. Only by hinting in a number of ways
that the detective himself is rather peculiar or, to use the euphemism
Holmes lovers have come to prefer, “eccentric,” does Conan Doyle
keep the scandal under control. In fact, Conan Doyle invokes a pano-
ply of what in the 1880s were quite recently invented categories of
deviant individuality to try to identify Holmes for his readers: the de-
tective has a “Bohemian soul”; he is, most notoriously, a cocaine ad-
dict; he is an aesthete who carries a “pocket Petrarch” (“Boscombe
Valley Mystery,” 207), quotes the Persian author Hafiz, as well as
Flaubert—in French!—and suffers from “ennui” (“Red-Headed
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League,” 190); he is a decadent, whose lodgings Oscar Wilde would
have envied, and who like Wilde has a penchant for flowers and apho-
risms.35

But Holmes is neither an aesthete, nor a decadent, nor a homosex-
ual, nor a sadist—to return to the category of deviancy I find most
accurate, and that like these other denominations of the self first be-
comes thinkable, first enters into discourse, during the last quarter of
the century (Krafft-Ebing’s Psychopathia sexualis, published in 1888,
reaches its fifth edition in translation by 1892).36 Just how Holmes
ought to be categorized, just what kind of person one should take him
for, remains unsettled, the one enduring mystery that makes these
stories more than mere logical exercises. It is a question, on the other
hand, that Watson, the reader’s surrogate in these adventures, hardly
ever raises seriously and directly, despite dropping all these hints, and
fascinated though he is by the detective. Why should this be so? What
prevents Watson from identifying Holmes as a dangerous individual?

One answer might be that some sort of homosocial desire binds the
two men, some love that dare not speak its name but that leads Wat-
son, in the very first scene of the first “Adventure,” to speak in quasi-
libidinal terms of their relationship. “My marriage,” he writes, “had
drifted us away from each other. My own complete happiness, and the
home-centred interests which rise up around the man who first finds
himself master of his own establishment, were sufficient to absorb all
myattention(“Scandal inBohemia,”161).Thatnormativeheterosex-
ual,middle-classcathexis(whichabsorbsLydgateandCharlesBovary,
andischaracteristicofclinical realism)turnsouthere tobe extremely
fragile. Watson’s attention is easily diverted: “As I passed the well-
remembered door, which must always be associated in my mind with
my wooing, . . . I was seized with a keen desire to see Holmes again”
(“Scandal in Bohemia,” 162).

Oneneednotreducethisargument totheabsurd,asRexStoutdoes
in his infamous essay, “Watson Was a Woman,” to recognize some-
thingmorethanmerefriendshipintheHolmes/Watsonrelationship.
But homosocial desire is a rather amorphous category, crying out for
more specification. Just as Flaubert’s impassivity, Balzac’s vocational
intensity, Eliot’s tentativeness, and Zola’s tough-mindedness can be
linked to the values of the specific kind of scientific thought on which
they rely, so Watson’s (and by extension, Conan Doyle’s) particular
subjectivity can be linked to the values of detective thinking. What is
Watson’s position in the power game that Holmes plays? The answer
is obvious: if Holmes is an intellectual sadist, Watson is an intellectual
masochist. He himself admits, “I was always oppressed with a sense of
my own stupidity in my dealings with Sherlock Holmes” (“Red-
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Headed League,” 185), and one sees him as Holmes’s most handy vic-
tim, submitting to embarrassment time and again. Moreover, al-
though Watson emphasizes that “there was something in [Holmes’s]
masterly grasp of a situation, and his keen, incisive reasoning, which
made it a pleasure to me to study his system of work, and to follow the
quick,subtlemethodsbywhichhedisentangledthemost inextricable
mysteries”(“Scandal inBohemia,”167),whenWatsontries toemulate
Holmes, he finds it painful: “I cudgelled my brains” (“Boscombe Val-
ley Mystery,” 209) is the way he puts it, in fact.

Why would anyone want to be on the receiving end of such a cudg-
elling or such embarrassment as Watson suffers at the hands of
Holmes? How much more pleasant it would be simply to admire the
detective’s way of reasoning, to take that detective reasoning in its
cleaned-up form as the form of knowledge—logic—and as the only
form of knowledge, that the detective narrative conveys! And yet, like
Watson, readers of detective fiction permit—even require—that the
detectiveplacetheminasubmissiveposition.Fromthedetectivestory
one demands a pleasure that comes only in the wake of the anxiety
and humiliation of not being able to reason things out for oneself.

Suchpleasure,however,is itselfhistoricallydetermined.Itbecomes
possible as a regular, generic experience only when a new mode of
professionalsubordinationemerges:asubordinationbasedinturnon
a reconfiguring of the human sciences. Only when the clinician has
beendemoteddoesascienceof identification,alogicofdetection,be-
come authoritative enough to serve as a model for fiction. To say this
is not by any means to argue for a crude homology between clinical
medicineandrealismononehand,individualizingsciencesanddetec-
tive fiction on the other. On the contrary, it is to stress an element of
continuity.Detectivefictiondependsonclinicalmedicineandrealismto
provide embodied persons, without whom it would have no one to
identify and consequently no sadomasochistic pleasure to incite. The
detective story, in other words, should be understood neither as a
genre that purifies a logic of narrative logic inherent but muddied in
realism, nor as a genre that breaks with realism, but as a genre that
turns realism to perverse ends.



SEVEN

THE PATHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

C L I N I C A L R E A L I SM'S D E C L I N E

AND THE EMERG ENC E O F

MODERN I S T COUNT E R-D I S C OUR S E

AS THE EMERGENCE of pararealistic genres like naturalism
and detective fiction indicates, the tensions within pathologi-
cal realism, already evident in Middlemarch, do not abate but

intensify as the century draws to a close, ultimately imperiling the en-
terprise of realism as such. Early on, Edmond Duranty, writing in the
magazine Réalisme, had defined that enterprise’s object as “the frank
and complete expression of individualities, . . . the exact, complete,
sincere reproduction of the social milieu and the epoch in which one
lives.”1 Duranty’s terms have become standard ones for understand-
ing realism, as well as for understanding the crisis of reproduction or
representation that realism suffers. But if one looks a bit more closely
at the textual basis for these terms, both realism and its crisis take on
a quite differentcast. ForBalzac, Flaubert, andEliot, the terms compre-
hension, concrete, individual, and sincere bear connotations that can be
describedwithoutexaggerationasmedical.Comprehendingsocialto-
tality, in the realistic novel, means defining that totality not only as a
milieu(withthebiologicalovertonesthatwordimplies),butasapatho-
logical milieu. Capturing the concrete realistically means maintain-
ing faith that details will prove to be “both particular and typical”2 in
the same way that medical diagnosis assumes that signs and symptoms
will resolve into cases of disease. The individual, in turn, is defined in
realistic fiction as a pathologically embodied person whose limits and
potentialities stem from the limits and potentialities—death and
growth—imposed by organic finitude. Finally, realism’s sincerity is
analogous to the disinterested benevolence claimed by the medical
profession.

For medicine to function effectively as a sort of master code or dis-
cursive template for the realistic novelist, however, its truthfulness as
a science and its ethical attractiveness must be affirmable. As Eliot’s
work shows, however, sustaining the first of these conditions—medi-
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cine’s truth-value—becomes more and more problematic as new sci-
ences arise that offer truths seemingly irreconcilable with those of ill-
ness and death. Cell theory threatens to replace the medical vision of
life’s concrete basis as organizable tissue with a much more chaotic
vision of what Eliot describes as “involuntary palpitating life”; embry-
ology andevolutionary theory, in turn,challenge theclinical visionof
individual development as bound to the finitude of organic embodi-
ment and of death, proposing instead to see development as essen-
tially open-ended, unpredictable, atelic. And as Zola’s and Conan
Doyle’s work shows, medicine itself becomes more experimental and
specialized, deterministic and logically absolute in a manner that is
foreign, even condescending, to clinical medicine.

The second of the conditions for clinical medicine’s hegemony as
thegroundingdiscourseforrealism—theethicalauthorityascribedto
medicine as a vocation—becomes equally problematic as the century
draws to a close. From the time of Balzac to that of Eliot, it is possible
toregardthemedical manas theepitomeofaprofessionalclass whose
interests are progressive. As a figure whose labor seems neither rei-
fiednorexploitative,andasonewhohassucceededduringthisperiod
in establishing his work at a distance from the havoc of the market-
place, the physician of this era seems to point the way toward a profes-
sional utopia, a place where knowledge and power might be united
and turned to beneficent social action. Professionals in general, and
doctors in particular, do in fact vigorously participate in many of the
reformist and even revolutionary political activities of the first two-
thirds of the century, taking on their identity as a class in apparent
opposition to the bourgeoisie and to laissez-faire capitalism.3 With
what M. S. Larson has described as “the consolidation of professional-
ism” toward the end of the century, however, it becomes increasingly
clear that despite their differences, the professional class and the
bourgeoisiearenotradicalantagonists.4Capitalismmanagestoco-opt
professionalism without much difficulty. Indeed, in a strange twist,
thephysician, whostoodfor analternative tomarketplace individual-
ism in the earlier period of unbridled free enterprise capitalism, now
cantakeonalmost theoppositerole, standingas theepitomeof liberal
individualisminaneraofemergingcorporateand international capi-
talism. From being a focus of protest against the bourgeoisie, the pro-
fessional—andspecifically, themedicalman—istransformed,bothin
himself and in the public imagination, into the ideal bourgeois, the
cultured yet self-made man par excellence.

This double shift in the status of medicine—from an authoritative
science to an auxiliary one, and from a progressive to a subordinate
social praxis—has important cultural ramifications, including a new
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wave of antagonism against medicine and medical professionals.
George Bernard Shaw’s The Doctor’s Dilemma and Stevenson’s The
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are the most noteworthy literary
products of this antagonism. My concern here, however, is with an
issue not directly relevant to Shaw or Stevenson: that of how the de-
cline of medical authority affects the fortunes of the realistic novel. I
am not arguing for a direct cause-and-effect relationship between
medicine and realism, of course. Changes in cultural values or in the
hierarchy of the sciences will cause shifts in literary forms, but any
such shift must involve a number of mediating factors. Nevertheless,
given the strong correlation between realism and a certain medical
perspective,itseemsreasonabletotrytounderstandinageneralsense
how what happens to the novel after Eliot is tied to the decline of
medical authority. One thing seems clear to begin with: for self-con-
scious novelists writing after Eliot, realism becomes a more difficult
literary mode to uphold, insofar as the decline in medical authority
translates into a decline in literary authority at both the stylistic and
the ideological levels. In stylistic matters, the realistic novelist claims
literary authority based on the verisimilitude, the truth-to-life, of his
or her characterizations. Now, however, those who continue to lay
claim to this power find themselves attacked (as Arnold Bennett is by
Virginia Woolf) for using conventions no longer vitally true to the
real, conventions that lead to the creation of characters who are merely
“cases.”5 The late realist faces a similar problem with his ideology of
form: if he continues to identify his literary authority with that of the
physician, he must perforce give up the claim that such professional
authority is sociallyprogressiveorat leastcritical—precisely theclaim
thatpromptedearliercriticalrealists likeBalzac,Flaubert,andEliot to
identify with the physician to begin with. The professional realist
(again,Bennett is a salient example)has by this time beenassimilated
tothebourgeoisie,as theprofessionalphysicianhasbeenassimilated,
andthe political intensityofhis prose is accordinglyclouded,his diag-
nostic criticism of social ills is muffled, and his ability to project a
healthier alternative is undermined.

To describe this development of stylistic and ideological troubles
within realism is not to imply that realistic novels written after 1880
are second-rate or even that they must be ideologically nugatory. But
it does mean that even the best of the late realists find themselves
caught up in a situation where their options are limited. One of the
few ways of stemming this degradation is to adjust the horizon of real-
ism, from that of a given social totality to that of an isolated pathologi-
cal world that can then be examined and analyzed from an authorita-
tivemedicalperspective.SuchisThomasMann’sstrategy inTheMagic
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Mountain, a novel that can be seen as a kind of polar cousin to Balzac’s
Le Médecin de campagne. Both novels are masterpieces of realism that
are set in isolation from a society that they nevertheless represent at a
distance. But although Balzac’s isolation is the prerequisite for the
flowering of a therapeutic utopia where a healthy social totality might
besituated, Mann’s isolation can dono more thandiagnose the social
totalityasontologicallysick.IfBalzacmakeshiscommunityanasylum,
Mann makes his sanitorium the world.

Part of Mann’s greatness as a realist stems from the lucidity with
which he accepts the necessity for retrenchment, and the profundity
with which he analyzes his microcosm. Like his predecessors, Mann
cramshis novel with an almost encyclopedicprofusion ofconcrete de-
tails. Suchdetails mayconcern ideas moreoften thanmaterial objects
or objects of desire, but they raise the same ultimate questions about
their significance that are raised when one reads Flaubert or Eliot.
And perhaps even more rigorously than either of these two novelists,
Mann broaches the central question dealt with in the realistic novel:
the question of what it means to be a mortal individual, an embodied
person whose body is diseased. Unlike Eliot, who takes account of
competing scientific views of life only with misgivings and by isolating
them in different narratives, Mann firmly subordinates these other
nonindividual views of life to the medical perspective. Hans Castorp’s
question, “What then was life?” requires knowing cell biology, embry-
ology, comparative anatomy, and evolutionary theory, and Mann
takesus through theexplanations offered by these sciences.But Hans
tellinglyconcludeshis researchbymusing overa volumeofpathologi-
cal anatomy, where the Bichatian dictum, “Disease was a perverse, a
dissolute form of life,” suggests a clinical answer to his metaphysical
question: “And life? Life itself? Was it perhaps only an infection, a
sickening of matter? Was that which one might call the original pro-
creationofmatteronly adisease,agrowthproducedby morbid stimu-
lationof the immaterial?”6 Thisclinical viewof life is themost true, the
most appropriate to Hans’s subjective condition, his morbid enthrall-
mentwith Clavdia Chauchat. In fact, thechapter concludeswithHans
dozing off over his last speculation and dreaming of Clavdia. One ac-
ceptsHansasarealisticcharacter,Mannseemsto imply, insofarasone
recognizes the primacy of the medical perspective.

Mostother laterealists, unfortunately,do notadjust aswell as Mann
to the loss of stylistic and ideological power in realism that accompa-
nies the decline of clinical medicine. These novelists in effect are left
behindbyhistoricalchange,appearinginretrospectasmerelyrepeat-
ing the same literary gestures as their more illustrious predecessors,
gestures that in an altered situation appear increasingly unsatisfying
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in either aesthetic or ideological terms. A. J. Cronin’s The Citadel
(1937), for example, follows Eliot in examining the problems of pro-
fessional vocation through the story of a scientifically informed, re-
form-minded country doctor, Andrew Manson, whose travails greatly
resemble those of Lydgate. Cronin’s plot, however, evades dealing
with the very dilemmas that Eliot most strongly emphasizes: the limits
ofmedical/realistknowledgeandthecontradictionbetweenvocation
and social structures. Nor does Cronin reflect these dilemmas in his
ownstyle. Like Eliot, and like most realists, Cronin does at times share
hisdoctor’s vocabulary,andclearlyalso sharesthedoctor’svalues.But
unlike Eliot with Lydgate, Cronin never interrogates or doubts the
certainty of Manson’s knowledge or its eventual triumph. Manson, in
fact, stakeshis futureonthelatest scientificbreakthroughsagainst the
wisdom of the medical establishment, and nonetheless is in the end
exonerated by his colleagues, in stark contrast to Lydgate; and al-
though Cronin does explore the problems of juggling marriage and
vocation, as Eliot does, he ends by simply killing off Manson’s wife in
order to guarantee the purity of the doctor’s vocation, rather than
accepting the dilemma as Eliot does in condemning Lydgate to Ro-
samond’scompany.Thecliniciantriumphs,but it isahollowtriumph,
and the realism that represents it is hollow as well.

Arnold Bennett is a far more self-conscious novelist than is Cronin,
both stylistically and ideologically. Indeed, one could make a case (as
Frank Kermode has done) for including Bennett in the first rank of
the literary artists of his time.7 Yet, like Cronin, Bennett ultimately
fails to cope lucidly with the issues raised in realism by the decline of
medicine as a grounding discourse. His confusion comes through in
particularly interesting ways in Riceyman Steps, published in 1923 after
Bennett’s reputation had long been established by such popular suc-
cesses as The Old Wives’ Tale and Clayhanger. As the most accomplished
of the late realists, Bennett, by the 1920s, became the target of the
slings and arrows not only of Woolf but of a number of other impor-
tant writers and critics (among them Lawrence, Pound, Wyndham
Lewis,andHenryJames)whopointedout theinadequaciesofhisreal-
ism.With RiceymanSteps, Bennettexplicitly set out towriteanovel that
would pass muster with this elite reading public, securing his reputa-
tion as not only a best-seller but also a great novelist. To this end, he
imported many individual techniques ascribable to those very writers
who had criticized him, to such an extent that he could boast that the
Conradmanner“isafterallmyown.”8 Butthesetechniques—themost
obvious of which is that of symbolism, used in describing such things
as the railroad and the wedding cake—do not dominate Bennett’s
work; they do not function, in other words, as principles that govern
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the narrative pattern and the presentation of character, as, for exam-
ple, stream-of-consciousness functions in Joyce’s work.9 Rather, what
KermodecallsBennett’s“metaphysical substructure”remainsrealist,
bound to the old conceptions of character, truth, and narrative au-
thority whose forms I have been attempting to define as medical.

A closer look at Riceyman Steps reveals that Bennett in fact marshals
techniquesfromthetwomainparadigmsofrealism, theearlymedical
realism of Balzac and Dickens and the mature pathological realism of
Eliot and Flaubert. Although Bennett does not quite succeed in syn-
thesizing these modes, he does manage to deploy the two sets of tech-
niques ina marvelouslyeconomicalway,allocatingeachset toadiffer-
ent pair of characters and thereby creating a double plot. The central
plot concerns Henry Earlforward and Violet Arb, both of whom are
conceived as pathologically realistic characters, assumed to possess
hidden, complicated inner lives that have been infected by diseased
desires. Henry suffers from a “secret passion” for money that fights
within him against his love for Violet (95), while Violet in her turn is
debilitated by her “thwarted desire” for Henry and by the “danger-
ous secret” of his hoarding that she must herself repress (166). Given
suchcharacters,Bennett thenorientshimselfas thepathological real-
ist typically does, writing (and asking the reader to read) from the
ironic perspective of “an experienced and cautious observer of man-
kind” (1) who gets at the secret of Henry’s and Violet’s characters not
by directly connecting signifier to signified, but by indicating the im-
plications of what is not said or even known to the characters them-
selves, by treating their marks of character as symptoms. And, as usual
in pathological realism, Bennett’s plot itself grounds this hermeneu-
tics of indirection, guaranteeing the meaning of these symptoms by
gradually revealing their context as that of diseased character, of an
“internal trouble” (284) that slowly perturbs and finally kills both
Henry and Violet.

Joe and Elsie, in contrast, survive, and they do so, in large part, be-
causetheyhavebeenconceived indifferent terms,asBalzacian/Dick-
ensian types. For such characters, like the Garths in Middlemarch, in-
teriority is not an issue for interpretation—not because they have no
inner life, no secrets to conceal (Elsie’s secret, as Bennett reminds us,
is Joe, whom she is sheltering), but because the inside is transparently
evident to the outside, at least for the narrator. As in Balzac and Dick-
ens, thesignsofcharacterare legible inElsie’s face,whichblushesand
shines with the “instinctive goodness” (205), the “honest love” within
her. Moreover, the plot in which Elsie and Joe participate is struc-
tured, like the typical early realist plot, around a particularly con-
ceivedproblemofillnessandtreatment.Illness, inthisparadigm,does
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not reside within the characters themselves (as does Henry’s and Vio-
let’s cancer) but impinges upon them from the outside. Joe suffers
from two illnesses—malaria and shell shock—both of which Bennett
regards as environmentally caused sicknesses, in spite of the fact that
Freud had already pointed out the complex internal dynamics of war
trauma.Bennetttakeslittleinterestinthenarrativepossibilitiesinher-
ent in Joe’s psychological ills, for he conceives of him, as of Elsie, as
essentially healthy. The only treatment necessary for such ills is the
old-fashioned treatment recommended by Balzac and Dickens—ten-
der loving care, supervised by a charismatic, caring physician and ad-
ministered in a reconstituted facsimile of the family.

Between the twokinds of realisminBennett’snovel, there is as little
interaction as there is communication between Joe or Elsie and the
Earlforwards, for whom Elsie works as a maid. Each set of characters
lives in its own interpretive universe, as becomes clear at those mo-
ments when Elsie shares with her employers what should be common
experiences but that the narrator reveals to be incommensurable.
Elsie, for example, is totally unconscious of the workings of currency,
a topic that is Henry Earlforward’s ruling passion, so that when he
reads about the Belgian franc falling “in sympathy,” she wonders
“how its performances could be actuated by such a feeling as sympa-
thy”(161). IfHenry is sustainedbyhis belief in “themagic gold,” Elsie
finds “the magic of her belief” in marriage (111). It is primarily in
those cases where the opposition between Elsie’s and Henry’s ways of
seeing are highlighted by the narrator that the novel in fact comes
closesttoiconoclasticallytranscendingtheinterpretivepossibilitiesof
realism altogether. In these instances, an object—the wedding cake,
the wedding shoe, or even Henry’s illness—assumes the status of an
enigma, promising a meaning that is not exhausted by the interpreta-
tions provided for it. These are the moments in the text that come
closest to modernism, but they are not sustainable by Bennett. The
logic of the two plots proceeds inexorably to the doubly clichéd con-
clusionof theEarlforward’s extinction(Henry’s deathsceneispartic-
ularly redolent of Zola) and Elsie’s and Joe’s redemption into a happy
family.

The demand for such a happy ending, of course, came from Ben-
nett’s mass readership, who ignored the Earlforward plot, focusing
entirelyonElsie’ssentimentalstory.Thepublic’senthusiasmforElsie,
in fact, eventually compelled Bennett to write a sequel detailing her
further adventures, but he himself found the taste for such a charac-
ter and such an ending rather vulgar: “As if the sympathetic quality of
Elsie,”Bennettwrites, “hasanything whatever todowith thequalityof
thebook!” Bennett’sexasperation stemmed from his desire for an au-
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dience that would transcend the emerging opposition between the
best-seller-readingpublicandtheeliteinterestedinqualitybuthostile
to realism. Riceyman Steps provides a kind of allegory of this reader-
receptionproblemforthelaterealist,withthedistinctreadingpublics
represented in the structure of Henry Earlforward’s bookshop, de-
scribed early in the novel:

The shop had one window in King’s Cross Road, but the entrance, with
another window, was in Riceyman Steps. The King’s Cross Road window
held only cheap editions, in their paper jackets, of popular modern nov-
els, such as those of Ethel M. Dell, Charles Garvice, Zane Grey, Florence
Barclay, Nat Gould, and Gene Stratton Porter. The side window was set
out with old books, first editions, illustrated editions, and complete li-
brary editions in calf ormoroccoof renownedandserious writers, whose
works,indispensabletothecollectionsofself-respectingbook-gentlemen
(as distinguished frombookmen), have passed through decades of criti-
cism into the impregnable paradise of eternal esteem. The side window
was bound to attract the attention of collectors or bibliomaniacs. It
seemed strangely, even fatally, out of place in that dingy and sordid
neighbourhoodwhereexistencewasadangerousanddifficult adventure
in almost frantic quest of food, drink and shelter, where the immense
majority of the population read nothing but sporting prognostications
and results, and, on Sunday mornings, accounts of bloody crimes and
juicy sexual irregularities. (4)

The shifts in tone throughout this passage reveal Bennett’s ambiva-
lence about both of his possible audiences. For the readers of “cheap
editions” of “popular modern novels,” whose taste inclines them to-
wardjournalisticsensationalism,Bennett’srepugnanceisclear.Yethe
alsoseemstograntacertainauthenticity,andhenceacertainvalue, to
this untutored aesthetic, which is grounded in the realities of life in “a
neighbourhood where existence was a dangerous and difficult adven-
ture.” The other reading public, that audience of “self-respecting
book-gentlemen” interested only in first editions of “serious writers,”
similarly seems at first the intelligent, discerning, and favored class of
readers whom Bennett would hope to please. This group, however, is
subjectedtocriticisminturn: theyare lessgentlementhan “collectors
and bibliomaniacs,” and Bennett sarcastically rebukes their aesthetic
timidness, their unwillingness to read any book that has not “passed
throughdecadesofcriticismintotheimpregnableparadiseofeternal
esteem.”

This concern for the audience of realism was expressed, to be sure,
byrealists longbeforeBennett.OnethinksofBalzac’shopethatduch-
esses and scullery maids will read his novels; of Flaubert’s deliberate
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attempt to write a novel that could be read stupidly as a novel of adul-
tery or intelligently as a therapeutically antagonistic analysis of bour-
geois ways of reading; of Eliot’s attempts to educate her audiences so
as to forge a single “we,” a cultured readership. But for these earlier
novelists, despite their differing attitudes toward the reading public,
the problem of audience could resolve itself in the same way, through
themediation ofa thirdclass of readers, a classwhosevisionof the real
could in some way be thought of as commensurate with the realist’s
vision. Balzac’s Benassis, Flaubert’s Larivière, and Eliot’s Lydgate all
stand as figures, within their novelists’ fictions, of the implied ideal
reader for that novelist, their positions with respect to other charac-
ters indicating the novelists’ positions with respect to their own read-
ing publics. Bennett, like his predecessors, turns to a physician, Dr.
Raste, as a mediating figure representing the novelist’s hoped-for
public. In the novel as a whole, Raste stands between the two plots,
treating both Henry and Joe; he is in fact indispensable to the logic of
the narrative, for it is his hiring of Elsie that makes it possible for her
to marry Joe at last, concluding the action of the novel. But Raste’s
mediating status has been implied from the very beginning of the
novel. We first see Dr. Raste when he enters Earlforward’s bookshop
immediatelyafterBennetthasgivenusthedescriptionquotedearlier.
If that description established the division of the reading public into
mere collectors and avid but uneducated mass-market readers, Ben-
nett’s description of Raste makes it clear that the doctor transcends
these classifications. He is clearly not a member of the lower classes,
but he cannot be pigeonholed as a bourgeois reader either: he has the
air “neither of a bookman nor of a member of the upper-middle class”
(5). He is, rather, a professional man, come to buy a copy of Shake-
speare for his daughter.

For Bennett, Raste’s daughter—and more generally, the profes-
sional class that has consolidated its social position, begun to repro-
duce itself and claim its share of culture—represents his best hope.
Buthecanonly sustainthishopebyignoringtheincreasinglymanifest
contradictions within professionalism itself, the necessary reification
inherentinprofessionalservice,andtheequallynecessaryassumption
of a humanitarian impulse behind the professional mask. In Raste,
this split comes through as an opposition between public and private
selves, between his attitude as “the doctor exclusively” (264) and his
attitude as a doting father. As a doctor, he must become, like Henry
Earlforward, an individualist who is secretive, “impenetrable”: “the
secrets of the night were locked up in that trimly dressed bosom”
(264), Bennett tells us, using a metaphor that applies to Henry and to
Violet as well. With his daughter, on the other hand, he becomes a
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different person—loving, giving, caring. It is this difference that
makes it possible for Bennett to end the novel as he does, with what
from a professional physician’s view must seem to be “a very strange
episode,upsettingasitdidalloptimistictheoriesaboutthereasonable-
ness of human nature and the influence of logic over the springs of
conduct.”

Presumably Bennett would have us recognize the novel’s closure
not as strange but as organic. The ending of the novel, however, is
strange, itsDickensiansolution(Dr.RastetakingElsieandJoeintothe
hometopleasehisdaughter)atoddswith thepathological inflections
of Henry’s death in the previous chapter. Bennett concludes that “No
one knew quite where he was” (317), but in the final analysis the
reader himself comes to feel that it is Bennett as a novelist who does
not quite know where his characters are, what textual world they in-
habit—the pathological world of Henry and Violet or the traditional
organic world of Joe and Elsie.

I do not mean to imply that Bennett’s incoherency results from
sloppiness or a failure of technical skills. On the contrary, one need
only read the opening paragraph of Riceyman Steps, with its marvel-
ously economical introduction of details soon to prove significant of
Henry’s miserliness (we are told only that he goes hatless in autumn
and that he is near-sighted but does not own eye-glasses), to recognize
what Frank Kermode calls Bennett’s “efficiency.” What I am sug-
gesting is that even Bennett’s devotion to efficiency is less than totally
gripping, because the efficiency is of a kind that serves an idea whose
time has passed—the idea that realism and the clinical medicine that
supports it are the most true and progressive forms of cultural and
social practice.

Anticlinical Modernisms

If late realists cling to concepts of efficiency, truth, and ethics as these
are defined through the analogy with medicine (efficiency as a diag-
nosisof theorganicallyembodiedperson, truthaspathology,ethicsas
professional vocation), and if Zola and Conan Doyle, in different
ways,demotewithoutquiteabandoningsuchclinicallycodednotions,
modernist novelists take as their point of departure the pointed rejec-
tion, or at least the critique, of these very notions. Literary modern-
ism, admittedly, is a vastly complicated phenomenon, in which the
forms of this rejection, the emphases of this critique, and the alterna-
tives offered must be specified in each instance through close read-
ings. Obviously, I cannot hope to do this here. Instead, I shall try to
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sketch out a few of the major ways in which modernist novelists go
aboutdisplacingrealismeitherbyinvertingthemedicalperspectiveor
by turning to discourses other than medicine for ideas of efficiency,
truth, or ethics.

One species of modernism, exemplified in the work of Joyce and
Woolf, may be characterized by its technical innovation, its challeng-
ing of the realistic novelist’s claim to the efficiency of his or her repre-
sentation of reality. In realistic fiction, a wide variety of techniques of
characterization and description certainly conveys information very
efficiently, but this efficiency (as in a medical case study) is always de-
finedinrelationtotheembodiedperson.Thenovelist, inotherwords,
assumes, to begin with, that the self is an organization of sensibility
grounded in space and time, hemmed in by his or her empirical na-
tureandfinitude;techniquesmustbemarshaledanddeployedtogive
significancetotheseontological conditions.In the Joycean/Woolfian
mode of modernism, on the other hand, the embodied person is no
longer the fundamental organized entity from which the novelist be-
gins.10 This does not mean that the novelist has been freed from the
constraints of characterization into a world of scattershot techniques.
Rather, it means that the self can now be thought of as a fiction (and
not necessarily as the supreme fiction), structured by systems of order
(and hence meaning) beyond those of the organized body. Such sys-
tems may be mythical, psychoanalytic, linguistic, or even textual, but
they all allow for a much denser and, in abstract terms, more efficient
narrative, in which significance is largely independent of character.11

The abandonment of the embodied person as the constitutive ele-
ment of fiction has other ramifications as well. For one thing, the con-
cepts that provided the self with what Heidegger calls being-in-the-
world—the categories of empiricity and time—must be redefined. In
the realistic novel, the empirical, as we have seen, is a matter of detail,
objects, and physicalities that exist to be incorporated through sensa-
tionintothesensibilityofcharacteraswellastodisintegratethat sensi-
bility and character. In Flaubert’s work, for example, an umbrella, an
articleofclothing,oranapricotmayhavenointrinsicmeaningbutcan
illuminate character by being taken as meaningful and then with-
drawn. If in Flaubert’s novels “the separate fragments of reality lie
before us in all their hardness, brokenness and isolation,” as Lukács
puts it,12 this negation of organic wholeness, because it is understood
aspathological,stillpermitsustoreconstituteanorganizedcharacter.
In the work of modernists like Joyce, by contrast, the empirical no
longer is shaped by adialectic oforganization anddisintegration, and
hencenever liesbefore thereaderasdistinct fragments thatonecould
take as the disintegrated elements of an embodied person; rather, the
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empirical itself has been dissolved into elements of language, tech-
nique,or sheer perception (as Woolf indicates with her famous image
of atoms randomly falling on the mind).13

The concept of time is similarly transformed. In realism, as we have
seen, the temporality of the novel follows the temporality of the indi-
vidual life. If medicine presumes that the fundamental characteris-
tic of pathologized time is that it is bounded by death, the realistic
novelists with whom I have dealt take this finitude as a point of closure
for organizing their stories. Death, of course, has held this value for
narrative at least since Scheherazade used stories to ward off a death
sentence. Balzac’s, Flaubert’s, and Eliot’s conception of death is spe-
cifically clinical, however, not simply a limit external to life, but a con-
stitutive part of it. They assume, with Bichat, that life is the set of
functions that resists death, and hence that lives can be understood as
temporal ordeals culminating indeath.14 Illness, themedical term for
this ordeal, has its own paces, its tempo of crisis, recovery, relapse,
acceleration,orrecurrence,whichrealisticnarratives focusingonthe
pathologically embodied individual will necessarily imitate. The tem-
porality of illness, moreover, must be measured in a double dimen-
sion, for, according to clinical medicine, the individual lives two lives
simultaneously and thus can die a series of partial deaths. The tempo-
ral complexities of the homo duplex, as we have seen, play themselves
out not only in Bichat but in Flaubert and Eliot as well. In abandoning
theclinicallyembodiedselfas thefundamentalprincipleofnarrative,
modernism does not necessarily abandon the idea that, as Nietzsche
putsit,“Manisthesickanimal.”Butjettisoningtheclinicalperspective
onthis sicknessdoesrequire themodernist touncouple the temporal-
ity of his fiction from that of pathology. The temporal principle of the
novelcannolongerbetheordealofanembodiedselfresistingmortal-
ity. Instead, modernism—or at least that species of modernism repre-
sented by Joyce and his followers—bases its narrative on a different
temporal a priori: that of repetition (and its corollary, chance). The
structure of a life is grounded not in organic change but in an eternal
return, the uncanny, or the vagaries of chance. One finds Bloom re-
peatingUlysses, asothercharactersrepeatOedipus,orelseonemeets
characters whoare caught ina Prufrockian temporalityof undirected
contingency in which there is “time for you and time for me, / And
time yet for a hundred indecisions, / And for a hundred visions and
revisions, / Before the taking of a toast and tea.”

By defining realism in medical terms, as a discourse that finds sig-
nificance in and through the pathologically embodied person, one
thus can distinguish a certain kind of modernism from realism by the
stress this modernism places on semantic efficiency and by the aban-
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donment of the clinically embodied individual such a technical em-
phasis entails. This is not the only way in which modernism can be
distinguished from realism, however. A second kind of modernism
may be identified, a literary style less directly concerned with stretch-
ing the technical boundaries of the novel beyond the embodied per-
son; in fact, in this second type of modernism, as in the realistic novels
we have discussed, not only is the body significant, but meaning is in-
extricably bound to illness. What then marks off the writing of Dos-
toevsky, Proust, Franz Jung, and Gide from the realistic writing of
Balzac, Flaubert, or Eliot? The analysis of realism in medical terms,
onceagain, ishelpfulhere: thismodernismdiffers fromrealismin the
intensity with which it questions the truth-value of the distinction be-
tween the pathological and the normal. In the realistic novels of
Balzac,Flaubert,andEliot,thisnormal/pathologicaldistinctionserves
a heuristicend. It permits the narrator to distinguishhimself from his
characters as a physician from his patients, and to make sense of them
from a position of relative certainty as to what counts as significant.
Thecelebrateddistanceandomniscienceoftherealistnarrator ispre-
cisely the distance that separates those who are sick from those who
recognize what sickness is. In the second kind of modernism I have in
mind, on the other hand, the pathological perspective becomes the
dominant one—it is the narrator himself who is sick, from Dos-
toevsky’s Underground Man (“I am a sick man” are his first words) to
Gide’s immoralist to Proust’s Marcel. Not only is the writing subject
nowthesicksubject,but thepathologicalperspectivemayevenbecul-
tivated for its own sake, as one can see by comparing Proust’s attitude
toward odors and the involuntary irruptions of memory they cause
with Flaubert’s attitude toward the same condition in Madame Bovary.
Proustluxuriatesintheprocess;Flaubertdiagnosesit(eventhoughhe
personally has first to experience it) through Emma’s fits.15

Kafka pushes to its extreme this inversion of the distinction be-
tween medical perspective and pathology bequeathed by all those
realists who claimed to be writing as physicians. Kafka has long been
recognized as a master at conveying abnormal, indeed ultimately es-
tranged, perspectives like that of Gregor Samsa in The Metamorphosis.
For thereaderof realisticnovelsusedtodefiningpathology inopposi-
tion to themedical perspective,however, an even more radical case of
estrangement—thatofthemedicalperspectiveitself—occursinoneof
the very few stories Kafka published during his lifetime, “A Country
Doctor.” Kafka’s country doctor could not be more different from
Balzac’s,Flaubert’s,orEliot’scountrydoctors.Hespeaksdirectlytous,
but as if in a nightmare, telling a story in which seemingly realistic
detailsandeventsmixwithotherdetailsandeventswhosesignificance
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is clearly symbolic, registering the physician’s own anxieties and de-
sires. Take for example this moment, when the doctor examines his
patient:

In his right side, near the hip, was an open wound as big as the palm of
my hand. Rose-red, in many variations of shade, dark in the hollows,
lighter at the edges, softly granulated, with irregular clotsof blood, open
as a surface mine to the daylight. That was how it looked from a distance.
Butoncloserinspectiontherewasanothercomplication.Icouldnothelp
a low whistle of surprise. Worms, as thick and as long as my little finger,
themselves rose-redand blood-spottedas well, werewriggling fromtheir
fastness in the interior of the wound toward the light, with small white
heads and many little legs. Poor boy, you were past helping. I had discov-
ered your great wound; this blossom in your side was destroying you.16

The first few sentences, with their beautifully nuanced descriptive
power,theiralmostaestheticattentiontothequalitiesofthepatholog-
ical, remind one of the best of nineteenth-century clinical writing.
They also call to mind the kind of scrupulous treatment of detail
found in the description of illness in many realistic novels, for exam-
ple in Flaubert’s description of croup in L’Education Sentimentale. But
almost immediately this masterful perception is superseded by an-
otherperception,equallyintenseyetpointingnottothereal,objective
wound but toward complicated sexual feelings within the doctor him-
self (later, the doctor even finds himself forced to undress and lie in
bed with his patient!). There is thus, in Kafka, no norm, no standard
of truth against which the pathological could be opposed, distanced,
controlled.As inGottfriedBenn’snovella Gehirne,which also features
as hero a “physician who could not endure the real world, who could
not grasp reality anymore,” Kafka’s physician himself is sick, and nar-
rative takes form as the exposure of what Peter Hohendahl calls “the
loss of reality” without any hope for amelioration.17

If Joycean modernism focuses its challenge to realism on the issue
of the narrative efficiency of the embodied person, and if Kafkaesque
modernismchallengesrealismonthe issueof theoppositionbetween
truth and pathology (making the pathological perspective the truly
real perspective), a third kind of modernism must also be differenti-
ated. In this modernism, of which Conrad can serve as exemplar, the
pointofattack isneither theembodiedself northethe authorityof the
pathological viewpoint, but rather the professional ethos, the voca-
tional impulse that I have argued sustains both realism and medicine.
One becomes a doctor, as one becomes a realist, because one believes
that practicing medicine or writing is finally a pure act, benevolent
and divorced from oppressive forms of power. Balzac, Flaubert, and
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Eliot all sustain this idealization of vocation and link it to medicine—
Balzac through the presentation of an ideal medical figure of voca-
tion, Eliot through Lydgate at the start of his career, and Flaubert
through his almost anchoritic devotion to technique conceived in
medical terms.

In sharp contrast, Conrad assumes, to begin with, that the voca-
tionalimpulse—whethermedicalornot—colludeswiththemostbase
andpowerfulmaterial interests.Theclassicalexpositionofthisprinci-
ple comes in Heart of Darkness, where Kurtz’s civilizing mission goes
hand in handwith theexercise ofan imperialist will topower. It would
be easy enough to dismiss Kurtz as a sick individual: his particular way
of acting could be described as excessive, a perversion of ideals and
practices that remain valuable. This particular professional may have
gone wrong, one might argue, but professionalism, insofar as it har-
bors a therapeutic value system, an ideal of improvement, can be
saved. As Marlow puts it: “what redeems [imperialist conquest] is the
idea only . . . not a sentimental pretense but an idea; and an unselfish
belief in the idea.” Or, if the idea of improvement appears bankrupt,
one can fall back on the professional assumption that technique at
least is valuable in itself,withoutreference tothecontextof itsapplica-
tion. What saves one then, Marlow again anticipates, “is efficiency—
the devotion to efficiency.”18

These arguments may have held for the realists. Balzac certainly
asserts the redemptive features of his art, its capacity to heal society,
while Flaubert finds salvation in devotion to efficiency. For Conrad,
however, any such arguments about having a calling appear as mere
rationalizations. Vocation can no longer be depended upon to legiti-
mate the power of either the hero or the novelist. It is not surprising,
then, that the figure of the physician, so often a type of vocation in the
work of the realists, degenerates in Heart of Darkness into a minor fig-
ure who examines Marlow before the latter leaves for Africa, and
whose ludicrous scientific pretensions are admittedly parasitic on the
imperialist enterprise: “I have a little theory,” the company doctor
tells Marlow, “which you Messieurs who go out there must help me to
prove. This is my share in the advantages my country shall reap from
the possession of such a magnificent dependency. The mere wealth I
leave to others” (38). Medicine appears as an intellectually bankrupt
search for knowledge, devoid even of the trappings of idealism that
inspired Balzac or Eliot’s physicians (and the novelists themselves).
Moreover,Conraddenies tomedicinenot only its ideals but its techni-
cal power, its ability to pierce into the soul to get at the inner truth
about the patient (as Flaubert’s Dr. Larivière is said to be able to do).
The theory of Conrad’s doctor turns out to be a remnant of the by-
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gone days of phrenology: he measures with calipers the crania of
those who will go to Africa, not to do a before-and-after comparison
(he never sees those who come back), but in order to classify those
crazy enough to go in the first place. He is intelligent enough to re-
cognize that “the changes take place inside,” but his art, unlike Con-
rad’s, stops where the inner darkness and real (modernist) signifi-
cance begins.

Disembodied Realism: James’s Wings of the Dove

From this excruciatingly compressed survey of modernist fiction, I
hope I have at least begun to demonstrate how defining realism’s pa-
thologicalbasismightenableonetoanalyzemodernismastheprecise
antithesis of realism’s medical premises (rather than as an attack, say,
on representation in a general sense). But such generic discrimina-
tions, although useful (and, I would suggest, indispensable in prac-
tice),may leave somereaders with theuneasy feeling thata great num-
ber of important novels considered “realist” or “modernist” do not fit
snugly into either of the categories as I have theorized them.

One response to this objection has already been put forward in my
introductory chapter, where I suggest that any discussion of genre
inevitably must generalize from a limited set of data, whether the
genreinquestionbescientificorliterary.Thequestionthenbecomes,
which and how many cases adequately represent a genre? Here an
important difference arises between literary critics interested in gen-
re and their scientific counterparts. The biologist studies strains, or
insomeinstances individualcases,under theassumptionthatthey sta-
tistically represent the genre or species in which they are grouped. If
a literary critic were to follow the statistical imperative, one would ex-
pect to define realism by studying novelists whose style was statisti-
cally the most commonplace. Yet despite the efforts of some critics
(most prominently, Michel Riffaterre) to theorize genre by focusing
on the most banal examples possible, no important genre study of re-
alism has proceeded in this way. On the contrary, the most respected
works on realism as a genre—by such critics as Ian Watt, Donald
Fanger, Harry Levin, George Levine, and Fredric Jameson—have
dealt intensively with a small number of canonical figures, as I have
donehere.Theassumptionunderwhichthesecritics work,andwhich
I share, is that writers like Flaubert, Balzac, George Eliot, Dickens,
Trollope, Dostoevsky, or Gissing are representative and original, ex-
emplary and transformative with respect to questions of genre. They
initiate, perfect, bring to the fore, or turn to new uses a characteristic
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of realism (whether a new technique, a new kind of character, a new
thematic emphasis, or a new point of view) that then becomes part of
the repertory of later realists or modernists. To say this, of course, is
to leave open the question of whether there might notexist other real-
isms, even coeval with the pathological realism I have identified. One
might well construct an alternative tradition running through, say,
Gaskell or Tressell or Gissing, dependent on different premises and
insisting on a different kind of authority than that found in pathologi-
cal realism.

I have tried to show how three central figures in the realistic tradi-
tionmaybeunderstoodintermsoftheirdependenceonmedicalideas
and ideals, a dependence that takes different forms in each instance,
but that fundamentally links thesewriters toasingle genrewhile sepa-
rating them from their naturalist and detective fiction stepchildren
and their modernist successors. But, once again, one might ask, what
of writers who fall between the cracks, who cannot easily be catego-
rized as either realistic or modernist? To show that the methodol-
ogy I have employed is supple enough to handle such tough cases, I
have thought itappropriate toconcludethischapterbybriefly consid-
ering a work by a novelist who is usually considered one of the most
important transitional figures between realism and modernism:
Henry James. My concern in discussing James is not to join the long-
standing debate over his status as a member of one or the other camp;
thedefinitionsofrealismat stakeinsuchdiscussionsdonot inanycase
coincide with mine, and to pick apart the differences between realist
and modernist Jamesians would be a dangerous as well as a tedious
matter.19 Rather, I want to show how James, in one of his greatest
novels, repeats the gestures of his realist predecessors—their techni-
cal, epistemic, and ethical procedures—while at the same time subtly
transposing into a different register realism’s medicalized notions of
theembodied person, pathological truth, and detached yet empathic
authority.

Viewed in the light of thenovels and issues I havebeen considering,
Wings of the Dove might appear to be a kind of summa, a grand recapit-
ulation of themes, tropes, techniques, andstylistic orientations found
in the work of the three earlier realists I have discussed. This is per-
haps most evident in the way in which James sets up the doctor : pa-
tient relationship in the novel. From Balzac (and from Dickens as
well), James derives the image of the physician as an omniscient yet
benevolent figure. Sir Luke Strett, like Benassis and Physician before
him, possesses a knowledge of the real transcending the “merely pro-
fessional”(148)—aknowledgeindissociablefromfeeling.20Strett’sef-
fectiveness, we are told, “wasn’t on a system or any basis of intimate
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knowledge; it was just by being a man of the world and by knowing
life, by feeling the real, that Sir Luke did [Merton] good” (350). His
defining characteristic, in short, is the same as that of Dickens’s and
Balzac’s doctors: he is a “genius” of tact and sympathy (148).

At thesametime,however,SirLukealso sharesacharacteristicwith
Flaubert’s physician, who inhabits a different medical (and realist)
universe from that of Dickens’s and Balzac’s doctors: Strett, like
Larivière, is inscrutable. Of all the central characters concerned with
Milly, he is the only one never seen from within, never permitted to
give us his side of the story, never allowed to confess (as, for example,
Balzac’s Dr. Benassis does). Moreover, like Larivière’s medical knowl-
edge in Madame Bovary, Strett’s knowledge about Milly remains vir-
tual, never becoming available to the other characters in the novel.
And, as is true for Flaubert, this hermeneutic hierarchy ranging the
physician’s way of knowing against that of the other characters allego-
rizes the interpretative relation between the novelist and his charac-
ters. Theassumption thatMilly can beunderstood, albeit ina medical
forminaccessibletothecharacters,enablesJames,likeFlaubertbefore
him,toanalyzethebourgeois imaginationaspathological,as sickcon-
sciousness.

Eliot, finally, contributes to Jamesian realism the epistemic empha-
sis, in James’s analysis of what Virginia Fowler calls the “malady of
self,”21 upon the relational quality of that pathologized self, the sense
that human identity is organized within and as part of a network both
imaginary and social. Given this assumption, the study of what James
calls his “case” must extend beyond the individual consciousness to
include the consciousness of others, insofar as these others are in-
volved in the network that gives one an identity. James, like Eliot and
Flaubert before him, therefore conceives of character (in his preface
to The Portrait of a Lady) in physiological terms, as a “germ” to begin
with—agermthatdevelopsthroughrelations that,universallyconsid-
ered, stop nowhere, but that pragmatically are subjected to the con-
straints of organic form. Relations may go on infinitely, but every
germ faces innate limits on its individual growth and change. Indeed,
it is this very finitude of mortality that makes narrative closure (and
the revelation of the truth about Milly or Lydgate or Dorothea or
Emma Bovary) possible in James as in Eliot or Flaubert, even as the
two novelists gesture toward the life and relations that continue to
proliferate beyond the novel’s term.

Far from turning against the clinical configurations of realism in
Wings of the Dove, then, James remains extraordinarily faithful to
them. In equating his authority with that of an ethical physician, in
equating knowledge of character with technical knowledge of rela-
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tionsof sensibility, inequating thevery possibilityofknowing with the
mortality of the self (to the extent that what is “interesting” for James
means what is pathological), James’s attitude matches that of his
predecessors. And yet, something has changed in the discourse on ill-
ness inJames’snovel.Withintheoverall systemwhoseoutlineremains
the same, the ontological status of the self has shifted in a slight but
crucialway.InBalzac’s,Flaubert’s,andEliot’smedicalrealism,theself
is bound to the corporeal, to what Valéry beautifully defines as “the
instantaneous ‘sphere’ of exteriority that encloses us in its ‘instant,’
andwhosetransformationsandinvariables—extinctionsalso,andhar-
monies and dissonances of presence etc. etc.—play the fundamental
role of reference.”22 Consciousness in realism always inhabits a body
that serves as an empirical grounding-point, the site at which death
occurs and the truth emerges, like the inky fluid spewing forth from
Emma’s mouth after she has killed herself. In Milly’s case, as well as in
Emma’s, death is the precondition for our knowledge. Yet James
never shows us Milly’s body, only the “remembrance” she leaves to
Merton. The Jamesian self, in short, has been disembodied. This
should not be taken as implying that James’s fiction categorically de-
nies the self any empirical existence; James is in no sense a solipsist or
a textualist of the Joycean kind. Rather, in the absence of the body,
James redefines the self purely as a consciousness of relations and
impressions. We may thus speak of an empiricity of the impression in
James, analogous to the empiricity of the physical in his predecessors.
Where they rely onreferential details to informcharacter, he relies on
verbal nuances; the care that Flaubert might devote to description,
James devotes to qualification.

This shift, slight as it may seem, ultimately alters the tenor, if not the
fundamental structures, of medical realism. To begin with, the act of
livingmustnowbe understood interms of theaccrualand disposition
of impressions. To live, in James’s world, is not so much to experience
what Jameson calls the resistanceof the real, but to move in a milieu of
impressions, tobe impressedandtomake an impressionupon others.
As James himself puts it: “If experience consists of impressions, it may
be said that impressions are experience, just as (have we not seen it?)
they are the very air we breathe.”23 Edmund Wilson, for one, found
such a “psychological atmosphere” bad for his respiration; James’
later novels, he complained, are filled with “the Jamesian gas instead
ofwith detail and background.”24 Wilson did not appreciate, however,
that this sublimation of detail into impression does not affect the na-
ture of the life James’s characters possess, only its quality. Life in
James,asinhispredecessors,stilldemandsaprojective, incorporative,
urgent engagement with the empirical. In other words, for James
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character consists of more than a passive collecting of impressions
(just as character for Balzac, Flaubert, or Eliot consists of more than a
statistical registration of details). It involves in its essence what James
in the preface to Wings of the Dove refers to as an ordeal of conscious-
ness, astruggle torealizeone’spassion,asKatepresumesMilly tohave
“realisedherpassion,” throughfinding itanswered inthe impressions
one receives. A synthesis of will and mere impressions, the realized
character represents the successful transformation of instinct into a
system of selfhood, through a process that consists simultaneously of
externalizing desire and internalizing impressions.

This idea of life as a struggle for self-realization and against col-
lapse is analogous to the Bichatian view of life as resistance to death.
But James, dealing with impressions in the absence of the body, finds
a more convenient model for characterization not in the medical idea
oforganicdevelopmentordegenerationperse,but rather infictiveor
poetic activity. To live fully requires what James describes in Kate
Croy as a “talent for life,” an innate strength of will combined with the
intelligence to be able to control impressions. Kate indeed is like a
strongpoet,grappling inherpersonal lifewith thepoeticproblemsof
tradition and originality, and resolving them brilliantly. As Merton
comments,“shedidn’tgive their traditionup; shebutmadeof it some-
thing new” (397), finding in herself “a difference for the differing
time.” “You’re different and different—and then you’re different
again,” he points out elsewhere. And this difference, this constant
newness, is the very root of therealization of aestheticcharacter: “The
women one meets—what are they but books one has already read?
You’re a whole library of the unknown, the uncut” (220).

The creation of a real self, however, is more than a poetic problem
in James, requiring resources other than Kate’s ability to give the im-
pressionofa“smoothsuperficiality.”James’sconceptionofrealization
requires not only that one manipulate impressions but also that one
create a true self in the process—a self in which impressions carry with
them the depth of will or feeling from which they have been created.
Those characters who lack moral depth—Mrs. Lowder, Mr. Croy,
Lord Mark—have lost sight of the distinction between truth and im-
pression. Mrs. Lowder, for example, is willing to lie, “and lie well . . .
when, as sometimes will happen, there’s nothing else so good” (249).
Lord Mark’s ability to produce “an effect without his being in any
traceable way a cause” likewise denies the crucial assumption, for
James, that true feeling hovers behind (or within, or around) the im-
pressions one gives. Kate’s father shows the ultimate extension of
Kate’s attitude toward impressions: he dresses impeccably, is always
presentable, and yet “there was no truth in him.” By this attitude, Mr.
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Croyandothercharacters like himdehumanize themselves.Onecan-
not even begin to think of them as humanly vulnerable, for they deny
the very interiority necessary to the realistic self. In nineteenth-cen-
tury realism that interiority entails the potential to be ill; unsurpris-
ingly, then, characters like Mr. Croy cannot even be thought of as sick.
As Kate says of her father: “He might be ill, and it might suit you to
know it, but no contact with him, for this, would ever be straight
enough. Just so, he might die, but Kate fairly wondered on what evi-
dence of his own she would someday have to believe it” (23).

For such characters, the real itself exists as nothing more than im-
pressions. They are able, like Lord Mark, to hint “at the propriety
rather, in his interest, of some cutting down, some dressing up, of the
offensive real.” This attitude, Milly recognizes, is not only detestable,
but murderous—“it simply kills me”—because it denies the value of a
depth of feeling, of passion or will, beyond but bound to impressions.
LordMark iswillingtosettle for theaccoutrements,without the interi-
ority, of Milly’s self; indeed, her value, for him, consists only in her
money.

And yet Mark’s costuming finally is only an extreme version of
Milly’s own way of dealing with the offensive real. Milly, however, is at
leastnotmorally culpable, for shedoesnotdenythenecessity for truth
in feeling. She is, rather, sick, her malady consisting in a weakness of
her own will, a weakness that calls into question for her as for others
the “truth about the girl’s own conception of her validity” (262–63).
Incapable of generating out of her inner resources “a healing and
uplifting passion,” “a force that should sweep [Milly and any lover]
both away,” Milly instead relies upon the impressions with which she
surrounds herself to provide her with the “motive” (125) for a fictive
identity. In a quite physical sense, she does this by moving to a Vene-
tian palazzo that “with all its romance and art and history—had set up
round her a whirlwind of suggestion that never dropped for an hour”
(280). Unfortunately, the palazzo is not reality, only a “museum”: it
lacks truth because it has been purchased not by an expense of spirit
but only by an expense of money, and it can only provide a pseudo-
identity at best.

To see money as performing the function that passion should per-
form, as Milly does, is to deny the fundamental hierarchy of medical
realism, in which life (and death) is the measure for what is most real
and true, in order to participate in what she recognizes to be “experi-
mentstriedwiththetruththatconsisted,at theworst,but inpractising
on one’s self.” This experimenting with truth, it should be empha-
sized, is the antithesis of what her doctor has ordered: “Sir Luke
hadn’t said toher ‘Payenoughmoneyand leavetherest tome’—which
was distinctly what Eugenio did say. Sir Luke had appeared indeed to
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speak of purchase and payment, but in reference to a different sort of
cash. Those were amounts not to be named nor reckoned, and such
moreover as she wasn’t sure of having at her command” (264).

Milly’s experimenting with the truth, in fact, is not a sign of strong
will (as, for instance, Lord Henry Wotton’s self-experimentation in
Dorian Gray is) but a symptom of her pathological lack of will, of what
Bichat refers to as “force vitale” or “élan.” The retreat to the palazzo
is only the physical enactment of this symptomatic experimenting,
which also takes place at the psychological level in Milly’s romancing.
Given her need for impressions of passion to prop up her own lack of
will, shediscovers inromancetheidealaestheticmode, ideal precisely
because it is not too true. In romance, that is to say, wishes come true
only because the impressions given are granted a sort of immanent
meaningfulness. The unspoken in romance presupposes an “inner
truth”(296),adepthto impressions,“afelt intensity”(273) that—like
Milly’s own inner resources of feeling—is not to be named.

To sustain romance thus would seem to entail nothing more than a
certain “diplomacy” (a key word in Wings of the Dove), an acceptance
that “things were understood without saying” (282), as Merton be-
lievestobethecasebetweenhimselfandKate,andasbecomesthecase
fora time between himselfand Milly.Milly’s romance depends on this
unspokenness, for it provides her with the illusion of a depth of feel-
ing; and it is this illusion that takes the place of her own will. It is easy
enough to read Milly as a sheer victim of others, but she herself partic-
ipates in the conspiracy of silence by not sharing the truth of her ill-
ness with anyone. The “beautiful little eloquence involved in Milly’s
avoidances” sustains the romance just as surely as Kate’s and Den-
sher’s avoidances.

Yet, as Milly, Kate, and Densher all learn, diplomacy, romance, and
avoidance can only delay, by covering over, the revelation of a fatal
deficit of will. The truth about Milly can only be withheld for so long
by “the expensive vagueness made up of smiles and silences and beau-
tiful fictions and priceless arrangements. . . . ‘The mere aesthetic in-
stinct of mankind—!’ . . . from which the specified had been chased”
(347).Thespecified ismortality,and inevading it for thesake ofkeep-
ing Milly’s romance viable, Kate and Densher are forced inevitably to
squandertheir own “essentialwealth of life”(220). Thephrasinghere
is itself symptomatic: the very distinction between the value of wealth
and life, the sense of what is truly essential, has been collapsed under
the pressures of aesthetic evasion.

As truthfulness becomes increasingly irrelevant (indeed, there
comes to be a positive need “not to be too true” [401]), the romantic
self then comes to be seen as “embodied poetry,” as Milly in her pearls
appears toMertonandKate.But thisaestheticizedbodyhasnodepth,
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for the codes that should provide this depth are no longer ordered
hierarchically on the basis of the truth they have to tell about the self.
They have taken on a purely serial form: “Milly . . . happened at the
moment to notice them, and she sent across toward them in response
all the candour of her smile, the lustre of her pearls, the value of her
life, the essence of her wealth” (310). The repeated parallel construc-
tions and oddly assorted modifiers in this sentence reveal how, for
Merton and Kate at least, life, wealth, pearls, and smile have become
virtually interchangeable.

Critics who wish to push James into the modernist camp tend to
focus on the scene above as revealing James’s modernist sensibility.
But James,althoughhe doesgiveusa glimpseof something approach-
ing modernist technique, remains a realist, in the sense that the ulti-
mately real truth for him—“the truth that was the truest about
Milly”—is finally confirmed as grounded in the individual matter of
life and death. In Wings of the Dove, it is Dr. Strett who represents the
assertion of the existence of that real truth, as an alternative to serial-
ity. Among all the characters, only Strett “knew what mattered and
whatdidn’t;hedistinguishedbetweentheessenceandtheshell”(351).
It is to Strett’s method of distinguishing, his way of knowing, that we
must now turn, to see how it constitutes a negation of romance and an
affirmation of the kind of realism that I have been discussing in this
book.

Strett’s superiority to other characters is manifested in his attitude
toward Milly’s malady of self, her lack of the will to go beyond ro-
mancetorealizeherpassion.Heattemptsneither tomanipulateMilly
as if she were passive nor to subdue her in any sort of direct way by
forcing her brutally to face life head-on. Rather, he acts almost as a
psychoanalyst might: “the great grave charming man knew, had
known at once, that [Milly’s version of her condition as being a matter
of life and death] was romantic, and in that measure allowed for it”
(146). This allowance requires a “listening stillness, strained into
pauses and waits,” an absolute impassivity (like that of Flaubert’s
Larivière, or for that matter like that of Flaubert himself) that allows
for “clean truths” about his patients to emerge in distinct forms. For
Milly,waiting in Strett’s office, just such a clean truth does emerge for
her, even in his absence. Looking at the mementoes left by his previ-
ous patients, she immediately begins to imagine what she can contrib-
ute to the office, but then, in a moment of insight, catches herself in
the act: “This was precisely an instance of what she felt he knew of her
before he had done with her: that she was secretly romancing at that
rate, in the midst of so much else that was more urgent, all over the
place” (146).
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Their subsequent interview consists of Milly talking “while he
waited—waited again as if with his reasons for letting her, for almost
making her, talk” (147). His reasons are to allow Milly’s pathological
romancing to surface, so that it may be seen not as an act of free will
but as unreasonable: “as he simply met [Milly’s] spontaneity in a man-
ner to show that he had often had it from young persons of her race,
and that he was familiar even with the possibilities of their familiarity,
she felther freedomrenderedvain byhis silence,andshe immediately
tried to think of the most reasonable thing she could say” (149–50).

The illusion of freedom havingbeen dissipated, Strett can proceed
with his subtle treatment. His therapy, as seen through the shifts
within Milly’s consciousness as she reacts to it, consists of allowing her
imaginatively “to reverse for her their characters of patient and physi-
cian”: “What was he in fact but patient, what was she but physician,
from the moment she embraced once for all the necessity, adopted
once for all the policy, of saving him alarms about her subtlety? She
would leave the subtlety to him. He would enjoy his use of it, and she
herself, no doubt, would in time enjoy his enjoyment” (254). Milly of
course is herself being somewhat oversubtle. In fact, Strett’s curative
strategy is precisely to let Milly use her subtlety for her own good, to
enable her to turn her imagination into an imagination of health:

She went so far as to imagine that the inward success of these reflexions
flushed her for the minute, to his eyes, with a certain bloom, a compara-
tive appearance ofhealth; andwhatverily nextoccurred was that he gave
colourtothepresumption. . . .Sincesuchwashispenetration,therefore,
why shouldn’t she gracefully, in recognition of it, accept the new circum-
stance, the one he was clearly wanting to congratulate her on, as a suffi-
cient cause? If one nursed a cause tenderly enough it might produce an
effect; and this, to begin with, would be a way of nursing. (254)

To treat character in this way, by transforming it at the level of will
rather than of impression, of cause rather than effect, is what makes
Strett’smedicalapproachsuperior,bothethicallyandtherapeutically,
to that of those who misleadingly offer Milly romantic impressions.

Milly’s response to Strett reveals both the superiority of his view of
her and her inability finally to take advantage of his treatment. Her
immediate reaction to their meeting, James tells us, consists in a

sense, at the last, that she had gained above all an impression. The im-
pression . . . was neither more nor less than that she might make, of a
sudden, in quite anotherworld,anotherstraight friend,andafriend who
would moreover be, wonderfully, the most appointed, the most thor-
oughly adjusted of the whole collection, inasmuchas hewould somehow
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wear thecharacter scientifically, ponderably,proveably—not just loosely
and sociably. . . . She might find she had interested him even beyond her
intention, find she was in fact launched in some current that would lose
itself in the sea of science. (142–43)

Strett in fact is straight, as his name indicates, but Milly in her illness
interprets this straightness merely as an impression, interpreting it in
a romantic, “might find” way by invoking the possibility (but always
predicated as existing in quite another world) of something in her
physician akin to passion, a vital force by which she might be swept
away “beyond her intention” and hence vivified.

In the last analysis, Milly, despite her wish for a friend, cannot go
beyond her impressions to see Strett as a human being like herself;
even when she looks him straight in the face, she sees not him but it,
not a person but an object and a relation that is itself reified: “what it
would show her would be what was good, what was best for her. She
hadestablished, inotherwords, in this time-saving way,a relationwith
it; and the relation was the special trophy that, for the hour, she bore
off” (143).

Milly is tobedisappointed inthesehopesaboutStrett’sability toaid
her, for rather than romantically showing her what is good for her, the
doctor offers only the simple advice to live. In the moments immedi-
ately following her visit, the doctor’s gnomic prescription briefly
seems to have been efficacious. As Milly registers it, Strett has at least
momentarily made a mixture of her consciousness—“a strange mix-
ture that tasted at one and the same time of what she had lost and what
had been given her. It was wonderful to her, while she took her ran-
domcourse, that thesequantities felt soequal: shehadbeentreated—
hadn’t she?—as if it were in her power to live; and yet one wasn’t
treated so—was one?—unless it had come up, quite as much, that one
mightdie”(152).YetMillydoesnotpermitthisBichatianrevelationto
transform her consciousness, does not abandon romance in favor of
life, does not come to a realistic recognition that her mortality is the
ground of her significance as a person; rather, she directly falls back
into the pathological activity of metaphorizing and romancing her
own mortal condition:

The beauty of the bloom had gone from the small old sense of safety—
that was distinct: she had left it behind her there for ever. But the beauty
of the idea of a great adventure, a big dim experiment or struggle in
which she might more responsibly than ever before take a hand, had
been offered her instead. It was as if she had had to pluck off her breast,
to throw away, some friendly ornament, a familiar flower, a little old
jewel, that was part of her daily dress; and to take up and shoulder as a
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substitutesomequeerdefensiveweapon,amusket,aspear,abattle-axe—
conducive possibly in a higher degree to a striking appearance, but de-
manding all the effort of the military posture. (152)

In conceiving of her condition in terms of an adventure, an experi-
ment in appearances, Milly has already given in to the conditions of
romance. The crux of the matter is that Milly cannot accept Strett’s
dictum that she can live if she wills to do so: “It was perhaps superfi-
cially more striking that one could live if one would; but it was more
appealing, insinuating, irresistible in short, that one would live if one
could” (156). To disobey doctor’s orders by conceiving conditions as
being more determining than self-will is to continue romancing, and
Milly thus seals her fate.

Milly’s peculiar pathos is that she fails to recognize that in turning
toromancesheisdenyingherownreal, thecomplexitiesandpotential
freedoms inherent in her own medical determinism. Indeed, she mis-
takenly feels that in accepting the power death has over her she is
participating, at long last, in something real. To highlight this delu-
sion, James has Milly, following her visit to Strett, enter the park to
observe the life around her. This kind of confrontation with the real
is familiar to us from Middlemarch, where Dorothea, similarly jolted
out of her romantic view of things, looks out her window at the “invol-
untary, palpitating life” in what I have earlier described as an invigo-
rating recognition of the real (see chapter five). We need to recall,
however, that Dorothea’s revelation stems from her acknowledging
that the real consists of “the manifold wakings of men to labour and
endurance”—she sees “a man with a bundle on his back and a woman
carrying her baby; in the field she could see figures moving—perhaps
the shepherd with his dog.”25 Milly, in stark contrast, can see no such
figures,because she imaginesnosuchnecessary labor,nosuchexpen-
diture of energy, in what she takes to be “the real thing”:

the real thing was to be quite away from the pompous roads, well within
the centre and on the stretches of shabby grass. Here were benches and
smutty sheep; here were idle lads at games of ball, with their cries mild in
the thick air; here were wanderers anxious and tired like herself; here
doubtless were hundreds of others just in the same box. Their box, their
great common anxiety, what was it, in this grim breathing-space, but the
practical question of life? They could live if they would; that is, like her-
self, they had been told so: she saw them all about her, onseats, digesting
the information, recognising it again as something in a slightly different
shape familiar enough, the blessed old truth that they would live if they
could. All she thus shared with them made her wish to sit in their com-
pany. (153)
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Milly refuses to answer “the practical question of life” practically
andactively forherself,preferring the “idle”romantic answer that she
is a dove and that life is a box. She flies away in the end, leaving only
herwings—that is, themoneyandthe letter inwhichsheexpressesher
intention. This final act has been read as an example of what Conrad
calls in James the “emergence from miracle, through an energetic act
of renunciation.”26 This seems to me exactly the opposite of the case.
Milly’sactistheinevitableconsequence,ratherthantherenunciation,
of romancing—the ultimately romantic act. The specified is chased
from this act just as it has been all along, not only by Milly, who substi-
tutes her legacy for her embodied self, but also by Merton and Kate,
who refuse to read the letter. The letter, if read, might perhaps have
specified Milly’s intention, making her romance real for Merton by
providing him with “the turn she wouldhave given heract.” He recog-
nizes, although too late, that this kind of specification, the turn of the
subject, has been permanently lost, and it strikes him as what it in fact
is:“thesacrificeofsomethingsentientandthrobbing,somethingthat,
for the spiritual ear, might have been audible as a faint far wail.” Life
itself has been sacrificed to romance.

The specified in Wings of the Dove finally comes to rest, as it must in
the realistic novel, not in the character who dies, but in the physician
who knows what death signifies, whose very domain of discourse is
that of thesentient andthrobbingbody. Dr.Stretthas no wings,but he
has thereal—“the truthaboutMilly” thatMertonsees“perchedonhis
shoulders.” And it is the physician’s “splendid economy” of medical
knowledge rather than Milly’s extravagant flightiness that James en-
dorses,andthatmakesJames,despitethenear-totalsublimationofthe
medicalized body in his prose, a realist in essence.



EPILOGUE

TOWARD A NEW HISTORICIST METHODOLOGY

ACENTRAL CONCERN of this book has been to show: first,
how clinical medicine constitutes a certain systematic view of,
and way of talking about, its object—the pathologically em-

bodiedperson;andsecond,how,andwithwhatconsequencesbothfor
aestheticsandideology,novelists imitate thismedicalpraxisas theygo
about their work. My premise is that the disclaimers of scientific clini-
ciansandliteraryrealistsnotwithstanding,neitherlineofworkisoccu-
pied with a simple act of transcription or prescription, and neither
looks at reality with an innocent eye. Both diagnosis and description,
prognosis and plotting, involve not only what Donald Fanger, speak-
ing of Balzac, calls a “principled deformation of reality,”1 but its prin-
cipled formation. To see with a medical eye means invoking, however
tacitly,acomplicatedsystemoftechniques,conceptualconfigurations,
presuppositions, and protocols of interpretation that enable one to
take signs as symptoms and thereby to impose a particular order on
reality. It is this discursive system of clinical pre-scriptions, and its de-
ployment through medical and literary fields, that I have tried to elu-
cidate. Beyond that, however, the results of the present detailed study
of this particular literary/discursive nexus have a number of implica-
tions for the more general question of how one can situate literature
in history.

Thefirst is that thehistory relevant to literature includes thehistory
ofscience,thatthesciencesareaculturalphenomenonprovidingpart
of the cultural basis for literature just as other kinds of intellectual
activity do. This is not a very daring suggestion, to be sure. In thinking
of medicine in particular as a culturally implicated rather than purely
scientific practice, I am by no means alone. But the archaeological
method I have used to analyze the cultural resonance of this practice
distinguishes my book in several ways from other recent cultural stud-
ies focusingonmedicine.Theseworks includefascinatingdiscussions
of such medical topics as menstruation, the use of chloroform, the
etiology of hysteria, and the symptomatology of degeneration, as well
as critiques of the egregious bias against women enforced not only by
particularmedical menlike Acton, Maudsley,or Weir Mitchell, but by
the medical profession as a whole.2 Above all, the criticism of these
topics has emphasized medicine’s participation in ideology, focusing
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attention on the operational presence within the medical context of
gender, class, or racial oppositions—oppressive ideological differ-
ences thatmedical ideasreinforceorrestabilizeaspathologizedstere-
otypes.3 An archaeological analysis, on the other hand, although not
denying the existence and salience of cultural axes such as male/fe-
maleor white/black inmedical thought, cuts throughthat thought in
a different way. Archaeology seeks to identify in medical (or any
other) discourse a set of cognitive assumptions that have their own
consistency, a consistency irreducible to that of a stereotyping or
scapegoating mechanism, and irreducible as well to the axes along
which such mechanisms move.4

Onewaytoreconcilearchaeologicalandideologicalmethodswould
be to seek an axis of discrimination as pervasive as gender, race, or
class, but peculiarly the province of archaeological criticism. In the
archaeology of medicine, such an axis might be that of “pathology,”
becausetheproductionofmedicalstatementsdoesthework,aboveall,
of differentiating the healthy from the sick. But the notion of an axis
ofoppositions,whichseemsappropriatefortheideologicalanalysisof
race, gender, and class, does not quite capture the way in which medi-
cal thoughtcarvesupconceptualspace.Althoughpathologycertainly
entails a distinction betweenthe normal and the abnormal, the rheto-
ric of pathology does not divide already given subjects from each
other(separatingblackfromwhite,menfromwomen,bourgeoisfrom
proletariat) so much as it generates a profusion of pathologized per-
sons within and across all these groups. To reduce pathology to differ-
ence (to paraphrase the title of Sander Gilman’s important book on
thattopic)istoriskobscuringthecomplexityofthisintellectualopera-
tion and the enormous dispersion of historically specific categories of
self it yields. For example, one can certainly analyze hysteria in ideo-
logical terms as a misogynistic medical concept, as feminist critics as
diverse as Cixous and Ehrenreich have done; but as I point out in my
reading of MadameBovary, hysteria may also be understoodas a condi-
tion to which not only women but men as well are susceptible, and
which signifies a more wide-ranging medicalization of the embodied
person (and not only of the embodied woman) that is occurring both
withinFlaubert’snovelandwithinhisculture.5Theparticularmedical
discourse that defines the hystericized feminine body also brings into
focus not only hysterics, but monomaniacs, cretins, club-footed men,
and many other pathologized individuals; and this is accomplished
not through a monolithic mechanism of repression (patriarchal, cap-
italist, racist, and so on) working along a single axis, but through a
nuanced, multiply-directed variety of diagnostic, etiological, and
nosological techniques.
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These techniques, we have seen, are orchestrated and given consis-
tency, translated into knowledge, by a medical rhetoric whose quasi-
poetic quality we risk overlooking as well, if we focus merely on the
stereotypingofrace,class,andgenderidentities.Thatartisticcapacity
is perhaps more clearly displayed in medical statements less blunt or
controversial than those that invite criticism from the sharpness of
their stereotypes. Take for example the following textbook descrip-
tion, by a physician whom the medical historian M. Jeanne Peterson
has argued was far more representative of Victorian medicine than
Acton, Maudsley, Lallemand, or the other usual names mentioned by
critics.6 The physician is Sir James Paget; the description is that of a
brain tumor:

The material composing these cancers (when not disordered by the ef-
fects of haemorrhage, inflammation,or other disease) is a peculiar, soft,
close-texturedsubstance,havingverylittletoughness,easilycrushedand
spread-out by compression with the fingers. It is very often truly brain-
like, most like foetal brain, or like adult brain partially decomposed and
crushed. Many specimens, however, are much softer than brain; and
many, though of nearly the consistence of brain, are unlike it, being gru-
mous, pulpy, shreddy, or spongy, like a placenta, with fine soft filaments.
Very fewhave adistinct appearanceof fibrousor otherregular structure.

In colour, the material may be white, but most commonly, when the
cancer is fresh, it is light grey (like the greyness of the retina after death.)
Thetint isusually clear; it is inmanycases suffused with palepinkor lilac,
or with a deeper purple; and in nearly all, is variegated with effused
bloodandfullblood-vessels,whoseunequalabundanceindifferentparts
of the tumour produces a disorderly mottled appearance. Masses of
brightyelloworochreysubstancealso, liketubercle,areoftenfoundinor
between the lobes, as if compressedby them, while withering and drying
in the midst of their growth.

When pressed or scraped, the soft medullary cancers yield abundant
“cancer-juice,”amilkyorcream-like,orsomeotherturbid,material, ooz-
ing or welling-up from their pressed mass. There is no better rough test
forthediagnosisofmedullarycancersthan this is; andthesubstance thus
yielded is generally diffusible in water, making it uniformly turbid, not
floating in coarse shreds or fragments.7

Paget’s description depends less on the gender, race, or class of the
patient than on a semiology of symptomatic signs and a heuristics ca-
pable of moving from description to more or less certain assessment,
both working within an overall narrative framework that enables
Paget to place this description, a few pages later, within “the probable
history, or, as I would call it, the life, of the morbid material in the
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blood,andinthetissues”(363).Theseelements,amongothers,restrict
therange of what Paget finds significant and impose a terminology on
hisperception,sothatonecanrecognizePaget’sasmedical language;
yet the same elements also make possible an astonishingly concrete
and subtle statement whose vocabulary exceeds in richness and se-
mantic range even that of Zola’s postmortem description of Nana at
the end of that novel.

I have tried to uncover the implicit principles of pathological dis-
course that givePaget’s and otherclinicians’prose its distinctive qual-
ity. To do so has required disinterring long-obsolete medical text-
books and diagnostic manuals (where presuppositions elsewhere
taken for granted may be more plainly exposed), as well as such stan-
dard works of nineteenth-century medical philosophy as Bichat’s
Physiological Researches on Life and Death and Cabanis’s On the Degree of
Certitude in Medicine. The methodological point to be stressed here,
however, is that medicine’s discursive presuppositions, like those of
any discourse, cannot be dissociated from its language. But language
here must be construed to include Paget’s writing as well as Acton’s or
Maudsley’s or Krafft-Ebing’s. Medical presuppositions may be sig-
naled by the straightforward, lugubrious use of a terminology or by
the stereotypes (of the hysteric, or the consumptive, or the homosex-
ual, for instance) that such terminology may encourage. But on the
other hand, such presuppositions may lurk in a far from obviously
“medical” detail or qualification, in the tacit sense implied by the
choice of an adjective or metaphor, in Paget’s need (and ability) to
specify the tint and texture of his tumor. In fact, the excessive obvious-
ness of stereotyping may obscure the more fundamental and domi-
nant presuppositions at work in a discourse.

Because of its complexity, any effort to interpret the way medical
discourse works in fiction will involve something different from iden-
tifying the conventional thematics of an illness or the moral meaning
of a character’s affliction. Defining a character as normal already im-
plies a pathologist’s perspective. One thus must take account of the
presence of medical terminology in a text—whether or not such lan-
guage refers to a character. But taking account means not merely
noting that literary language amalgamates medical jargon among a
plurality of others in benign dialogism; it means, rather, addressing
severaldifficultquestionsconcerningtheuseof this jargon.Whatpar-
ticular segment of medical language is being incorporated into the
novel? Is theappropriation sporadic andsuperficial, focused perhaps
on a single character or situation, or used as only one analogical
framework among many? Or is the vocabulary used in a regular and
systematic way, invoked in detail for a range of characters or situa-
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tions? And how wide is this range? What other terminologies can be
saidtoabutorobstructmedical terminology,determining its rangeof
applicability? Does the novel contain a set of terms betraying an un-
derlying conceptual framework within which, say, Rosamond’s hys-
teriainMiddlemarchmightberelatedtoCasaubon’sfattydegeneration
of the heart? Or does the novelist appropriate the terminology of one
disease in detail while referring to another disease in the way a layper-
son might? How dense is the semantic web woven by medical terms in
any one instance? It is one thing for a novelist to describe a character
as hysterical; it is another to invoke, as Flaubert does, an array of diag-
nostically precise symptoms such as gagging, vertigo, and syncope.
One may suspect that the language in the latter case is what might be
called “discursively functional”: that is, meaningful in a way that re-
quiressomeunderstandingofmedicine’scognitivepresuppositions.8

Beyond explicit terminological reference, however, medical dis-
course may structure a novel in a number of other more important
ways. It may help shape a novel’s causal structure by providing an
etiological framework for understanding causes, even where patho-
genic features are not explicitly marked (as with the bad air that swirls
through so many of Dickens’s novels). It may help shape a novel’s
mode of characterization by providing a model for the internal struc-
ture of the individual (a fine network of tissues in Flaubert; a consen-
susof sensibilities inEliot andJames;ora bundleofnerves inCollins).
Finally, it may help determine which everyday details a novelist in-
cludes in his or her descriptions, by according a certain diagnostic
status to detailed observation. Just as categories of gender can, as Eve
Sedgwickputs it, “havea structuringforce for axesofculturaldiscrim-
inationwhosethematicsubjectisn’texplicitlygenderedatall,”operat-
ing even in something as innocuous as the description of a landscape,
so categories of pathology can operate in a text even where neither
doctors nor patients nor medical terms are centrally present.9

The shape of a commitment to medical categories differs, to be
sure, from one novelist to another, so that there is no single answer to
these questions. Balzac, we have seen, relies on a different medical
paradigm—bothadifferent,althoughoverlapping,terminologyanda
distinct setof concepts—from that invokedby Flaubertand Eliot.The
latter novelists in turn differ markedly in the ways they choose to in-
corporate the medical viewpoint in their novels: where Flaubert re-
serves it almost exclusively for himself as narrator, Eliot shares it with
one of her characters. To take such variations as a sign that medical
discourse is irrelevant to what makes realism realism would not only
bewrong,but wouldmiss thepointofarchaeological analysis,which is
topermit one toaccount fordifferenceswithin a genrewithout reduc-
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ingsuchdifferences toanessential identity. In thisparticularcase, the
shifting literary statusand functionofmedical discoursecan helpone
to discover fresh nuances in individual writers, within the identifiably
common project of realism.

In this work, I have treated medicine almost as a species of literature,
and certainly as an art, a set of techniques that the doctor uses to rep-
resent illness. To reduce medicine in this way to a solely interpretive
or artistic activity, however, would oversimplify matters as much as if
one were to go to the other extreme and ignore altogether the aes-
theticqualitiesofthemedicalexperience.Forifmedicineis literature,
an art for knowledge’s sake, it is a literature far more obviously em-
bedded in history than most. Clinicians in practicing medicine diag-
nose and treat not simply diseases but patients; more generally, they
work within a social and not merely intellectual field. I have therefore
felt compelled to discuss medicine not only as a pure art aimed at
representing an object of knowledge, at bringing disease into dis-
course,butalso—likeeverydiscourse(andthisisthemethodologically
significant point)—as a socially potent attempt to grasp, shape, and
ultimately control a relationship among human beings, an act involv-
ing both authority and a special kind of power. Any historicist inter-
pretationofmedical discourse in thenovel must confrontnot only the
poetic but also the political aspect of the medical art: the issue of what
makes us follow the doctor’s orders.

Medical authority is an extremely complex subject, all the more so
because, unlike some other forms of social power (patriarchal, politi-
cal, religious, or ideological authority, for example), the physician’s
dominance is tied directly to an intellectual, putatively rational prac-
tice thatmakes it seemuncontestable, lessanactofcoercionthansim-
ply what needs to be done. I found it useful, as a first step, to differen-
tiate twodimensions inwhich medicalauthority isboth exercisedand
contested.

Thefirstmightbecalledanepistemicdimension,whereinmedicine
demands to be thought of as a discrete science (rather than an art
made up of interpretive techniques). I do not presume that medicine
either is, or is not, “really” a science; that is a question for philoso-
phers of science to ponder. Instead, I examine how medicine defines
itself as a pursuit of truth, an epistemological imperative, in a way
that (it hopes) at once legitimates it as science and marks it off as a
unique science, distinct from others. Medicine’s most basic distin-
guishing feature as a form of knowledge, as Georges Canguilhem has
pointed out, is its insistence that one can make true statements (or
alternatively, statements that can be falsified) about what is normal
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andwhatpathological.10Clinicalmedicine,inturn,canbespecifiedby
itsadditionalprerequisite thatthenormalandthepathologicalbeun-
derstood as conditions of the body as organism (rather than, say, as
mechanismorstructure).WhatFlaubertcalls“lecoupd’oeuilmedical
de la vie,”11 the medical view of life, would include, under this rubric,
not merely doctors, but also poets, novelists, philosophers, and politi-
cal theorists—in short, anyone who has accepted the normal/patho-
logical distinction and the principle of “organization” as the starting
point for elaborate theories, narratives, social prescriptions, and cul-
tural programs directed toward the body individual or politic. This
definition of doctoring can accommodate Sir Thomas Browne and
GeorgLukács,MaxNordauandEmileZola,FlorenceNightingaleand
Elizabeth Gaskell, as well as medical practitioners in the narrower
sense.12 The normal/pathological axis authorizes a capacity for inter-
vention eagerly asserted and exerted by many in the larger culture.

As Lydgate’s fate in Middlemarch indicates, however, such epistemic
prestige cannot be simply taken for granted. Neither total nor neces-
sarilyevenstable, it isonly as secureas thedistinctionbetweennormal
and pathological that enables it. Insofar as this distinction is blurred,
challenged, or ignored, medicine’s status as a science—as a discourse
capableofyieldingtruth—becomesquestionable,andtheauthorityof
the medical wanes. To examine the epistemic dimension of medicine
thus means to uncover an historical field of struggle where medical
authority defends itself against what Edward Said, in a different con-
text, has called molestation.13

Thewordmolestation—unlike,say,oppressionorsubversion—registers
two important differences between the epistemic politics associated
with pathology and the ideological politics associated with race, gen-
der,orclass.First, thestruggle inthepoliticsofknowledge isnotabout
overturningor liberating somuchas it is aboutbothering and displac-
ing one form of authority with another. Second, the direction from
which quarrels will erupt and struggles will be waged is not given in
advance. Thus the distinction between health and sickness may come
underattack from nonscientists, particularly when doctors seek to ex-
tend their purview to include social relationships other than the doc-
tor-patient one and thereby trespass on the turf of other social author-
ities.Whennineteenth-centuryphysicianspushfortheestablishment
of specializations in such fields as “legal” and “political” medicine, for
example, they meet with stiff resistance—not from the “deviants”
whom they wish to medicalize, but from those who find it more appro-
priateoradvantageous toperceivedeviantsascriminals rather thanas
patients, deviancy as an offense rather than as a social pathology. In
thisviewan individualwouldbeanadulteress or sinnerrather thanan
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hysteric, a thief rather than a monomaniac. In our own time, a similar
battle is being fought around the AIDS epidemic. Civil libertarians
and homophobes, as well as those labeled as diseased, each seek to
challenge the prerogative of public health officials to deal with the
diseaseaccordingtomedicalcriteria.Throughthenegotiations,com-
promises, and alliances that follow from such extramural conflicts
between medical and nonscientific authorities, limits are set to the
normal/pathological distinction’s validity, and hence to the range of
medicine’s epistemic force.

From within the domain of the sciences, on the other hand, clinical
medicine’sauthorityalso ismolested duringtheperiodconsidered in
Vital Signs, through challenges to the pertinency of the very ideas that
permitted physicians of the time to define their work as scientific. Cy-
tology and experimental physiology subvert the medical notion that
the body can be understood as an organic confederation of tissues;
embryology and evolutionary theory call into question the stability of
norms; Virchow and Pasteur, with their postulates that it is the cell
thatbecomessickandthegermthat transmitsdisease,underminethe
truth-value of a pathology of tissues. As these new sciences rise to
prominence in the latter half of the nineteenth century, the scientif-
icauthorityofclinicalmedicinedeclinesconcomitantly,withmeasura-
ble consequences, I have argued, for the authority of the realistic
imagination.

The authority enjoyed by clinicians in their heyday, however, goes
beyondthatcountenancedinthetruththeyadvocateaboutmattersof
life and death. Here I refer to a second dimension of medical author-
ity,anauthoritynotepistemicbutideological—ormoreprecisely,pro-
fessional. Beginning roughly at the time of the French Revolution,
clinical medicine increasingly stands out during the Victorian period
as a centrally important social activity, insofar as it comes to repre-
sent—more unabashedly than almost any other form of work—the
values of the rapidly rising professional class. As one of the first and
most spectacularly successful instances of a modern occupation win-
ningitswaytoprofessionalstatusandsocialprestige,clinicalmedicine
cannot be analyzed only as an art, nor as an orientation toward ques-
tions of truth, a would-be science competing with other sciences for
authority. It also must be considered as a form of social activism: an
ethosorself-imagedesignedtohelpestablishandsustaintheclinician
ina positionof cultural and economicauthority. Ihave found it useful
to employ M. S. Larson’s notion of a professional project to identify
this mobilizing and legitimacy-seeking aspect of medical practice.14

Without examining medicine as a project one cannot possibly under-
stand the peculiar blending of scientific paradigms with political,
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philosophical and imaginative initiatives so characteristic of the
goldenageoftheclinic(aperiodroughlycorrespondingtotheheyday
of the realistic novel).

This is not to say, of course, that a doctor’s desire for what Andrew
Abbott calls “jurisdiction”15 unilaterally determines the concepts and
measures of treatment he promotes, or that the idea of an organic
norm merely serves as a cover for some sort of conspiracy to improve
the social standing of doctors. The relationship between knowledge
andhuman interests, in medicine at least, is not one of superstructure
simplyreinforcingasocialbase.Infact,aphysician’s intereststypically
will be directed not only toward personal or class advancement, but
also toward increasing the store of medical knowledge on one hand,
anddefendingmedicine’sscientifictruthontheother.Medicine’swill
to power is not identical to its will to truth—which in turn is irreduci-
ble to its will to knowledge. Each of these three aspects of medical
practice—ideological,epistemic,anddiscursive—hasitsowncomplex-
ities, which an effective historical analysis should respect.

The broader methodological point here is that medical practice is
no different in essence from other social practices: they too must ex-
hibitideological,epistemic,anddiscursivecharacteristics.Theideolo-
gies theypromote intheir practitionersmaybe feudalor bureaucratic
rather thanprofessional; thetruth they try to tellmaybe transcenden-
tal or commonsensical or logical rather than pathological or even sci-
entific; the discursive assumptions they rely upon may take signs as
symbols or data or wonders rather than symptoms. And of course so-
cial practices can also be understood in many other ways: with refer-
ence to class conformation, gender differentiation, mode of produc-
tion, functional utility, the general economy of power. The special
claimofarchaeologyisnot tosomehowtrumptheseotherapproaches
but to open up problematics—about the nature of authority, the poli-
tics of truth, the presuppositions of statements—that other historical
methods evade.

As I have indicated, professionalism is, like scientificity, a mode of
authority. The term authority, in turn, suggests an analogy between
medicalandliteraryempowerment,ananalogythatcomplementsthe
one drawn in this book between the arts of medicine and fiction. If
medicine does in fact provide such authors as Balzac, Flaubert, and
Conan Doyle with a clinical point of view, a model for mimesis, it also
provides the same writers with a model (or several possible models
depending on the historical fortunes of medicine) of scientific and
professional authority. There is little doubt that such models were re-
quired,given thestrong, sometimes evenhyperbolic, claims (implicit
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as well as overt) that realism makes for its truth-value and literary
status. From Balzac’s feverish sales pitch claim that “All is true!” in
Père Goriot, to Flaubert’s prophecy that science and literature would
eventually merge, to Eliot’s self-confident and ironic definition of
(bad) authorship as “a vocation which is understood to turn foolish
thinking into funds,” the author’s authority and its need to be
grounded in a socially legitimated form of rationality are a constant
concern.16 The claims realists make about the truthfulness and social
utility of their genre are of the same ilk as those raised by doctors, and
the similarity has encouraged me to try, in Vital Signs, to plumb the
depths of this analogy.

But some daunting methodological stumbling blocks lay in the way
ofascribinganysuchepistemicandethicalcharacteristicstoliterature.
Thecritical task involved in identifying a literary point of view or tech-
nique as somehow medical was relatively straightforward, at least in
principle: one correlated specific elements of medical and fictional
practices (for instance, the etiological assumptions made by Bichat
with the causal assumptions about character development made by
Flaubert). How literary authority could be shown to take on a medical
cast, on the other hand, was far from obvious. Such authority cannot
be identified from the sorts of statements mentioned in the previous
paragraphs, which tell us only to which authority the realists aspired,
not theauthorityconveyedby their texts.How, then,canoneestablish
an epistemic orientation and an ideological intention in the work of a
writer, without falling into biographical criticism with its attendant
dangers? To what literary structures, what levels of narrative or ele-
ments of fiction do these dimensions of authority pertain?

Toaddress these issues, I hadtorecognize that unlikemedical tech-
niqueand in common withall other formsof social authority, medical
authority hasan irreducibly oppositionaland competitiveaspect that
it tries to mask. Given the vexed condition of medical authority, those
elements of fiction most likely to register this molested authority will
be those that themselves negotiate oppositions. I am thinking in par-
ticular of narrative, which modern literary theorists have taken to be
reducibletoastructuralprocessdevotedtoorganizingandmediating
between sets of oppositions. Put more simply, the idea is that plot
arises as an effort to resolve (or at least to manage) what would other-
wise survive as an unbearable, unthinkable antinomy or contradic-
tion—whetherbetweencharacters,socialtypes,moralcategories,class
aspirations, or even “ideologemes.”17

With this schema, I could begin to sketch out the ways in which
medical authority manifests itself in literature at the level of plot-gen-
erating oppositions. In the case of epistemic authority, the narrative
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possibilities were particularly rich. A novelist might, for example,
identify the challenge to doctors from without by other purveyors of
truth(lawyers,priests,orsimplytheunenlightened)astheproblemhe
or shewished towriteabout, the subjectofhis narrative.Theplot then
would deal with a reform-minded physician—Lydgate in Eliot’s Mid-
dlemarch, Benassis in Balzac’s A Country Doctor, Wycherley in Reade’s
HardCash—strugglingagainststupidity,venality,andbackwardnessto
establish his truth. Medical authority in this instance functions as an
explicit themetakenupbythenovelist,athemeprojectinganallegory
not of a disavowed power but of the novelist’s own sense of author-
ity—utopian in Balzac, tempered in Eliot, socially militant in Reade.

Butevenwithoutaphysician-character typifyingmedicalauthority,
some narratives still can stake a claim to such authority. Insofar as a
narrative is realistic, it necessarily presumes some truthfulness (and
therefore some authority) not only in what it represents but in the
view it takes of what it represents. To ground this truthfulness, the
realistmustbecommitted not to somegeneral notionof truth or com-
monsense,buttosomeparticularepistemictrope:thenormal/patho-
logical opposition of medicine; or the juridical distinction between
innocence and criminality; or the contractual distinction between
marriageandadultery;orthejournalisticdistinctionbetweenfactand
fiction.18 Each of these is a “constituent model” for its discourse.19 For
our purposes, however, what is of interest is that each model implies
certainnarrativepossibilities,presupposesthatcertainconsequences
will follow from a given situation, functions in short as a principle of
narration.20 Thus, for example, a narrative structured according to
the constituent model of contract and transgression—as in the classi-
cal novel of adultery analyzed by Tony Tanner—will confirm the
truth of that model by showing how the transgressor is ineluctably
punished.Formedicine,wherethe governingepistemological frame-
work is that of organic norm and pathological deviation, the corre-
sponding narrative construal can take two forms: either an explicit
contrast between healthy and sick characters (or communities, as in
The Country Doctor), or a case study of a single character who is predi-
cated as ill. In either case, however, the novelist circumscribes the
sphereofactions,makingall experiencessubject to the groundingex-
periences of health, illness, and death. The novelist’s authority, in
turn, depends upon the hegemony of his or her epistemic model—
uponourwillingnesstoacceptthisrangeofpossibilities, thissphereof
actions,as insomewaymoretrue to life,moreauthoritativelyrealistic,
than any other way of imagining the real (for instance, as an experi-
ence of manners, of desire, or of language).

These are two general ways, then, to locate literary authority: in
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thematizationsof thestruggle for thetruth,andinthenarrativepossi-
bilities the author chooses to realize. But if authority never escapes
molestation,then,asSaidhassuggested,molestationmustalsoaccom-
pany any literary effort to establish the authority of the real. As
pointedoutabove,whenepistemicauthority isprojectedasatheme—
that is,aheroorheroinefightingtoestablishatruthalsosubscribedto
bythenovelist—theharassment, refusal,co-optation,orevendestruc-
tion of such “figures of capable imagination” (to borrow Emerson’s
phrase) must be part of the story. But a deeper vulnerability must
attach to these heroes, as to the novelist who imagines them: the
chancethatsuchfigures,andthenovelistaswell,mightbeincapableof
gaining a reader’s assent to their would-be authority. The struggles of
a Lydgate or Doctor Pascal are agonistic, and a kind of melodrama of
truth is played out in such instances.

When a writer’s epistemic authority takes shape not as theme but
throughthechoiceofanarrative-generatingepistemictrope,showing
howsuchauthoritycouldbechallengedoropposedwithinthenovel is
a bit trickier. It is difficult to imagine how the authority of a plot could
be traduced or molested. But a novel may consist of more than one
plot; moreover, even a single plot may be viewed in more than one
way, with each view granted a certain authority. Middlemarch, as we
have seen, offers at least three discretekinds of plot, only one of which
is organized along normal/pathological lines, while Madame Bovary
consists of a single plot readable as the story either of a sick woman or
of an adulteress. Several different kinds of truth, even several differ-
ent realities, may thus coexist within a single fiction in conditions of
adjacency, imbrication, or even outright hostility between or within
narrative strands. Bakhtin was the first to point out and study the
presenceofcompetingdiscourses,heteroglossia,inthenovel,andone
could probably do worse than to borrow from his terminology to de-
scribe Middlemarch as an example of “discursive divergence” and Ma-
dame Bovary as a case of “discursive subordination.” Bakhtin himself,
unfortunately, was hamstrung by his extreme polemical hostility to-
ward realism, dismissing it rather abruptly, and not very usefully, as a
monologic form dominatedbya singleauthoritative,evenauthoritar-
ian,discourse.Consequently,heneverreallyinvestigatedtheanxieties
ofauthority that haunt realist fiction’s claims to truth, and which Vital
Signs has traced in some detail.21

But what of that other dimension of authority, the ideological di-
mension where what is at stake is not the truth claimed by an author
but the ideals and values he or she projects through and beyond this
claim? For clinical medicine, such ideals and values amounted to
somethinglikeanethosofprofessionalism.Themethodologicalprob-
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lem, then, was to determine whether realism projects a professional
ethosof itsown, andif so,where thisethosmanifests itself in thenovel.

An ethos is first and foremost a conception of the active, practical
good, a notion of what orients, inspires, or shapes a person’s attitude
toward work, giving him or her “character.” Not surprisingly, then,
professionalism will often be represented fictionally in a particular
character who embodies or aspires to the professional ideal. Such a
hero appears not only as one who seeks the truth, but as one who acts
as an agent of the truth, turning objectivity and disinterestedness to
the passionate pursuit of the good as he or she sees it. An accurate
senseofthetruthisofcourseanecessaryprecondition—onecouldnot
take seriously a would-be professional hero who was a dilettante (like
Frédéric Moreau in Sentimental Education) or a neophyte (like Lucien
de Rubempré in Lost Illusions)—but the professional vocation and its
vicissitudes have a narrative valence distinct from that of the struggle
for epistemic authority.

The professional hero, to be sure, need not be a doctor: Dickens’s
inventor, Daniel Doyce, and Eliot’s managing agent, Caleb Garth,
cometomindasnonmedicalprofessionalheroes.Butthetangentiality
of these figures, and the predominance of doctors in such roles, re-
flects the degree to which professionalism in the nineteenth century
finds its archetype in clinical medicine. To say this, however, is only to
point to one prominent source of the raw material—the ethos—that a
novelist appropriates from his or her culture, not to describe how that
ethos is worked into a story. The doctor’s vocation may be given quasi-
religious status (as in Balzac) or function as a quieter ideal (as with
Woodcourt in Bleak House); alternatively, and more interesting, the
novelist may emplot vocation so as to evaluate its legitimacy. What
seems to be a genuine calling may be simply an ideological, self-serv-
ing veneer, unworthy of the authority it claims. A number of realist
novels thus consist at least in part in a sort of trial-by-fire in which a
physician finds his or her vocational impulse tested. The fate of that
impulse—its discrediting or confirmation, its degradation to a mere
workethicor itselevationtospecialmoralstatusandauthority—regis-
ters each author’s sense of the cultural potency of medicine.

The author, however, may well have a vocational impulse and a de-
sire for professional authority in his or her own right, a will to profes-
sionalpowerdistinct from(althougharticulatedinrelation to)theas-
pirations of the professional hero represented in the author’s novels.
This impulsecancauseanovelist to apotheosizeprofessionalismas an
ideal against which various characters are foundmore or less wanting.
Or it can lead a novelist to use certain literary procedures—showing
rather than telling, omniscient narration, irony of a specific sort—in
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the belief that they mark literature as a profession rather than, say, a
craft or a spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings. To some extent,
these intentions and expectations are broached within the novels
themselves, inself-reflexivenarratorialcommentary.Butauthorscon-
ceptualize their missions far more often in correspondence, note-
books, and critical essays—places where they can tell not only what
they are trying to show in their fiction but also why they are trying to
show it. I have not shrunk from violating the taboo against biographi-
calcriticismby lookingcloselyat thesematerials togainabetter sense,
not of themeaning of thenovels in themselves, but of theaims that are
included within and projected through the novels.

Thoseaims, tobesure,neednotbearticulatedasacalling,norneed
they be professional aims. Moreover, even where a writer sets him- or
herself up as a professional, one has to carefully specify the ideo-
logical parameters of this notion of professionalism. Trollope and
Bennett, for instance, seemtoderive their senseof themselvesas “pro-
fessional writers” from white-collar workers: their sense of labor and
mission is far more regularized and muted than that of Balzac or
Flaubert, for whom writing, in differing ways, constitutes a form of
social activism. The guiding ethos of realistic novelists, I have tried to
show, is a peculiarly medical professionalism, in which the labor of
writing is thought of as both transcending the cash nexus and doing a
good that is therapeutic.

Medical authority (like that ofany social practice) thus canbe both
manifest and latent in fiction, present as subject or as authorial inten-
tion. But this double inscription in turn raises a further methodologi-
cal problem: how can the authority claimed by a realist be correlated
with the authority represented in the novelist’s fiction? If there are
complexrelationsbetweendiscourses inthenovel,asBakhtinhassug-
gested,equallycomplex(andfor themostpartuntheorized)relations
obtain between the discourse of the novelist and discourses in the
novel.22 One can imagine, for instance, a novelist who asserts the eval-
uative power of the opposition between sickness and health (and the
professional authority that goes along with this power) without ever
introducing a doctor into his or her story as a major figure; Little Dorrit
or Hard Times or Shirley include few or no physicians, yet the sickness
in these novels, and the utopian valorizing of the sickroom and nurs-
ing as responses to the painful real, imply a medical attitude toward
social problems. One might describe medicine here as a “discursive
latency” within the literary text. In a more insidious version of this, a
writer might introduce into his or her novel a doctor who knows noth-
ing(CharlesBovary inMadameBovary)oratleastnothingworthknow-
ing (as with the merely clever and cruel Dr. Sloper in Washington
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Square). Insuchcases, thephysicianseemstonegatemedical claims to
epistemic or moral authority, but in fact is set up as a kind of impotent
antitype against which the realist’s own quasi-medical power can be
measured. This chiasmatic distribution of authority corresponds to
what I have called “discursive sublation.”

The labels we attach to these phenomena, however, are of less in-
terest than the linkage they suggest between the representation of
authority in the novel and the representation of authority through
the novel. For the most part, this linkage is in fact remarkably overt.
When physiciansdoappear in realistic and quasi-realistic novels, they
tend to act as surrogates for the novelist. Balzac’s Benassis and Bian-
chon, Eliot’s Lydgate, James’s Sir Luke Strett, Flaubert’s Larivière,
Conan Doyle’s Watson, Zola’s Pascal, all share to a greater or lesser
extent the same vision and values as their creators. The vicissitudes,
strengths, triumphs, and failures of these characters as social authori-
ties thuscanbeunderstoodasversionsof theseauthors’ownstruggles
for authority.

The ultimate methodological question, of course, is how to conceptu-
alize medicine’s coherence as a single overall practice, an effective to-
tality combining intellectual operations, ideas, and ideals. There
shouldbeno illusion about the contingencyofany such fused medical
totality. Clinical medicine did not exist in the eighteenth century and
no longer exists today in the nineteenth-century sense. Doctors no
longer perceive disease through the grid of a tissue-based symptoma-
tology; they no longer recognize the pathological as a function of the
organized body so much as of cells; they less and less embody the vir-
tues and authority of professionalism. But even within the relatively
restricted period under consideration, medical practice is far from
monolithic. At different moments within different national cultures,
its profile varies. In Balzac’s France, as we have seen, doctors stress
theirprofessionalauthority,whileinFlaubert’s theyexploitandelabo-
ratemedical techniquesconfidentlyandwithoutmuchfanfare,andin
Eliot’sEnglandtheydefendmedicine’sscientificityagainstonslaughts.

Why bother to point out such nuances of a social practice in a book
whose main concern is with literature rather than with sociology or
history? One reason is that historical accuracy and specification are
values in themselves. Another is that these disparate emphases help
one to begin to elaborate something that has been sorely lacking
within new historicist work on the novel: a methodology capable of
explaining what causes a writer to appropriate the discourses he or
she does. Rather than merely noting homologies between a social and
aliterarypractice,or“swerving” insouciantlybetweenliteraryandcul-
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turalphenomena, onecanbegin to see socialpractices as offeringvar-
ioustransientstrategicpossibilitiesthatnovelistsexploit.23Adoptinga
particularmedicalparadigmavailableinFranceonlyduringthe1820s
and 1830s, I have argued, enables Balzac to assert his professional
authority more forcefully, while for Flaubert writing clinically means
both imitating and demonstrating the immense technical powers in-
herent in the art of diagnosis. For Eliot, writing at a third moment and
inadifferentnationalmilieu, thevulnerabilityofmedical scienceper-
mits her to worry over the equally vulnerable epistemological author-
ity of her own fiction.

All three realists, on the other hand, take their medicine whole, so
that there is the tightest possible connection between, say, Flaubert’s
stylistic reliance on Bichat’s clinical methods of diagnosis and his
strictlyimpersonal,epistemologicallyuntroubledauthority.Similarly,
Eliot’sdoubtsabout thecapacity for truthofthatsameBichatianpara-
digm correspond to her doubts about the authority of professional
vocation—doubts that she shared with many doctors in England dur-
ing the 1860s. But this extraordinarily deep homology does not mean
that literary and medical practice are identical. Obviously, novels are
not case studies, and it is precisely the richness and variety of dis-
courses within the novel, its exorbitant inclusiveness of points of view,
that one ought to protect against reductivism. As I have stressed, the
competition between medicaland otherdiscourses is an essential fea-
ture of realism. But that competition should not be hypostasized in
turn as an Auerbachian mixing of styles or Bakhtinian dialogism. It
stems from the novelist’s alignment with one or another discourse, a
choice that determines the horizon and geography of discourses
within the novel. In the case of novels and novelists most associated
withrealism—Balzac,Flaubert,Eliot, James—thedetermining,struc-
turally generative discourse seems, again and again, to be medical.24

Paradoxically, then, focusing attention upon a single discourse in a
novel, far from impoverishing the literary work, actually enables one
to account for the particular nature of its richness. And this methodo-
logical dictum is true not only of individual novels but of the genre
theyarticulate.Fromanarchaeological viewpoint, thecritical realism
associated with Balzac, Flaubert, Eliot, and James appears not as a
loose baggy monster of a category, but as a tightly knit literary-histori-
cal phenomenon, a weaving and reweaving of the same discursive tex-
ture. What is more, the warps and knots within this textured literary
history—the twistingof realism into suchpararealistic formsas detec-
tive fiction, sensation fiction, and naturalism; the more radical trans-
formation of realism into modernism—also appear more clearly. Ar-
chaeology permits us to draw sharper generic distinctions because
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change is understood not linearly (as the abandonment of “represen-
tational” for“language-conscious”fiction,oraswitchfrom“objective”
to“subjective”writing)butgenealogically,astheerodingordisplacing
of one mode of authority by others and the consequent redistribution
of discourses. Thus, rather than an abrupt shift from realism to mod-
ernism, or realism to naturalism—if, like Lukács, one draws the line
there—one marks a series of displacements in the (still functional)
medical point of view, each shift accounting for the emergence of a
distinct pararealistic form.Modernism, in turn, canbe understood as
a literary practice that rigorously inverts the medical premises be-
queathedby therealisticnovel.Theparticularshereare,however, less
important than the methodological advantage they are intended to
illustrate for making better sense of the understructured field of liter-
ary history.
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1966).

23. M.-F. Xavier Bichat, Recherches physiologiques sur la vie et la mort (Paris:
ChezBrosson,Gabon,et Cie,1800), 162.Fora broaderview of the conceptual
transformation initiated by Bichat, see Foucault, Birth, chap. 8; P. Lain En-
tralgo, “Sensualism and Vitalism in Bichat’s ‘Anatomie Générale,’ ” Journal of
the History of Medicine 3, no.1 (1948): 47–55; and François Jacob, La Logique du
vivant (Paris: Gallimard, 1970), chap. 2.

24. “one castrates men to change their voices.” Bichat, Recherches, 100.
25. See in particular Steven Marcus, The Other Victorians (New York: Basic

Books, 1966). Stephen Heath has traced the development of sexual rhetoric
into a modern discourse on sexuality in The Sexual Fix (London: Macmillan,
1983).

26. François Lallemand, Des pertes séminales involontaires (Paris: Béchet,
1836).

27. Raymondde Vieussens, Histoire des maladies internes suivis de la névrogra-
phie (Toulouse: J. J. Robert, 1775–1776), quoted in Hoffmann, La femme, 178.

28. On Georget, see Jean Marie Bruttin, Différentes théories sur l’hystérie dans
la première moitié du XIXe siècle (Zurich: Jenris, 1969).

29. See Robert Brudenell Carter, On the Pathology and Treatment of Hysteria
(London: J. Churchill, 1853). On Carter’s position in the history of hysteria,
see Skultans, English Madness, 21–30.

30. Henry James, The Art of Fiction (New York: Oxford University Press,
1948), 74.

31. “Julien’s illness . . . was caused by a deadly breeze or an unfulfilled de-
sire.But theyoungman, inresponsetoallquestions,shookhishead.”Gustave
Flaubert, Trois Contes (Paris: Garnier Flammarion, 1965), 102.

32. For a discussion of Flaubert’s relation to older theories of the relation
between weather and emotional flux, see Terry Castle, “The Female Ther-
mometer,”Representations 17(Winter1987):18–19.Castlecorrectlypoints out
thatFlaubert is“self-conscious,evensly” in invokingtheseearlier theories,but
he does not recognize that Flaubert rejects the etiology purveyed by those
theories, or that Flaubert promotesa different view of what Castle calls “mod-
ern man’s unstable inner weather.”

33. SeeBruttin, Différentes théories sur l’hystérie, foramoredetailedsummary
of these four steps.

34. Cf. Hayden White, “The Problem of Style in Realistic Representation:
Marx andFlaubert,” in Berel Lang,ed., The Concept ofStyle (Philadelphia: Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Press, 1979), 213–32. For White, however, the move-
ment through the four tropal modes is unconnected with medical logic or
discursive structure. Instead, White places it within an Hegelian schema of
cognitive development. Flaubert’s novel, in this view, provides a classical ex-
ampleofbildungsroman,depictingthe four-stageprocesswhereby the Spirit,
or Desire, comes to (ironic) self-consciousness. But Flaubert’s term for what
happens is “l’éducation sentimentale,” not “l’éducation de l’esprit,” and the
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former term has a precise connotation, for Ideologues and clinicians, of
“powerofsensitivity”(sentiment,sensitivité,andsensibilitéareroughlyinterchan-
gable in Bichatian discourse). The education of Frédéric’s sentiments, then,
although occurring in four stages, results not in a German idealist Bildung of
the Geist but in a medicalized formation of constitution.

35. Bruttin, Différentes théories sur l’hystérie, 31.
36. “Charles,detempsàautre, ouvrait les yeux;puis, sonesprit se fatiguant

et le sommeil revenant de soi-même, bientôt il entrait dans une sorte d’as-
soupissement où, ses sensations récentes se confondant avec des souvenirs,
lui-même se perçevait double, à la fois étudiant et marié, couché dans son lit
comme tout à l’heure, traversant une salle d’opérés comme autrefois” (61).

37. Josef Breuer and Sigmund Freud, Studies on Hysteria, trans. and ed.
James Strachey (New York: Basic Books, 1955), 7.

38. Flaubert to Hippolyte Taine, 1 December 1866. Cf. Correspondance, ed.
Jean Bruneau (Paris: Gallimard, 1973–1980).

39. “Lesombresdusoirdéscendaient; le soleilhorizontal,passantentre les
branches, lui éblouissait les yeux. Ça et là, tout autour d’elle, dans les feuilles
ou par terre, des taches lumineuses tremblaient, comme si des colibris, en vo-
lant,eussentéparpillé leursplumes.Lesilenceétaitpartout;quelquechosede
doux semblait sortir des arbres; elle sentait son coeur, dont les battements
recommençaient, et le sang circuler dans sa chair comme un fleuve de lait.
Alors, elle entendit tout au loin, au delà du bois, sur les autres collines, un cri
vagueetprolongé,unevoixquisetraînait,etellel’écoutaitsilencieusement,se
mêlant comme une musique aux dernières vibrations de ses nerfs émus”
(193).

40. In Littérature et sensation (Paris: Editions de Seuil, 1954), Jean-Pierre
Richardgivesa brilliantphenomenologicalreadingof this andother passages
dealingwithEmma’sperception.ThedifferencebetweenRichard’sphenom-
enological approach and my archaeologicalone is actually a matter of degree
rather than of substance: Richard seeks to imitate the lived experience of the
characterswithinFlaubert’s literaryuniverse,whilemyconcernistoshowhow
that experience is made sense of by means of encoded presuppositions that
function as a phenomenological a priori.

41. “Aux fulgurations de l’heure présente, sa vie passée, si nette
jusqu’alors,s’évanouissaittoutentière,etelledoutaitpresquedel’avoirvécue.
Elle était là; puis autour du bal, il n’y avait plus que de l’ombre,étalée sur tout
le reste” (94).

42. “Le souvenir du vicomte revenait toujours dans ses lectures. Entre lui
etlespersonnagesinventés,elleétablissaitdesrapprochements.Mais lecercle
dont il était le centre peu à peu s’élargit autour de lui, et cette auréole qu’il
avait,s’écartantdesafigure,s’étalaplusauloin,pourilluminerd’autresrêves”
(99).

43. Cf. Jonathan Culler, Flaubert: The Uses of Uncertainty (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cor-
nell University Press, 1974), 91–108.

44. For a similar effort to account for a seemingly meaningless detail (in
fact, theprecisedetailchosenbyBarthes), seeCastle,“TheFemaleThermom-
eter,” 26.
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45. Cf. Bruttin, Différentes théories sur l’hystérie, 18: “Le seuil de la sensibilité,
de l’excitabilité du cerveau maladeétant ainsi deplus en plusabaissé, les plus
petites stimulations suffiront à déclencher la crise. Une douleur, une petite
contrariété, voire même un son ou une odeur désagréables, déchargeront le
cerveau malade; la réaction hystérique est devenue inadéquate, totalement
disproportionée et, tres souvent, il devient impossible de trouver la cause
immédiate de ces accès répétés.”

46. Thecasestudy hasyet tobe adequatelydefinedasa literary genre,as G.
S. Rousseau has pointed out in “Literature and Medicine: The State of the
Field,” Isis 72, no. 263 (1981): 406–24. Those critics who have dealt with case
studies (most notably Steven Marcus and Peter Brooks) have focused almost
exclusively onFreud’scase histories, rather than examining Freud’swork as a
transformation of an already existing genre. Cf. Steven Marcus, “Freud and
Dora: Story, History, Case History,” in Representations (New York: Random
House, 1975), 247–309; Peter Brooks, “Fictions of the Wolf Man: Freud and
Narrative Understanding,” in Reading for the Plot (New York: Knopf, 1984),
264–85. Foucaultprovides a brilliant butelliptical discussion of the changein
medical hermeneutics in Birth, chap. 6, and offers a discussion of the role of a
doctor’s subjectivity within the process of writing case studies in “The Life of
Infamous Men,” in Morris and Patton, Michel Foucault, 76–91. Flaubert, of
course, isnotaphysician butaliterary artist, andthegenericconstraintsof the
realistic novel clearly are not identical with those of the case study. Neverthe-
less, in terms of the epistemological and hermeneutic imperatives that struc-
ture the two genres, a certain commonality does exist.

47. Bichat, Recherches, 218.
48. “—Sens donc: quelle odeur! fît-il en la lui passant sous le nez à

plusieurs reprises.
—J’étouffe! s’écria-t-elle en se levant d’un bond.
Mais, par un effort de volonté, ce spasme disparut; puis:
—Ce n’est rien! dit-elle, ce n’est rien! c’est nerveux! Assieds-toi, mange!
Car elle rédoutait qu’on ne fût à la questionner, à la soigner, qu’on ne la

quittât plus.
Charles, pour lui obéir, s’était rassis, et il crachait dans sa main les noyaux

des abricots, qu’il déposait ensuite dans son assiette.
Tout à coup, un tilbury bleu passa au grand trot sur la place. Emma poussa

un cri et tomba roide par terre, à la renverse” (233).
49. “Il yadesnaturessi impressionnablesa l’encontredecertaines odeurs!

et ce serait même une belle question à étudier, tant sous le rapport patholo-
gique que sous le rapport physiologique” (234).

50. Quoted in Foucault,The History of Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (New
York: Pantheon, 1978), 56, n. 1.

51. “Puis, ne pensez-vous pas qu’il faudrait peut-être frapper l’imagina-
tion?

—En quoi? comment? dit Bovary.
—Ah! c’est là la question! Telle est effectivement la question: ‘That is the

question!’ comme je lisais dernièrement dans le journal.
Mais Emma, se réveillant, s’écria:
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—Et la lettre? et la lettre?
On crût qu’elle avait le délire; elle l’eût à partir de minuit: une fièvre

cérébrale s’était declarée” (235).
52. “In short, a young woman from a good social background, with a nerv-

ous constitution, not doing manual work and leading an idle life between at-
tending concerts and reading novels, is the ideal subject predisposed to hys-
teria.” Bruttin, Différentes théories sur l’hystérie, 17.

53. Girard, Deceit, Desire, and the Novel, 149.
54. For a summary of the various medical positions on this question, see

Dr. Eduard Allain, Le mal de Flaubert (Paris: M. Lac, 1928). Cf. also René Du-
mesnil,Flaubert et lamédecine(Geneva:Slatkine,1969)andMaximeDuCamp’s
unreliable but still fascinating reminiscences, “La maladie de Flaubert,” La
Chronique médicale 3 (1896): 584–87.

55. Quoted in The Letters of Gustave Flaubert, 1830–1857, trans. and ed.
Francis Steegmuller (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1980), 22. All further
English quotations from Flaubert’s correspondence are from this edition.

56. “Elle resta perdue de stupeur, et n’ayant plus conscience d’elle-même
que par le battement de ses artêres, qu’elle croyait entendre s’échapper
comme une assourdissante musique qui emplissait la campagne. Le sol sous
ses pieds était plus mou qu’une onde, et les sillons lui parurent d’immenses
vagues brunes, qui déferlaient. Tout ce qu’il y avait dans sa tête de réminis-
cences, d’idées, s’échappait à la fois, d’un seul bond. comme les mille pièces
d’un feu d’artifice. Elle vît son père, le cabinet de Lheureux, leur chambre
là-bas, un autre paysage. La folie la prenait” (326).

57. Both Eugene F. Gray, in “The Clinical View of Life: Gustave Flaubert’s
MadameBovary,” inMedicineandLiterature, ed.EdmundPellegrino(NewYork:
N. Watson, 1980), 60–84, and John C. Lapp, in “Art and Hallucination in
Flaubert,” French Studies 10, no. 4 (1956): 322–43, have discussed this passage
and pointed out the similarity between Emma’s hallucinations and those of
Flaubert. Neither critic, however, has adequately described or explained the
parallelismbetweenFlaubert’sdescriptionofhisandEmma’sexperienceand
the medical description of the same kind of experience.

58. Thibaudet’s comment about what he called Flaubert’s “binocular vi-
sion” is developed at length by Barbara Smalley, who emphasizes Flaubert’s
“awareness of two worlds, the world of private experience and the world of
scientific reality,” as a fundamental characteristic of his realism. No stylistic
analysis in itself, however, could grasp the constituting conditionsof this dou-
bleperspective. Cf. Smalley, George Eliot andFlaubert (Athens: Ohio University
Press, 1974), and Thibaudet, Gustave Flaubert (Paris: Gallimard, 1935), 119.

59. Jean Starobinski, “The Style of Autobiography,” in Literary Style: A Sym-
posium, ed. Seymour Chatman (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971),
285–94.Benveniste’sdistinctionisactuallybetween“l’énonciationhistorique”
and “discours,” not between different subjects. See Emile Benveniste,
Problèmes de linguistique générale (Paris: Gallimard, 1966), 242.

60. Jean-Paul Sartre, The Family Idiot, trans. Carol Cosman (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1981), vol. 1, 443.

61. This is Sartre’s position, as well as that of Harry Levin in The Gates of
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Horn, 219. The identification seems to have been made first by René Du-
mesnil in Flaubert et la médecine.

62. SartreclaimsthatLarivière’s“calmconsciousnessofhavinggreattalent
can only be the acceptance of mediocrity,” and concludes that Flaubert is
thereforeopposingLarivière’s/Achille-Cléophas’stalent(read“mediocrity”by
Sartre) to his own genius. But Sartre fails to point out that Flaubert nowhere
opposes genius to talent and mediocrity. In fact, Flaubert often cited the fol-
lowingmaxims ofLa Bruyère and Buffon as guides: “Un esprit médiocre croit
écriredivinement,unbonespritcroitécrireraisonnablement,”and“Legénie
n’est qu’une plus grande aptitude à la patience” [“Amediocrewriter believes
he writes divinely; a good writer believes he writes reasonably,” and “Genius is
merelyagreat aptitude for patience”] (Steegmuller,Letters of Gustave Flaubert,
66 and 182). I would argue that for Flaubert, in many ways an antiromantic,
the alternative to mediocrity is not genius, but professional competence.

63. Cf. Charles Augustin Sainte-Beuve, “De la littérature industrielle,” in
Portraits Contemporaine (Paris: Didier, 1846), vol. 1, 495–557. On the develop-
ment of the professional writer during the 1820s and 1830s, as well as on the
generalphenomenonofprofessionalizationduringthatperiod,seechapter3.

64. See Honoréde Balzac, Oeuvres Complètes (Paris: Bibliophilesde l’Origi-
nales, 1968), vol. 19, 546, for Balzac’s discussion of the “moral malady” of
society that he proposes to solve in his writing.

65. On the formation of a self-conscious professional class, see Harold
Perkin, The Origins of Modern English Society, 1770–1880 (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1969), 321–25. Perkin develops this argument at much
greater length in The Rise of Professional Society (London and New York: Rout-
ledge, 1989).

66. Cf. Lukács, The Historical Novel, 182.
67. On the arguments within Marxism about whether or not professionals

should be considered a class, see Barbara Ehrenreich and John Ehrenreich,
eds., Between Labor and Capital: The Professional-Managerial Class (Boston:
South EndPress,1979);Dietrich Rueschemeyer,Power and the Division ofLabor
(Cambridge, Mass.: Polity Press, 1986), 104–41.

CHAPTER THREE

1. Gustave Flaubert to Louise Colet, 27 December1852; quoted in The Let-
ters of Gustave Flaubert, 177–78.

2. All page references to quotations in the original French from this book
are to the Garnier Frères edition (Paris, 1976). Page references to quotations
inEnglisharefromthetranslationbyEllenMarriage, TheCountry Doctor (Phil-
adelphia: Gebbie Publishers, 1899).

3. Onthedistinctionbetweenasentenceandastatement,seeFoucault,The
Archaeology of Knowledge, 106–9.

4. Ontheoppositionbetween readerlyclassical textsandwriterly modern-
ist texts, see Roland Barthes, S/Z, trans. Richard Miller (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1974), 3–16. See also Stephen Heath, The Nouveau Roman (Philadel-
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phia:TempleUniversity Press,1972),15–25. Thedistinctionbetween critical
realism and merely descriptive naturalism is developed by Georg Lukács in a
number of works, the most accessible being The Meaning of Contemporary Real-
ism, trans. John Mander and Necke Mander (London: Merlin Press, 1979).

5. Lukács’s comments on Balzac are scattered throughout his later work,
but can be found in their most developed form in Balzac et le Réalisme Français
(Paris: François Maspéro, 1967). Auerbach’s well-known discussion of Bal-
zacian realismoccurs inMimesis, trans. WillardTrask(Princeton,N.J.: Prince-
ton University Press, 1974), 468–82.

6. “. . . la reproductionrigoreusedela réalité.”Oeuvres Complètes illustrées de
Balzac (Paris: Bibliophiles de l’originale, 1976), vol. 14, 819.

7. On the type as a literary phenomenon peculiar to realism, see Lukács,
The Historical Novel, and René Wellek, “Realism in Literary Scholarship,” in
Concepts of Criticism (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1963). Wellek
traces the literary-historical provenance of the notion of type to Taine, in
“Hyppolite Taine’s Literary Theory and Criticism,” Criticism 1, no. 1 (1959):
1–18, 123–38. On the scientific and cultural sources for Balzac’s use of the
term, see Robert Nisbet, “Herder, Goethe, and the Natural ‘Type,’” Publica-
tions of the English Goethe Society 37 (1967): 83–119; Heinrich Hömel, “Type
and Proto-Phenomenon in Goethe’s Science,” PMLA 71, no. 4 (September
1956):651–58;andPeterDemetz,“BalzacandtheZoologists,” inDemetz,ed.,
The Disciplines of Criticism (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1968),
397–418.

8. Demetz, “Balzac and the Zoologists,” 58.
9. Cf. Lukács, The Historical Novel, 126–27.
10. “the representative sign of a creation, of an idea.” Quoted in Demetz,

“Balzac and the Zoologists,” 75.
11. Auerbach, Mimesis, 471.
12. Charles-Augustin Sainte-Beuve, Selected Essays, trans. Francis Steeg-

muller and Norbert Guterman (Garden City, N. J.: Doubleday, 1963), 255.
13. On the history of physiognomy and phrenology, see Gräeme Tytler,

Physiognomy in the European Novel (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1982); Roger Cooter, “Phrenology and the British Alienists, ca. 1825–1845,”
and William Bynum, “Rationales for Therapy in British Psychiatry, 1780–
1835,” in Madhouses, Scull, ed., 35–105;Owsei Temkin, “Gall andthe Phrenol-
ogical Movement,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 21, no. 3 (1947): 275–321;
Jason Hall, “Gall’s Phrenology: A Romantic Psychology,” Studies in Romanti-
cism, 16, no. 3 (1977): 305–17; Roger Cooter, The Cultural Meaning of Popular
Science: Phrenology and the Organisation of Consent in Nineteenth-Century Britain
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984). For an analysis of the ways
phrenological analysis was enlisted in the stereotyping of women as inferior,
see Cynthia Russett, Sexual Science (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1989).

14. Lavater, quoted in Tytler, Physiognomy, 71.
15. Temkin, “Gall,” 279.
16. On the professional stakes of the phrenology movement, see Cooter,
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Cultural Meaning of Popular Science. On the popular confusion between phre-
nology and physiognomy, see Tytler, Physiognomy, 88–90.

17. “. . . a fait marcher les maximesde Larochefoucault[sic], qu’il a donné
la vie aux observations de Lavater en les appliquant.” Félix Davin, “Introduc-
tion” to Etudes de Moeurs, in Balzac, Oeuvres Complètes (Paris: Bibliophiles de
l’Originales,1968),vol.19,613.AllreferencestoBalzac’sOeuvreswillbeto this
edition, except where otherwise noted.

18. “. . . la vie habituelle fait l’âme, et l’âme fait la physiognomie.”
19. Quoted in Fernand Baldensperger, “Les théories de Lavater dans la

littératurefrançaise,” inEtudesd’histoire littéraire(Paris:LaHachette,1910),75.
20. I do not have space to deal with mesmerism in this book, but its rele-

vance to the first stage of nineteenth-century realism is undeniably great. For
a study of how mesmerism functions in the work of Balzac’s British counter-
part,Dickens,providingan“emphasisonwill,energy,andthemindas intensi-
fied metaphors for his exploration of the condition of man” (234), see Fred
Kaplan, Dickens and Mesmerism (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1975).

21. Ontheepistemologicalandpoliticaldisputesbetweenclinicalmedicine
and marginal medical sciences, see Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of
American Medicine (New York: Basic Books, 1982), 47–59. On the English con-
text, see Ian Inkster, “Marginal Men,” ed. John Woodward and David N.
Richards, Health Care and Popular Medicine in Nineteenth-Century England (New
York: Holmes and Meier, 1977), 128–63. On the local versions of these dis-
putes within a specifically French context, see Ramsey, “Medical Power and
Popular Medicine,” 560–77.

22. The fullest discussion of the Cuvier versus Geoffroy St.-Hilaire contro-
versy (including Balzac’s role in it) is Toby Appel’s The Cuvier-Geoffroy Debate
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1987). For philosophically informed
views of the controversy, see Cassirer in The Problem of Knowledge, 126–36;
François Jacob in The Logic of Life, trans. Michael Spillman (New York: Vin-
tage,1976),100–111;andGeorgesCanguilhem,Laconnaissancedelavie(Paris:
Vrin, 1965), 174–84.

23. “Depuis ce jour, la béauté de mademoiselle Grandet prît un nouveau
caractère.Les graves pensées d’amourpar lesquelles sonâmeétait lentement
envahie, la dignité de la femme aimée, donnèrent à ses traits cette éspèce
d’éclat que les peintres figuraient par l’auréole. Avant la venue de son cousin
Eugènie pouvait être comparée à la Viérge avant la conception; quand il fût
parti, elle ressemblait à la Viérge mère: elle avait conçu l’amour.” Balzac,
Eugènie Grandet (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967), 169–70.

24. “Jamais madame Bovary ne fût aussi belle qu’à cette époque; elle avait
cette indéfinissablebéautéquirésultedela joie,del’enthousiasme,dusuccès,
et qui n’est que l’harmonie du tempérament avec les circonstances.” Madame
Bovary, 222.

25. In fact, Flaubert is antiphysiognomic inways that Tytlermisses because
he doggedly insists on identifying the presence of physiognomy in the novel.
For Flaubert, what seems a physiognomical transformation under the influ-
ence of love—the lyricism Tytler identifies—is in fact nothing more than a
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delusion. Tytler’s misreading is most evident when he proffers the following
passageasproof thatFlaubert writesphysiognomically:“Jamaisellen’avait eu
les yeux si grands, si noirs, ni d’une telle profondeur.Quelque chosede subtil
épandu sur sa personne la transfigurait” [“Never had she had eyes so large, so
black, of suchdepth. Somethingsubtle spreadingover her transfigured her”]
(194). This transfiguration, however, is not an objective fact recorded by
Flaubert, but a subjective fact of Emma’s self-perception. She is viewing her-
self inamirror,andanearlierdraft clarifies thenarcissistic contextof Emma’s
physiognomic perception: “Cependant elle s’aperçut dans la glace et elle eût
presque de la stupéfaction en reconnaissant son visage. Comment n’expri-
mait-il rien de ce qui emplissait son âme? Comment faisait-il qu’elle pût
paraitre la même? Alors, elle avança de plus près pour se considérer, et elle se
trouva tout à coup extraordinairement belle. Elle n’avait jamais eu les yeux si
grands . . . ” [“However, she glanced at herself in the mirror and was almost
stupefied in recognizing her face. How could it fail to express what filled her
soul? How could it be that she appeared the same? Then she moved closer to
consider herself, and she found herself suddenly extraordinarily beautiful.
She had never had eyes so large . . .”] (195). That Flaubert suppresses this
passage in his final version doesnot imply that henowthinks ofEmma’s trans-
formationasaphysiognomicfact,butthatheexpectshisidealreader—amed-
ical man, as I have argued in the previous chapter—to negate the physiog-
nomic perspective. Tytler’s failure (despite the many virtues of his work) to
specify the literary situation ofhis discourse isa tellingone,betrayingas it does
a methodological lacuna within new historicism which this book attempts to
address.

26. Robert Castel, L’Ordre psychiatrique (Paris: EditionsdeMinuit, 1976). A
useful overview of Castel’s work may be found in Peter Miller, “The Territory
of Psychiatry,” Ideology and Consciousness 8 (Spring 1981): 63–106.

27. Onthemedicalizationofthenotionofenvironmentaldeterminism,see
LeoSpitzer, “MilieuandAmbiance:An Essay inHistoricalSemantics,” Philoso-
phy and Phenomenological Research 3 (1942): 1–42, 169–218; reprinted in
Spitzer, Essays in Historical Semantics (New York: S. F. Vanni, 1948), 179–316.

28. PhilippeEsquirol,“Questionmédico-légalesurl’isolementdesaliénés,”
Mémoire présenté à l’Institut le premier octobre 1832 (Paris: Crochard, 1832), 31.

29. For a fascinating account of the pathology of shock in nineteenth-cen-
tury medicine, see WolfgangSchivelbusch,The Railway Journey, trans. Anselm
Hollo (New York: Urizen, 1979).

30. “a étè pendant ce temps la victime de tous les caprices des gens riches,
lesquels, pour la plupart, n’ont rien de constant ni de suivi dans leur
générosité, bienfaisants par accès ou par boutades, tantôt amis, tantôt
maîtres. . . . Tour à tour demoiselle de compagnie et femme de chambre, on
fît d’elle un être incomplète” (127).

31. As one group of psychiatrists put it, “political upsets bring with them
real and powerful causes of madness.” See Lucien Belhomme, Influence des
évènements et des commotions politique sur le développement de la folie (Paris: Germer
Bailliére, 1849), 23. The ideological position I am sketching out here is most
fully worked through in the writings of Brierre de Boismont and, in an inter-
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esting American variation, in Benjamin Rush’s work. Bichat, Alibert, and a
number of other clinicians who lived through the French Revolution also
studied the effects of political turmoil on health. So far as I know, there is no
exhaustivehistoricalanalysisofthevariouspathologizationsofrevolution.See
Jan Goldstein, Console and Classify (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1987).

32. “incessament dissoute, incessament recomposée, . . . sans liens, sans
principes, sanshomogénéité.”Oeuvres Complètes (Paris:Le Prat, 1963), vol. 11,
230.

33. On this aspect of Balzacian narrative, see Christopher Prendergast,
Balzac: Fiction and Melodrama (London: E. Arnold, 1978). Franco Moretti, in
Signs Taken for Wonders, trans. Susan Fischer et al. (New York: Holmes and
Meier, 1983), 109–30, offers a cultural analysis of Balzacian narrative that
resonates in important ways with the one I am offering here, but that relies on
what I would suggest is a view of social context that is discursively fuzzy.

34. “lesloisdelaconsciencesociale,quineressembleenrienàlaconscience
naturelle.”

35. This two-sided aspect of Balzac’s style has been recognized by Peter
Brooks,whoargues that in the Comédie “an inherited hierarchydisciplines the
natural anarchy of social life in much the same way as Balzac’s naïvely system-
atic narration contains and organizes his stylistic incoherence and exuber-
ance.” See The Melodramatic Imagination (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1976), 56. Unfortunately, Brooks’s formalism prevents him from ex-
ploring in any detail the actual historical context for the opposition he per-
ceives between incoherence and system. The discipline in Balzac’s novels de-
rivesfromneitheraninheritedhierarchynoramelodramaticsystematization,
but a quasi-scientific perspective on disorder.

36. In a strangely ahistorical moment for a critic whose motto is “Always
historicize!” Fredric Jameson perceives the nature of what he brilliantly calls
“appetency”inBalzac,butthenimmediatelydeniesappetency’ssociohistorical
determinations in favor of purely literary ones: “The human existence is at all
times motivated by appetency, that is, by a clear desire that always poses a
preciseobject beforeitself. Thepropercross-referencesarenotpsychologyor
psychoanalysis,butthatvaguewellingdissatisfactioncharacteristicofdesirein
the novels of Flaubert; or the metaphysical value with which desire is invested
by the surrealists: two wholly different formal conventions.” Cf. “Cousin Bette
and Allegorical Realism,” PMLA 86, no. 2 (March 1971): 244. Flaubert’s for-
mal conventions concerning desire are wholly different from those of Balzac,
but this difference needs to be explained by analyzing the discursive cross-
references on which each novelist depends.

37. “L’état de société fait de nos besoins, de nos nécessités, de nos goûts,
autantdeplaies,autantdemaladies,parlesexcèsauxquelsnousnousportons,
poussésparledéveloppementqueleurimprimelapensée: iln’yarienennous
par où elle ne se trahisse. De la ce titre [Pathologie de la vie sociale] pris à la
science médicale. Là où il n’y a pas maladie physique, il y a maladie morale.”
Oeuvres Complètes (Paris: Bibliophiles de l’Originales, 1976), vol. 19, 546.

38. For a detailed description of the “monomania controversy,” see Gold-
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stein, Console, 152–96. Like phrenology and physiognomy, monomania was
abruptly discredited in the 1850s. Cf. J.-P. Falret, De la non-existence de la mono-
manie (Paris: Rignoux, 1854).

39. Not that writers before Balzac did not represent characters whom one
couldappropriatelydescribe as “monomaniacs.”Sterne’sUncle Tobyor even
Don Quixote immediately come to mind. But in Balzac’s case this kind of
character is imagined by the writer himself through the category of monoma-
nia.

40. As Owsei Temkin has pointed out, Balzac’s more balanced attitude to-
wardthepassionsmaybetraceable tothephysiological(ratherthantherapeu-
tic) assumptionsof suchcontemporariesasMagendie, whoargues that “great
poets, heroes,greatcriminals and conquerorsareempassionedmen.” Cf. The
Double Face of Janus (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977),
341.

41. Esquirol, “Question médico-légale,” 31.
42. See Goldstein, Console, 277–321, for this story in its French context.

The most important study of this topic in an American context is David Roth-
man’s The Discovery of the Asylum (Boston: Little, Brown, 1971).

43. “un village au delà duquel il n’y aurait plus eu de terre, qui semblait
n’aboutir et ne tenir à rien; ses habitants paraissaient former une même fa-
mille en dehorsdu mouvementsocial, et ne s’y rattacher que par le collecteur
d’impôts ou par d’imperceptibles ramifications” (15).

44. On the traitement moral, see Robert Castel, “Le Traitement moral:
Thérapeutique Mentale et Contrôle Social au XIXème siècle,” Topique 2 (Feb-
ruary 1970): 109–29; Andrew Scull, “Moral Treatment Reconsidered: Some
SociologicalCommentsonanEpisodein theHistory ofBritish Psychiatry,” in
Scull, Madhouses, 105–20.

45. Goldstein, Console, 35, quotingS. Pinel,“Traitédurégimesanitaire des
aliénés,” 41.

46. On the distinction between patriarchy and paternalism, see Richard
Sennett, Authority (New York: Knopf, 1980), 52–54.

47. Cf. The History of Sexuality, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Pantheon,
1978), vol. 1, 81–91.

48. According to Louis Marin, utopian discourse always proceeds in this
way, selecting certain qualities from a given reference-community and pro-
jecting their opposites onto the utopia. Cf. Louis Marin, Utopiques: jeux
d’éspaces (Paris: Minuit, 1973). Eugene W. Holland discusses Le Médecin de
campagne as a hybrid of utopian and romance genres in MMLA 17, no. 1
(Spring 1984): 54–69, but he argues that Balzac’s utopia should be under-
stoodinnarrowlypoliticaltermsasan“electoralallegory”promotingBalzacas
a potential candidate for office. Le Médecin very obviously does set out a polit-
ical project, but the real question is how that overt politics can be connected
with the project inherent in Balzacian realism.

49. Tanner, Adultery in the Novel, 15.
50. See Sennett, Authority, 50–83, for a brilliant discussion of the uses of

paternalism by the bourgeoisie in the era of high capitalism.
51. Onpaternalismwithintheideologyofprofessionalism,seeLarson,The
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Rise of Professionalism 220–23. On paternalism as a nineteenth-century ideol-
ogy powerfully expressed as well as challenged in the novel, see Edward Said,
Beginnings (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975), chap. 3.

52. Goldstein, Console, 224.
53. One index of this change is the presence of a phrenological head in

Charles Bovary’s examining room: phrenology has degenerated from a mas-
terscience in Balzac to a form of bêtise. Eliot, too, may be said to have left
phrenology behind in her mature work. Cf. N. N. Feltes, “Phrenology: From
LewestoGeorgeEliot,”Studies intheLiterary Imagination 1,no.1(1968):13–22.

54. Larson, The Rise of Professionalism, 49. My analysis in what follows bears
someresemblanceto theargumentPierreBourdieuhasadvancedaboutwhat
hecalls the “literary field.” Cf. “Intellectual Field andCreative Project,” trans.
Sian France, Social Science Information 8, no. 2(April 1969): 89–119. Bourdieu,
however, seems to take for granted that such a field exists, when what is most
interestingaboutBalzac’sandtheearlypsychiatrist’senterprise isprecisely its
formational,emergentquality,whichLarson’sanalyticregistersmorefluently.

55. Indeed, Eliot Freidson goes so far as to define profession itself as “or-
ganized autonomy.” See Freidson, Professional Dominance (New York: Ather-
ton Press, 1970), 133–35. See also Ernest Greenwood, “Attributes of a Profes-
sion,” Social Work 2, no. 3 (1957): 45–55; Carlo Cipolla, “The Professions: The
Long View,” Journal of European Economic History 2, no. 1 (1973): 37–52.

56. OnBalzac’sparticipation in earlyefforts tosecurecopyright, see Louis
de Royaumont, Balzac et la Société des gens de lettres (Paris: Dorbon-aîné, 1913).
A brilliant but truncated discussion of Balzac as a seminal figure in the pro-
fessionalizing of letters can be found in the preface of Régis Debray’s Le
pouvoir intellectuel en France (Paris: Editions Ramsay, 1979). See also Christo-
pher Prendergast, Balzac: Fiction and Melodrama (London: E. Arnold, 1978).
For an overview of the profession of letters, see Raymond Williams’s innocu-
ously entitled essay, “Notes on English Prose, 1780–1950,” in Writing in Society
(London: Verso, n.d.), 67–121, and Williams’s longer discussion of the same
issue in The Long Revolution (New York: Columbia University Press, 1961),
156–213.

57. See, for example, Jeffrey Berlant, Profession and Monopoly (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1975), where professional ethics are analyzed
not as a nexus of deeply held personal beliefs but as an institutionalized set of
tools aimed at establishing professional monopolies.

58. For a notable exception, see Bruce Robbins’s valuable essay, “Tele-
scopic Philanthropy: Professionalism and Responsibility in Bleak House,” in
HomiBhabha, ed., Nation and Narration (London:Routledge, 1990), 213–30.

59. One result of this previous orientation was that many of the early pro-
ponents of moral treatment were not psychiatrists but religiously motivated
reformers like the Tukes or members of charitable organizations.

60. As Larson puts it, “until almost the nineteenth century, we cannot
speak of an internal stratification of the professions, for ‘common’ and
‘learned’practitionersinhabiteddifferentsocialworlds.”TheRise ofProfession-
alism, 3.

61. As Williams points out, at the prices charged for books “book-buying
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wasobviously socially limited. . . .While this expansion[of thereadingpublic
duringtheeighteenthcentury]continued,therewassurprisinglylittlechange
in the general output of books . . . [while] the demand for almanacs, chap-
books,ballads,broadsheets,andpamphletsseemsnottohaveslackened.”Long
Revolution, 162–63.

62. As Peterson points out, in England, “while the old tripartite division of
health care continued, it did so in attenuatedform.” See The Medical Profession
in Mid-Victorian London, 29–30. For a more complete analysis of this uneven
development within the English medical profession, see Ivan Waddington,
“General Practitioners and Consultants in Early Nineteenth-Century En-
gland: The Sociology of an Intra-Professional Conflict,” in Woodward and
Richards, ed. Health Care and Popular Medicine, 164–88.

63. Kathleen Tillotson, Novels of the Eighteen-Forties (London: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1965), 15.

64. On Dicks, cf. Victor Neuberg, Popular Literature (New York: Penguin,
1977),177.Neuberg’s studyprovidesanexcellentoverview of therise ofmod-
ern markets for literature, as does Gabriel Josipovici, The World and the Book
(London: Macmillan, 1971).

65. The National Magazine 1(December1837): 446; quoted in Louis James,
Fiction for the Working Man, 1830–1850 (London: Oxford University Press,
1963), 47.

66. For details about Balzac’s 1826 printing fiasco, see Noël Gerson, The
Prodigal Genius: The Life and Times of Honoré de Balzac (Garden City, N.Y.: Dou-
bleday, 1972), 75–85.

67. See “Politics as a Vocation,” in From Max Weber, ed. H. H. Gerth and C.
Wright Mills (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), 78.

68. In American as well as European medicine, “the authority of the pro-
fessionasgaugedbythewillingnessoflegislatures,philanthropists,physicians,
and the general public to support and patronize medical institutions, was es-
tablished longbeforethecontentofmedicalpractice could justify it.” Peter D.
Hall, “The Social Foundations of Professional Credibility: Linking the Medi-
cal Professionto Higher Educationin Connecticut andMassachusetts, 1700–
1830,” in Thomas Haskell, ed., The Authority of Experts (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1984), 107.

69. Weber,From Max Weber, 79. See alsoWilliam Goode, “Community with-
in aCommunity: TheProfessions,”American Sociological Review 22, no.2 (April
1957): 194–98.

70. “Pour qu’une littérature ait de la vie avec ensemble et consistance, il
fautunecertainestabiliténonstagnante;ilfaut,pourl’émulation,uncerclede
juges compétents et d’élite, quelque chose ou quelqu’un qui organise, qui
régularise,quimodèreetquicontienne,quel’écrivainaitenvueetqu’ildésire
de satisfaire; sans quoi il s’émancipe outre mesure, il se disperse et s’aban-
donne. . . .Lesgrandssiècles littérairesonttoujourseuainsiunjuge,un tribu-
naldispensateur,dequi l’écrivainsesentaitdépendre,quelquebalcon. . .du-
quel descendait la palme et la récompense.” Charles-Augustin Sainte-Beuve,
Chateaubriand et son groupe littéraire (Paris: Michel Levy, 1889), vol. 1, 52–53;
my translation.
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71. Richard Sennett and Jonathan Cobb, The Hidden Injuries of Class (New
York: Vintage, 1972), 227.

72. Starr, Social Transformation, 19.
73. Waddington, The Medical Profession in the Industrial Revolution, 19.
74. “Ce mot d’exactitude veut une explication. L’auteur n’a pas entendu

ainsi contracter l’obligation de donner les fait un à un, sèchement et de
manière à montrer jusqu’à quel point onpeut fair arriver l’histoire à la condi-
tion d’un squelette dont les os sont soigneuesement numérotés.” “Introduc-
tion à Les Chouans,” Oeuvres Complètes, vol. 19, 536.

75. “Les déterminations les plus importantes se prennent toujours en un
moment; [Balzac] a voulu représenter les passions rapidement conçus, qui
soumettenttoute l’existenceàquleque penséed’unjour;maispourquois ten-
terait-il d’expliquer par la logique ce qui doit être compris par le senti-
ment. . . . Quoique la vie sociale aît, aussi bien que la vie physique, des lois en
apparence immuable, vous ne trouverez nulle part ni le corps ni le coeur
réguliers comme la trigonométrie de Legendre.” Oeuvres Complètes (Paris: Le
Prat, 1963), vol. 19, 167; my translation.

76. ThisisinmarkedcontrasttoFlaubert,whoseidealphysician, Larivière,
must be an agent of knowledge, not only an icon of professional authority.

77. Stanley Fish calls this kind of involuted rhetorical practice, in which a
speechactworkscontradictorily to further the interestsof theprofessioneven
whileclaimingindependencefromit,“professionalantiprofessionalism.”Fish
argues convincingly that “anti-professionalism is not a position at all, but a
form of professional behavior,” tied to a “slow and complex interplay of
forces.” Rather than describing this interplay of forces or the historical nu-
ances of such professional behavior, Fish—more interested in rejecting anti-
professional rhetoric as another version of “ahistoricism, essentialism, and
utopianism”—simplyalludestocontext.It ispreciselythesepragmaticaspects
of professional antiprofessionalism, however, that are crucial to understand-
ing the phenomenon. As I have been trying to show, professional antiprofes-
sionalism not only exists, but tends to be invoked by professionals (whether
medical or literary) during specific historical conjunctures that give rise to
crises of professional legitimation, andin particular duringthe early stages of
drives for professional autonomy. Cf. Stanley Fish, “Professional Anti-Profes-
sionalism,” Times Literary Supplement, 10 December 1982, 1363.

78. On the myth of Napoleon in French culture during the nineteenth
century, see Albert Guerard, Reflections on the Napoleonic Legend (New York:
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1924). On Balzac’s use of the Napoleonic image, see
Maurice Bardèche, Une lecture de Balzac (Paris: Les Sept Couleurs, 1964), 27–
30.

79. André Maurois, Prométhée, ou la vie de Balzac (Paris: Hachette, 1965),
227.

80. “. . . n’a rien d’humain; ce n’est pas celui de l’ouvrier, de l’homo faber,
dont le mouvementtout usuel va jusqu’au bout de lui-même à la recherchede
son propreeffet; c’est un geste immobilisé dans le moment le moins stable de
sacourse;c’estl’idéedelapuissance,nonsonépaisseur,quiestainsiéternisée.
La main qui se lève un peu, ou s’appuie mollement, la suspension même du
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mouvement, produisent la fantasmagorie d’un pouvoir étranger à l’homme.
Le geste crée, il n’accomplit pas. . . .” Roland Barthes, Essais Critiques (Paris:
Editions de Seuil, 1964), 36–37; my translation.

81. In A.-J. Gros’s Napoleon in the Pest-house at Jaffa, for instance, a coterie
of doctors surrounds Napoleon, who assumes a Christ-the-healer pose, laying
onhands to cure apatient. Another suchexample is Charles Meynier’s Return
of Napoleon to the Isle of Loban, in which several doctors mediate between the
Emperorandpatients, echoingNapoleon’sposture.What is important formy
argumentaboutthesepaintingsis notthedistinctionthatarthistorianRobert
Rosenblum perceives in them between the “realistic concern” of the doctors
and the “spiritual first aid” supplied by Napoleon, but the attempt to tie that
realistic concern to Napoleon’s charismatic authority. When artworks are
commissioned directly by physicians, as in the case of the famous painting
depicting the psychiatrist Pinel freeingmental patients fromtheir chains, the
physician mayendupbeingcastdirectly inthecharismaticmoldofNapoleon.
Pinel’s figure appears in the same stance taken by Napoleon in other paint-
ings, the traditional pose of the exemplum virtus. Here, however, the virtus has
beenappropriatedbyprofessionalism.Cf.RobertRosenblum,Transformations
in Late Eighteenth-Century Art (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1970), 67–68.

82. See Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans.
Talcott Parsons, 2d ed. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1958), chap. 3.

83. Alan Mintz, George Eliot and the Novel of Vocation (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1978). I have found Mintz’s discussion extremely
suggestive,althoughlackinginthekindofdecade-by-decadehistoricalspecifi-
cation of the dynamics connecting professionalism and vocationalism (and
connecting both to literary realism) I wish to establish here.

84. As Larson puts it, “career is a pattern of organization of the self” that
only emerges in the wake of the drive for professional power (The Rise of Pro-
fessionalism, 229). The various literary permutations of this pattern before its
definitive emergence in the 1860s (in Stendhal, Trollope,andDickens as well
as Balzac) would be well worth exploring.

85. On the confession as a protonovelistic form, see John Frecerro,
“Dante’s Novel of the Self,” The Christian Century, 6 October 1965, 1216–17.

86. “Enfin, c’était un beau pays, c’était la France!”
87. Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Uni-

versity Press, 1981), 156.

CHAPTER FOUR

1. On Kant’s discussion of the interests of reason in biological theory, see
Cassirer, The Problem of Knowledge, 182–84.

2. One way to account for this shift would be to argue that through
Lydgate, Eliotpromotesa notionof the feminized physician, because his sym-
patheticqualitieswerepreciselythosebeingemphasizedbyfemalephysicians
trying to preserve a place for themselves in medicine during this period. The
ideologyofprofessionalizationworkedagainstwomenintheliterary field just
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as it did in the field of medicine. Eliot’s own attacks upon “scribbling women”
could be seen as part (along with the invention of a sympathetic male physi-
cian) of her own way of negotiating this ideology. See Regina Morantz-San-
chez, Sympathy and Science (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), for a
discussion of these tensions within the medical field. My own analysis stresses
intraprofessionalandepistemologicalratherthangendertensions,butclearly
all three are involved.

3. Onthenotionofa secularcallingin Eliot,see AlanMintz,George Eliot and
the Novel of Vocation (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1978).
Mintz argues that Eliot’s characters embody a secularized vocational ethos in
which “selfish ambitions for personal distinction and selfless aspirations to-
ward general amelioration are parts of a single matrix of desire” (20). But he
does not distinguish scientific and medical vocation in Middlemarch, nor does
hetry toexplainindetail theinterplayinEliot’scharacterizationsbetween the
rhetoric of vocation and the epistemology of the different organic models
through which Eliot works.

4. F. R. Leavis and Q. D. Leavis, Dickens the Novelist (London: Chatto and
Windus, 1970), 180.

5. Jonathan Arac has argued that this reforming impulse in fact subtends
and grounds the realism of these writers. Cf. Commissioned Spirits (New Brun-
swick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1979).

6. Charles Dickens, Little Dorrit (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1969),
662.

7. On Lydgate as a knowledgeable general practitioner, see Patrick J. Mc-
Carthy, “Lydgate, ‘The New, Young Surgeon’ of Middlemarch,” Studies in
EnglishLiterature, 1500–1900, 10,no.4(1970): 805–16; C. L. Cline, “Qualifica-
tions of the Medical Practitioners of Middlemarch,” in Nineteenth-Century Liter-
ary Perspectives: Essays in Honor of Lionel Stevenson (Durham, N.C.: Duke Uni-
versity Press, 1974), 271–81.

8. George Eliot, Middlemarch, ed. GordonHaight (Boston: Houghton Mif-
flin Co., 1956), 109. All references to this edition are cited hereafter in the
text.

9. Cf. N. N. Feltes, “George Eliot’s ‘Pier-Glass’: The Developmentof a Met-
aphor,” Modern Philology 67, no. 1 (1969): 69–71.

10. J. Hillis Miller, “Optic and Semiotic in Middlemarch,” in William Buck-
ley, ed., The Worlds of Victorian Fiction, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1975), 139.

11. Cf. W. J. Harvey, “The Intellectual Background of the Novel,” in Bar-
bara Hardy, ed., Critical Approaches to Middlemarch (London: University of
London, The Athelone Press, 1967), 25–38.

12. G. H. Lewes, Problems of Life and Mind, 3d ser. (Boston: Houghton,
Osgood and Company, 1880), 10.

13. This Cyclopaedia’s undisturbed condition resembles that of Charles
Bovary’s Dictionnaire des sciences médicales, with its uncut pages. That Lydgate
opens his book symbolizes the different status of knowledge in Eliot’s realism:
it has become accessible to the characters themselves—but as such, it can no
longer function as a principium stilisationis, as it does in Flaubert’s realism.
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14. Augustine, Confessions, trans. R. S. Pine-Coffin (New York: Signet,
1978), book 8, para. 2.

15. On the discursive implications of Augustine’s moment of conversion,
seeLawrenceRothfield, “Autobiography andPerspective in theConfessions of
St. Augustine,” Comparative Literature 33, no. 3 (Summer 1981): 209–23.

16. Eliot’s phrase, “for anything he knew his brains lay in small bags at his
temples, and he had no more thought of representing to himself how his
blood circulated than how paper served instead of gold,” reflects this process
of discovery-through-metonymy: the idea of having brains kept in small bags
may have evoked the idea of gold (also kept in bags) and the associated anal-
ogy between knowledge and paper money.

17. As Gaston Bachelard, the most profoundanalyst of metaphor in scien-
tific thought, puts it: “Like it or not, metaphors seduce our reason” (La Forma-
tion de l’Esprit Scientifique [Paris: J. Vrin, 1938], 78). On Bachelard and the
“continuity between metaphor and concept” in philosophy as well as in sci-
ence, cf. Jacques Derrida, “White Mythology: Metaphor in the Text of Philos-
ophy,” New Literary History 6, no. 1 (August 1974): 5–74.

18. See Michael Mason, “Middlemarch and Science: Problems of Life and
Mind,” Review of English Studies 22, no. 86 (1971): 151–69. On the impact of
epistemological problems in the natural sciences upon the style of Victorian
novelists, see George Levine, The Realistic Imagination (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1981), and Gillian Beer, Darwin’s Plots (Boston: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1983).

19. Lewes, Problems, 191, 106.
20. Ibid., 101.
21. Lorenz Oken, Die Zeugung (Bamburg uber Wirzburg: J. A. Goebhardt,

1805), quoted in William Coleman, Biology in the Nineteenth Century (Cam-
bridge:CambridgeUniversity Press,1977),25.GeorgeRosenargues that “the
Romantic medicine created on the basis of Schelling’s philosophy of nature
. . . representedthe German approachto the problemof medical reconstruc-
tion . . . in a period of revolution.” Cf. “Romantic Medicine,” Bulletin of the
History of Medicine 25, no. 2 (1951): 149–59. On the impact of naturphilosophie
on English romanticism, see M. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1953).

22. François Jacob, The Logic of Life (New York: Vintage, 1976), 118.
23. On the English reception of Virchow’s work, see W. H. McMenemey,

“Cellular Pathology, with Special Reference to the Influence of Virchow’s
TeachingsonMedical Thoughtand Practice,” in F.N.L. Poynter,ed., Medicine
and Science in the 1860s (London: Wellcome Institute of the History of Medi-
cine, 1968), 13–43, 49–50.

24. Problems (London, 1874–1879), vol. 2, 122–23.
25. Within the field of mental medicine, which borrowed so much of its

cognitiveapparatusfrompathologicalanatomy,themorebasic sciencesof the
body would by the end of the century have attained enough intellectual pre-
dominance to be used by Freud to justify psychoanalysis as an avant-garde
mental science as far in advance of psychiatry as cell-based medicine was in
advanceofclinical,anatomicallybasedmedicine:“Psychoanalysis is relatedto
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psychiatry approximatelyashistology is to anatomy: theonestudies the exter-
nal forms of the organs, the other studies their constructionoutof tissues and
cells. It is not easy to imagine a contradiction between these two species of
study, of which one is a continuation of the other. Today, as you know, anat-
omy is regarded by us as the foundation of scientific medicine. But there was
a time when it was as much forbidden to dissect the human cadaver in order
to discover the internal structure of the body as it now seems to be to practice
psychoanalysis in order to learn about the internal mechanism of the mind.”
Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, trans. James Strachey (New York: Nor-
ton, 1966), 255.

26. See Harry Elmer Barnes, “Representative Biological Theories of Soci-
ety,” Sociological Review 7, nos. 2, 3 (1925): 120–30, 182–94 for a succinct over-
view of the organic model in nineteenth-century social thought.

27. Cf. Thomas Henry Huxley, Science and Culture and Other Essays (Lon-
don: Macmillan, 1881).

28. Eliot’s and Lewes’s medical friendships mark them as committed to a
medicalculturedifferentfromthemisogynisticoneexemplifiedbynameslike
ActonandMaudsley. Foradiscussion of Eliot’srelationshipto onesuch physi-
cian, see M. Jeanne Peterson, “Dr.Acton’sEnemy: Medicine, Sex, and Society
in Victorian England,” Victorian Studies 29 (1986): 4.

29. Lewes, Physiology ofCommon Life, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1859–
1860), vol. 2, 453.

30. Quoted in Letters, ed. G. S. Haight (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1955), vol. 6, 98–99.

31. Letter of 25 May 1870, quoted in Haight, Letters, vol. 5, 100.
32. See Bernard J. Paris, “Science and Art in George Eliot’s Quest for Val-

ues,” The Humanist 20 (1960): 52.
33. On Eliot’s psychology of composition, see Quentin Anderson’s illumi-

nating discussion in “George Eliot in Middlemarch,” in Boris Ford, ed., From
Dickens to Hardy (Baltimore, Md.: Penguin Books, 1958), 274–76; cf. also
Mintz, George Eliot and the Novel of Vocation, 145–48.

34. Letter of 8 May 1869.
35. On “organic form” in Eliot, see Terry Eagleton, Criticism and Ideology
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24. That need nothave been the case. Medicine—or anotherdiscourse we
picked—might well have turned out to be relatively peripheral to the formal,
epistemological, or ideological concerns of the realist novel. But even then
these concerns could be clarified by an analysis of how it is that they manage
to make a given discourse peripheral.
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